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THE RESEARCH NETWORKS BUILT BY THE MEDICAL
AND HEALTH RESEARCH PROGRAMME (MHR4) 
RESUME

What do concerted actions build and produce?

AIthough the financing available is modest, MHR is still a major programme 
involving more than 3000 teams - which has adopted an original approach to
financing, that of the "concerted action". As it is not designed to fund research
itself, there is no clear definition of what this form of public support for research
can achieve, promote or produce. This report is intended to provide such a
characterization, and as such, does not constitute an evaluation.

Three surprises as regards the characteristics of Concerted actions

Questionnaires were posted to ail participating teams (more than 1400
replied). The results showed that on average the activities coordinated by the
concerted action account for one fifth of each participating team's activities. This
high degree of involvement is the first surprise. There is strong leverage, but for
whom?

The second surprise was the composition of concerted actions: although
seven out of ten teams consider research as their main activity, almost one in two
includes clinicians, more than one in five is primarily involved in medical practice
and more than one in three is a university hospitaJ. These figures reveal the clinical
emphasis of the programme and the interweaving of research and clinical practice
: nine out of ten concerted actions bring together academics and practitioners.

What is the reason of such a mobilization? The results expected provide a
first answer. In line with standard research practice, 70% of the teams will publish
their results in journals with referees. For a third of them, the most important
results will be "applied", the main output being by far new methods of diagnosis
or care of use to clinicians. Most teams stress the importance of "new methods
and new instruments for research": protocols or standards, new databases, new
reference materials, new experimental facilities or new equipment. This surprise
was confirmed when the exchanges were analysed. If, as expected, meetings
(workshops, conferences, etc.) and visits are frequent and involve everybody, they
are by no means the only form of interaction. More than 85% of teams also
exchange data and protocols and nearly 70% are involved in the exchange of at least
one of the following five support materials : biological samples, reference
materials, reagents, prototypes and software.

This is far removed from the traditional exchange of academic results. The
main emphasis appears to be on the collective construction of new data sources.
This drives to a transformation in scientific approaches which has strong effects
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THE RESEARCH NETWORKS BUILT BY MHR4

on the harmonization of laboratory practices, and leads, within each project, to
the coordination and sharing of tasks between teams.

The dynamics of concerted actions

This warranted more detailed analysis of the actions themselves, and this was
done on the basis of existing documents and in-depth interviews with project
leaders (more than one hundred interviews).

Three actions under the first MHR programme, ten or so under the second,
thirty or so under the third, more than one hundred by the end of 1990, and
virtually none of the actions has been completed. How can this dynamics be
explained? We have shown that it could be described across six phases: initiation,
assembly, structuring, implementation, processing and dissemination. However,
not ail actions follow the full path : sorne are based on pre-existing networks and
begin at the implementation phase, others are limited to the initiation phase. In ail
cases, progress is far from linear : for example an implementation problem can
lead to the introduction of new participants and hence a new structuring phase. In
this résumé, we emphasize three points which we consider decisive for the future
of this programme of Community research.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STRUCTURING PHASE

Each concerted action brings together an average of thirty teams belonging
both to national systems with specific characteristics and to different professional
environments. They need to get to know each other, to define a common language
and to ensure that their data are comparable. These may appear to be simple
problems, but they have major practical implications : harmonization of
terminology and laboratory practices, setting-up of "common services" or
"central facilities", etc. This structuring phase can take several years, and the time
needed is almost always substancially underestimated. This goes a long way to
explaining why actions are spread over several MHR programmes. Under MHR4,
many actions (one in six of thoses studied) will end in budgetary terms just as the
project leaders consider them to have become fully operational.

This is in itself worth stressing : the successfu1 completion of the structuring
phase not only leads to an exchange of knowledge but creates a new research
actor, a "research network" (and not just so many collaborating laboratories). One
must still ensure that this phase is successfully completed and give the new
network the resources needed to prove its effectiveness, two questions with which
the new programme is directly concerned.

SELECTION OF CONCERTED ACTIONS

Prior to the MHR4 programme, actions and project leaders were selected
exclusively by the programme's advisory structure, the Management and
Coordination Advisory Committee (CGC), its four "concerted actions committees
(COMAC) and its two "working parties" (WP). By means of a wide-ranging
invitation to submit proposais, MHR4 has more or less doubled the number of
actions. Of the hundred concerted actions analysed, a quarter were already
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operating before MHR4, a fifth were set up in direct response to the programme
structure, and the rest came from the proposaIs submitted. In thrce out of four
cases the proposaI concerned the creation of a new network, but in one case out
of four a preexisting nctwork (linked to the WHO or a European association of
specialists) was activated. The latter, still not particularly numerous, differ
substantially from the others. Striking a balance between activating preexisting
networks and setting up new networks is one of the problems facing those
administering the follow-up programme, BIOMED.

mE DISSEMINATiON OF RESULTS AND RESULTS "EMBODIED IN NETWORKS"

AIl concerted actions focus on a medical problem, whether confronted
head-on (monitoring an illness, evaluating a treatment or technique, harmonizing a
practice) or by means of a preliminary research phase, in which case a specialized
scientific community capable of completing this phase must be first set up.

TABLE 1 : CONCERTED ACTIONS AND THEIR FINALITIES

-Surveillance services (11 actions) concern regular monitoring of a medical
situation so as to be able to make diagnoses, issue warnings, etc. There are
two end results : a new scientific view of the situation plus a network capable
of continuous collection of homogeneous, representative data throughout the
Community.
- Development and/or evaluation of medical treatment (12 actions)
corresponds to the production of validated treatment protocols, equivalent to
I/industrial developmentl/ in other economic sectors.
- Development and/or evaluation of medical techniques covers 14
actions aimed at developing new techniques, demonstrating their usefulness and
ensuring the quality of diagnoses. The end result of these projects is presented
most of the time in the dual fomz of recommendations and material intented to
ensure that they are implemented.
-Harmonization of medical practice (19 actions) involves the use of the
comparative approach to define best practices and make recommendations or
produce lOols promoting their dissemination to health professionals.
-Forums (15 actions) mark a change of register : the ultimate goal cannot be
tackled directly. A scientific community must first be set up to study the
problem. The sole objective of forums is ta enable scientists working on the
problem to meet and ta promote the emergence of collective research projects.
-Joint research facilities (11 actions) are a quite different type of response
involving the creation of a specific common service: a specialized instrument, a
network for collecting samples, a production centre for viruses, etc.
- Between forums and joint research facilities, where the community of teams
has been identified but the action lo be taken remains to be defined, 13 actions
aim at establishing specialized research communities by harmonizing
language and practice.

Table 1 shows that nearly 60 actions fall under the first heading. The question
as to the dissemination of results arises whcre market mechanisms (which turn
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interested users into customers and producers into industrial suppliers) do not
operate. The publie operator is then confronted to a new dilemna : how to ensure
that the money spent is not wasted for lack of widespread dissemination of the
knowledge accumulated? For example, how can you ensure that the hundreds of
thousands of European general practitioners benefit from tools which can help
them to make an objective medical decision about abdominal pains or jaundice?
How can factors which guarantee the quality of electrocardiograms and of
diagnoses be integrated into the rules on electrical safety? Of the thirty actions (or
one in two) which were to end with MHR4, one in five would require support
policies to enable them to actually produce their expected effects.

Eight concerted actions face a different problem : they have built up
surveillance services (e.g. monitoring of congenital abnormalities, the
epidemiology of Aids) or established services for the evaluation of treatments,
techniques or practices (e.g. opportunistic deseases associated with Aids, costly
pre-hospital treatment). The construction and validation of the network are the
first result of the project, what we have termed "results embodied in networks"
insofar we consider these to be a sustainable investment which a single project
cannot bring to fruition. Should we rely solely on the teams to find the resources
needed for the long-term maintenance of the infrastructure that has been created?
This is a pressing question for the programme, as 12 of the 40 or so actions with a
research finality are in this situation and two-thirds of the twenty or so concerted
actions which will still be in the implementation phase when MHR4 ends (what
support will they recieve from BIOMED?) will result in the establishment of such
networks. In total, nearly one in three concerted actions raises the question of the
long-term existence of a network which has proved its worth and can be applied
to other problems (as sorne have aJready done, cf. the CA on tissue
characterization). Instead of considering laboratories which are granted support or
"associated" (to draw a parallel with the action of CNRS in France vis-à-vis
university laboratories), the Commission is faced with the question of recognition
and long-term support for "Community medical research networks" (with
specifie periodic evaluation mechanisms to decide whether or not to renew
support).

The "delegation" of power at the heart of the success of concerted actions

This programme is also original in the results it produces : in part
"operational" results whieh can be directly integrated into medieal or clinieal
practice (which in other contexts would be termed "industrial" developments), in
part new research structures. These results, obtaincd with what is after ail only
marginal funding from the Commission, are closely linked to the underlying
philosophy of delegation of power.

CRUCIAL ROLE OF THE PROjECT LEADER

The programme involved a clear choice : full delegation would be granted to
the project leader. He is the cornerstone of the concerted action system, as he
bears full responsibility vis-à-vis the Commission and is the only recipient of
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Communily funds. In other words, he is fully responsiblc for lhe operational
definition of the projecl, from mobilizing teams to disseminaling results, for
organizing the work and arranging the logistics of exchanges (often considered to
be the strategie hub of concerted actions). As such, and this is one of the main
difficulty for the exlernal relations of actions, he is not granted a clearly identified
status by the Commssion, and this limits his scope for action and also hampers the
birth of new projects.

A TAILORED ADMINISTRATIVE APPROACH

This association of the driving role of an individual and the construction
around a problem explains the differences belween concerted actions. However,
diversity does not imply dispersion of effort. Concerted actions have a number of
common features : more than 80% of the actions fit into a framework defined by
three types of composition, five forms of organizalion and four groups of
exchanges (see attached tables).

Thus the specifie features are the forms of assembly and the "technieal" and
"organizational" choices made. Il must be stressed that the project leaders were in
a position to combine technical and financial solutions 1. The slrength of the
administrative approach adopted - the delegation of the budgel together with the
responsibilities - is that it authorizes this flexibility and, with il, the emergence of
numerous organizational innovations which have enabled project leaders to
progress towards their objective with modest financial contributions compared
with the human and technical resources mobilized (Jess than 4% of the teams'
budget on average). Many project leaders want lo capitalize on this knowledge
without thereby ending their capacity to innovate : rather than guidelines about
what is and what is not permitted, this calls for a kind of "clearing house" for
problems and solutions which enables the "philosophy" of concerted action to
live on without becoming ossified.

TABLE 2 : TYPICAL COMPOSITION OF CONCERTED ACTIONS

What institutions do participatants in concerted actions belong to? We base our
findings on the 76 actions for which we received at least five answers. Inspite
of this relatively low number of participants, we found only 11 actions (J5%)
with exclusively "academic" partners : universities and university hospitals. Ali
the other projects associate at least one "service" institution (general hospital
or health service, 50 actions) and/or industrial partners (J 4 actions). The three
dominant forms are: a) universities + university hospita/s (9 actions, 12%), b)
as (a) + service institutions (47 actions, 62%), c) as (b) + industrial partners
(J 1 actions, 15%).

lThis is not (0 neglec[ the numerous problems which rcmain LO be solved and which file nD 3 analyses in detail, particularly as

regards the annual management of appropriations, the lreatment of post-doctoral studies, etc.
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TABLE 3 : ORGANIZATlONAL FORMS OF CONCERTED ACTIONS

Theforum 05 actions) is /imited to the organization of conferences and the
establishment of procedures for financial support for visits, exchanges or small
seminars. Outdoor laboratorles (3 actions), on the other hand, bring together
small groups of peers which share the tasks and together produce a joint
result. Between the two, there are ''Partitioned'' and "star" networks. In star
networks (31 actions), the action is organized around the project leader and
his team, arolj.nd whom gravitate providers of cases and users. In a few rare
exceptions management is divided (the central core is expanded into a small
nucleus of colleagues). Geographically partitioned networks insert another
level of hierarchy between the project leader and the collection teams : the
national coordinators. Thematically partitioned networks (35 actions)
organize their activities into subnetworks coordinated by project co-leaders
who, in most cases, form with the project leader a strategic ''Project
management group".

TABLE 4 : mE ACTIVITIES OF CONCERTED ACTIONS

By looking at what is actually exchanged within the concerted actions, we can
identify the activities taking place. There are four different groups according to
the scale of exchanges. Forums 05 actions) merely arrange meetings between
scientists to discuss their results. Harmonization networks (24 actions) add
working groups and ad hoc exchanges of data and materials with a view to
defining protocols making the data collected and produced by the different
partners comparable. Collection infrastructure (28 projects) makes use of
such protocols to colleet data, which calls for the establishment of a "reference
centre" to organize the collection process, manage the databases and take
responSibility for data processing. The activities carried on in instrumented
networks make use of centra/ized faci/ities (equipement, an equipped
laboratory, a cell bank, etc. ) which polarize or direct members' activities :
members have to comply with rules regarding the supplY of data and the
accomapying materials, conditions of access, etc. This generally requires
extensive logistical organization (in human, technical and financial terms) and is
ojten the main cost of the project.

In conclusion: one finding and two questions

Concerted actions are not just clubs at which scientists meet. In most cases
the participating teams are heavily involved, resulting in a new scientifc workplace
with harmonized practices. This is not brought about by chance, it is the result of
an original combinat ion associating the choice of a support procedure - concerted
action - with the delegation of administrative responsibilities.

Two CHALLENGES FOR mE NEW "BIOMED" PROGRAMME

MHR4 marks a turning point in the long adventure of Community medical
research programmes. The change in scale (and it must be stressed that the
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number of concertcd actions is only an imperfect reflection of the level of
demand shown in reply to the invitation to submit proposais) has not resulted in a
change in management methods. The first challenge for the programme is to
secure the means to back up, monitor and evaluate current actions. The second
challenge is to determine the future of the "research networks" so far estabIished,
which prompted sorne of our partners to suggest that a NIH-style structure be
established, i.e. that support should no longer be provided for projects but for
structures which, unIike EMBO, do not involve the creation of new institutions.

WHAT FUTURE FOR CONCERTED ACTION?

We must emphasize the scale of the changes brought about in the
Community research environment, while also noting the gulf separating these
effects from the public perception, as witness the incredulity of those to whom
we presented the results of the mailed questionnaire and the effort required to
characterize the kind of work being done in lhese concerted actions. How can this
gulf be bridged ? The question is a11 the more important as many other areas of
Community research could take advantage of this method of granting public
funding. But the message still has to be got across. We realize that is beyond the
scope of a report of this type.
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SUMMARY

THE RESEARCH NETWORKS BUILT BY THE MEDICAL
AND PUBLIC HEALTH RESEARCH (MHR4) PROGRAMME
SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES, METHOD AND RESULTS

In purely financial terms, the MHR4 programme is a "minor" Community
research programme (with ECU 60 million allocated to it, spread over four years).
However, it is the only one to have adopted the doctrine of support for
"concerted action", i.e. which is designed to fund not the research but only the
costs of bringing the teams together. The way in which this chosen approach has
been implemented has three significant consequences for any analysis of the role
and effects of the programme, the question which this report attempts to answer.

First consequence : there is no official definition of the activities and
expenditure involved in this process of bringing teams together1. There is no
yardstick against which to make comparisons. Consequently, a large proportion of
this study is concerned with "characterizing" the concerted actions, i.e. with
analysing what they entai\. In a way, this observation alone gives firmer substance
to the administrative concept of "concerted action".

Second consequence: the status of "participant" imposes no obligation. Ali
the obligations are placed on the project leader, who bears sole legal
responsibility for the action of which he is in charge and for the Community
funding allocated to it. One practical consequence of this situation is the lack of any
central record of the participants in the programme. Identification of the
participants was, therefore, one of the first findings which added a new dimension
to the programme. The 117 or so concerted actions2 involve over 3500 teams. In
terms of the number of actors involved, this programme is, therefore, one of the
Community's largest.

Third consequence : since the programme provides no direct funding for
research, how can scientific and technical results be attributed to it if it played no
part in the financing? The only credible approach was to ask the teams themselves
for their view of the role of MHR and of the effects which they expected it to have.
To achieve this, the idea was to re-employ the method developed for other
Community research programmes3. Questionnaires were posted to every team
participating in the concerted actions to piece together an image of the
programme based on the chief characteristics of the teams, their involvement, the
results which they expect and their opinions on the programme, its value, its
effects and its limitations4. After various difficulties, not least in tracking down the

1 The only, albeit very broad, definition round was in the presentation of the actions in the recenl Biomedical and Health

Research Newsletter n' 211990.
2 Officially, mid 1990, the programme covered 141 actions. of whicch 16 were started after October 1989, 4 were classified as
"studies" and 4 had submitted no Iist of participanLS, leaving 117 actions (cf. File 1).

3 cf, interalia, the evaluations of the programmes on Non Nuclear Energy (988), on materiais (989) and more recentiy on the
COST actions (991). See also the srudy on the Impact of Community research programmes on the French S&T fabric (paris,

La documentation Française 1990).

4 At the same time an additional survey was conducted (0 attempt [0 identify more c1early the direC[ users of the results and,

with the help of a second very bried questionnaire sent la (hem, the disseminaüon processes of the resu Its. The experience

proved highly consrrucrive for poin[ing [he way to a new method weil suited lO complex programmes such as MHR or the

programmes on basic technologicai research. File 4 reports on the interesting resuiLS obtained.
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participants, the survey was conducted from late 1989 to early 1990. Over 1400 of
the estimated 3S00 teams participating replied, enough to allow representative
analysis.

The members of the evaluation panelS and the programme managers
[particularly the members of the Management and Coordination Advisory
Committee (CGC)] found the results set out in File 1 surprising and even
provocative enough to warrant qualitative validation: consequently, the original
plan to interviewa· few project leaders grew into a systematic survey of ail the
project leaders6, no longer just to validate the information collected but also to
reconstruct details difficult to pick out from the annual reports on the objectives,
origin, progress, organization, work and exchanges connected with each
concerted action (cf. interview guide in File 3). It took almost nine months, from
May 1990 to January 1991, to organize these interviews and process the results. The
files built up in the process were completed in June 1991.

A difficult choice had to be made between the need to maintain anonymity
and the desire to produce information which would "say" something to the
managers and actors involved in this programme, which is both extensive (if only
by virtue of the number of teams involved) and original (by virtue of the guiding
principles and procedures adopted). In the section on the managerial dimensions
of concerted actions, the problems encountered and proposed changes in
management of the MHR programme (File 3), there was no need to give examples
to illustrate the analysis and conclusions. By contrast, it was impossible to
characterize concerted actions (File 2) without giving examples. In so doing, there
is a risk of singling out a few projects. Therefore, to avoid distortion, it was decided
to be systematic and to classify ail the sample in relation to each of the criteria
applied. Since any classification exercîse inevitably entails simplification, the
authors have certainly classified sorne actions differently than the project leaders
would have done. They accepted this responsibility since they felt that this was
more conducive to opening up a dialogue which, as stressed in the analysis of
operation of the programme, is still extremely limited, indeed embryonic.

To allow easier access to ail the analyses, the data have been subdivided into
four separate files:

File 1 : A quantitative approach to the networks set up
File 2 : Characterizing concerted actions and their dynamics
File 3 : Managerial dimensions of concerted actions and implication for the

management of the MHR programme
File 4 : Analysis of the dissemination of the results of concerted actions: an

experimental approach.
This general summary of the analyses in these four files is divided into eight

sections:
1. Heavy involvement of the teams in concerted actions
2. More than academic results
3. What does this network seek to achieve? Seven finalities
4. With whom does it undertakes it? Heterogeneous networks with five main

forms of organization

5 cf. The Evaluation repan produced under the chairmanship of Pro Maynard which has been published at the end of 1990.

6 For practic.al reasons, only 106 interviews were conducted (cf File 3).
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5. How is this achieved? Exchanges and intermediaries build four main
groups of actions.

6. Where will we be by the end of MHR4 (l)? Concerted actions: a six phase
dynamic

7. Where will we be by the end of MHR4 (2)? Probable scenarios and
families.

8. Concerted action as an instrument for public intervention in R&D.

1. HEAVY INVOLVEMENT OF THE TEAMS IN CONCERTED ACTIONS

A total of 117 concerted actions involving over 3500 teams : what is entailed
in bringing together an average of 30 teams in each action, a very high figure,
particularly in the light of the conclusions of the evaluation of the ESPRIT
programme, which recommended a limit of six co-contractors per action7?
Where do these participants come from? In what way are they involved? Over
1420 teams replied to the questionnaire (response rate: 40%)8, enough to underline
three basic points.

HETEROGENEOUS ACT/ONS ...

Sorne 43% of the respondents worked for "academic" institutions
(universities 27% and government research organizations or foundations 16%), 34%
were from university hospitals and 22% from "service institutions" (i.e. ail
institutions forming part of the health service: hospitals, health service
departments and voluntary organizations). These figures reveal a significant
orientation towards the clinicat side; even though seven teams out of ten consider
research as their main activity, more than half of them include clinicians.

TABLE 1: AVERAGE TEAM COMPOSITION
Source: Replies to Question 3 Note: res. = researchers ; clin. = clinicians.

Teams with % of average number % of total
teams res. clin. res. clin.

Research workers only 45 6,4 61
Clinicians only 12 6,4 30
~chers arrlclinidans 43 4,3 4,7 39 70

100 4,3 2,5 100 100

This mix between downstream and upstream activities, with a large sampIe
of university hospitals to bridge the gap, is found in virtually every action (in 85 of
the 95 CAs from which more than 5 answers were received). This clearly is the first
dimension of these actions : even judging purely from the replies received, the
concerted actions bring together a large number of participants (on average, 15).
Although three quarters of the participants regard research as their main activity,
they are drawn from different institutions, thereby enabling nine concerted
actions out of ten to establish ties between researchers and the potential users.

7This by no means precludes the panicipalion of subcontractors or associates in limiled parts of the projecl.

B,nis response rate cao be regarded as S2tisfacrory, despite the variations between individual subprogrammes, with response
raies ranging from close de 450/. on BME (Biomedical engineering) and Cancer 10 just 34% on HSR (Health Services Research)
and Aids.
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TABLE 2: A VERA GE CA COMPOSITION
Source: Replies to Question 2

Notes: Teams from universities, government research organizations and foundations are
classified as "academic". Teams from hospitals, health service departments and
voluntary organizations are classified as "services". Only CAs from which at least 5
answers were received are included (37 actions started over one year aga and 58 "new"
actions).
In terms of composition, the CAs fall into five categories: "academic" CAs in which ail
the teams are drawn from academic bodies and university hospitals; other government
CAs carried out exclusively by teams from service institutions, sorne with a majority of
academic teams, others with a clear clinical orientation and others with an equal mix of
the two worlds. The fifth category contains alI the CAs in which at least one industrial
team participates.

Composition of CA No of Participants (%)
CAs Acad. UH SerY. Ind. Total Total

Aca emic 10 58 2 100 7
Government,
with acad. orientation 27 69 16 15 100 16
with equal mix 21 42 38 20 100 24
with c\inic. orientation 24 19 50 31 100 29

With ind. participation
13 48 33 11 8 100 24

To 95 5 35 18 2 100 100

... WH/CH FORGE NEW LINKS..

The second dimension concerns the wider circ\e of partners established as a
result of participation in concerted actions. The number of partners with which
teams work has doubled. Moreover, three out of four teams are highly enthusiastic
about their new partners, saying that the CA "enables us to collaborate with the
best scientific teams in Europe" and "will result in lasting relationships". Half of
these new partners come from the team's own country and half from other
Community countries. Consequently, the programme not only internationalizes
the network of teams collaborating directly but also broadens the national base.

... AND HEA VIL Y INVOl VE THE TEAMS.

For 9 teams out of 10 their involvement in a concerted action is their only
contact with the Community's research programmes (by contrast, the survey of
the Community's cost-sharing programmes showed that over half the teams
participated in several different programmes). This is reflected in the low level of
financial support received by the teams: only one team in four receives
Community funding, which, on average, accounts for just 3% of the participants'
total budget.

For aH that, these figures disguise the teams' human commitment. Six teams
out of 10 rate their activities in these concerted actions as "central"9. However,
analysis of the actions in progress for at least one year gives an idea of the teams'
involvement10. On average half of their research and c\inical potential works on
the action in one way or another. This mobilizes one fifth of the teams' research

9 Ali the answers (0 the questions in the survey confirm this finding : 630/0 of the teams consider that their work on the CA "is

not a minor pan of the teamls work" and 72'Kl rejecl the idea chat the results of the CA will have "lîttel impact".

10 See File 1 for details of the very conservative method used to calculate this involvemenl.
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capacity. By way of comparison to stress the significance of this figure, a similar
order of magnitude was calculated for the Community's cost-shared research
programmes.

What lies behind this discrepancy between financing and involvement? The
first answer which springs to mind is to draw a distinction between concerted
action and traditional scientific exchanges with the aid of workshops and visits.
How is it possible to spend such a proportion of research time on such activities?
To attempt to obtain a clearer picture, the questionnaire and the replies looked at
three further angles : the teams' activities on the concerted actions, the resultant
exchanges and, finally, the results expected of them.

2. MORE THAN ACADEMIC RESULTS

M EFTINGS AND VISITS: A KEY DIMENSION ...
Over 70% of the teams have participated in general meetings (in over 3 such

meetings in the case of the 37 actions under way for over one year) and in smaller
meetings (over 4 such gatherings on the same actions). Almost 6 teams out of 10
mentioned visits as one form of exchange and 1 in 4 referred to "exchanges of
researchers". From the participants' point of view meetings and visits are an
important part of life in these actions. Nevertheless, no more than 1 in 5 ranked
them as the first priority amongst the forms of exchange in which they were
involved.

.. .SUPPLEMENTED BY FREQUENT EXCHANGF.S OF DA TA AND MATERIALS...

Instead, almost 85% mentioned exchanges of data or protocols (58% for data
and 59% for protocols), while 80% exchange other forms of material support
(almost 70% of the teams participating mentioned exchanges of at least one of the
five following media: biological samples, reference materials, reagents, prototypes
or software). The concerted actions are thus the scene of intensive exchanges of ail
types, centring around the development and implementation of protocols and
heavily dominated by data collection.

... DIRECTED TOWARDS ONE MAIN ACTlVITY : mE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SOURCES OF

DATA '"
The same results are reflected in the activities performed in the course of the

concerted actions (Table 3). Two thirds of the teams mentioned collection of data,
over half the creation of protocols and one third clinical trials. In all, 9 teams out of
10 quoted at least one of these three activities and almost 60% ranked it as their
main activity within the concerted action.

This intense flow of data and media requires preparation (hence, beyond a
doubt, the importance attached to the creation of protocols) and organization.
This could also explain the importance which the teams attach to organizational
activities: "organization of CA work" (as distinct from "organization of
conference") was mentioned by 4 teams out of 10 11 with one in four regarding it
as their main activity on the action (although most of them also participated in data
collection themselves).

Il This fugure reflecLS a familiar bias in surveys of (his type : only the participants showing the greaœs( intcrest reply. Whatever

the bias, a group of sorne 600 leams, or roughly 6 per action, are heavily involved in its management, providing, therefore, a
substantial active core.
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TABLE 3: ACTIVrTIES PERFORMED BY TEAMS IN CAS
Source: Replies to Question 31 ("old" actions) or 23 ("new" actions).
The teams were given a choice of 10 items and asked to give 2 types of reply, one yes/no
answer to indicate whether or not they performed the activity, the other ranking it Os it a
priority?)

Activity performed

Collection of data
Creation of protocols
Clinical trials
Analysing data
Collecting and analysing data
Organization of CA work
Organization of conference
Feasibility studies
State of the art

Teams mentioning
it

66%
54%
33%
35%
ffi%
40%
42%
24%
36%

Teams ranking
it as first priority

26%
18%
100!6

8%
62%
23%

4%
2Yo
5Wo

.,. EXPECTED TO PRODUCE SCIENT/FIC RESULTS ...

What is expected from this flow of data and material? As mentioned earlier,
70% of the teams considered research their main activity. They took this to its
logical conclusion, since over 70% of them expected to publish articles in refereed
journals and almost ail (85%) mentioned "new scientific knowledge" as one of the
results whieh they expected, with one team in two giving it first priority (Table 4) .

... NEW SOURCES FOR RESEARCH ...

However, these "academic" findings are not the only results. On average, the
teams mentioned almost three other types of output (out of the 13 suggested). Ali
in ail, "new scientific knowledge" was quoted as one of the expected results in only
one in four cases, whereas "new methods for research" scored 40%.

Over three quarters of the teams chose at least one of the five items in this
subcategory (48% mentioned protocols and standards, 25% new data bases, 22%
reagents or reference materials, 18% new experimental facilities and 15% new
equipment). Exchanges of material combined with data and sample collection
generate new knowledge and, at the same time, raise new research topies or open
up the way for work which was previously inaccessible.

This is paralleled by the use made of the results. According to the teams, in
one case in two the resuIts generated will be used principally by scientists
(themselves in half the cases and other scientists in the other halO. The analysis of
the flow of results (cf. File 4) highlights this significant result: the actors recycle a
large proportion of the resuIts in their own research activities before
disseminating them to the usual users.

... AND APPLIED RESULTS.

Over one-third of the respondents mentioned the downstream operators,
whieh almost 30% quoted as the major user. Although one third of the teams
mentioned industry they themselves recognized that the results are too far from
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the market for this to be considered the top priority output (only 5%) or to be
quoted as the primary use (only 4%).

The picture is very different with cIinicians and government departments.
Over six teams out of ten considered that their results would produce new
methods of diagnosis or treatment and would, therefore, be of use to cIinicians.
Over a quarter of the teams quoted this as the major use of the results and over 40%
thought that either dinicians (29%) or health service departments 00%) would be
the principal users of the results.

TABLE 4: EXPECTED RESULTS
Source: Replies to questions 33 and 34 (for "old" actions) or 25 to 27 ("new" actions).
Notes: The 13 items were classified into four grou ps. Three indicators were obtained for
each of them: (a) the number of teams which mentioned each individual item; (b) the
total number of teams ranking the items in each group as one of their priorities; (c) the
number of teams quoting the items in the group as the principal output (first priority).

Expected results Mentioned Chosen as Chosen as
by first priority a priority

New scientific knowledge 85% 52% 24%
New methods for research 77% 2CPIÔ 40%
Methods of prevention, diagnosis
and therapy 61% 23% 24%

Commercial results 29>/0 5% 12%

Tcta1 lOCP/o 100%

TABLE 5: EXPECTED FINAL USERS OF CA OUTPUT
Source: Questions 36 (for "old" actions) or 29 ("new" actions)

Expeeted user

Yoursëlf
Other CA teams
Other research teams
dinicians
Health service departments
Industry
Others
TëiâI

Teams mentioning
this type of user

65%
55%
6CP/o
63%
V/o
2(fJ/o

ffJ/o

Quoted as the major
user
28%
12%
13%
29%
10%

4%
4%

100%

This quantitative approach (of which only a few results are set out here) raises
many questions for the observer. What are these networks which vigorously
mobilize public teams of ail origins with only marginal funding, which focus on the
generation, exchange and collection of data and material support, which produce
indisputably academic findings and yet attach great importance to the
development of new research instruments, and, finally, where one third of the
participants c1early label their activity as "applîed" and falling within the area
known, in conventional industry, as "development" or "innovation"?

Together, ail these observations called for an in-depth survey, in which we
met almost ail the project leaders 006 interviews). This fascinating but time
consuming task taught two major lessons. The first concerned the details needed
for an understanding or characterization of each concerted action taken separately.
These can be subdivided into three further categories which, in practice, answer
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the three questions most commonly asked about these actions: what does this
network seek to achieve? With whom? And how? The second lesson deals with
the dynamics of the concerted actions and echoes the other question which the
members of the CGC asked us : where will we stand at the end of MHR4?

These four questions and the information collected on them (sections 3 to 6)
define a limited number of markedly different scenarios (section 7) mapping out
the broad path to be taken by the fifth version of the programme as recently
adopted by the Counci/ of Ministers of the European Communities (BIOMEO) and,
at the same ~ime, highlighting the changes of direction needed in the current
arrangements for management of the programme (section 8).

3. WHAT DOES THIS NE1WORK SEEK TO ACHIEVE? SEVEN FINALITIES

FROM mE POUF/CAL GOAL TO mE END RESULT: A COMPLEX TRANSLATION PROCESS

This question is not as simple as it appears at first sight. It mixes two
different approaches. The first, political, defines the prob\em to be solved (for
example, to treat insulin-dependent diabetes), whi/e the second, scientific,
describes the scientific progress sought (in this case, to obtain a supply of purified
B cells which produce insulin). In this survey these two approaches have been
designated the "stakes" and the "end result". The problem facing the
programme manager is to decide how to pass from one ta the other, i.e. the
translation between the two. Orawing, once again, on earlier analyses it was
possible to show that the addition of two further stages helped to place this
translation from the political to the scientific on a more formaI footing: the "goal"
proposes a way for the research world to respond to the political stakes
(transplantation of B cells) whi/e the "objective" determines the scientific and
technical choices made, namely to extract these cells from human pancreases. This
provides, besides the scientific and technical end result sought, three other levels
allowing doser definition of the different types of finality pursued.

Systematic analysis of the concerted actions showed that this duality between
"stakes" and "end result" defines a limited number of pairs (seven) corresponding
to two groups of actions: "purpose-oriented" actions which have a direct medical
objective (four types) and actions which require, as a preliminary step, a specifie
structuring of the European scientific community (three types).

SURVEILLANCE SERVICES

Regular monitoring of a medical situation so as to be able to make diagnoses,
issue warnings, evaluate preventive policies or medical practices, etc. is one
fami/iar general goal of health policies. In this case, the objective is clearly defined :
to construct and confirm the validity of the system used for observation.
Consequently, there are two end results : a new scientific view of the situation plus
a network capable of continuous collection of homogeneous, representative data
throughout the Community. Homogeneous, representative and continuous are the
three attributes shared by ail e1even actions in this group, even though their
subject areas or political stakes (AlOS, congenital abnormalities, osteoporosis,
asthma, etc.) have nothing in common apart from the Europe-wide scale of the
health hazard tackled. Another effect of this process of accumulation of previously
unavai/able information is to raise new research problems. Consequently, a
number of actions started during earlier programmes have given birth to
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"subsidiary" actions (six were counted) intended primarily to add to the
knowledge of the problem and to fit into a wider surveillance network.

As was to be expected, these actions are shared between four different
subprogrammes : two concerning diseases (cancer and, in particular, AlOS), the
epidemiology subprogramme (on asthma prevalence and risk factors or on
osteoporosis) and, finally, health services research (on the operation of health care
systems: avoidable deaths and nocosomial infections in intensive care units).

DEVELOPMENT AND/OR EVALUATION OF MEDICAL TREATMENT

Since the present situation is unsatisfactory, these actions explore two
complementary avenues: embarking on new paths (seven actions, including six on
cancer) on the one hand and comparative analysis of the effectiveness of existing
therapies on the other (five actions, including three on AlOS). In either case, the
end results (validated treatment protocols) are comparable to "development"
activities in industry.

DEVLOPMENT AND/OR EVALUATION OF MEDICAL TECHNIQUES

As in the previous paragraph, the situation is once again considered
unsatisfactory. There are several possible ways of remedying this : develop a new
technique (four cases, for example "forced respiratory techniques"),
harmonization and recognition of emerging techniques Cthree cases, for example
"biomagnetism"), ensuring the quality of diagnosis by developing standards,
specifications or methods of assessment (four cases, for example, "quantitative
assessment of bone quality"). Other actions concerned more with "methodology"
focus on comparative analysis of how different countries proceed in the same
situation Cthree cases). The end result of these actions is presented most of the
time in the dual form of recommendations and material intended to ensure that
they are implemented (example : CA on electrocardiograms). The BME
subprogramme plays a central role, since 12 of the 25 actions serve this finality.

HARMONIZATION OF MEDICAL PRACTICE

The common denominator of these concerted actions is that they target on
medical practice (principally, general practitioners and surgeons), or on the
operation of subsections of the health service (hospitals, care for the elderly, etc.).
Generally, they look at a clearly delineated problem. Half of them (eight CAs)
focus on a comparative analysis of the situation, with a view to defining "best
practices" and making recommendations on, for example, the "use of blood in
su rgery", the treatment of "head injuries" or "the referral of patients to specialists
by general practitioners". The other half are generally smaller scale actions limited
to taking stock of the situation [eight actions on, for example, the effect on
children of maternaI alcohol consumption (EUROMAC) or the use of diagnosis
related groups (ORGs)] or to disseminating methods which are already considered
the "best practices" Cthree actions, including one on se\f-assessment in hospitals).
Over half of these actions Cten out of 19) come under the HSR subprogramme.

FORUMS

Forums mark a change of register. The probJem addressed or the political
stakes pursued cannot be tackled directly. Before a product or service can be
developed in response to it, a specialized European scientific community must be
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set up to perform the task. Ali these actions have in common the fact that they are
c1early deFined in scientiFic and technical terms : "science knows nothing about. .. ",
"cellular biology offers new prospects ... ", "the specialist community is dispersed,
it should be grouped together and encouraged to get down to work on joint
actions", "ail scientists are faced with this or that problem of analysis, sequencing,
animal testing, etc what is needed is a joint facility which will resolve these
problems and ensure complementarity between the work". These typical
arguments point to three different approaches, forums being the First one.

Forums provide an opportunity for scientists to meet for seminars and
informai exchanges whieh will gradually create a community from which joint
actions will emerge on a decentralized basis, i.e. outside any specifie programme.
Half of the lS CAs of this type focus on organizing small communities of
specialists (for example, on "hearing impaired technologies"). The others, to
borrow the image coined by the leader of the action on "breakdown in human
adaptation" are "umbrella" activities designed to give birth to joint research actions
on a new problem on the frontiers of existing disciplines.

JOINT RE5EARCH FACILlTlE5

At the other end of the scale, the CAs dedicated to the creation of "joint
research facilities" have c1early deFined the path to follow. Researchers need a joint
facility in order to acquire know-how commensurate with the problems addressed
(e.g. to study AlOS, ageing or high blood pressure). These facilities take three main
forms : centres Oaboratories) specifically equipped and offering a specialized
service unique in Europe (six cases, four of them under the AlOS programme,
including one on sequencing of the AlOS virus); European networks for collecting
the samples (five cases of blood banks, cell banks, etc.) required to obtain
sufficient material (for example, "thyroid cancer genetics") or to investigate new
research topics (for example, the "nutrition" and "thrombosis" networks) and,
finally, production centres for viruses, peptides and adjuvants designed to target
research (three cases relating to AlOS).

Ali three cases combine the dual function often allocated to large-scale
instruments (such as CERN or the very large telescope), i.e. to open up access to
new information and, with the aid of ad hoc committees for experiments and the
control of access, to guide the scientific community concerned and foster
complementary activities and joint ventures. However, one marked difference
between them (to such an extreme that different terminology has been proposed)
is the third specifie dimension of these actions. The operator is a laboratory or
network of laboratories pursu ing research of its own via the service whieh it
provides : the user who cornes to the central facility for sequencing of a partieular
AlOS virus thus plays the role of a supplier of materiaJ for researchers interested in
genetic variation of the virus.

SPECIALlZED RE5EARCH COMMUNITlE5

Between forums and joint facilities, there is a third group of actions likewise
aiming at the establishment of a specialist research community. It goes beyond the
forum stage since the scientists have been brought together. Their task is now to
make progress together. Most of the time, the aim is to build up capacity for joint
activities as a springboard for moving on to the operational phase (i.e. as defined
in "purpose-oriented" terms). The practical end result expected from such actions
is harmonization of practice and language. The distinctive feature lies more in the
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approach chosen (working parties on specifie subjects, circulation of gene
probes, etc.) than in the definition of the scientific results to be obtained.

Analysing what CAs set out to achieve, produces a definition of seven types
with very different purposes and expectations as regards results. What is the
relationship between these seven types and the six subprogrammes of the MHR
programme? It is not a question of specialization, since two of the
subprogrammes include CAs of six different types, two more of five types and the
other two of four separate types. Instead, it is fair to conclude that the
subprogrammes can be defined by the mix used to attain the objectives set.

TABLE 6: SUBPROGRAMMES AND GENERAL GOALS
Note: ranking the CAs by various criteria, the number of actions fluctuates between 104
(total sample) and 96 (figure excluding six "secondary" actions concerning 2 monitoring
networks and 2 other actions - OMDM (objective medical decision-making) and ENTA 
which have been, each, the object of two CAs.

BIO CAN EPIO HSR BME AlOS Total
Surveillance services 1 1 4 4+1 1+5 11+6
Dev.lEval. of treatment 3 5 1 2+1 11+1
Dev.lEval. of techniques 3 11 14
Medical practice 1 4 10 1+1 2 18+1
Forums 1 1 2 6 5 15
European facilities 3 2 2 7 14
Specialized communities 3 2 1 5 2 13
Total 12 9 13 21 24 25 104

TABLE 7, RELATIONSHIP BE7WEEN GENERAL GOALS AND COMPOSITION OF mE CAS
Note: Only CAs where five replies were received and the project leader was interviewed
have been included, i.e. a total of 76 actions (the NQ column shows the CAs not quoted).
This classification serves purely as a rough guide to the minimum scope of the action, as
apparent from the replies only. The "types" refer to the institutions to which the
respondents belong: type 11 = universities only, type 12 university hospitals only and
type 13 both. Type 21 = type 11 plus services (hospital or health service departments);
type 22 = type 12 plus services and type 23 = type 13 plus service. Type 31 = academic
institutions plus industry and type 33 = academic institutions plus services plus industry.

Principal types
13 23 33 Other NQ Total

Surveillance service 2 9 1(21) 5 17
Dev.lEval. of treatment 7 1 4 12
Dev.lEval. of techniques 2 5 3 2(11/12) 2 14
Harmonization of practice 7 4 1(31) 7 19
Forums 2 6 2 1(31) 4 15
Joint research facilities 3 5 1 1(31) 4 14
Specialized communities 8 3(21/22/31) 2 13
Total 9 47 11 9 28 104
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4. WITH WHOM DO THEY UNDERTAKE THIS ACTION? HETEROGENEOUS
NETWORKS WITH FIVE MAIN FORMS OF ORGANIZATION

HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS

Quantitative analysis of the replies to the mailed questionnaires highlighted
one c1ear result, despite the fact that fewer than half of the teams participating
replied. Concerted actions bring together actors from very different backgrounds.
Only two of the actions in the sample were restricted exc1usively to universities
and government research institutes ("academic institutions"). Under 15% involved
teams from academic institutions or university hospitals alone. Consequently, over
four out of every five actions involve teams from service institutions (hospitals or
health service departments: two thirds of the CAs in the sample) or from industry
(20% of the sample). This massive participation by downstream actors, the
potential users of the results, in the concerted actions is one of the main features
of these heterogeneous networks.

MULTIPLE ROlES

Which roles do these actors perform? Is it possible to keep to the official
distinction between "participants" and "observers", where downstream operators
(service institutions and industrial undertakings) are represented only to give them
an opportunity to prepare to use the results generated? This is dubious, as the
many examples in File 2 show. For example, many potential users also provide
cases, data and samples (c1inicians), apparatus, material, medicinal products,
reagents or even specialized analyses or money (industry). Often these suppliers
play a crucial role in the dynamics of the concerted action which is understated by
the term "observer". SimiIarly, in a number of concerted actions sorne teams
perform specialized scientific work (a specifie type of analysis or treatment, for
example). These special members provide specifie resources for the action,
without which reorganization or a change of approach would be needed. In
addition, the commitment shawn by the project leaders and their team plays its
part in the success of the action. Yet this is not enough in itself: one in two project
leaders delegates part of the responsibility to action co-leaders or to national
coordinators, i.e. to a small core of special members who, with the project
leader, form an active "project management group" (PMG) to mastermind the CA.

FIVE MAIN FORMS OF ORGANIZATION

The existence or non-existence of an active PMG is the first sign of how a
concerted action is organized : who takes the strategic decisions? Whatever the
finality, a 50/50 divide is observed. This simple result shows that the organizational
dimension of each concerted action is a factor to be considered in its own right.
Like the finalities of the action, the forms of organization are also Iimited in
number. Five main forms were found.

- Theforum is both a finality and a form of organization. In the latter case,
all it entaiIs is organization of general conferences (usually once a year) and the
establishment of procedures to support the programme of visits, exchanges or
restricted workshops (generally a form to complete to obtain financial resources).

- In Outdoor laboratories, a small peer group sets itself an S&T objective
and shares out the work. Joint decision-making and allocation of tasks followed by
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joint consolidation are the great strenglhs of this type of concerted action, which
is characterized chiefly by the small membership. This form of organization is a
reference model rather than a common occurrence since only three of the 104
actions analysed fit into this pattern (examples: HIV and tests on macaques). They
provide a reference point in two ways: first because often they encompass the
operations of the small core of teams which share the work on concerted actions
with a masterminding PMG and, second, because they place the emphasis on the
differences and specific nature of the results built up. They are less concerned with
pooling equivalent resources and more with making complementary skills and
products compatible and combinable.

- ln star networks the concerted action is organized around the project
leader and his team. In a few rare exceptions (just six out of 31 actions of this type),
management is divided and this central core is expanded into a small nucleus of
colleagues. Star networks coyer two complementary situations.

In the first variant (16 actions) a group of "equivalent" members gravitate
around this central core. They may include providers of cases (usually clinicians or
general practitioners, for example in the case of the epidemiology of
osteoporosis) or users (usually colleagues operating via the central facility, as in the
case of sequencing of the AIDS virus). Consequently, this is a stable form of
organization centring on the organizer and the resources which he estabIishes
(eight of the actions are on the establishment of joint research facilities and five on
the establishment of surveillance services). In one case out of three, a number of
teams help the project leader with the tasks of the organizer : we are then facing
"hybrid" star networks.

The other 15 actions are either short operations of limited duration and
mobilizing only a small number of teams around a project leader (six actions on
harmonization of medical practice) or recently started actions yet to be structured
(particularly six actions on the establishment of specialized communities, for
example the "neuropathology of AlOS" action).

- Geographically partitioned networks insert another level of hierarchy
between the project leader and the collection teams. This comprises the national
coordinators who coordinate the teams in lheir country or area. Primarily they are
associated with two of the abovementioned finalities : surveillance services and
harmonization of medical practice (16 of the 19 cases). These networks take three
main forms, depending on the level of commitment by the basic collection teams.

In the first case, the national networks predate the action, which therefore
focuses on standardization and centralization of the national data collected (three
concerted actions including, for example, the one on the epidemiology of AlOS).
The action consists of constructing the "reference centre" and is confined to the
operators of the national networks alone, plus, possibly, specialized researchers.

The concerted actions on epidemiology which build up large data bases
giving a representative image of the situation (nine cases) form a second group
placing the emphasis on improvements in medical practice (example: care
deIivery systems) or on standardization of techniques (example: antenatal
screening by ultrasound). In these cases, the national coordinators do most of the
harmonization and aIl the collectors usually have to do is to complete
questionnaires requiring no particular skills. Once the results have been obtained,
these networks are dissolved in the dissemination stage itself.
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This is not the case in the third category (seven concerted actions falling into
four different finalities) where more complex collection infrastructure has to be
set up to deal with the issue in question (harmonization of collection practice,
logistics of transfers of samples, storage bases and banks, laboratories for
specialized treatment...). Their organizers subsequently wish to see this
infrastructure used for other actions (examples: objective medical decision-making
and thyroid cancer genetics).

- Tbematically partitioned networks are the commonest form of
organization (35 concerted actions). In this case, activities are organized into
subnetworks coordinated by action co-leaders who, in most cases, form with the
project leader a masterminding PMG. Once again, there are three main variants,
depending on the degree of integration of the subprojects.

ln simple partitioned networks, the subprojects progress in parallel, usually
with a few teams working on each. Apart from exchanges of information and
results no integration is envisaged, except of a purely formai nature. Instead, the
teams wait until completion of the individual subprojects before defining what, if
any, further action to take. Alongside star networks, this is the other form taken
by the seven projects which aim to establish specialized research communities. It
is also the form preferred by the concerted actions on the development or
harmonization of medical techniques (l0 cases).

ln the second form of partitioned network, several projects, whether or not
in the same CA, simultaneously use the same collection infrastructure (nine CAs,
for example "opportunistic illnesses associated with AlOS"). Once the initial star
network has proved its worth, it can be mobilized for other purposes.

The third form - "integrated networks" - displays a fully-fledged project
organization similar to the arrangements for complex technological objects, with
parallel groups, meetings at each stage and further progress depending on
integration of the results from the previous stage. This method is reserved
exclusively for five concerted actions on the development of new methods of
treating cancer [example : the BNCT project (boron neutron capture therapy)l.

TABLE 8: ORGANIZATION OF CAS
Notes: Forums are excluded. Type 2 = outdoor laboratory; Type 3 = star network; Type 4
= thematically partitioned network; Type 5 = geographically partitioned network.
"5hared" organization means that the strategie decisions are taken jointly by the project
leader and a core of active teams, generally within the PMG. In ail other cases, the
organization is centralized, i.e. dependent on the project leader and his team.

Type of organization Centralized Shared
2 3 4 5 Total organization

Surveillance services 0 6 2 8 16 6 10
Oev/eva1.of treatment 0 2 9 1 12 5 7
Oev/eva1. of techn. 0 1 12 1 14 9 5
Harmoniz.of practice 2 8 1 8 19 7 12
Joint research facilities 1 8 4 1 14 7 7
Special.communities 0 6 7 13 6 7
Total 3 31 35 19 88 40 48
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This approach gives a second criterion for c1assifying concerted actions, not
in terms of the teams participating since one of the major results is that the vast
majority of the actions mobilize scientists and users (service institutions or
industrial undertakings) at the same time, i.e. virtually ail the networks are
heterogeneous, but on the basis of the forms of organization adopted : forums,
star networks, geographically partitioned networks and thematically partitioned
networks, which are ail very different ways for teams to come together and
interrelate. Although therc is no simple correlation between the finalities of the
action and the form of organization chosen, there is nevertheless a strong link
depending, to a large extent, on the factors which bond the teams together and on
the degree of progress made with the work. This leads onto the third question :
how is this achieved?

5. HOW IS THIS ACHIEVED? EXCHANGES AND INTERMEDIARIES AT THE CORE
OF THE PROCESS

Rallying actors around one common purpose calls for numerous
investments. First, the participants must meet. Next, a way must be found for
them to exchange information. nut what does a given result mean? How can one
sample be compared with another? The first lesson to emerge from the analysis is
that practices are extremely diverse and that it is extremely difficult for life
scientists ta ensure intercomparability of results, so that results obtained in one
place can be passed on and incorporated in another. In the cl inical research field
in particular, this transition from local to gencral level calJs for heavy intangible
investment which, frequently, provides the heart, strength and originality of the
work carried out on the concerted actions. To gain a c1earer picture, the forms
which this can take were analysed. These are so manifold that exhaustive
description is difficult (even for just 104 concerted actions). Il was therefore
decided to subdivide them into three categories reflecting the different
implications for the teams which they link.

M EETlNGS AND VISITS

Meetings and visits lay the foundation on which the actions and communities
are built. This truism is worth repeating once again here. Most CAs allocate the
majority of their resources to this activity. Il can take many forms. Exchanges of
results - the favourite vehicle for academic meetings - is only one among many
other means for scientists to keep others better informed about work in
progress, to exchange views on laboratory practice (and to train each other), ta
harmonize data collection conditions, to organize joint activities, etc. This variety
of objectives is echoed by the variety of membership (from small working parties
to large-scale seminars open to the outside). Finally, the frequency of such events
highlights their special role: "to manage the human resources", ta borrow the fine
phrase of one project leader "of this entity under construction which will become
a concerted action". Meetings and visits are the cement which bind the individuals
together and forge a collective identity. They, and they alone, provide a basis for
contemplating changes of practice and making the compromises which allow CAs
to bear fruit. No CA will succeed unless it lines up the actors behind a cornmon
objective and, in the process, changes their practices to allow Europe-wide
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intercomparison and collection of data, to share tasks, to combine
complementary skills, etc.

Consequently, meetings and visits, together with the reports and minutes
they generate, are an indispensable medium. But however necessary they are to
forming a common attitude, they alone cannot give substance to the action. In
order to see what the teams produce together, it is necessary to take a look at the
intermediaries. The examples given in File 2 illustrate their diversity and show that
most concerted actions employ several sorts of intermediaries simultaneously.
How do these fit together and in which way do they allow a clearer idea of the
process for generating the scientific results expected?

CIRCULA TING INTERMEDIAIRlE5

Analysis of the intermediaries circulating between the teams provides an
initial answer. Forms are central to most CAs: drafting, use and circulation of
forms, followed by collection and processing of the data which they contain are ail
stages in the progress of the action towards its objective and milestones on the
road to completion. With the aid of forms, local observations and representations
can be exchanged, taken up by other teams and combined to piece together
representative pictures of the phenomenon studied. Reference materials or
pbantoms perform the same role when samples are exchanged, rather than
representations of the problem under study. These calibration instruments must
be produced, the conditions for collection of the samples needed must be
standardized and circulation and storage of the samples must be organized.
Sometimes it is impossible to circulate the samples as such and either they have to
be transferred onto animais or perhaps even the patients themselves must be
circulated. In many cases, this harmonization of practices necessitates excbanges
of equipment. Systematic circulation of representations or samples of the
phenomenon studied implies a method of organization ensuring that these
representations and samples are comparable and, hence, combinable. Analysis of
the concerted actions confirmed the major effort needed to achieve this result
alone. Many project leaders stressed the strategie importance of the "Iogistical
details" needed to reach this point.

FIXED INTERMEDIAIRlE5

Circulation of representations and samples is rarely an end in itself (only a
few CAs have set this specifie objective and are concerned purely with
formulation of the protocols needed to achieve this). Storage, accumulation,
comparison and processing of such representations and samples are the means of
attaining the objectives of the CA. To achieve this, many concerted actions have
developed fixed intermediaries, often designated "centralized facilities". Three
different types were observed.

The first type of fixed intermediary is like a "common in-bouse service".
Ad hoc data bases on ail the cases or samples studied in the course of the CA are
the commonest form. Many cases concern specifie therapies. Circulation of a
blood sampie limits harmonization between the teams to the data collection stage
alone and guarantees that the analyses are comparable, by processing them at a
single centre operated, in practice, as a common service. Sometimes, as in the
example in File 2 (quantitative evaluation of osteoporosis), this common service
depends on original equipment (in this case an automated X-ray plate reading
system). At the same time as ensuring uniform analysis, common services of this
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type are tangible proof of the link between the teams and, in the case of data
bases, often secure their participation until results are obtained (otherwise the
individual investment made would be lost).

The second category comprises fixed intermediarles wbicb play a
guiding role. Sequencing of the AIDS virus, characterization of antiviral
molecules and the breeding of transgenic rats are three of the many examples of
the triple role of facilities of this type : Ci) the unique service provided for
researchers (often, they are the only means of access to a particular technology or
product); (ii) via the access conditions, targeting of the themes and harmonization
of practices within the scientific community concerned; (iii) acquisition of
specialist knowledge (on, for example, the genetic variation of the AIDS virus) in
the laboratory operating the fixed intermediary. This third point is particularly
important since it confirms that the "facilities" are not equipment but a series of
assets, including the know-how acquired in a laboratory pursuing its own research
objectives behind the service it provides.

Fixed intermediaries which play a polarizing role are a very
different case. They impose constraints which shape the structure of the CA and
define the links between the teams and the timetable for meetings between them.
The examples given illustrate their dual role, either within "projects" or to set up
collection infrastructure. The Petten establishment is an example of the first type
designed to devise a new method of treating cancer (BNCn. The "large number of
cases" data base fulfils the same role in the evaluation of ultrasonic methods of
diagnosis of congenital abnormalities. The centre for the production of B cells to
treat diabetes follows the same approach : the fixed intermediary which polarizes
the activities of this CA is itself one of the results and will remain so until they are
put into practice. By contrast, other fixed intermediaries will continue in their
current form but turn to other problems, as in the case, for example, of the
colection infrastructure created to eval uate the cl inical protocols on the
opportunistic diseases associated with AIDS (see file 2 for its description). Many
CAs are concerned with building up collection infrastructure of this kind,
which entails heavy intangible investment, ail the more so sincc most collect not
only data but also samples, frequently combining extensive logistical organization
with the establishment of cornmon in-house services or of a reference centre
which produces comprehensive results and acts Iiterally as the life force and
shopwindow for the concerted action.

FOUR CATEGORIES OF ACTIONS, DEPENDING ON THE MIX OF MEETINGS AND

INTERMEDIAIRlES
Most concerted actions opt for a combination of several types of exchange.

This combination defines the amount of effort which the teams put in to
interrelate and at the same time serves as a yardstick for measuring their level of
commitment. Observation of the concerted actions reveals a multitude of different
combinations but nevertheless pinpoints practical thresholds for both the form
of exchange and the amount of effort. This gives rise to a classification into four
main categories.

In the first category, the teams are involved only in conventional activities,
i.e. seminars and meetings. In sorne cases, they may have access to additional
funding for occasional exchanges. This fits the definition of forums, which form a
separate bloc within the programme, whichever approach is adopted.
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In the second category, the meetings and visits are subdivided to form sub
groups on specifie topics which focus on obtaining a consensus, usually in the
form of a new protocol (for analysis, collection, etc.). In more than one in two
cases this harmonization between teams entails exchanges of materials, whether
equipment (example : gene probes for the action on "inherited polycystic kidney
disease"), phantoms for testing apparatus (example : quantitative evaluation of
osteoporosis), reference materials (example : heritable connective tissue
disorders) or samples (example : multiple sclerosis), etc. In a way, the 24 actions in
this second category correspond to a specifie phase dedicated to the
harmonization of points of view and practices. Not surprisingly, it includes most
(11 out of 13) of the actions on the establishment of specialized scientific
communities. The large number of actions on the development or evaluation of
techniques CS out of 14) is a sign of the recent start made or of major difficulties
encountered with the work linked to this finality.

The third category focuses on collection of data, by means of the
implementation of pratocols. These data are collected by circulating
representations of the phenomena studied. Consequently, the usual medium is
paper in the form either of questionnaires distributed and returned (the most
common situation encountered) or of treatment protocols distributed and
medical reports returned (examplc : CAs on opportunistic diseases associated
with AlDS). Within this category of 28 or so actions, there are wide differences in
the method of initiation and the scale of the bases for data collection. üften these
also reflect differences of finality.

A subcategory of la actions, nine of them on harmonization of medical
practice, is defined by protocols which existed before the action started and by
"ad hoc" data bases. At the opposite end of the scale, protocols formulated in the
course of the action and "large num ber of cases" data bases are associated more
with evaluation of treatments (five actions). Surveillance services are also heavily
represented in this category (eight actions out of 11) because they ail entail the
development of large data bases (five cases; example : Eurocat on congenital
abnormalities) or mobilize large-scale national bases to establish European
reference centres (three cases; example : epidemiology of AlOS).

In the fourth category of actions, not only arc the practices harmonized but
also materials and samples of the phenomenon studied are systematically
exchanged. Ali these concerted actions are linked with fixed intermediaries, which
determine the progress or success of the action. The difference between this
category and the others lies in the scale of logistical or technical investment
required in order to analyse or circulate the samples. These investments take
different forms, allowing subdivision of this category of 31 actions into two
su bcategories.

The first 17 CAs, Iike the third category, entail the establishment of
collection infrastructure, though this time focusing on the collection and assembly
of samples and, in one case in two, backed up by large data banks. There are
actions of this type spread on six different finalilies, though surveillance services
(with four CAs; examples : prevalence of asthma or epidemiology of osteoporosis)
and joint research facilities (five CAs; examples : ECAT on thrombosis or
molecular cytogenetics) account for over half.

The other 14 CAs are organized around fixed intermediaries playing a
polarizing or guiding raIe. The polarizing intermediarics are either equipment
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(example : BNCf or the prototype in the CA on forced respiratory techniques) or
production centres (examples : B cells and diabetes, joint research facilities to
breed transgenic rats, to produce artificially aged mice or to make
peptides/adjuvants). The four CAs with fixed intermediaries serving a guiding role
concern analytical laboratories (example : HIV genetic screening) or test centres
(macaques and primates).

ln addition to the finalities, actors and forms of organization we are faced
with a third dimension for characterizing concerted actions : the exchanges and
intermediaries give a fuller idea of teams' involvement and at the same time,
depending on which form this takes and on the tangible and intangible investment
which it demands, of the solidity and durability of the networks formed.

This analysis sketches an initial outline of the relationship between finalities
and types of exchange. The forms of exchange imposing the least constraints on
the teams (which are accompanied by easily reversible networking) are generally
associated with three finalities : forums, harmonization of practice and the
development or evaluation of techniques. Conversely, the types of exchange which
demand heavy involvement from the teams, and perhaps even changes in their
daily practice, are strongly identified with two other finalities : the development of
surveillance networks and the development or evaluation of treatments. Between
these two extremes remain two other finalities - establishment of specialist
communities and the development of joint research facilities - which entail the
often complex process of aligning teams (by harmonization of their practices
and/or gu idance on their subject matter). However, apart from the BME
programme, where the vast majority of the CAs entai! the least binding forms of
exchange, and the cancer programme, where each action requires heavy
commitment by the teams, ail the other subprogrammes coyer the whole range of
situations.

TABLE 9: 7YPES OF EXCHANGES ASSOCIA TED WITl-l mE CAS

Notes: This table defines the types of exchange in closer detail to give a clearer
reflection of the differences between the finalities. Paper-based collection infrastructures
(CI) have been subdivided into "ad hoc" and "complex" ones centring on the
establishment of large data bases. The "materials infrastructures cover ail the concerted
actions, other than harmonization of practice, which have entailed establishing complex
logistics for the collection, storage and dispatching of the biological material amassed.
"Centres" includes reference centres (3CAs), fixed intermediaries serving a polarizing
raie (lOCAs) and fixed intermediaries serving a guiding role (4CAs). The 8 "subsidiary"
or "duplicated" CAs have been excluded.

-paper CI- mat-
Mee- Harmo- Ad- com- erials Cen- Tot
tings nization hoc plex CI ters

Surveillance services 4 4 3 11
Dev.lEval. of treatment 4 3 4 11
Dev.lEva1. of techn. 3 5 1 2 2 1 14
Harmoniz. of practice 3 1 10 3 1 18
Forums 15 15
Joint research facilities 5 9 14
Special.communities 12 1 13
Total 21 18 11 13 16 17 96
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TABLE 10 : SUBPROGRAMMES AND TYPES OF EXCHANGES lN THE CAS

Type of exchange Bio Can Epi HSR BME AlOS Total
Meetings 1 1 6 7 6 21
Harmonization 4 1 1 10 2 18
Ad hoc collection inf. 4 5 1 1 11
Complex paper coll. inf. 1 1 2 6 1 2 13
Comp.materials coll. lnf. 3 4 6 3 16
Centres 3 3 2 1 8 17
Total 12 9 13 20 23 19 96

6. WHERE WILL WE BE BY THE END OF MHR4? (1) CONCERTED ACTIONS: A SIX
PHASE DYNAMIC

INITIATION PHASE AND CHOICES MADE BY MHR4

Concerted actions often require a long gestation period. The first thing
needed is a topic and a few teams acquainted enough to work on an action together
(or to delegate one of their number to carry it out on behalf of them ail). In the
first three rounds of the programme, it was left entirely to the COMACs
(Concerted Action Committees) to choose the subject matter and the future
action project leader, who then gathered together a few experts to define the
potential topie more closely and to prepare a preliminary workshop between the
European teams interested in the subject. Generally, this was enough for an action
to be entered in the programme and adopted. In sorne cases, several meetings or
possibly even ad hoc studies were needed in order to complete this initiation
phase. MHR4 marked a change of approach with the publication of an open
invitation to submit proposais, which opened the way for decentralized initiatives
in the form of statements of intent. Consequcntly, the process is now more
complex with several different scenarios.

In 40% of the cases the initiative was still taken by the COMAC. Slightly over
half of these actions followed up operations and/or studies started earlier while the
remaining 19 CAs were initiated directly by COMACs and programme managers
under MHR4 (direct contacts with future project leaders to encourage them to
respond and to help them build up their action).

In other cases, the initiative came fully from the proposers, who submit
fully-fledged projects in their declarations of intent. Most of them Cl 5 out of 22)
were based on activating preexisting networks, the majority of which were built
around European associations (of c1inicians or practitioners) and European
branches of international organizations (principally the WHO).

Finally, in cases where several individual initiatives were submitted on the
same subject, the COMACs and the programme managers reverted to the usual
procedure, with a meeting of experts and a preliminary workshop for would-be
participants. Over one third of the projects qualifying for support followed this
path, whieh usually takes longer than a year.
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TABLE 11: INITIATION OF CONCERTED ACTIONS
Notes: The data set out below were drawn from interviews with project leaders. Not ail
the replies cou Id be c1assified as accurately as hoped, particularly those concerning
"initiatives by researchers" (i.e. depending whether or not an informai network already
existed beforehand). Initiatives by a Concerted Action Committee (COMAC) or
Working Party (WP) were c1assified as "before MHR4" if there was a study or workshop
on the subject before 1986. Initiatives under MHR4 cover proposais made directly by the
COMAC (or by one of its representatives) to the project leader before the statement of
intent was submitted. Ali other cases are c1assified as "initiative by researchers" whether
or not they were subsequently brought together by the COMACs by means of workshops.
Activation of a preexisting European network implies that the organized European
groups which prepared the project already existed before the project was started.

creation: initiative by activation via preexisting
COMAC/WP researcher European CA

before MHR4 under MHR4 Network
Surveillance services 3 5 3 6
Dev.leval. of treatm. 2 1 8 1
Dev.leval. of techn. 3 3 7 1
Harm. of practice 3 6 2 8
Forums 5 4 6
Joint research facil. 3 3 8
Specialized comm. 2 2 7 2
Total 21 19 43 15 6

ASSEMBLY AND STRUC7VRING . TWO PHASES UNDERESTIMATED ALL TOO OFFEN

Once the project has been accepted, the action starts. The first stage is to
ensure that the teams previously contacted wi1\ actually take part and, often, to add
names to the original lists (if only to fulfil the virtual obligation to cover every
Member State). Often, this assembly phase is protracted by the fact that it must
include acceptance by the teams of the organizational rules, particularly on their
rights and obligations.

In practice, in many concerted actions the structuring phase is the crucial
moment which determines the future of the project. It is the time to prepare the
ground by reaching a consensus between the teams (usually enshrined by the
adoption of protocols) and harmonizing practices. The section on exchanges
showed the many forms which such harmonization can take, the complex
procedures adopted and, hence, the long lead times entailed.

Not all projects have to pass through this phase. For example, most of the
projects activating preexisting networks can capitalize on assembly and structuring
work completed before MHR4. Equally, there are marked differences between
projects requiring no specific skills on the part of the data suppliers (in most
cases, questionnaires to complete or standard sampling) and others requiring
training and harmonization of practice.

Ultimately, the relative duration of this phase determines the time-scale of
the project as a whole becausc, in every case, once the teams have reached
agreement and it is certain that the information collected will be comparable the
Implementation phase, howevcr complcx, never lasts very long (except in the
case of a few forward studies).
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TRANSFER: TWO GROWING CONCERNS

As in any research, the treatment phase is usually a continuous process as
the many intermediate results are generated during the implementation phase. It
almost always has two dimensions: the knowledge acquired (or new findings which
can be published) plus the new problems (and subsequent projects to which they
give rise). These two outcomes, which are both familiar and weil dealt with by
managers of government programmes, are however far from the whole output of
these concerted actions. The programme produces two other complementary
outputs inherent in its very design.

Dissemination of results
The analysis of the finalities pursued showed that the programme goes a very

long way in the attainment of usable results, since over 60 of the concerted actions
are intended to generate information, protocols and material of direct benefit to
users. The purely academic results are only part of the picture as regards the
outputs of a programme which, in contrast to many of its cost-shared
counterparts, can extend as far as the development of new treatments or
recommendations for the best medical practices. This raises a familiar objection
and question: what is the point of providing financial support for generating
results without doing anything to ensure their dissemination?

Since dissemination of results is not governed by conventional market
forces (with the potential users as buyers and the producers as sellers),
government operators have to assume new responsibilities in order to avoid the
investments running into the sand. The general rule of including potential users in
virtually ail concerted actions is both a guarantee that there are users interested in
the project and a first step towards dissemination of the results. Consequently, the
programme avoids the demonstration problems (cf. the energy field and heavy
investment expended in the Community on this specifie phase). However, it still
faces the problem of general distribution. What can be done to make sure that the
hundreds of thousands of general practitioners ail benefit from the tools
developed to assist them to make objective medical decisions on abdominal pains
or jaundice? How is it possible to ensure that the rules on electrical safety
incorporate clauses which guarantee the quality of electrocardiograms and of the
diagnoses based thereon? What can be done to ensure that laboratories for
diagnosing sero-positive carriers follow the recommendations made? Steps must
be taken to make sure that the snowball effect enters into play. In a sense, work
on the programme does not finish until the baton has been passed on, i.e. until the
results have been taken up by the other government departments directly
responsible for the users targeted.

Results embodied in networks
Since the funding is solely for the costs of networking the teams (and not to

finance individual research), it is only logical that the programme should generate
"networks". But once they have been set up, should they be of any further
concern to the programme?

Economie theories on technical change daim that it is the cost of forming
partnerships and the numerous preliminary trial and error stages which prevent
the networking of individual actors, since no individual is willing to bear those
costs. This justifies state funding, but at the same time sets a Iimit to it : once the
network has been set up and has proven effective, the actors will have been able
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to ascertain lhe value of such collaboration and of mainlaining it themselves. In this
respect, there should be no question of supporting a network which has proved
its worth and is producing resulls. These conclusions, drawn from a study of cost
shared Community programmes, have onJy a slight bearing on the networks
observed under MHR.

Although in sorne projects the network is intended to split up once the end
result has been obtained (possibJy to re-form in better shape to discuss any new
questions raised, in which case it will not have to be set up once again but simply
re-activated), this is not the case for a number of concerled actions which have
developed joint facilities. With these, there are three different situations.

At one extreme, the facilities (and the nelwork which supports them and is
centred on them) are intended to last, albeit no longer in a research role but either
as production centres (as in the case of the centre for extraction of B cells in the
CA on diabetes) or as surveillance services (as in lhree cases at the end of MHR4,
including the CA on congenital abnormalities).

At lhe other end of the scale, the programme has given birth to central
research facililies (example: HCV genetic screening) or to complex collection
infrastructure (example: ECAT on Jung diseases) designed to provide a service for
the scientific community. These make sense only over a far longer time scale than
MHR4 (11 actions).

Between the two, MI-IR has facilitated the establishmenl of authentic services
for the evaluation of trealmenl, techniques and practices. By the end of MHR4,
these will have proved lheir worth on their first subjects, leaving the question
whether to turn to other fields of activity (examples: hereditary diseases of the
retina, objective medicaJ decision-making, opportunistic diseases associated with
AlOS or tissue characlerizalion). Cn ail, lhe fulure of over 20 networks will have to
be reviewed at the end of MHR4.

7. WHERE WILL WE BE BY THE END OF MHR4? (2) PROBABLE SITUATIONS AND
FAMIllES

THE FIVE PROBABLE 5lTIJATfON5 BY THE END OF MHR4 ..

This brings us back to the problems which the programme will face at the
end of the current phase (MHR4). By subdividing progress on the concerted
actions into six phases, starting with initiation and ending with transfer, five
separate groups of actions can be defined, based on the stage reached in this
process. The first group containing the "forum" actions will always be at the
initiation phase, since this is also their ultimate objective. The second group (18
out of the sampie of 96 CAs) expect to complete the structuring phase by the end
of MHR4 and, hence, to be ready for implementation. The third group of 21
actions will be in the middle of the impJementation phase by the end of their
grant. The fourth group conlains the 22 aClions which will have attained their
objective and be on the verge of the transfer phase while the fifth group
comprises the 20 networks which will have proved lheir worth but, as shown in
the previous section, leave the question of conlinuity open.
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TABLE 12: PROBABLE SCENARIO BY mE END OF MHR4
Note: The classification is based on interviews with project leaders and on analysis of the
files and reports available. It includes 96 actions Le. excluding the "secondary" and
"duplicated" actions)

Surveillance services
Dev/evaluation of treat.
Dev/evaluation of techn.
Harm.of practice
Forums
Joint research facilities
Specialized communities
Total

Initiation/
structuring

1
2
5
1

15

9
33

Implement.
phase

6
6
2
1

2
4

21

Service in
operation

3
2
2
1

12

20

Transfer Total

1 11
1 11
5 14

15 18
15
14
13

22 96

TABLE 13: SUB-PROGRAMMES AND PHASES REACHED BY EACH CA

Phase reached Bio Can Epi HSR BME AIDS Total
Initiation 1 1 2 6 5 15
Strueturing 1 2 2 10 3 18
Implementation 6 3 5 4 1 2 21
Service 3 2 4 1 3 7 20
Dissemination 1 1 4 11 3 2 22
Total 12 9 13 20 23 19 96

.,. CIVE BIRTH TO FAMIllES OF ACT/ONS POSING VERY DIFFERENT PROBLEMS FOR

MHR4 ...

With seven finalities, five forms of organization, five main categories of
exchange and five probable scenarios by the end of MHR4 (not to mention three
main types of composition), a set of indicators are now available for characterizing
the concerted actions and their dynamics.

Simple calculation of the possibilities shows that there are very many
combinations, however rarely sorne of them occur. It has been shown
elsewhere12 that networks are flexible arrangements which bring together actors
from different backgrounds but look different depending on where the observer
stands. Potential industrial users will not see the network with the same eyes as the
researchers who change their practices. Government departments will take yet
another view, sioce they are not directly interested in the results but, above aH, in
comparing performance in order to ensure better allocation of the incentives
which they distribute. There is, therefore, no single perspective aHowing a hard
and-fast, definitive classification of the networks.

Here the programme operator's point of view has been taken. What does
this approach teach him? What expectations does it permit? What changes in
practice does it suggest? This choice of perspective is aH the more warranted by
the recent adoption of the fifth round of the programme to follow up the fourth,
which is nearing completion. Consequently, the programme operator faces a

12 Des instruments pour la gestion et l'évaluation des programmes Lechnologiqes M. Callon, P. Larédo & v. Rabeharisoa, in J. de

Bandt et D. Foray (ed.), L'évaluation économique de la recherche et du changement technique, Presses du CNRS, Paris, 1991.
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series of conventional but nevertheless difficult questions concerning the progress
made so far, the quality of the output, the strategies to pursue, etc.

The starting point is, indisputably, the progress made with the actions.
Which will be completed? Which transfer problems do they raise? Which will
have reached the end of the structuring stage and how successfully? And what are
the requirements of the actions which will be in the implementation phase?
However, another side to consider are the implicit commitments made. Which
networks has the programme built? Which can be counted as new research
infrastructure? What can be done to ensure that they continue to operate and
provide the services which prompted the programme to support or encourage
their establishment?

The analysis set out below therefore focuses on the dual aspects of
"progress" and "types of exchange". It takes stock of the situations and of the
questions which they raise before the final section analyses the strategie and
organizational implications for the operator of the MHR programme.

Forums: one ultimale goal of the programme?
Out of the 96 actions analysed, 15 are "exchange forums". Forums are a

finality, a form of organization, a category of exchange ("meetings") and a specifie
output intended to help initiate joint projects ail at the same time. The only output
which they produce are summary records of the meetings Cif any are kept) and the
interest aroused amongst the teams. In this connection, the very high response
rate to the questionnaires mailed to the teams participating is striking.

Most of these actions come under the two subprogrammes with the largest
number of concerted actions: BME (6 actions) and AIDS (5 actions).

Sorne project leaders argue the merits of such an approach in two specifie
circumstances - for a small specialized community or for a new problem on the
frontier of the existing disciplines. They feel that the managers of the MHR
programme no longer give forums their rightful place but instead try to transform
them into "pseudo-projects" on a specifie topic or else put an end to them as
soon as a project emerges.

If the programme chooses to maintain this dual form of activity, it will be
faced with two strategie questions (which communities must be sustained in this
way? Why these rather than others?) and two problems of assessment (has
progress been made on the problem which generated ail this activity? Is the form
adopted still suitable?).

Structurlng - often a heavy lime consuming process
If ail goes according to plan, 18 actions will have completed the structuring

phase by the end of MHR4. In most cases, the effort required was grossly
underestimated at the action definition stage. In one case it took two years to
define a protocol, in another harmonization of practice entailed the adoption of
reference materials, in yet another exchanges of equipment were limited by the
competitive position of the suppliers, etc. Ali these situations cause delays and,
frequently, force project leaders to conclude that by the time they will be ready to
start the real work, their grant will have come to an end.

These actions centre mainly around two general goals. The first, as only to be
expected, is the establishment of spccialized research communities (9 of the 13
actions with this purpose). The inclusion of five actions on the development or
evaluation of ncw techniques is a clear sign of the difficulties which the programme
faces in this area.
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These actions have two important points in common. They are almost ail
organized around the project leader and his team who run this difficult phase on
their own (only four cases of shared management). This is matched by the choice
of form of organization: either small, superimposed groups working in parallel
(type 4) or a star network in which the teams gravitate directly around the project
leader's team. The number of teams involved is often large and, in many cases, still
unstable (many project leaders draw a sharp distinction between simple
participants and "active members"). Three out of four of these actions, and this
appears their second major common point, are in the midst of a complex process
(based on multiple forms of exchanges) of aligning the teams to ensure that their
output is truly intercomparable.

These two traits are evidence that these actions are recent. Nothing has yet
been stabilized, neither the participants and methods of working together nor the
action which the teams will be capable of conducting together. The finality of the
action appears largely indicative, reflecting more the project leader's objective
rather than the actual situation in the field. By contrast, the nature of the consensus
reached, Le. the practical result of the action by the end of MHR4, will give an idea
of the potential dynamics of the action in question and, consequently, on any
follow-up needed under BfOMED.

Finishing actions (1) : a limiled number of dissemination p,·oblems
As seen earlier, MHR's responsibility does not end with attainment of the set

objectives. 1'0 avoid wastage of Community funding, it must also ensure
dissemination of the results. In view of the organization of health care systems, this
can raise specifie problems. What exactly is the situation?

By the end of MHR4, 22 actions, or less than one in four, will have reached
the dissemination stage. The majority of these cluster around two finalities:
evaluat;on of techniques (five cases) and harmonization of practice (15 cases). One
in two of the actions comes under the HSR subprogramme.

These actions have three features in common. First, only Iimited investment
is entailed, either because the actions are limited to meetings (six cases) or because
protocols were already available when work on the action started and called for no
specifie skills on the part of the teams collccting the data (10 cases). This is
reflected in the method of initiation, with half the actions activating preexisting
networks developed by various European associations and the other half initiated
by COMACs ("to gain a clearer picture"?). This is paralleled, second common
characteristic, by a limited number of participants (on average 20) organized in a
star network orchestrated by a project leader. And finally, the result usually takes
the form of updating of information (example : Euromac), a situation report
(example : mental health problems of deaf people) or information packs or
publications to increase public awareness (examples : "HIV and oral problems"
and "ICPC classification"). A few of these actions could open the way for future
large-scale actions (examplcs : "use of DRGs in hospitals" or "head injuries"). A few
rare examples raise the problem of formulation of recommendations which will
have to be disseminated (example : "HIV serological methods").

The six actions which fail to fit into this pattern are ail one-off cases
presenting the programme with specifie problems foreshadowing the others
which lie ahead :

- the problem of generalization of the best practiccs, as in the case of "care
delivery systems" or "self-assessment in hospitals". I-Iow can the results be passed
on from the 100 or so hospitals "enlisted" to aIl hospitals in Europe?;
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- the problem of maintatntng ad hoc surveillance services tested in the
course of specific operations (examples : the Eurosentinel networks of general
practitioners tested in two separate concerted actions);

- the problem of the future of predevelopment actions, such as EULIMA
(where the CA will have allowed completion of the "final conceptual design");

- finally, the problem of the incorporation of a quality standard in legislation
(on diagnostics) in systems hitherto concerned solely with operator and user
safety, as in the case of the action on ECGs.

Finishing actions (2) : question marks over the future of the "services" created
By the end of MHR4, 20 more actions will have attained their objective but

will leave the MHR programme with another problem of their own : the future of
the investments made.

At the end of an often lengthy process (most of the actions in question
started under MHR3), these actions have built up fully-fledged services:

(i) surveillance services (three cases) as in EUROCAT on congenital
abnormalities and the 20 or so regional networks set up from scratch or the
"epidemiology of AlOS" action's reference centre for monitoring the spread of
the disease in Europe;

(ii) services for the evaluation of treatment (ewo cases) based on the
establishment of complex collection infrastructure for opportunistic diseases
associated with AlOS (ENTA) and costly pre-hospital treatment (EMIP);

(iii) services for the evaluation of medical techniques (two cases), such as the
CA on "tissue characterization" and the EUROSPIN test specimen packs which it
developed;

(iv) service for the evaluation of practices (one case) for "objective medical
decision-making" to follow up the achievements of the first two operations
(methodology, material support and national networks);

(v) finally, research services, whether in the form of production centres
(three cases), for example for artificially aged mice or transgenic rats, or of analysis
centres (four cases) as for "HIV genetic screening" or collection infrastructure (five
cases) as for ECAT (for lung diseases) or EURONUT (for nutrition).

Twelve of the actions which will be at the service stage by the end of MHR4
share the same finality : joint research facilities. By definition, this raises the
question of their continuity. Can the programme rely solely on the teams' own
capacity to raise the funding needed for them to continue? Possibly yes for most
of the "centralized" facilities (seven cases). But it will be far more difficult for the
collection infrastructure and the associated reference centres and logistics, as in
the case of the five structures set up to evaluate treatments, techniques or practice.
ln these cases, the programme is approaching a turning point: how can it move
on from encouragement for setting up such facilities to long-term support for the
infrastructures developed as a result? LEBM-style "case-by-case" solutions no
longer seem commensurate to the type of problems encountered.

Actions still in progress and the establishment of comp/ex research
infrastructure

By the end of MI-IR4, 21 actions will be in the midst of the operational phase.
There are three main rcasons why these actions were unable to complete the
collection phase during MHRt/.

Either the actions build up "large numbcr of cases" data bases, usually
backed up by banks of samples of blood, tissues, cells, etc. This applies
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particularly to six of the Il surveillance services (examples: "asthma prevalence" or
"Eurodiab" on diabetes prevalence and complications) and to three of the actions
on the evaluation of practice or techniques ("use of blood" and two actions
modelled on the CA on ECGs with a view to standardization of techniques, namely
"antenatal ultrasound screening" and "quantitative assessment of osteoporosis").

Or the activities are organized in projects, may they be centred around
production centres ("B cells and diabetes treatment"), or "integrated". The CAs on
BNCf or the "human stem cell project" are representative examples of these five
actions on the development of new treatments which are organized as integrated
partitioned networ"ks.

Or, finally, hannonization has taken a long time, as in the case of four actions
on the establishment of specialized research communities and there is !ittle
chance of completing this phase within the time limit granted for funding. It must
be stressed that three of these four actions are expected, if seen through to the
end, to culminate in services (two on the development of treatments - for chronic
arthritis and for multiple sclerosis - and one on monitoring of dementia).

Consequently, the common feature of aIl these actions is that they rely on
heavy investment (to harmonize collection conditions, to provide the logisties
required for the large number of cases involved or to build up and use the often
complex data bases and data banks). These investments are ail the greater since
often a large number of teams are involved (average around 40) and, in 15 of the 21
cases, shared strategie management was needed to impIe ment the action. In
essence, these actions correspond to three already mentioned situations whieh the
programme will have to face: the establishment of surveillance services (six cases),
the establishment of services for the development and evaluation of treatment
(five cases) and the development of production services whieh can be transferred
once the treatment has proved its worth (five cases).

Towards a Community form of National /nstitute of Health (N/H)?
Eventually 15 of the 21 actions still in the implementation phase at the end of

MHR4 will probably raise the same question as the 20 or so actions at the service
stage at the end of MHR4 : what is to become of the heavy capital and intangible
investment generated in the course of the programme? will the marginal financing
whieh made it possible to make these investments still be needed to maintain
them?

The future of the Community programmes on biomedical research will
depend heavily on the (politieal?) answer to these questions since, in the final
analysis, it is obvious that this programme produces three main types of result: (l)
forums; (2) comparative studies taking stock of the situation; and (3) complex
networks whieh raise the question of how to keep them in operation on a lasting
basis. This last "output" gains more and more importance with the ageing of the
Community intervention. Is the EC investment paid for by the initial scientific
results? Should such new research infrastructures maintained on a longer period of
time? These questions, and not those linked to financing research on a cost-shared
basis as has been sometimes mentioned, give ground to the opening of
discussions on a form of Community NIH.
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8. CONCERTED ACTION AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR PUBLIC INTERVENTION

A PRIVILEGED ARtA FOR APPLICATION WI7H THREE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

Ali the analyses show that concerted actions focus on one special situation
where, in order to advance knowledge, information never before accumulated and
up to now incomparable has to be collected. As a result, multiple efforts are
needed to ensure that the local observations are comparable and can be
transferred, taken up by others and centralized. None of this harmonization of
practice, standardization of laboratories, alignment of large numbers of actors
from different places and institutions would be possible without heavy
investment. This investment is marked by three distinctive features : it focuses
more on manpower rather than funding, on organizational issues rather than
institution ones and operational features rather than thematic ones. What does this
imply?

The key to the success of the CAs lies in their capacity to rally teams (or at
least the active core) behind the same objective, i.e. to make them progressively
jointly define the terms for attaining it, with ail the concomitant division of labour,
loss of independence and even polarization of image. Investment of human
resources is the decisive factor. This explains the importance attached to meetings,
exchanges, visits, the flow of information or the image of the CAs (logos,
newsletters, rules for publication, etc.). In a way, "management of human
resources" is the Iifeblood of any conccrted action.

This cornes before and accompanies the management of material resources.
Here, once again, the striking point to emerge from the analysis of the actions is
less the material dimension, i.e. the physical investment required, than the
organizational side, i.e. circulation of data or biological material, coordination of
the starting and finishing points, allowance for differences in the national
legislation, checking the effects of the packaging, etc. Many project leaders
stressed the strategie importance of these logistical "details" which hold the teams
together and, in a way, give firmer shape to the organizational structure built up,
just as much as any specifie piece of equipment or joint service. But this by no
means plays down the importance of the "facilities" set up. On the contrary, they
are complementary and, beyond their intrinsic value, often serve as an anchor for
the internai action and a reference point or means of projecting the identity of the
action to the outside world (colleagues, parent institutions, national authorities
providing the funding, etc.). Moreover, very often these facilities are c10sely
involved in the logistical operations (storage and processing of samples,
maintenance of data bases and data banks, etc.) for which they lay the foundation
(the "reference centre" idea).

The third dimension of these investments concerns the implications for the
teams. Despite their importance, the work on the concerted action is only a
secondary activity for the teams (on average, one fifth of their activities according
to the replies to the questionnaire). Consequently, the concerted action brings no
major inflexion to the teams' priorities and fields. Instead, everything heightens
the "operationaJ" impact. The emphasis on intercomparability of data and on ail
the facilities to make this possible (i.e. to ensure that samples are taken in the same
way, that the tests or c1inical diagnoses are comparable, etc,) cali for an alignment
of experimental practice which has an impact felt beyond the activities on the
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action itself and at the same time establishes a joint capacity to deal with other
problems demanding similar approaches. Here the research approach and the
resources and methods whieh it requires take precedence over the topics and
subject matters themselves in the striet sense.

A CHALLENGE TO PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT

These three features dictate a long time scale. With their emphasis on
management of human resources, organization of material relationships and
alignment of laboratory practice, concerted actions gradually build up new
spheres of communication. These are both irreversible (once practices have been
harmonized, there will be no more difficulties with the flow of information) and
flexible since they will not take shape unless the human and material organization
needed to ensure this communication still exists in one form or another.

What are the conditions for the establishment and survival of these "quasi
institutions" which the networks set up by the concerted actions and their related
infrastructure and organization represent? The survey clearly identifies them and,
at the same time, pinpoints a number of management problems analysed in detail
in File 3. Four main aspects play a decisive part in shaping the future of this original
form of government support and, at the same time, questions the management
choices of the MHR programme : delegation and its two counterparts, monitoring,
programme visibility and strategie forward planning.

Delegation as a management principle and its consequences
The detailed analysis in File 3 on the structure and management of the

concerted actions highlights the central role played by the project leader. Not only
legally, as the Commission's sole contact bearing full responsibility for the funds
allocated to the project, but also from the practical point of view as the person
responsible for building up the network and for ail the decisions to be taken
(number of teams, terms of participation, Europe-wide coyer, participation by
industry, etc.). It is also up to the project leader to decide whieh matters are to be
"concerted" and to define which to include or exclude. Finally, he represents the
action and builds up links with the outside.

Many project leaders feel that they are ill-equipped and given little support in
relation to the job which they accept. This applies at both the administrative and
institutional level.

(a) They have not hesitated to devise a host of formulae to solve their
problems. Together these constitute a genuine textbook on the financial and
administrative practices involved in concertation. However, many mentioned that
they felt that they were operating "outside the rules". Sorne even ruled out
potential solutions (which others had adopted without their knowledge) because
they thought that they were "not allowed". The administrative dimension pervaded
ail the interviews conducted. One of the loudest "demands" was to be informed
about the methods, formulas, etc. adopted by othcrs. Project leaders feel that the
extensive delegation of administrative and financial responsibilities to them
(beyond doubt, one advantage of this formula) should be matched by an
improved flow of information and regular exchanges on the methods to be
adopted, a sort of "clearing bouse for management metbods for CAs" 13.

13There are a number of points which have becn mcmioned many limes as requiring administrative improvements (e.g. the

time taken and perverse effects of the annual funding allocations) or for which changes of funding practices would he desirable.
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(b) !\Tot only administrative duties are delegated. The project leaders are also
responsible for publicizing their projects (the first full list of projects was not
published until 1990) and for forging any links needed. This in tum poses
problems, particularly two which were mentioned several times. Relations with
industry often raise the question of access to results or data, of certain exclusive or
prior rights or even of practical participation in the project (as in the case of at
least 10 actions). The project leaders feel particularly at a loss on this point. Who
are they committing when they sign or negotiate an agreement? On whose behalf
are they acting? .. The same problem recurs when they have to discuss exchanges
of information and cooperation with outside partners (for example, the NIH
institutes were mentioned in several cases). These two problems lie at the heart of
the "status" of the project leader. ls he a straightforward contractor
committing no-one but himself? Or should the project leader be given other
recognition to facilitate his task? In practicc, when the Commission of the
European Communilies entrusts the project leader with responsibility for a
specific concerted action (and confirms his responsibility when the project is
extended), it delegates to the project leader the task of activation of work on a
specific problem.

This perhaps goes some way to providing a pragmalic answer to one
question asked ail too often : how can C:ommunity support be linked with national
funding? How can the choices made by the authorized national representatives in
Brussels be brought into line with the choices made in the Member States? Once
again, many project leaders mentioned that they had been having problems, for
example with teams that had had to withdraw for lack of national funding.

Monitoring of concerted actions and organization of tbe programme
Actions take time and many have to be extended. The report highlights the

protracted length of the structuring phases and the unique forms which success
can take (how is it possible to assess from liUerature success in harmonizing
sampling methods between 30 teams?). Nevertheless, outside observers of the
progress of the actions are not left complete1y without guidance. The intermediate
results are milestones in the life of the concerted actions and provide various
pointers for assessing the rate of progrcss. The projcct leaders virtually
unanimously stressed the unsuitability of the methods adopted by the
programme. They feel that an nuai reports are not al ways appropriate and, what is
more, rarely produce any feedback. The reviews by the COMACs 14 (ten minutes
per year to report on the progress made on the action) were viewed dimly by the
project leaders who had undergone them. They also fclt that the role of the liaison
officers appointed by the COMACs to monitor the projects was at least
ambiguous. Monitoring of the conccrted actions clearly raises two complementary
problems : the first conccrns objective reporting in order to characterize the
project and assess the progress made (the means of analysis described here should
help these efforts to achieve greater transparency), while the second relates to the
scientific and technical choiccs and results. Many project leaders wished this

For instance, proposais have becn made ta sel aside: pan or the fun<h (and establish speciFie procedures within the programme)
to support teams in the southern rncmber 5lalc!!o, [0 cover the cxpcn~c~ of poslgradualcs and lo adapt the cosl.S lO the actual
numbcr of participants (la deal with a few cases of CAs run ~ closed ~hOp5),

14 The COMAC..s or Working Panics wcrc the only bodies rercrrcd la. No projccL leader, aparl From (hase involved direclly in the

Brussels end of the programme, memionned the CGC at any time. SimiJarly, il is unusual, al least judging from the other

Community programmes we and our colJeaguc~ have bccn part ln the cvaluation of, to hcar so little mention of the team

managing the programme.
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second dimension to be reinforced but, at the same time, felt that the changes in
the composition of the COMACs and of the Working Parties leftthem no longer in
a position to assume this task.

Programme vtstbtltty
One common strand running through ail these problems is the lack of

"visibility" of the programme. Countless project leaders said thal they came across
the MHR programme by chance. Many of the newcomers in particular said that the
organization of the programme was an unknown quantity for them and its image
confused. Ali concerned greatly appreciated the issue of a newsletter on the
programme in 1990, the first publication to make everyone aware of the existence
of the concerted actions. To know more about what the others are doing, to tell
outsiders what is going on, to improve links with the national authorities
(paradoxically, the survey showed that they were the group of potential users
which knew least about the programme)... these are just sorne of the objectives
mentioned by one project leader or another. But this effort to communicate will
bear no fruit unless the programme is made more "transparent". Why the
COMACs and the Working Parties? What do the six subprogrammes correspond
to? Taking the reading given by the project leaders, particularly those whose
proposaIs have been shunted from one COMAC lo another, MHR looks like a
"holding" of different programmes with practices, criteria and positions which are
not always compatible. Communication is indubitably one of the immediate
problems facing the MHR programme, possibly even a specifie function to be
created.

Programme strategy and the chotce ofproblems covered by concerted acttons
Finally, in over 10 years the programme will have given birth to 100 or so

projects, fewer than half of which will have reached the completion phase by the
end of MHR4. The transfer problems and the challenges whieh they pose for the
programme and also, more broadly, for the Commission and the Council have
already been discussed at length. The very concept of a Community "form of NIH"
suffices to give an idea.

The number of actions appears smail in sorne ways (what are 100 or so
actions compared with a programme Iike BRITE for example) and large in others
(if only because of the structural problems which it raises) and serves as a
reminder both of the time needed to set up the networks and bring them into
operation and of the difficulty of starting them. It is thus a strategie issue to define
and select areas that are relevant to this "concerted action" approach.

The invitation to submit proposais has significantly increased the number of
actions included in MHR4. But it has also triggered a change of approach : many of
the new concerted actions support pre-existing networks which have already
completed the harmonization phase at the heart of the establishment of new
networks. This implicit strategie choice warrants further consideration : which
balance must the programme strike between activation or maintenance of
preexisting networks (including those engendercd by the programme itself, cf.
above) on the one hand and initiation of new networks on the other?

At the same time this calls into question the procedures used. Publication of
an invitation to submit proposais every lhree or four years is out of step with the
very long time taken for the initiation phase in many cases, one possibility being a
"standing" invitation to submit proposais for the preliminary phases linked to the
already existing practice of the programme for funding studies and preliminary
workshops.
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Above ail, however, this raises the question of the strategie ehoices to make :
on whieh fjelds to promote the creation of new networks? Now that greater
experience has been aequired and more is known about the fjelds suitable for this
specifie form of public intervention, the programme is faced beyond any doubt
with the question of "strategie forward planningrd5 .

15 as proposed by R. Chabbal in his report on [he organiZa[ion of evaiua[ion by [he Commission of the European

Communi,jes, Brussels, 1988.
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A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH

A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH

INTRODUCTION

The Medical and Health Research programme is a "minor" programme from
the point of view of the amount of money allocated to it: 60 mECU, half the sum
allotted to Non-Nuclear Energy for instance. Il is the only programme dedicated to
"Concerted Actions" (funding only the costs of "concertation") as ail the other EC
programmes are "cost-shared" programmes (which fund up to half of the
research costs). Nevertheless, at the end of 1989, it brought together 4 to 5 times
more teams than the abovementioned cost-shared programme1: 3 500 teams in
sorne 120 Concerted Actions (table 1). Il appeared very c1early, when analysing its
role and effects, that the first point to assess was the effective participation of
teams within Concerted Actions. We chose to address them directly through a
mailed questionnaire which was sent beginning of 1990 to ail participating persons
or teams whose details were avaiIable to us. Annex 1 explains the methodology we
used, the questionnaires we developed and the major problems we were faced
with to organize this effort.

Sending a questionnaire without a c1ear view of what has to be addressed may
make the whole effort unproductive. We thus had to make choices, which
involved a fourfold process which needs to be explained here before analysing
results obtained. The first, traditional way is to appreciate through interviews the
main parameters of the programmes (who is concerned, what does it produce,
how do people work together, what are the main issues at stake ...) : this was
mainly done through lengthy and repeated interviews of EC programme
managers. This was complemented by a systematic analysis of the content of
annual progress reports (or projects for starting actions) of ail concerted actions in
order to obtain a glimpse of their objectives and activities.

We then capitaIized on a recently completed survey (using a mailed
questionnaire) on the impact of cost-shared programmes on the French S&T
community2 : after interviewing 80 senior French R&D decision-makers, we had
developed a questionnaire which helped appreciating the activities of a "research
team", its involvement in EC programmes, the results it expected out of it and its
attitude about the role and effects of such programmes. We thus had experience
of what questions needed to be asked and how to go about collecting usable
responses, especially since our colleagues from York were specialists in health
problems and the CSI team had been supplemented with a biologist. But we also
knew we were missing a crucial dimension: how to appreciate the nature of the
links between teams. We had to devise a completely new section about exchanges
within CAs.

Initial testing of the questionnaire helped us to adapt to the specifie
population involved in health research. But it also gave us a first glimpse of the

1 For ail comparisons with the NNE programme, sec "L'évaluation des programmes publics de recherche, le cas du programme

ENN de la CEE", PUN, Namur 1989.

2 P.LAREDO, M.CALLON, L'impact des programmes communautaires sur le tissu
scientifique et technique français, Paris, La Documentation Française, 1990.
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problcms WC were going to face: very different realities depending on CAs and on
institutional enrolment. Oealing with diametrically opposed attitudes towards the
questionnaire obliged us to make formai choices : we did not choose to go for a
simple, two page questionnaire which would have left out all items enabling us to
"measure" an implication and to describe the nature of the links between teams.
We chose to go for a complete 6 page questionnaire, knowing that we would get a
far lower rate of response and even crude remarks about its content. We got the
latter but, at the same time, were very much surprised by the final response rate
(without using traditional means such as systematic phone calls 3-4 weeks after
mailing to ensure an adequate return).

This first file presents the major results obtained against a simple canvas :
Who took part? What are the human and financial implications of this
participation? What activities are carried out under the CA? What exchanges result
from them? What type of results are expected? and who are they suppose to
interest (who are their future users)? This factual canvas was chosen on purpose,
since these results (first progress report by May 1990) were looked at with much
scepticism by sorne observers. Il was then decided, with EC officiaIs, that CSI
would start a second more qualitative analysis to try to explain them : this was done
by systematically interviewing virtually all Project Leaders (over 100 out of the 120
listed at the time); these interviews make up the core material used in the other
files developing the argumcnts about the dynamics of CAs and thus explaining the
quantitative "image" we arrived at through this mailed questionnaire.

1 - WHO ANSWERED ? ABOUT RESULTS RELEVANCE

Out of the 3500 panicipating teams (see table 1), over 1400 answered, giving
40,2 % coverage (see table 2). For such studies these absolu te numbers and
percentage coverage are considered good enough ta provide representative
results. Here the absolute number is such that one could limit oneself to the
responding teams, making the asumption that only highly involved teams
answered. If this is the case (but wc have checked with quite a few PLs that it is too
restrictive a hypothesis), then our description only applies to a core participation
of 12 teams for each CA.

This coverage varies depending on subprogrammes: from 34% to 46%. No
difference can be detectcd betwecn older or newer actions. A complctely new
programme like CANCER has a similar response rate to that of an older
programme like BME. What is interesting to note is that the lowest answering rates
are with programmes with "extreme" participations : Biology officially has nearly
50 participants per CA while HSR and AlOS have 20 or less. Ooes this point up
differences between subprogrammes? This is a question that will be dealt with at
length in this study. One point we should make in relation to the answer to this
question is that we see the basic explanation as bcing differences between CAs.
And if programmes differ, it is in their mix of CAs.

When analysing the response rates per CA (table 3), one gets a clearer view
of this situation. We have 22 CAs with fewcr than 5 responses, half of them in the
AlOS programme, which underlines, in this subprogramme, the contrast between
CAs which responded and thosc which did not since overall the response rate is
still over one third. The same analysis applies for HSR with 15 of the 21 HSR CAs
having fewer than 10 responses and a 34% response rate. The size of the average
CA in Biology is such that evcn with a low response rate, 9 CAs out of 12 provide
more than 10 responses. Altogcther thc 95 CAs with more than 5 answers provide
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9<Jo!o of ail responses received and their average response rate then amounts to
nearly 45%, a satisfactory level of coverage.

TABLE 1 : MHR PAR17CIPA170N
Note : reconstructed data excluding ·not yet started· actions and studies. The number of reams must be considered as an
approximation.

number number average
Sub-programmes of teams of CAs membership

Biology (BIO) 687 14 49
Biomed. engin. (BME) 1025 28 37
Cancer (CAN) 330 12 27
Epidemiology EPI) 621 17 37
~ SeJv. Re<e:rrch (HSR) 430 21 20
AlOS (AIO) 434 25 17

3527 117 30

TABLE 2 : RESPONSE RA TES BY SUB-PROGRAMME
Sub-programmes number answers

of teams
coverage
received

Biology
Bicmed~ing

Cancer
Epidemiology
HeahhSeJviR~ch
AlOS

(BIO)
(BME)
(CAN)

(EPI)
Qi5R)

(AI0)

687
1025

330
621
430
434

3527

254
460
153
256
149
149

1421

37,0
44,9
46,4
41,2
34,6
34,3

40,3

TABLE 3 : RESPONSES PER CA
number of CAs with

<5 5to9 lOto 14 15to 19 a:>arrlo\er totà
a1S\\eIS a1S\\eIS a1S\\eIS a1S\\eIS a1S\\eIS CAs

Biology 2 1 3 1 7 14
BME 2 5 7 6 8 28
Cancer 0 3 5 3 1 12
Epid 0 6 4 3 4 17
HSR 5 10 5 1 0 21
AlOS 13 8 2 2 0 25
totâl 22 33 26 16 20 117

The analysis by institution shows another bias in our sampie : "academic or
academically related" teams tend to answer more while service institutions appear
to be quite underrepresented in our sample. This applies to health service
authorities and general hospitals. For the latter group, the large difference requires
a specifie expianation : it largely depends on the initial difficulty we had in
classifying hospitals in categories, not in the global share of hospitals (45%) but by
specialization hence the discrepancy observed. If we apply to the whole
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population the correction rate wc had with the answering population, we still have
a significant under-representation of general hospitals. Given that health services
and general hospitals make up, with private companies, the core of the potential
users of MHR results, in ail our further analysis, we will underestimate their direct
presence in the actions.

TABLE 4 : RESPONSE RATES BY INSTl7VTlON
NOle : characterisation of Hospitals and University hospitals in the total population is
not reliable ; only global figures must be considered: 45,4 % on one side, 44,8 % on the
other.

Institutions total population
perccntage

answers
percentage

Hospitals
University hospitals
Universities
Govcrnmeol rese:lfch crg;mS:u.icn;
Health services
Industries
Foundations and voluntary org.

22,3
23,1
28,9
13,6

7,9
1,4
2,8

100

11,9
33,9
26,6
14,8

4,8
1,3
5,4

100

2- THE DIFFERENT ORIGINS OF THE MEMBERS OF CA TEAMS

The first item of interest is what is the average composition of CAs. We will
approach it through the analysis of participating teams: what institutions do they
come from? what is their main activity? how are they composed? Il will help us
then to analyse the composition of CAs by answering the following question: to
what extent are the teams from different origins and have different problems?

21. MEMBERS' INSTITUTIONS

Table 4 shows a two to one balance between "academic" institutions
(universities, government research organisations) and "service" institutions
(hospitals, health services, voluntary organisations). This is typical of most EC
programmes, industrial companies being here replaced by service institutions.
Even though their presence seems underestimated (see point 1), they still make up
a fifth of the population of CAs. Potential users of results are thus quite strongly
involved in the activities of CAs, creating from the start a relationship between the
production and use of CA products. Il may also be an indication of the kind of
products CAs are interested in. More specific of this programme is the significant
role played by "go between" institutions : 37% of teams are linked to such
institutions, with industry having a very limited share3 and a major role being
played by university hospitals (34%). It may be worth noting that teams which have
both c1inicians and research workers represent over 40% of the total.

3 even taking inw account ail pharmaceuticals, medical supplies or equipments
industries.
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22. MEMBERS' MAIN ACTlVITY

70% of teams consider research as their main activity. This is emphasized by
the fact that more than 600 of the 900 teams which responded have no clinicians in
their team. On the other hand, nearly 80% of teams qualifying their main activity as
"clinical care" have no rescarch workers (see table 5). These figures vary
considerably between subprogrammes. The average figure ref1ects exactly the
relative importance of the Biomedical engineering subprogramme (BME) and
hides the differences between two groups of "opposite" subprogrammes.
Biology, Cancer and Aids focus on the research end (80 % of research teams) while
Epidemiology and Health Services Research sub-programmes get close to 50 % of
clinical teams.

TABLE 5 : TEAMS COMPOSITION
Teams with % of average nber % of total

teams rcs. clin. res. clin.
Research workers only 45 6,4 61
Clinicians only 12 6,4 30
Rac:lrmers an:i clinidms 43 4,3 4,7 39 70
- mainly in research (27)
- mainly in clinical care (11)

100 4,3 2,5 100 100

23 - 7EAMS SIZE

Team size appears significant : on average 13, including 4 research workers
and 3 clinicians. Howcver, these figures are lower than those obtained for EC cost
shared programmesl\ (30 including 14 researchers). Even though sorne people
seemed to have difficulties with our definition of the team (the people you work
with daily), over 1300 answered, giving this information considerable importance,
which confirms the finding about institutions : 1 team out of 7 has no full time
researcher (mostly located in "service institutions") and 1 team out of 2 has an
average of 5 clinicians (another indicator of the global orientation of the
programme). These figures must be kept in mind when looking at MHR4
conclusions.

TABLE 6 : DISTRIBUTION

Number of researchers

1 lo 5
6 to 10
11 and more

OF RESEARCHERS

%
of teams

population

67
25
8

100

% by team of total
researchers

(uniquely applies to teams
with researchers)

32
37
31
100

4 P.LAREDO, M.CALLON, op. cil.
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Neverthelcss, these figures underline the rather large proportion of teams
with autonomous research capabilities (over 800/0). These teams also provide
typical figures for public research : equal shares for "small" teams (under 5
researchers), "medium-size" teams (5 to 10 researchers) and "large" teams (over
10 researchers). Obviously, this is the result of an unequal distribution with over
2/3 of small teams and less than 100/0 of large teams5.

TABLE 6BIS' DISTRIBUTION

Number of clinicians

1 to 5
6 to 10
11 and more

24 - THE MAKE UP OF CAS

OF CLINICIANS

0/0
of teams

population

73
20
7

100

0/0 by team of total
clinicians

(uniquely appHes to teams
with clinicians)

37
32
31
100

How do teams combine to make up CAs? Do we observe contrasting
situations between, on the one hand, academic CAs and, on the other, clinical CAs.
The results are very clear : the answer is no.

There is only one CA (out of the 95 analysed) with teams from Universities
or Government Research Organizations (GRO) only and if one adds teams from
University Hospitals, we arrive at ten CAs ([able 7). These 10 CAs represent only
70/0 of the total responding population (table 8). Ali other CAs have c1inicians
and/or company researchers. Thus in nine cases out of ten we have
"heterogeneous" networks with participants from at least three different
"worlds" : academic (universities or government research organisms), service
(hospitals and/or public authorities), and industry, not forgetting the specific "go
between" role of University hospitals.

72 CAs present what could be termed a "public heterogeneity" combining
academic institutions, University hospitals and service institutions. They split into
three nearly equivalent groups as a function of the relative weight of each type of
partner. There are 27 CAs with a majority of academic teams : 7 out of the 12 HSR
teams analysed, while at the other extreme only 2 of the 26 BME teams belong to
this group. There are also 24 CAs with a clear clinical orientation (over 2/3 of teams
coming from service institutions or University Hospitals). They are spread over ail
subprogrammes with minimum numbers for CANCER and AIDS (only 2 such CAs
per subprogramme). The other 21 CAs combine academic and university
hospitals teams in equivalent numbers.

Industrial laboratorics participate ;n 13 CAs, a figure that can be considered
high considering the uncertainty as to how to deal with them (see file 3). Half these
CAs are part of the BME programme while neither the Cancer nor the
Epidemiology programme has any industrial participants. In these CAs, industrial
laboratories generally represent one membcr out of ten and they tend to replace

5 It may be noted that the same picturc applics for clinicians in teams with clinicians.
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other "service" participants rather than add to them. In 8 of these CAs, Academie
teams constitute the bulk of participation.

TABLE 7: COMPOSI770N OF CAS
notes: teams from universities, government research organizations and foundations
are classified under "academic", teams from hospitals, health services departments
and voluntary organizations are classified under "service". The present figures only
apply ta the 95 CAs which provided at least 5 responses (96% of total responses).

Only Only Pu blic teams with ... including
academic academic mixt clinical a private

teams orientation orient. orient. company total
Biology 0 4 2 4 2 12
BME 4 2 7 7 6 26
Cancer 1 5 4 2 0 12
Epid. 1 6 5 5 0 17
H5R 2 7 1 4 2 16
Aids 2 3 2 2 3 13
total 10 27 21 24 13 95

TABLE 8: COMPOSITION OF CAS
note: see table 7 for the definition of the different items used in this table.

Types of CAs total distribution of participants (%)
number acad. UH sery. Ind total

total "Academie" 10 58 42 100 7
"Public" with
-acad. orient. 27 69 16 15 100 16
-mixt orient. 21 42 38 20 100 24
-clinic. orient. 24 19 50 31 100 29
"with private
participation" 13 48 33 11 8 100 24

total 95 45 35 18 2 100 100

Biology 12 49 36 14 1 100 18
BME 26 43 41 14 2 100 33
Cancer 12 54 31 15 100 12
Epid. 17 35 37 28 100 18
H5R 16 41 28 29 2 100 10
Aids 13 57 24 15 4 100 9

25- NEW PARTNERS

Collaborating with other teams is a common feature : 82% collaborate with
teams in their own country, 75% with teams from EC countries and 52% with teams
from other countries. The major effect of the Concerted Action programmes is
thus not to initiate collaborative work but to enlarge its scope and enhance the
partnership aspect: in older Actions, the number of partners with which teams
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"work" now has doubled since the beginning of the CA (see table 9). The teams'
opinion on these relationships are very positive: for most of them, they will result
in lasting relationships and enable them to collaborate with the best scientific
teams in Europe (see table 10).

TABLE 9 : NEW RELA TIONSHIP

Oill NEW
How many teams do you
work with directly ?
How many teams did you
work with before ?

5,9 9,5
2,5 4,5

How many teams do you
expect to work with ?
How many teams do you
work with now?

TABLE 10 .. OPINIONS ON NETWORKING

Opinions

CA will result in lasting relationships
CA makes is possible to collaborate
with best scientific teams in Europe

CA makes it possible to gain a position
in the European scientific community

strongly agree
agree

39546 1

37539 1

21 59 16 3

disagree strongly
disagree

Who are these partners? Was a specifie question asked for newly created
CAs? It gives two complementary items of information on the composition of
CAs (see table 11). The first deals with nationality : of the average five new partners
they expect to encounter, two will come from their own country, two from other
EC countries, one from another country. These figures point up two significant
dimensions. CAs foster enlargement both at the national level and at the EC level,
showing that MHR also promotes networking activities at the national level. They
are also open structures since one new partner out of five will come from "other"
countries, mainly COST countries (EC political arrangements seem to play a major
role here).

The partnership spread is the second major item of information : new
partners split equally between "academic" research (universities and government
research organizations), health institutions (hospitals and health services) and
university hospitals. As mentioned above, private companies constitute only a
marginal proportion of expected partners (nevertheless sorne 13% in BME
actions, reinforcing the feature previously mentioned). However, from one
subprogramme to another, there are different emphases. Teams in the Cancer
programme focus more on universities and research bodies. ln contrast, teams in
the Epidemiology and in Health Services Research (HSR) programmes expect to
work more with hospitals and health services and, for teams of the Biomedical
engineering (BME) programme, university hospitals and industries are of special
importance. ln ail cases, the same factor is underlined : most of the time these new
partners come from different institutional origins. One of the specifie features of
the programme is to attempt to facilitate and even promote encounters between
teams otherwise rooted in very different or distant institutional settings.
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TABLE Il : NEW PARTNERS
note: answers to question 20 about new "expected" partners. Only participants in "new)y
created" concerted actions (Jess than one year of existence) received this questionnaire
(765 answers). The leuers relate to the differenr programmes (see table 8).

1- Country of new partners (average number of expected new partners
mentioned) ; 1,8 in their own country; 2,2 in other EC countries; and 1,0 outside EC

2- Institutions to which new partners belong
% of mentions

total B C E H M S

"academic" institutions 38 40 49 37 25 33 43
University hospitals 28 32 Z7 Z7 21 31 26
"service" institutions 28 24 19 33 51 23 27
Industry 6 4 5 3 3 13 3

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

First major quantitative result : 9 times out of 10 the make-up of the CA is
"heterogeneous". CAs not only bring together academic teams ([rom
universities, government research organizations or foundations), they also
heavily involve teams from university hospitals which are both larger, have
c/inicians and researchers working together and represent 40% of total
participation. Nearly one team out of five belongs ta a "user" institution :
a general hospital (J times out of 4), a health service department or even
a private company (J CA in 7).
This explains why only 7 teams out of 10 classify research as their main
activity and 1 team out of 5 declares no full time researcher. Such figures
give an initial idea of both the orientation of the programme (il clearly has
a major "clinical" interest) and the dissemination of results : "service" or
"industry" teams (this second category being far less important) are
directly involved in the production of results which one can suppose they
will thus use.

3- INVOLVEMENT Of PARTICIPATING TEAMS

What do concerted actions represent for the partlclpating teams? How
much effort is devoted to such actions? What role do these actions play in the
teams' European connections? These are sorne of the main questions we shall try
to answer in order to better appreciate the role of the MHR programme.

31- A RECENT COMMlTMENT AND MARGINAL EC FUNDING...

For over 90% of the teams, participation in the fourth MHR programme is
their first and, in most cases, only link with EC actions (less than 10% of the teams
participate in other Community research programmes). These figures contrast
with results obtained for French participation overall in cost-shared programmes
where half of the teams participate in at least two different research programmes.
This recent and Iimited European connection is confirmed when looking at teams'
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funding. Though lhis queslion appeared difficult to answer for sorne leams, more
than 1200 leams responded fully, cnabling us to get a unique picture of their
budget. EC appropriations, which concern a quarter of the teams, represent only
3% of their total funds, half of what they receive from voluntary organisations and
four times less than what industrial and pharmaceutical companies provide.

TABLE 12 : TEAMS AVERAGE H{j[)GET

Sources of funds % of leams
fund"

% of leams mentioning
such funds

Own resources
National public grants
Industrial funding
Other sources

35 %
41 %
12 %
12 %

100 %

76 %
76 %
44 %

Specification of "olher sources" :

Voluntary organisation 7,4 %
EC funds 3,1 %
OherinternationlfunŒ 1,7 %

26 %
26 %
10%

32- ... COUNTER BALANCED BY SIGNIFICANT HUMAN IN VOL VEMENT

For 56% of participating teams, the activity undertaken in the concerted
action is considered as "central". This must be set against the fact that members
with an active responsibility in CAs are strongly overrepresented : people
participating in "Project Management Groups" (PMG) represent 40% of total
answers white they make up only 19% of ail participants; when asked about their
raIe in the concerted action, only 54% consider themselves as "ordinary"
participants and 32% as "special" participants. One must be conscious that this
group of sorne 600 very committed teams boosts most of the following results.

The analysis of concerted actions which have been active for more than one
year enables us to assess, by team, the average number of researchers involved in
the work of the CA (3,4 researchers) and the extent of their participation (on

average 26% of their work). These figures 6, which have been ca1culated on a very
conservative basis, lead us to believe that participation in MHR4 mobilizes a

fifth of the research capabilities of answering teams which, again, are the
most active.

A third, converging set of information, namely the opinion of the teams on
the qualitative effect of their participation appears very positive overall even
though the questions were phrased in such a way as to avoid predetermined results
: 63% of them consider that their activity in the CA is more than a minor part of

6 This figure is obtained through a comparison between the teams size (question 4) and
participation in the CAs activities (question 30). There are 2 complementary ways Lü
assess it : direct comparison in term of researchers involved (then nearly half of the
research + clinical potentiel is conccrned one way or another with the CA) or in term of
research capabilities mobilized which share of the activity is dedicated to CAs related
activities. Out of the 650 such "old" teams, 400 have answered this question. Their total
answers amount ta 4400 researchers/monthes (r/m)while their average number of
researcher is 4.6 pcr team (which multiplied by 12 monthes gives a theoratical capability
of 16600 r/m). We thus arrive at a 26% involvement figure.
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their research work and, for 72% of them, participation in the CA has had not a
\ittle impact on their main research activity.

FIGURE 1 : TEAMS OPINION ABOUT CAS EFFECT

The CA activity

goals

added

little

minor

Second major quantitative result : the MHR link is, for nine teams out of
ten, their first and only link with EC activities. This explains the very
limited share of EC funds in their budget (J%) which depends largely on
national grants (over 40%) and to a lesser degree on industry funding
(J 1%) and voluntary organizations 0%). This very limited figure must be
contrasted with the importance given by teams to their activities under the
umbrella of the concerted action they participate in : it is considered as a
"core" activity for more than one team out of two and, for our sample of
"older teams" (teams participating in CAs with more than one year of
activity), it represents at least a fifth of their activity. This contrast is
certainly one of the major quantitative results. ft points up one problem
which PL'I will strongly emphasize (see File 3) : how to coordinate an
activity defined within a CA and largely funded by national grants? It also
clearly shows that participating teams are already engaged in
"downstream" collaboration with industry and service institutions which
may create problems when relating to other European teams (see the case
of some BME actions, File 2) but which may also be a major advantage
for future dissemination (see File 4).

4- TWO CORE ACTIVITIES : DATA CONCSTRUCTION AND CA MANAGEMENT

Is it possible to cxplain this paradoxical situation which sees a limited
funding source, the MHR programme, drain and mobilize a large number of
teams? Does it mean that the usual description of concerted action activities - the
traditional pattern of scientific exchanges on the basis of workshops and meetings
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- might be wrong and give a false image of the nature of CAs? To answer these
questions, we have devoted a large part of the questionnaire to better
characterizing the activities within the CAs. To get as complete a picture as
possible, the questionnaire dealt with 6 complementary aspects : meetings,
exchanges, the work of teams within the CAs, networking activities, R&D outputs,
potential final users.

We suggested a large range of tasks which can be grouped under five main
headings : management of the CA (3 items), preliminary activities (feasibility
studies, state of the art : 2 items), data collection (creation of protocols, actual
collection, clinical trials, database development and management: 5 items),
development and/or management of new collective tools Cl item) and
development or assessment of devices (prototypes or softwares : 2 items).

The answers give a very clear picture. CAs are first organized around ail the
necessary activities to create new sources of information : it is considered to be
the first priority by more than 60% of ail teams. Depending on how far the CA has
advanced, the emphasis shifts from one activity to the other. Creating protocols
(mentioned by more than 50% of the teams) is the first priority of one team out of
five, while collecting data or conducting clinical trials (nearly ail teams mention one
or the other) is the first priority of a third of the teams. Almost one in ten of the
teams considers its participation in the management of data bases and the
processing of the data as the first priority.

To these can be adcted the development or management of a "central"
facility (mentioned by one team out of eight), the development or assessment of
prototypes (mentioned by one team out of seven) or more often of softwares
(mentioned by one team out of five). It is interesting to note that such activities are
rarely mentioned as the first priority (probably only by those who do the
development) as if they were complementary to comparative data collection or to
the analysis of these data (File 2 will describe many such situations).

The enlargement of MHR4 has involved a num ber of new CAs, sorne of
which are still in their preliminary stages, as shown by the number of teams
concerned, at sorne point, with "feasibility studies" or "state of the art studies" (a
third of them) but it is the most important activity only in one case in ten. This
may weil indicate the length of time involved in the creation process of a CA : we
shall in fact see later (File 2) that a number of CAs have devoted their two years
funding period under MHR4 to creating a common understanding of the topic
they are working on and carrying out ail the work (including feasibility studies)
required to devise an active collective project.

Creating and managing a CA appears as the second very important
dimension in tasks performed. An important feature to note is the sharing of
these activities. Almost half the teams have been, are or will be involved in the
preparation or organization of a conference or a meeting (see further chapter on
meetings and exchanges). However, it is hardly ever considered as a major activity
(most of the time ranked in third position). This is not the case of the
"organization of the work of the CA" which is mentioned by 40% of teams and is
ranked first by one team out of four. This is certainly connected with the bias in
our "sampie" , since we also have 40% of teams which participate in PMGs or "ad
hoc" CA committees. Nevertheless, it underlines an important point: to exist and
produce, CAs require a significant managerial effort (which File 3 will describe in
more detail). This in turn poses another question: is it worthwhile MHR4 funding?
The answers lead one to believe that the members envisage a longer duration (and
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a renewaJ of EC support). One is also tempted to consider such activities as an
investment in a new infrastructure which is not ref1ected in buildings and
equipment but in organizational and management structures.

TABLE 13 : ACTlVrFlES PERFORMED BY TEAMS IN CA
Activity teams teams ranking
performed mentioning it it as 1st priority

collection of data
creation of protocols
c1inical trials
analysing data
managing data bases

Data collection and analysis
66%
54%
33%
35% )
20% )

26%
18%
10%

8%
62 %

Management
organisation of CA work
organisation of conference
network facilitation

states of the art
feasability studie

40%
42%
15%

Preliminary studies
24%
36%

23%
)
) 40/0

27%

2%
9%

Il %

Central facilities, softwares and prototypes
development / management / assessment of '" (mentions only)
- central facilities 12%
- prototypes 13%
- softwares 20%

CAs devote most of their efforts ta the construction of new European
sources of information - this is the first priority of six teams out of ten
and cover the whole range of activities related to it : creating protocols,
conducting clinical trials, collecting and processing data, managing
da ta bases; it often requires the development or management of
"collective" faci/ities, the development and assessment of softwares or
prototypes. ln order ta achieve this, major efforts have to be made in the
organization of the work of the CA, not only at the Project Leader level,
since the burden seems to be largely shared, one in four teams underlining
its vital importance for the existence of the CA. This second activity could
easi/y be considered as a long term investment, building a new research
infrastructure based not only on "hardware" but also on all the "software"
linked to organizational and managerial structures, practices and skills.
Such a description takes us far from the traditional academic exchange
based on communications of already "codified knowledge".
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5- EXCHANGES : FAR MORE THAN MEETINGS AND VISITS

What are the links that the teams establish between themselves? We have
already seen that CAs enlarge the network of teams they directly collaborate with.
But how do they collaborate? What is the importance of meetings and
exchanges/visits? What other forms of exchange take place? Ten questions
(representing over 100 coded items) were devoted to defining and rating them.
We present here the salient features around three major aspects : the important
role of meetings (of aIl sorts), the importance of visits and exchanges of personnel
in establishing collaboration and the growing share of other types of exchange
which File 2 will examine in detail.

51- MEEl1NGS : A COMMON FEATURE OF ALL CONCERTED ACTIONS

The figures here are overwhelming and do not require any comment. Over
80% of teams have participated in general meetings and smaller group meetings. In
older actions (started before 1989), teams have participated, on average, in more
than three general meetings and more than four smaller group meetings.

TABLE 14 : TEAMS PARTICIPA TlON IN MEETINGS

teams p2rticipation average number of meetings
% (for "older" CAs only)

general meetings
snaler gtUJp met1ing;

70% 3.2
66% 4.1

Typeof rutput ofth~ smàlff grrup
meetings (for "older" CAs only) :
% of teams mentioning

Tcpics ofdisQ.N;Ün in s màler grc.up
meetings : % of teams mentioning

- present re;u\ts 59%
- cliscl.ffi re9JIts in d:pth 61%
- coŒtnKtacommm too 39%
- organize work 53%
-uncbtake trainingcrurses 20%

- articles
- internai documents
- reports
- proposed standards
- books

42%
44%
42%
24%
25%

52- EXCHANGES . VISITS SUPERSEDED BY OTHER ACTlVITJES

We suggested Il possibilities for the qualification of exchanges within the CA
and, for participants in older actions, we asked them to rank them in order of
importance. Sorne 600 answers relating to these older actions were received (Table
15).

They show that traditional features are still important : visits and exchanges
of Iiterature interest 60% of teams. While visits are numerous (three made and
three received on average), they are usually short (nine out of ten last less than one
week).

But it can also be seen that these types of exchanges represent the first
priority in the CA for only 40% of teams. They have been superseded by other
types of exchanges. Exchanges of protocols and data, mentioned by an equal
nurnber of teams and also ranked as their first priority in 40% of cases, c1early
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underline once more the specifie role of CAs: harmonizing and gathering relevant
scientifie information at European level. This is enhanced when more specialized
exchanges sueh as those of samples, referenee materials, reagents or software, in
total another 20%, are added.

TABLE 15 : EXCHANGES PERFORMED IN "OLDER" CONCERTED ACTIONS
type of exehange teams teams ranking

mentioning it it as lst priority
Visits
Papers
Data
Protoeols
Others

59 % 19 %
64 % 20 %
58 % 17 %
59 % 22 %
21 %

100 %

Other types of exchanges (mentions only) :
Researchers 27 %
Samples 25 %
Reference materials & reagents 18 %
Software 20 %

Exchanges tend to confirm what the analysis of activities told us. To build
their new European information base, teams must do more than simply
exchange results or visit one another. These ingredients are neeessary
and they explain the numerous meetings of various types the teams
participate in; they also account for the visits made or reeeived (mostly
short term). However, this is not sufficient : the teams are required to
harmonize their methods of collecting data (henee the numerous teams
that exchange protocols and to a lesser degree software, reagents or
referenee materials) before combining the data collected in data bases or
banks (henee the major role attributed to the exchange of data and to a
lesser degree to samples).

6- RESULTS : MORE THAN ACADEMIC SCIENCE...

The results expected reveal an interesting pattern. To make a comparison of
the results expected, we suggested 13 possible items grouped under four headings
: new scientific knowledge, methods and instruments for research, methods and
instruments for prevention, diagnosis and therapy, commercial results. We asked
them to answer yes/no for each item and to rank them in order of importance.
Over 1200 complete answers were received to this question. On average, teams
mentioned 2,7 items. To analyse the results, we, therefore, have three series of data
per item : the number of teams that answered yes, the number of teams that
ranked it first, the total number of mentions this item received in the ranking
process.

New scientific knowledge was, for example, expected by 72% of teams
(answer given : yes), was ranked first by 52% of them, but only represented 24% of
ail results expected (total mentions). What does this mean? Academie results are
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clearly important for the teams and are directly correlated to publications in
refereed journals (also mentioned by 72% of them).

Nevertheless, almost half the teams do not consider it as the major output
from its participation in the concerted action. Furthermore, 75% of output is
aimed at something else. What? Two very different types of output are expected
by teams :

- First, building a new basis for research through the production of
protocols, standards, reference materials, databases and experimental facilities.
These items represent 40% of ail expected output even though they are ranked as
first priority by only 20% of teams. It is worthwhile noting once more the central
role of protocols and databases : 58% of mentions and nearly 70% of first priorities
in this heading.

TABLE 16 : EXPECTED ARTICLES AND mESES
theses articles in

refereed journals
Biology
Cancer
Epidemiology
HSR
BME
Aids
totâl

39%
55%
36%
44%
43%
31%

38%

68%
70%
73%
77%
74%
63%

72%

TABLE 17 : OTHER EXPECTED RESULTS
Note: letters refer to the different subprogrammes : B for Biology, C for Cancer, E for
Epidemiology, H for Health services research, M for Biomedical engineering and S for
Aids (sida in french!)

expected % of mentions % of first
results total B C E H M S priority

new scientific knowl. 24 25 27 31 24 19 28 52
new methods for res. 40 42 37 38 37 39 42 20
methods of prevention
cfugms6 am therapy 24 24 21 26 30 24 20 23
am ITlffdll re'i.Ùts 12 9 15 4 4 18 10 5

- Second, economic and social impacts are focused on clinical aspects.
"Methods for prevention, diagnosis and therapy", indeed, constitute a major point
of focus : they represent 25% of ail mentions and, similarly, are the major expected
output for nearly a quarter of the teams. They are equally split between "new"
methods and "standardization" of existing methods. This is not the case with
commercial results (covering ail aspects from patents to new marketable
products) which only receive 12% of ail mentions and appear to be a rather long
term objective since it is the first priority of only 5% of teams. This last aspect is
the only major difference between subprogrammes : mentions received vary
from 4% (Epidemiology and Health Services Hesearch) to 18% (Cancer and
Biomedical engineering).
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Going further into the statistical evidence would not give much more
information. The above results underline two major phenomena with regard to CA
products or outputs. Production of "new" knowledge, which means recognized
knowledge (through articles in refereed journals) is a professional necessity
without which no researcher can survive for long (even more so in medical
research as many bibliometric studies have shown). One is thus not surprised to
see more than 70% of teams mention it as a future output. We put the question as
to how many articles, and again we got a very stable response from programme to
programme (nearly four articles by teams mentioning this output). But we did not
ask : on what timescale? A crucial question for assessing the performance of CAs
or at least their visibility as the evaluation considered this so important. In the near
future? It can be assumed to be the case for the 52% of teams which mention
production of "new scientific knowledge" as their first priority. But for the
others?

The second phenomenon deals with the other kinds of output. They focus
attention on the main directions followed de facto by MHR4 : new
"infrastructures" for renewed research programmes, which also means that the
path towards social and economic effects is not a short term one and requires
further investments; clinical methods rather than products or processes for the
health market, which poses the problem of their transfer once they are
developed.

7- EXPECTED USERS

Innovation studies have shown than an invention becomes an innovation
once it has found a market, i.e. a user ready to buy it. Here we have tried to assess
whether teams had any idea of the potential users of the results obtained from
CAs. We suggested seven potential types of users, on average the teams selectcd
three.

Recycling of results within the scientific community appears as the first
major use mentioned by teams. This will start with the teams themselves : for two
thirds of them, these results will be useful for their future work and for a quarter of
them, they will be the major users. Other teams in their CA will also benefit in the
same proportion, as will other research teams : CA results not only "feed" teams
participating in the CA, they are also disseminated (through the abovementioned
refereed publications?). Altogether, this recycling of results within the research
community is considered as the primary use for more than 50% of the teams. CAs
first produce intermediate results to be fed ioto a further research process.

TABLE 18 : EXPECTED FINAL USERS OF CAS OUTPUT

quoted as the
major user

28%
12%
13%
29%

4%
10%

4%

teams mentioning
this type of user

65%
55%
60%
63%
26%
29%

8%

Yourself
Other CA teams
Other research teams
Clinicians
Industry
Gov.departments
others

100%
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I1owever, it also shows lhal, in one in two cases, the main benefil goes
outside the scientific community. Industry, which is cited by a lhird of the teams
(nearly one team in two mentions it in the BME programme) is ranked as the
major beneficiary by only a marginal number of teams (Iess than 5%). Does this
mean that the teams see industry as a user only in the long term? Nearly one team
in ten considers that the primary users of their results will be government
departments : programme bias is at its maximum here with HSR and
Epidemiomogy providing twice as much evidence as the olher programmes.
However, the major non-scientific user is by far the c1inicians : they are mentioned
by over 60% of teams, a percentage common to ail programmes (except for AlOS
where this figure is down to 45%) and considered as the primary user by a third of
them. Once aga in, the c1inical orientation of MHR is demonstrated.

How do results circulate to the users? What does this recycling process mean
and how long will it take to generate socio-economic benefits? How does the
hetergeneous composition of CAs affect their dissemination and use? Using a
sample of "direct" users of results identified by teams (over 200 of them
mentioned such users), we tried an experimental methodology coupling a second
very simple questionnaire and interviews. The resulLs are presented in file 4. They
show the multiple channels for dissemination, including teaching. They may also
indicate that the hetergeneous composition of CAs is a powerful instrument in
expanding dissemination, since it seems lhal privileged channels exist for
circulating results : projecl leaders speaking more to government officiais,
university teams to industry and university hospilals to c1inicians. They also may
indicate the existence of an iterative process whereby intermediate results are
taken over at the same time by a certain type of user and recycled within the
community to start a new process which will produce another set of intermediate
results... What is interesting is that the circles 50 described by users show a change
in types of users over time as the Concerted Actions develop.

Concerted Actions appear as mu/tifaceted producers which interest more
than one type of user at a time. lt is c/ear that CA resu/ts are first seen as
"intermediate" resu/ts ta be fed back within the scientific community, not
only for the persona/ use of teams which produce them, but for simi/ar use
by other teams in the same CA and in broader terms by other teams ta a
simi/ar extent : resu/ts, however intermediate, shou/d not be confined ta
the inner circ/e of the CA but be wide/y circu/ated ta other research
circ/es. lt is not because they are recycled within the scientific community
that such resu/ts cannat be of use; on the contrary, most teams think that
clinicians will be major users of their resu/ts and even the primary user for
one in three teams. What these figures cannat say relates ta the time span
invo/ved : will the two kinds of use be simu/taneous or successive? The
experimenta/ ana/ysis done (see file 4) tends ta suggest an itemtive
process with diflerent types of socio-economic users beinp, invo/ved at
diflerent times of the /ife of Concerted Actions.
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8- SUMMING UP MAJOR RESULTS

81- INTERESTS AND LIMITS OF A MAILED QUESTIONNAIRE

A mailed questionnaire is al ways a frustrating exercise for two reasons. First,
it does not leave room for individual initiative, obliging the respondant to stick to
pre-established responses (free spaces are not often filled in and are difficult to
process on an equal basis7). Secondly, less than haIf the target population will
respond, which means that the conditions of validity have to be very closely
examined Cwhich results are significant and which are not). This last exercise
obliges the analyst to leave aside many aspects which, of course, are, most of the
time, asked for by decision makers. But, on the other hand, it enables quantitative
indicators to be established which cannot be assessed by any other method.

This is why, for a project as large as the MHR4 programme, about which,
moreover, very different opinions exist, we chose to use this method in order to
provide a minimal quantitative basis on participation, involvement, activities and
results. We were then faced with a difficult compromise between relevance
Cenough questions to coyer most aspects) and efficiency Cmake the questionnaire
simple enough to maximise chances of return). We may have been wrong in
focusing on relevance, asking quite a large number of questions and going into
detail with sorne of them. We are conscious that in doing so we have devised a
questionnaire which always had inadequate questions for any particular respondant.
We wanted to coyer most of the aspects we had picked up through an analysis of
the written Iiterature available on the 117 actions, through the numerous interviews
carried out with the programme team and through sorne 30 face-to-face interviews
with participants. Looking at the 1421 answers received and comments made, we
would certainly change quite a few things in the questionnaire if it were to be done
again ....

Nonetheless, we are fairly confident about the general results presented
here, since, with a reference population of approximately 3500 teams, the return
rate is over the 40% benchmark which is considered as proof of success in this
type of exercise. Furthermore, this answering rate does not vary drastically when
examined question by question: correctly answered questions amount, on average,
to more than 1200 and, even in the worst cases, the figure does not fall below 1000.
However, we must not give way to temptation and go too far in the analysis. With
an average of 10 answers per CA, we cannot go into any analysis of the CAs and we
shall not, for example, be able to cross subprogrammes with another criterion
with more than 3 possible answers. This explains why we stick to global results
and have gone further only in the qualitiative analysis Cbased on the 100 interviews
done with Project Leaders). Even the overall results are numerous enough to shed a
new Iight on the MHR4 programme and its achievements. We will summarize here
the six results which appear to us the most challenging.

82- SIX MAJOR RESULTS WHICH CHARACTERIZE THE EFFECTS OF MHR

1- Even though not all 3500 teams are active, there is at least a core of more
than 1000 teams actively involved which makes this programme one of the largest

7 ln fact, these answers are used more (0 adapt further questionnaires or help În the interpretation rather (han as another

quantitative source.
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EC R&D programmes as far as partIcIpation is concerned. This partICipation is
acadcmically orientated and covers a wide range of health institutions : university
hospitals represent over a third of participating teams and "service" institutions
(health services, general hospitals) add up to another fifth, giving the programme a
definite c1inical orientation. Furthermore, this diversity is usually directly enshrined
in each Concerted Action : this spectrum of teams involved constitutes one of the
strengths of this programme and prepares the future dissemination of results.

2- Despite the Iimited financial support from the EC (Jess than 4% of the total
budget), one cannot but be struck bythe size of teams' European involvement
which, on average, represents a fifth of their total scientific activities. This points
up a potential problem of coordination with national authorities which, through
national grants, provide more than 40% of the teams' average budget.

3- Concerted Actions are often Iinked with meetings, workshops and visits.
This is also the case for the MHR4 programme. But while these three options are
extensively used, they do not represent the totality of CA activities. The major
focus is on data collection with ail that implies, first in European harmonization
(and protocol creation), and then, in "central facilities' management (data bases
but also, and more and more, ceIl , blood and tissue banks, and even collective
facilities in order to provide a service not otherwise available). This means that
MHR4 concerted actions not only produce scientific knowledge, they also pave the
way for a complete new set of research actions which can be based on this new,
unified and homogencous information. This dimcnsion must be taken into account
when looking at results.

4- What exchanges and activities carried out in CAs show, is confirmed by
teams when asked about expected results. On the one hand, teams emphasize that
research needs to be assessed by colleagues : building up new scientific knowledge
and publishing in refereed joumals are, by far, the most frequently cited expected
results (3/4 of ail teams). On the other hand, for every other team, it will not be the
major output and teams stress that there are other outcomes, three times as
numerous as "new scientific knowledge", that spring from their activity.

5- The most important result relates to "methods and instruments for
research", which c1early contributes to what point 3 underlined : the construction
of new research "bases" at the European level. This type of outcome gets most
mentions and is ranked by 20% of respondants as the most important one. This
goes along with another important feature of the programme: the recycling of
results within the scientific community, which constitutes the major expected
user, not only because teams within the CA will use them for further work but
also, teams think, because other outside research teams, in the same numbers as
the CA teams, will also bencfit from them. Instruments, methods, software,
protocols, databases, fecilities are not only for the internaI use of a "private" club,
they are for wide dissemination.

6- This does not mean that CAs do not care about socio-economic
outcomes. On the contrary, they are mentioned by a large number of teams and
considered in nearly one case out of three as the major final result of the CA. Here
again, as can be seen from the participation, there is a clear emphasis on clinical
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dimensions (methods or instruments to prevent, diagnose or cure) : over 60% of
teams mention this (dividcd equally bctwecn the development of ncw methods
and the standardization of present methods) and a quarter consider it as the most
important result the CA will achieve. Commercial aspects such as new drugs or
equipment lag far behind as if they were only long-term prospects. Such results
(c1inical methods) do not build a traditional market with sellers and buyers. The
dissemination of these results may be a concern for the future if the EC does not
want its money spent in vain. The hetergeneous composition of CAs shows its full
value here : it creates a first opening thanks to the interested users (economists
would speak of "lead" users) who participate directly in the production of the
results and will presumably be eager to use them.

83- A NEED Ta GO FURlliER WIH alliER INSTRUMENTS.

From this quantitative analysis devolves a major conclusion : while we can
characterize global effects, it is difficult, even impossible, to understand how they
are produced. Classifications by sub-programme, even if they give sorne limited
clues, do not help to explain the dynamics of such a creation. And we do not have
enough results per CA to do any relevant statistical analysis. This obliges the analyst
to use complementary methods. Thus, for the term initially considered by the EC
(summer 1990), we agreed with the EC management (both from MHR programme
and from the Evaluation Unit) to undertake a complementary approach based on
in-depth interviews of Project Leaders. The two following files will attempt,
through the "eyes" of PLs, to enter the internai dynamics of CAs, testing the main
issue we think this file brings forward : are we observing the emergence of a new
setting for research work? In order to test this hypothesis, two complementary
analyses have been performed : the first (file 2) focuses attention on the different
parameters which help in characterizing a CA and which, by combining them in
different ways, may lead to the definition of an initial typology of the research
"networks" they constitute. The second deals with the organizational and
managerial dimensions Iinked to the creation and development of this new
"research setting" (file 3).
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ANNEX 1 : METHODOLOGY USED AND PROBLEMS
ENCOUNTERED

This annex presents the major choices made for this quantitative study
(point}), describes the difficulties we were faced with in identifying relevant
participanL'> (point 2) and assesses the responses obtained (point 3).

1- THE CHOICE OF A MAILED QUESTIONNAIRE

The initial question put to us could be phrased as follows : are these
Concerted Actions more than an expanded form of scientific meeting where
results are exchanged and fresh ideas obtained and, following which, there is no
further cooperation and a lone furrow continues to be ploughed? Or is there
something different at stake? If so, what? Auditions previously carried out at
Project Leader level had not answered any of these questions. The demand as such
was for indicators which would help future evaluation panel members8 to
appreciate the effects and role of the MI IR programme. Such demand built on two
previous exercises, one dealing with an EC cost-shared programme (Non-Nuclear
Energy 3) and a recent one dealing with the impacts of ail EC cost-shared
programmes on the French scientific and technical community. Thus from the
start the idea was to address participating teams to assess the importance of their
participation and their opinion about the programme and its effects on their
activities. In order to avoid pre-sampling, we chose to use the method which had
already been successfully used twice (and many more times for other evaluations
but with a different approach). We shall not here reproduce ail the reasons which
explain this choice9. We shall simply underline the points with relevance for our
study.

11- THE MAIN FOCUS ON "NETWORK CHARACTERIZATION"

The first point deals with limits : a mailed questionnaire only makes it
possible to test hypotheses, since it only offers respondants a yes or no answer.
Open questions and questions of the "other, please specify" variety are usually very
specifie: to understand the problems posed by a question (from which the next
questionnaire but not the present study will benefit) or to help in the general
interpretation. At this second level the use of "opinion questions" Ctesting the
response to ready made sentences) is generally a greater help (especially when
trying to make people react through negative forms). To construct a questionnaire,
one has to make choices and choose directions. Here things were c1ear from the
start : the focus was on characterization of the "network". EC programmes are
supposed to foster collaboration. We had seen in our two previous studies that

8 Unfortunately, for EC internai reasons, the timing of the Ml-m panel was moved
forward so that panel members had to give their report while questionnaires were still
flowing in. They only could get a glimpse at preliminary results.

9 We refer interested readers to a more detailed explanation in P. Laredo & M. Callon
Cop. cil.) and to a fonhcoming article by P. Crance on the subject in "Le management de
la recherche, vol1 : les programmes technologiques", Paris, Economica, Autumn 1992.
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this is indeed the case, on an even larger scale than most officiais thought. So the
question was not so much to appreciate the extent of the networks but to
characterize what was happening in these networks : with how many teams did
participants work? What did "worked with" mean? What activities were carried
out? What kind of exchanges took place? Did they only take place during meetings
or were there other channels? How much were they involved in? What kind of
results were they expecting? The basic questions were, therefore, known at the
start of the action.

12- A "COMPLEX" QUESTIONNAIRE

The difficulty lay in the actual construction of the questionnaire and its
adaptation to the MHR programme. The usual tools were used for this purpose :
documentation (official documents, minutes from meetings, annual reports and
proposais from PLs), interviews with Project Leaders. They enabled us to define
the "universe" of MHR : different types of activities, exchanges and results. But the
spectrum was large and the draft questionnaire had to be enlarged from 4 to 6
pages (nearly doubling the number of questions). This reflected the complexity of
the task we were facing as weil as our ignorance of the relative importance of the
items mentioned. The test conducted on 30 participants did not help much : while
agreeing on certain questions, they tended to consider others as irrelevant; but
there was no way (apart from minor changes) to make their positions coincide
apart from scrapping so many questions that we were back to a two page
questionnaire which would have left out ail items which might make it possible to
"measure" an implication and to describe the nature of the links between teams.
This c1early iIlustrated the need for such an effort to assess the relative weight of
the different types of activities, exchanges, etc.

Thus, we did not choose the "simple" solution, but rather took the risk of
going for a complete 6 page questionnaire, knowing that we would get a far lower
rate of response and even crude remarks about its content. We got the latter but,
at the same time, were very much surprised by the final response rate (without
using traditional means such as systematic phone calls 3-4 weeks after mailing to
ensure an adequate return).

13- A DELIBERATE FOCUS ON "TEAMS"

Another important point that our previous experience has shown up relates
to the very different national institutional backgrounds which render comparisons
very difficult as soon as one moves beyond the level of the "day-to-day" research
group or team. Our notion of a team does not necessarily coincide with an
institutional definition : the "team" is the group in which daily activities are carried
out and scientific choices made. Il thus can vary from one context to the next and
requires respondants to make their own decision about what they consider as their
team or the team they work with. This major choice al ways creates problems but
at the same time qualitative tests undertaken tend to show that decisions with
regard to descriptions, taken "just like that" by respondants, usually corresponded
to the actual level of "scientific" decision-making (subjects, directions to follow,
external competences needed .. J. We therefore decided once more to address
this level and focused on the identification of team leaders. Hence the first
problems we were faced with (sec point 2).
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14- TWo COMPI.EMENTARY QUESTIONNAIRES

A final point on the situation of MHR4. We had the choice of limiting
ourselves to ongoing actions at least one year old (which would take into account
only 40% of ongoing actions) or adapting the questionnaire for new CAs. We chose
the latter and developed two complementary questionnaires for "old" and "new"
concerted actions. They have in common a first section devoted to the
characterization of the team 03 questions dealing with their institution, the size of
the team, its budget, its current projects and their funding, its current
collaboration ...), a third section about expected results, future users (in the old
questionnaire, participants are asked to give, if they wish, names and addresses of
sorne of these future users) and general opinion questions. As regards
involvement, they have in corn mon the description of the CA and their role within
this CA as weil as common headings dealing with exchanges and activities. These
headings are further expanded in the "old" questionnaire to characterize
exchanges and to access the teams' involvement, and they are replaced in the
"new" questionnaires by questions centred on new collaborating teams.
Experience makes it clear that this choice was not entirely satisfactory and that
other solutions will have to be found to ensure effective comparability.

2- SELECTION OF CONCERTED ACTIONS AND PARTICIPANTS' IDENTIFICATION

The difficulties encountered in creating a suitable "participants database"
have kept us busy for far longer than expected. There were supposed to be
around 3000 participants, but after two months of hard work we were faced with a
list of over 4000 participants and a clear view of its unsuitable composition. In the
end, trying to figure out whom we were addressing and what was the exact
"reference" population ended up being the most time-consuming task and
delaying the whole exercise.

21- SELEeTION OF CAS

Data collection began in October 1989. At the time there was no initial list of
CAs and participating teams available 10. There were two reasons for this : (a) the
programme was still in the process of selecting new CAs and many had only
recently been selected (June 1989 CGC meeting); (b) the programme had
expanded very rapidly and the programme managers had inadequate means,
particularly in micro-computing, for dealing with such a large number of people.
Thus at this early stage, there were two levels of uncertainty - exactly how many
CAs were under way and how many participants were involved. Two devices were
used to produce an initial list of participants. First, annual reports submitted by
Project Leaders to the Commission were examined. Not ail of the reports for the
current year were available, so the previous year's report was used. Secondly, the
declarations of interest for new CAs were used. For sorne CAs, no Iists at ail were
available. Second, discussions were held with programme managers (around 20
over a two month period) to obtain data.

The objective of the study was to address the individual named participants
in the programme directly to ascertain their actual participation, their assessment

10 5ince, in the first issue of the MHR newsletter (May 1990) was included a complete list
of CAs with the title, the name of the Project Leader (and his address) and the number
of participating teams split by country of origin
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of the outcome and value of the programme. Particular emphasis was to be laid on
the nature of the networks built up betwcen participants. Therefore an exercise
was conducted with programme managers to produce a data base suitable for
analysis. "Studies" (dedicated to assessing the interest of a research question) and
"preliminary workshops" (dedicated to assessing the potential and interest of a
common action) wcre omitted. Ali actions that were in the process of selection
after October 1989 were also omitted. Table Al below sets out the relation
between the list of CAs recently published by the MHR programme (May 1990)
and those CAs taken into account in this study.

TABLE Al: CA5 TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
note: the actions listed refer to the official EC list published in May 1990, CAs are
"newly selected" when they were not yet started at the beginning of autumn 1989, CAs
are ranked with no list of participants only when no replies from PLs has been obtained
(see further).

nber of actions reasons for exclusions
actions included newly worshops

listed in study selected & studies

Cancer 13 12
AlOS 29 25 1
Biology 17 14 3
Epid. 19 17 2
HSR 33 21 8 4
BME 30 28 2

total 141 117 16 4

nolNof
paü:::ipants

1

3

4

22- GA mERING THE NAME5 AND ADDRE55E5 OF PARTICIPANTS

To gather the participants' names and addresses, we used either the CA's
annual reports for "old" actions (more than one year of activity) or the proposai
made for newly started actions. Ali addresses were entered in a "participants
database". By mid-December 1989, lists had been obtained for over 100 CAs, but
it was clear that there were deficiencics in the information. Therefore a letter was
mailed to all Project Leaders asking them to check the entries corresponding to
their CA. Less than two-thirds of PLs ever replied to the above request, so that for
about one third of CAs, it was impossible to verify the names and addresses
before the questionnaire was mailed. Where Iists were checked, it was clear that in
very few cases was our information completely correct. Many Project Leaders
made minor amendments to their lists while sorne responses involved extensive
additions and changes to the data base. As a result of this process, a list was
compiled which became the sampI ing frame for the questionnaire. Il contained
4321 names.

23- E5TIMA TING PA RTlClPA TIaN IN THE 5URVEY

Il is now clear that the process described above failed to identify sorne
scientists who were currently participating in a CA while at the same time others
who either had never been participants or who had dropped out were included.
This situation reflected the fact that one third of the lists had not been checked
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and that estimated participation (especially at the beginning) may not be correct
or at least only in different terms from those initially considered. For these reasons
it is necessary to reconcile the EC estimates of numbers of participants with the
study estimates, i.e. the maximum number of individuals who might be reckoned
on to return a questionnaire.

To estimate the latter figure, two adjustments to the gross figure have to be
made: 1) an assessment of any over or under-estimation of the number involved
in each CA, resulting from participants joining or leaving after the original Iist was
compiled; 2) a correction for participants whose name appears on more than one
list. Table A2 to AS below demonstrate the major differences in the figures
derived from the EC document and figures used in the study. In nearly 30% of the
CAs (34/117) there are differenccs in excess of 10%. In 20 CAs the study figures are
higher then the EC figures, which suggests that over 600 questionnaires were sent
to non-participants. In 14 CAs the study figures are lower than the EC figures
suggesting that some 500 participants \Vere missed because their addresses were
not obtained. These represent about 13% of the total number of participants
estimated in Brussels and they c1uster in three sub-programmes : Aids (five actions
and 20% of total participation), HSg (five actions and 27% of total participation) and
BME (three actions and 13% of total participation).

These considerations led to a "base number" of possible responses to the
questionnaire which reflects the missing 500 addresses out of the EC population
and rem oves the addresses for those individua\s no longer considered as being in
the programme by Project Leaders. A few (about 100) non participants answered
the questionnaire, many simply to say they were non participants. They were
excluded from the "base number". A further adjustment has lo be made before it
is possible to estimate the maximum number of replies it is reasonable to expect
to the questionnaire. This is for multiple participation. Table A6 below sets the
number of participants involved in more than one CA at 260. 1'0 obtain the best
estimate of the number of different participants in the programme that the
questionnaire reached, the "base number" has to be adjusted downwards by 336
(598-262 see Table A6) leaving a final figure of around 3200 (3191 exactly). The
picture of a typical CA which this provides is lhus a team of 30 participants of
which only two participate in a second CA.

TABLE A2 .. DIFFERENCr:S IN 77-fE EC ANf) SnJDY EST/MATES. ANALYSIS PER CA

note: the difference is the absolute value of EC number minus "study gross number"
related to EC number. A pcrccntage higher than 100% mcans that gross value is more
than double of EC value

total number nber of CAs with nber of CAs with differences from
of CAs no significant 10 to 25 to 50 to over

differcnce 25% 50% 100% 100%

BME 28 15 0 4 5 4
Cancer 12 11 0 1 0 0
Biol ogy lit 10 1 1 2 0
Aids 25 17 0 3 3 2
Epid 17 15 0 2 0 0
HSR 21 15 () 3 3 0
total 117 83 1 14 13 6
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TABLE A3 : CAS WIlli DIFFERENT EC AND STUDY ESTIMATES
note: diffrences are taken into account only when they are "significant", meaning over
10% (see table A2)

EC higher Study gross total CAs with % on total
values values higher significant diff. CAs

BME 3 10 13 46%
Cancer 0 1 1 8Yo
Biology 1 3 4 28%
Aids 5 3 8 32%
Epid 0 2 2 12%
HSR 5 1 6 29%
total 14 20 34 29%

TABLE A4 : EFFECTS OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON PARTICIPANTS DATABASE
note : only 34 CAs taken into account (see table A3)

lndividuals Potentially missing Q..e1ioonàres~rtta oon part:ïàpar1s

total number % / EC base total number % / EC base

BME 143 13% 387 34%
Cancer 14 4%
Biology 30 4% 44 6%
Aids 172 29% 68 11%
Epid 115 18%
HSR 167 27% 11 21/0

total 512 13% 639 16%

TABLE A5 : NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS. RECONCILIATION BETWEEN EC AND STUDY

BASES

average
per CA

number
of CAs

notes : gross number is the maximum number of individuals' addresses collected
without any deletion (and therefore number of questionnaires sent); "base number" is
the lowest figure between gross and EC figures.

Gross EC "base
participationnumbernun btr nun 00-"
BME 1435 1143 1025
Cancer 361 338 330
Biology 758 724 687
Aids 527 601 434
Epid 768 628 621
HSR 472 620 430

28
12
14
25
17
21

37
27
49
17
37
20

total 4321 4054 3527 117 30
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TABLE A6 : NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED IN MaNE THAN ONE CA
source: computing from participants database

nber of participants in
total number
total participations

3- ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES

2 CAs
210

420

3 CAs4CAs&more
38 14

114 64

total
262
598

(6)

Who answered and what type of analysis can we perform while sticking to
the usual statistical ruIes? These are obligatory questions that any such study must
address. In the following paragraphs we insist less on representativity since it has
been emphasized in the main text (chapter 1 "relevance") than on the actual
content of questionnaire.

3]- RESPONSE RATES

Over 1700 answers were received of which 100 dealt with "non-participants"
and around 200 were too incomplete to be taken into account. We were thus left
with 1421 answers which have been coded and constitute our "sample". What
does it represent and what are its biases? We shall now try to present the main
points, leaving aside most of the quantitative assessments carried out to verify
representa tiv ity.

The 1421 answers represent 40% of the total population. Ir is a good
response rate for such questionnaires. But what is its significance? The first
difference that can be observed is at the subprogramme level (table A7) :
responses represent 34% for AlOS and HSH but 45% for the largest sub
programme BME and 46% for Cancer.

Are these response rates evenly spread over CAs? Not really. First, to be
able to profile a CA, a minimum number of responses is required (Table A8). 22
CAs provide fewer than five responses : these 22 CAs only represent 4% of total
responses (taking them out brings the total number of responses to 1365). As
Table A8 shows, they are not evenly split since 13 are concentrated on AlOS and
five on HSR, two subprogrammes with both lower rates and low absolute
numbers (under 150 responses). Once these 22 CAs are omitted, the response rate
is almost one in two, very near or over the 50% benchmark, and of the CAs under
the 30% benchmark, most have very high numbers of participants (maximum
noted over 200), which very often provide over 20 answers (we are thus able to
obtain a good representative idea of their "core" members). Most CAs are weil
represented in this sample. While no processing can be done at the individual
level, quantitative analyses can be undertaken for suitable groupings.

As we have different questionnaires, how do subgroupings within
programmes behave? Firstly it is interesting to note that, although there are 47
"old" and 70 "new" actions, members split equally between both groups, pointing
up a feature of sorne "old" CAs: their very high listed participation (7 with more
than 50 participants and 4 with more than 100) and an average difference also due
to the impact of the CANCER programme (20 participants on average). Response
rates average 37%, varying between 28% (HSR) and 42% for "old" CAs while, for
"new" CAs, it averages 43% ranging between 31% (AlOS) and 50%. Again, at the
subprogramme level, we face quite large variations which make it impossible to
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work separately on their sub-populations of new and old CAs. We thus chose to
work on both populations at the same time, only taking one or the other for more
specifie analysis on the basis of questions dealt with only within one of the two
questionnaires; we were unable to assess answers by subprogramme with a
reasonable chance of being representative. Nevertheless, question-by-question
comparative analyses have been done to assess variations between "old" and
"new" participants. Significant differences are rare (see point 32).

TABLE A 7 : ANSWERING RATES PER SUB-PROGRAMME

Sub-programmes number answers
of teams received

coverage

Biology
Biomedical engineering
Cancer
Epidemiology
Health Services Research
AlOS
total

687
1025

330
621
430
434

3527

254
460
153
256
149
149

1421

37,0
44,9
46,4
41,2
34,6
34,3

40,3

TABLE AB : ANSWERING RATES AND LEVELS PER CA

note : though it is not representative, comparative analysis at the CA level has been
conducted (for example about their composition).

number of CAs with
<5 5 to 9 lOto 14 15to 19 2)arxiover total

answers answers answers answers answers CAs
Biology 2 1 3 1 7 14
BME 2 5 7 6 8 28
Cancer 0 3 5 3 1 12
Epid 0 6 4 3 4 17
HSR 5 10 5 1 0 21
AlOS 13 8 2 2 0 25
total 22 33 26 16 20 117

TABLE A9 : ANSWERING RATES FOR mE 95 CAS WIllI MORE mAN 5 ANSWERS
notes : percentages refer to the number of treated answers compared to out "base
number" (altogether 3500 teams).

-----answering rates----------
<300/0 <40% <50% >50% total

Biology 1 3 5 3 12
BME 4 6 5 11 26
Cancer 1 0 6 5 12
Epid 1 2 4 10 17
HSR 4 5 1 6 16
Aids 2 2 3 5 12
total 13 18 24 40 95
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TABLE AJO: "OLD" AND "NEW" CAS, ANSWERING RATES
note: "old" CAs are CAs inilialed befme 1989 (al least one year of activity when mailed
questionnaire was mailed), "new" CAs are lhose iniliatied befme Autumn 1989.

CAs composition response rate
old new total old new total

Biology 4 10 14 400!o 35% 37%
BME 10 10 28 42% 5OO!O 45%
Cancer 0 12 12 46% 46%
Epid 5 12 17 35% 49% 41%
HSR 9 12 21 28% 40% 35%
AlOS 11 14 25 400/0 31% 34%
total 47 70 117 37% 43% 40%

32- THE CONTENT OF QUES770NNAIRES

Our theoretical rate of response for any question is 1421 : 772 for "new"
questionnaires and 649 for "old" questionnaires. llow did participants respond to
the various questions? None of the questions succeeded in getting responses
matching the theoretical rate. Tests show "erratic" non-responses. Response rates
differ largely as a function of the different sections of the questionnaire.

Section 1 on the teams sees the maximum average response with only 4% of
non-responses to questions dealing with institutions and Jess than 10% for
questions about team composition, main activity, collaboration or sources of funds
(question 10). Team characterization can be considered as reliable since we did not
use the few questions with lower response rates (22% non response in question 3
about budgets for instance).

Section 2 on the "involvement in the concerted action" and section 3
present similar pattern: an average response rate of around 80% (and a total of 300
non-responses). Most questions are thus dealt with on an absolute base of over
1100 responses (in 50% of cases the 1200 benchmark is exceeded). While this
rather significant non-response rate is regrettable, the total number of expressed
answers still gives a strong base for interpretation. The overall difference between
"old" and "new" participants must be emphasized. On meetings, exchanges, tasks
performed and expected results, the non-response rate is stable in both cases, but
lies at15% for "new" answers and 25% for "old" questionnaires. Ir is interesting to
note that the response structures do not vary significantly, except in a few cases
where the total number of responses in each case does not add up to 100. Let us
take a few examples of the variations: in tasks performed or to be performed, the
first difference only appears with the fourth ranking item: "new" teams cite more
"clinical trials" than "old" teams (42% against 28%), for ail other items differences
are less than 5%. For exchanges, the major differences do not lie in physical or data
exchanges which are equally important in both case; "old" participants mention
visits more (59% against 43%) while "new" ones focus more on exchanges of
1 L.-;earchers (53% against 27%) and even technicians (22% against 11%). As one
observer phrased it, newcomers may be more idealistic while older participants
may be more pragmatic and realistic! These variations do not change the overall
picture and have confirmed our overall approach. Just a note on specifie questions
used in the two questionnaires: questions on expected partners got the average
non-response rate for "new" questionnaires, while questions about involvement
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(for "old" participants) only got 400 answers (60% rate). Here the rough total
number of answers has to be relied upon and precautions taken to be on the safe
side and not overestimate the results obtained.

Overall, response rates have been satisfactory and al ways provided
numerous enough a base for statistical evidence to be gathered from them, at least
on the overail level we have employed in processing them. This does omit nearly
nine potential results out of ten, and many which team leaders have asked for. But
we do not consider them reliable and thus have chosen not to publish them.
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INTRODUCTION

I.WHAT IS THE REASON FOR THIS FILE?

Why the interest in the various types of concerted actions? There are several
reasons which have led us to devote a large part of our work to this question.

1. When the work began, we did not find a c1ear definition. Two things were
certain : the concerted actions do not finance the research activities themselves,
and the support provided for seminars and "meetings" is a key element in ail of
the actions. From the beginning, our few interviews with those responsible for the
programme at the Commission and reading of the activity reports and/or
proposaIs showed us that things were not quite so simple. On the one side were
"central facilities" and on the other exchanges of materials. We were often far from
the classical configuration of scientific interchange, namely peers meeting
periodically to discuss their findings. Moreover, this was obvious from the only
definition we found of concerted actions, which was so broad as to make it
difficult for an outside observer to understand exactly what it meant1.

The questionnaire sent out to ail of the teams (see File 1) confirmed our
analysis. The degree of involvement of most of the teams was far greater than
normally found in exchanges of scientific findings : for the 1400 or so teams which
replied, participation in the MHR4 programme was mobilizing on average one
fifth of their manpower. The eventual results bear little relationship to the kind of
results normally expected in the academic world : to the new scientific knowledge,
embodied periodically by publications in international journals, must be added
numerous other types of results, first among which is the creation of European
knowledge bases (a kind of broad platform on which to construct new
comparable knowledge). The relationships in which the teams are involved have a
variety of forms and are based on numerous material supports developed and
used within the framework of concerted actions.

2. So how do we tackle this diversity? The problem did not arise when the
programme covered a few actions which could be individu ail y described and
analysed (see the first two evaluations). Once over 100 actions are involved the
situation changes radically. Il is no longer possible to characterize the programme
in terms of a sum of individual descriptions. Can it be described by the sum of the
subject areas it covers? In sorne ways this is what the recent evaluation report did
to sorne extent. However, seeing it in these terms raises a number of questions.

The first one is weil known : what inOuence can one hope to have on the
dynamics of knowledge as long as one is not financing the research activities? Will
the lever effect of European coordination be enough to produce academic results
which can be attributed to them?

The second stems from the survey findings : what academic results do you
produce when you try to make data collected beforehand in different ways

1 See supplement to Biomedical and Heallh Research Newsleller N° 2190. Il should also be noted lhal lhis is an "operalional"

definition concerning the praclices acrually encountered. See the "organizational aspec[.S" file.
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comparable or to construct a collective tool which helps, for example, in DNA
sequencing or in carrying out animal tests?

3. This has led us to formulate a twin-track theory. First, concerted actions
may only be suitable for dealing with (or at least taking account 00 certain types of
situation or problem. Secondly these situations fit into a limited number of
configurations which a11 constitute "families" of concerted actions, which can be
described. Linking the two should provide us with a tool which can be used both
for monitoring (the output and status of the programme) and for strategic thinking
(what other fields should be covered in this way). The purpose of this file is to
present our conclusions.

II. MODUS OPERANDI AND CONTENT

To make progress on this difficult question, we decided, in agreement with
those responsible in DG XII - although this had not been originally planned to
enlarge on the information available by means of systematic meetings with the
project leadcrs2. These interviews concentrated on a few major questions3 and
were often very complex (many of them lasting over three hours). From them we
were able to gather mostly fresh information which placed the results already
obtained in perspective. We have used the information in two main ways: to
validate the twin-track theory of the role and the dynamics of concerted actions.
The organizational aspects of the procedurally innovatory mechanism of CAs are
analysed in another specific file.

This file is in four parts. In the first part, taking a particularly striking (but
unrepresentative) example, we look at the problem of characterizing concerted
actions. How should they be described? What information has to be gathered to
be able to assess activity and progress? On the basis of this example wc will then
be able to look more systematically at the six headings under which the concerted
actions can be characterized. We will see that the aims pursued and the results
expected are limited in number and, similarly, that there are only a limited number
of organizational forms most frequently associated with the actors involved. The
richness and diversity of the concerted actions are due above ail to the multiplicity
of circulating and fixed intermediaries which interconnect the teams and often
form the main basis for the organization of new research practices. Concerted
actions take a long time to complete and go through a series of key stages. We
have identified six stages which make it possible to follow the trajectory of the
actions over time, realizing that each stage reflects different forms of association of
the participating teams. The third part provides an account of the dynamic forces
involved and the principal differentiation factors which we have observed. This
leads us, by way of conclusion, to propose a tentative typology of concerted
actions in an attempt to establish the relationships between the finalities, the
organizational options and the time factor. The result is several families which,
from the viewpoint of those responsible for the programme, seem to us to have
very differing implications (duration, level of funding, fo11ow-up arrangements).

2 More than 100 were visited out of the 120-odd concerted actions in progress in mid-1990. The facl that 15 % or so were not
visÎted was due not to a delibarate choice but [0 problems of availability of project leaders and distance.

3 Origin of concened actions, teams involved, project schedule, main stages, exchanges and meetings, existence of central

facilities and/or data bases/banks, mies concerning their op~ration, organization and logistics of excahnges, the ·profile" of the
projecl, progress at the end of the phase currently being financed, raie of Community funding, relations with the CEC
(programme team, COMAC, etc) and developmenlS proposed.
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PART 1

SIX COMPLEMENTARY APPROACHES TO THE
CHARACTERIZATION OF A CONCERTED ACTION

Rather than approach the subject in an abstract manner we chose to use an
exam pIe to illustrate the difficulties encountered in describing the goals, the
objective, the structure and the progress of a concerted action. This means
bringing together a number of different elements which, because of the
complementary insights they provide and tbe interconnections tbey create,
enable us to gain :1 clearer understanding of wbat is involved in a given concerted
action.

Tbe cboices made bave been guided by tbree simple questions. Wbat does
tbis network seek to achieve? Witb wbom is it to be acbieved? What steps are to
be taken to acbieve it? Tbese cboices are based on a number of key concepts
wbicb bave resulted from sociological studies of science.

Tbe first question concerns the finalities of the action, i.e. the analysis of
tbe process leading to tbe definition of the given scientific and technical objective.
Between tbe latter and tbe socio-political stake, there is a whole series of cbanges
involving a number of scientific, social, doctrinal and political choices wbicb are
often implicit. Formalizing tbis trajectory is tbe first step in characterizing tbe
concerted action : wbat are tbe medical concerns? What links does tbe action
establisb between tbese concerns and tbe scientific choices made? For us tbis
means distinguisbing for eacb concerted action between the stake (or aim), tbe
goal and tbe objective (tbe plural often being necessary even though most of tbe
time the term applies to only one of tbe levels).

Tbese cboices are expressed in a series of concrete results : not just tbe
desired end result, but also ail of tbe results during tbe course of tbe action, tbe
intennediate results wbicb mark tbe (desired and actual) progress of tbe action.

Between words and aspirations on the one band, and deeds on tbe otber,
tbere are tbose wbo act and tbe way tbey organize tbeir activities. Concerted
actions are based on one clear principle, wbicb migbt even be called a prerequisite
: the actions cbosen arc selected because tbe networking of individual actors is
seen as the most appropriate way of solving tbe problem. To describe tbe
networks, we need to know the participants, tbe actors involved : who are tbey
and what is their involvement with tbe action? We must also look at bow tbey are
interconnected with eacb otber. Earlier work bas sbown tbat, wben making sucb
an analysis, attention should be paid to tbe matcrial devices wbicb determine tbeir
collective output and wbicb we sball cali "intermediaries".

Tbe term covers, first and foremost, tbe supporting mecbanisms wbicb
form tbe basis for tbe intercbange witbin tbe fabric of tbe network - excbanges of
results, data, samples, etc. (e.g. wben deep-frozen samplcs at - 7üoC bave to be
moved from one point to anotber witbin 24 bours). Tbey also include ail of tbe
common infrastructures whicb a concerted action may use and wbicb tbe MHR
(medical and bealtb resear(:b) programme (sec official presentation) refers to
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generically as "centralized facilities" heavy equipment, a central data base, a centre
for X-ray analysis, a monkey colony, etc. We shall refer to these as as "fixed
intermediaries" .

Final\y, as in any independent entity, the structure of the concerted action, its
management, the rules it adopts and the resources it uses to create its identity and
set itself apart are ail organizational dimensions which provide a measure of the
strength of the overall action.

The following example will help to illustrate this approach and to show how
it can provide a "standard" description of concerted actions which will facilitate
intercomparison, which a recent evaluation of the programme has shown to be
the key factor in the analysis. Each characteristic - the finalities, the results, the
actors, the fixed and circulating intermediaries, the structure - is based on the
example chosen and leads to a number of general conclusions (shown in italics).

1. FINALITIES

The objective of the concerted action (CA) chosen, i.e. what has to be done
within the time agreed as set out in the proposaI accepted, is to make available
purified human il cells from the pancreas. These cells have to be tested to find out
their characteristics. What do we know about the CA from this single objective?

1. The objective is "to make the cells available", i.e. at the moment they are
not available (not yet, not enough, not where they are wanted, not there when they
are wanted or not exactly the right kind of cells).

2. We are dealing with B ceIls , i.e. there are types of cells other than B cells.
So why B cells and not others?

3. We are dealing with purified cells, i.e. normally they are not purified. Why
are purified cells wanted?

4. We are dealing with human 13 cells, i.e. there arc other types of cells (non
human). Why are human cells wanted?

5. "From the pancreas" means that the CA will in particular involve extracting
the cells rather than, say, culturing them. It can be seen from this initial reading
that the author of the proposaI has made a number of choices. These choices are
dictated, on the one hand, by general goal of a higher order and, on the other, by
the constraints facing the author of the proposaI. The declared objective is thus
presented as a translation of a stake which transcends the framework of the CA,
namely to use B cell transplants for therapeutic purposes. Let us cali this level of
finality the goal. This is itself part of an even wider purpose : the treatment of
insulin-dependent diabetes. Let us cali this level of finality the stake. There are
therefore three different levels :

1. the stake, which is the treatment of insulin-dependent diabetes;
2. the goal, which is to transplant B cells as a therapeutic method;
3. the objective, which is to obtain purified human B cells from the

pancreas.
There is not necessarily any link between these three levels, between the

stake and the goal or between the goal and the objective. It is not because we want
a method for the treatment of diabetes that we are obliged to choose to transplant
these cells. To strengthen the interconnection betw('en these two levels certain
additional information, notably in the form of reasoned arguments, is needed.
From the proposaI for the concerted action and the interview we conducted we
have learnt that diabetics have a B cell deficiency. Treatment therefore consists in
compensating for this deficiency by transplanting new B cells.
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Similarly, the translation from the goal to the objective made by the author is
based on a series of arguments supported, as is the rule with scientific knowledge,
by references to publications and tables of results. What do these tell us?

- In 1975 diabetes research was carried out on islets of Langerhans. These are
heterogeneous as far as their cellular composition is concerned. Although most of
them are B cells, the fact that a mixture of cells is involved creates a number of
problems when interpreting the results. "Nothing can be concluded from
heterogeneous tissue". This was the point at which the project leader decided to
try to purify the.B cells.

- A method of purifying these cells was developed which now makes it
possible to obtain purified B cells from rat'> and pigs.

- Research was carried out on these cells, in particular on the effects of
transplants. The results in rats showed that, unlike the islets of Langerhans, the B
cells were not rejected. The question exercising researchers now is whether the
same results will be obtained on humans and, if not, why not?

- If the results match up to the expectations, the ultimate idea - going beyond
the research work - is to treat diabetes by transplanting B cells instead of
transplanting the whole pancreas or the islands of Langerhans, which is not very
successful.

Through the various stages, we therefore move from "availability of purified
B cells" to "treating insulin-dependent diabetes". At the one end, we are dealing
with a biology laboratory and, at the other, with a hospital. The author therefore
links together, by means of a number of carefully crafted arguments, the
laboratory and the hospital. He relates the research work which he wishes to
organize as part of the concerted action to other work which, both in time and
space, goes beyond that action. In the interview, he told us thal he wanted to carry
out "c1inical research". Although this research primarily concerns research
biologists at the moment, in the future it will principally concern surgeons and
other c1inicians. The stake and the goal are therefore outside the ambit of the
concerted action and are in a different time and place, i.e. in the field of c1inical
medicine.

This example shows the series of translations which have to be gone
through to pass from the "higher order" general goal to the actual goal of
the concerted action. These are the translations which enable us, in a
given case, ta pass from cells to humans, from the laboratory to the
hospital and from purification ta treatment. We have described an
analytical grid with three complementary levels : the s take is the
economico-social problem ta be resolved (in this case insulin-dependent
diabetes); the goal describes the first translation and proposes a way of
resolving the prohlem (transplantation of B cells) involving research;
lastly, the objective determines the scientific and technical choices which
are made, namely to extract purified B cells from human pancreases. This
example also underlines the need for a formai structure. The links are not
compulsory, they are the expression of strategic choices for two main
reasons:
(a) the translations involved are often indicative of subsequent social
organization (in this case, the choice of a cell transplantation as a method
of treatment, thus involving a specialized surgical operation and no doubt
a complex distribution mechanism);
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(b) the scientific and technical options (in this case, ta extract ceUs rather
than culture them) will have a bearing on possible subsequent choices
(economic studies of technological change clearly show the effect of initial
choices made and therefore the differences in the accumulation of
knowledge about the possible technological pathways) .

2. THE RESULTS

Looking still at the collection infrastructure, there is one dimension of the
scientist's work which is missing. We know that a goal can be interpreted in a
number of ways. When scientists say they want B cells, what do they mean? How,
specifically, do they want to translate this objective into tangible form? In
answering this question, we are moving from the finalities to the results.

What is meant by "making B cells available"? From reading the text of the
proposai, it can be seen that, within the framework of the action, it involves
setting up a production unit for human fi cells and a bank in which to store them.
Making them available also means that they will be accessible within a European
distribution network. By trying to describe the concerted action in terms of the
objective, i.e. what should be achieved at the end of the action, we have already
started to look at it in terms of a concrete result : a production unit, a cell bank, a
distribution network.

(A) mE END RESULT, THE NE7WORKS AND THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHOICES INVOLVED

A production unit means that the concerted action will lead to an equipped
site, installation, laboratory and team. The project leader says that "a group which
does only that kind of work" is needed, that it is "feasible only with a specialized
unit", and that there is "no question of duplicating an investment of that kind". To
get the desired result major resources are required; "it remains to be seen whether
the needs justified the resources". The unit needs a cell bank, i.e. a storage unit for
the purified B cells, to permit further interactions without having to start
purification ail over again.

A production unit and a cell bank also mean an intersection or a point in a
network (or subnetwork) which transforms the input (human pancreases) into
output (purified, tested B cells). The production unit is not confined to one
laboratory since, in order to characterize the cells, it is necessary "to bring
together laboratories with complementary expertise". The production unit for
"purified, tested B cells" will therefore be a sub-network within which purified B
cells, purified and tested B cells and information will circulate.

This result, comprising the production unit and the characterizing sub
network, will be comparable to a centralized facility, a fjxed intermediary in a new
network. Il is therefore not a conventional academic product. Furthermore, the
result is an end result in the proper sense since it defines a stable network which
continuously transforms human pancreases into B cells to supply researchers' and
clinicians' networks.

This example shows that it is difficult and may even be impossible to speak
about an end result without mentioning the networks which shape that result.
Several other networks, apart from the network characterizing the purifjed cells,
are included in this end result. The existence of a first network has to be assumed
in order for the production unit to be able to operate, i.e. a network which drains
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the pancreases. It is not mentioned in the results of the concerted action. Perhaps
it has yet to be set up. Perhaps it already exisls. Perhaps il will be superimposed
on the B cell distribution network, in which case the people who send the
pancreases will be those who receive the cells. The second network is the B cell
distribution network. This has only been outlined, the terminal points of the
network have only been vaguely defined (researchers and surgeons) and it has only
been described in one direction, the direction taken by the cells. However, it is
likely that there will be movement in the opposite direction, the form of which is
not spelt out in the proposaI. The project leader, however, visualizes the situation
c1early : "Hospitals will buy the cells or grafts. This musl be self-financing and
generate money for research. A centre of this kind cannot be subsidized. The
central unit must be paid for its products, but not for its existence as an institution.
However, it must remain supervised by researchers and c1inicians. There is no
question of it being private. There are firms interested (in funding) but they want
to fix the cost of the grafts. That firms should make a profit out of donors' cells is
out of the question. This is ethically unacceptable." The project leader therefore
turned down the private offers made and said he would even have refused them if
there had been no money from the EC or Belgium. The similarity of views or of
doctrine between the actors involved has Icd some of them (doctors) to join
forces and line up against other actors involvcd (industry). In 50 doing, they make
choices and produce standards which make some groupings easier and rule out
others. Their joining together and the creation of a network therefore cannot be
explained as a rational step ta ken on the basis of the objectives and results to be
attained. The setting up of the network also involves thc production of more or
less explicit standards which shape the interactions.

The end resu/t is therefore not only a scientific and technical result (being
able to purify B ce//s which produce insu/in), but also an operational
device bn'nging a large number of actors together in a durable
arrangement (what sociologists ca// a stable, "punctualised" network).
Last/y, it is the vehic/e fur a specific social and economic organization of
the health care system which wi// result from the concerted action if it is
successful. The combination of the goal and end result therefore reveals
both a scientific and a social side 10 the concerted action. ln the second
part, we sha// see that this dua/ity builds a /imited number of typical
situations.

(B) /NTERMEDIA TE RESUL TS : WA y -MARKERS ALONG TlIE PA TH OF CONCERTED

ACT/ONS
We have talked at length about the final result but said very little about the

intermediate results. By contrast, these stand out like markers for the stages
leading towards the construction of the final stabilized network. For example, the
day on which the human 13 cclls have been purified represents at the same time an
intermediate result, a strengthening of the network and a rr:arker in time. It will be
the same when human B cells will be purified and characterized, especially B cells
which actually produce insulin. A further intermediatc result will be B cells which
can be stored without deterioration. The B cells produced will be used. A action
will test them on 50 patients. If the results obtained convincc the researchers and
c1inicians, the network will bc strenglhcned. They will also be distributed to
scientific teams : "after five years, even if it does not work, therc will bc 50 many
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actions in progress that a great deal of knowledge will have been generated". The
action therefore has a guiding thread, but at the same time the very existence of
the centralized facility will make it possible to perform a number of scientific and
technical tasks which may also lead to other results. The purified B cells may very
well have effects other than those expected.

This example seems to teach us a clear lesson. An objective may be
attained in a variety of ways and analysis of the anticipated results
makes it possible to analyze the one chosen, in this case obtaining ceUs
not by culturing them but byextraeting them. However, it is not enough for
us just ta look at the result. Attention has to be paid to the series of
(expected and actua/) intermediate results along the (forecast or
actua/) path of the concerted action. The intermediate results are
milestones in the life of the network and mark the translation from one
stage to another (for example, common terminology, followed by a data
collection protocol and the corresponding forms, a data entry software,
completed forms, a data base, raw results, a scientific publication, etc).
These markers act in two ways.
First, the intermediate results often reveal a change in the state of the
network (for example, until there is a protocol only a smalt number of
teams are able to communicate. Once it has been written and distributed,
the network may change in size and involve a number of partners who
were previously excluded simply because their approach to the problem
on which they were aU working was differenl).
Secondly, they build the timejrame of the network. Each result creates a
"before and after" situation (standard example : the availability of
purified B cells). On the one hand it is a culminating point which is the
tangible expression of the agreement between the teams involved (a
product, a protocol, an item of equipment, an article, etc.) and thus
consolidates that agreement (the result, in a sense, "speaks" for ail the
teams involved in producing il). Yet, on the other hand it is also a new
point of departure : il limits the scope for action, e.g. once a protocol has
been accepted there are no longer 101 different ways to describe the
object to which it relates, and it opens up new perspectives enabling those
concerned to make intercomparisons which they were unable to make
before. Of course, those involved have to grasp these opportunities, which
is far from always being the case. A protocol published in a scientific
magazine, however international and respected it may be, will be
ineffectual if matters are left at that and, after ils publication, the
concerted action dissolves and the people involved each go their own
separate ways. An adopted protocol, on the other hand, (aside from the
fact that those who drafted it can be forgotten, which is typical of a
consolidated netwurk) creates a new network and a further stage in the
life of the action.
Each intermediate result helps in this way to test the strength of the

concerted action, to make it more "irreversible" as economists would say.
It can even be argued that the larger the series of tests, the more
consistent the final result is likely to be, i.e. the more likely il is to be
supported by a lm-ger number of actors who endorse and make use of it.
Identification of the intermediate results therefore makes it possible to
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fo//ow the progress of a concerted action and to characterize its
dynamics. Figure 1 i//ustrates this. Is it possible to find common types of
pathway behind the injinite variety of intermediate results? The third part
of this file will attempt to show that, once again, the number of stages, /ike
the possible number ofgroupings, is /imited.

FlGURE 1. CONSTRUCTION OF A MACRO-RESULT

networking and
production of
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results

3. THE ACTORS INVOLVED
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Although we have a c1earer idea of the shape of the concerted action, we
know only a certain amount about the actors involved. What does the action mean
for the project leader and his team? How many clinicians have agreed to remove
pancreases and how are they integrated into the action? Who are the teams which
will be performing the cell characterization? Which research groups are interested
in B cells? It is essential to know who is taking part and the nature of their aetual
involvement in order to assess the feasibility of the action as described in terms of
its general goals and results.

Let us begin with our main informant, the project leader. He is a doctor.
After leaving the Medical Faculty, he went into research in the field of pancreatic
cells, concentrating on basic research, in particular in the USA. He wanted to do
clinical research. After returning to Belgium in 1975, he was frustrated by the fact
that ail research was carried out on islets of Langerhans, which have heterogeneous
cells, and wanted to purify the B cells. The Belgian National Scientific Research
Fund (FNRS) provided financial backing for his action, since at that time there was
no method for the purification of such cells. In this way he received funding over a
number of years without having to publish anything. Furthermore, the university
to which he belonged had just moved to a new campus and a fully equipped
laboratory had been built for his work. In the beginning the project leader was
alone. Later on a few colleagues joined him. Now he has a large team of researchers
and a method for the purification of the cells from pigs and rats. He manages a
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number of research actions and cooperation schemes. In sum, as a doctor and a
researcher he has been working on the subject of the CA for a long time. The CA
occupies a central position in his research work. He has set up a laboratory and
developed a method for rat B cells. He wants to do the same using human B cells.
He understands the constraints involved in making this translation.

He has a team of 40. Two-thirds of the staff in his department are paid by the
diabetology service and one-third by the pathology and biochemistry services. It
is therefore a large team of biologists and in particular of doctors closely associated
with dinical practice. They work mainly on B cells and have accumulated
considerable expertise. The subject of the concerted action is therefore the team's
main preoccupation. To avoid slippage, the project leader has decided to make a
dear distinction between research and production : eight part-time staff have
been taken on in the central unit for the purification of the human B cells.

The characterization and research teams : the project leader has
mobilized various laboratories to characterize the cells and ensure quality control.
These laboratories have specific, complementary responsibilities (molecular
biology, immunology, etc.). He had to make these choices when recruiting the
teams. He wanted to avoid the action becoming political and the teams competing.
The question was whether it would be better to include strong teams, which would
make it easier to obtain funds, or teams which worked weI! together. He opted for
the latter, co-opting approach. On this basis he set up the project management
group (PMG), through which he invited the teams which had responded Cin
particular those who had pulled political levers) to put forward research
proposais. The research projects were selected by the PMG on the basis of two
criteria, complementarity (seeking to divide up responsibilities) and the human
dinical goal (not "pure research" but rather projects with a therapeutic objective).
There was also a third criterion : the funds which the teams themselves had
available. For the teams in southern Europe, the constraints imposed by the
Commission led the PMG to adopt a specific mechanism, namely the proposai of
training grants for outstanding, promising young research workers, excluding
prominent diabetologists who were already established but whose laboratories did
not have the dynamism the PMG was looking for. The concerted action is
currently assisting young research workers in Greece, Italy and Spain to set up a
high-standard laboratory in each of their countries Cin Spain, the government has
agreed to fund a laboratory as a member of the concerted action). The network of
research teams involved in the action is therefore evolving continuously, with
recruiting arrangements which have to adapt to the different national
circumstances.

The surgeons : the Central Unit needs pancreases for the extraction and
purification of the B cells. It therefore needs a network of surgeons to remove the
organs from the deceased donors. Surgeons are used to removing pancreases, but
normally they are for transplantation in patients who need them. It was therefore
necessary to recruit a sufficient number of surgeons who would agree to donate
pancreases to the research to be carried out under the concerted action over a
period of five years. The project leader was afraid that surgeons would not go along
with this because, in his words, "they think short term". He fell that surgeons
would resent the project as being competition for the organs. In the event, there
seemed to be enough pancreases and, since the resulls of pancreas implantation
are not very good, clinicians prefer to look to dinical research for a solution. The
search for surgeons is carried oul by research laboratories taking part in the
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project and are often attached to hospitals. There has therefore been a shift in and
a strengthening of ties : the surgeons associated with the concerted action were
already to sorne extent linked locally to the laboratories participating in the
project.

The organ transfer network managers : a further group of actors is
involved in the concerted action although it is not a member. These are the
companies which run the transfer networks for hum an organs intended for
transplantation, Eurotransplant, Francetransplant and Scanditransplant. These
companies have set up systems to transfer organs from one hospital to another
swiftly and safely, with centralization of supply and demand, training of specialized
personnel, the availability of specialized equipment, organization of the transfers
and coordination of the means of transport, etc. These networks are c1inical only.
However, they agreed to accept full responsibility for the transfer of organs, from
surgical removal in a hospital to delivery to the central unit for the extraction and
purification of the B cells. In so doing they add another purpose : the recipients
are no longer only surgeons and the objective is no longer directly clinical. It
involves c1inical research, the outcome of which at best can be expected only in
the medium term Cin three to five years). This decision forms part of a wider
development since, looking ahead to the expansion of grafts and cell exchanges,
Eurotransplant has set up a specialized su bsidiary (BIS) whieh already has
developped bone-cell and cornea banks. This su bsidiary will be responsible for
the transfer of the B cells if the project is successful. The involvement of
Eurotransplant underpins the laboratory work in progress and makes it into a
strategie operation.

The sources of funds : researchers, surgeons and transfer network
managers are not the only actors involved in the concerted action. Without the
various agencies which fund the work of the CA in its various forms there would
be no network and no B cells. First, there is the Commission (more specifically,
the members of COMAC Biology who select projects for the Medical and Health
Research Programme), whieh is funding one-third of the expenditure of the
central unit. Then there are the Belgian Scientific Policy Programming Services
which are providing a further third of the funds. The involvement of the latter is
dependent on that of the former and vice versa: it was thanks to the money raised
in Belgium during the years preceding the concerted action that the project leader
was able to involve COMAC I3iology, but it was also because the project was
accepted by the Commission that the Belgian Scientific Policy Programming
Services continued to provide funds.

In addition to these two sources of funds, the members of the concerted
action have been able to raise funds in three other countries to coyer the
remaining third of the central unit's operating costs. The Eurotransplant network
is covering its own transport costs and is also paying the hospitals around ECU 200
for each pancreas removed for the project. The project leader's university has
made a site for the construction of the central unit (a sterile laboratory) available at
no cost and the building work has been partly financed by donations. Lastly, there
are grants provided by the Belgian National Scientific Research Fund for young
researchers to come and train at the central unit. This situation is exemplary. It is
because of the mechanism underlying concerted actions that the project leader
himself has to organize these complex multi-source financing arrangements. The
project therefore depends in part on the objectives and strategies of the various
providers of funds. Although the Commission often acts as initiator, the method
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of funding chosen often means that those involved in the concerted action are
obliged to look for sources of funding other lhan internai ones for the research
work associated with the project (work which very largely depends on their awn
priorities, as the quantitative survey has shawn).

There are therefore a large number of actors involved, far more than tend
to be allowed for in the proposaI. They play different roles with differing
degrees of involvement so treating themall in the same way e.g. by simply
counting the total number, does not help in understanding the dynamics of
a concerted action. There are two main lessons to be learnt from the
analyses we have carried out :
- The first concems the project leaders : the life of the concerted action
and even the possibility of setting up a network often depends on them.
The CA must therefore be a major priority of the scientific and medical
work in which the person who is made project leader is engaged. But this
is not enough. The requirements are such that it is often essential for the
project leader's research team to be closely involved. The existence of a
structured research team associated with the project leader and having
the same interests is therefore a second aspect to be taken into
consideration.
- The second lesson concerns the various categories of people involved.
The concept of members and obseroers does not really reflect the nature
of the involvement. There are many different kinds of involvement : on the
one hand, there are "special" members who carry out specialized
scientific work and need a special link with the project leader (in this case
it is characterizing cells, in another project it may be setting up a data
base, makinR phantoms but also takinR part in a facility's ad hoc
committee or acting as subject experts). On the other hand, there are the
suppliers who agree to contribute now in order La secure results which
will be useful for them later (in this case the suppliers of the pancreases,
in others it will be those completing forms, providers of clinical cases,
etc). Usually there are no direct links between them. Everything goes via
the project leader who may have to delegate by taking on
"correspondents", thereby introducing a third category of people
involved - "national" correspondents who are often dedicated to
monitoring the clinicians and practitioners who supply the data, and the
"thematic" correspondents, who are often known as project co-leaders or
sub-leaders. This division is often linked with the main activity of the
participants (research, clinical work, medical practice) and the institution
in which they work (research body, university, university hospital, general
hospital, health care seroice, etc). 1'0 these must be added ail of the
actors with a logistical input, such as the organ transfer companies
specialized in the preparation and organization of exchanges, and the
direct potential users who provide technical support as they are
interested in the results of the project (typically the equipment supply
industry). As they will be actively involved in future in distributing the
results and in organizing the stages of the work after the concerted action
has been completed, their role becomes especially important as the final
phase approaches.
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Concerted actions rarety resemhte meetings of peers at scientific
coUoquia. Most of the time the partners in such actions are
beterogeneous in terms of their main activities, their interests and their
invotvement. CA memhers reflect the whote gamut of experience from the
most academic of research to the situations closest to the "market" and
users, and inctude a targe numher of "prescrihers", i.e. CPs, c/inicians and
surgeons. ParadoxicaUy, il is the very richness of this mix which
guarantees the future dissemination of the resutts. The more uniform the
composition of the CA, the tess chance the project witt have of hreaking
out of its traditionat sphere of activity and the tess /ikety it is that
innovation witt resu/t. This is uttimatety the conclusion suggested hy our
work, showing once again that concerted actions are stiU a tong way
removed from the image of the 'tahoratory without watts' which some
woutd /ike them to he (and thus cannot he judged hy the same academic
criteria).

4. FIXED INTERMEDIARIES

We have looked in turn at the finalities, the results and the actors involved,
emphasizing in eaeh case the importance of the exchange mechanisms. The
example chosen is a good illustration and, even if not ail concerted acLions have
this configuration, they are no Jess dependent on the movement of materials,
informaLion and people. The arrangements agreed on and the people to carry
them out shape the action and are often the only material dimension specific to il.
In our example, there are two different mechanisms involved - the materials
(pancreases, B cells, etc.) and the circulation of information. Ilowever, the central
feature of the exchange structure is the Central Unit in which the cells are extracted
and purified. We shall cali this a fixed intermediary. Il is an intermediary because it
serves as a means of bringing the actors - researchers and satellite laboratories,
surgeons and organ transfer networks, funding agencies - together and because it
provides spatial orientation for the networks. Il is fixed because, unlike other
intermediaries such as the B cells, it does not move and it is therefore the actors
who have to move.

What is this Central Unit? We already know part of the answer. Il is where
the pancreases are transformed into purified B cells, the central node of the
pancreas transfer networks, the project leader's laboratory, a specialized,
equipped laboratory with an experienced research team. IL is an expensive
laboratory. "There is no question of duplicating this kind of investment", explains
the project leader, mentioning the agreement concluded with the Canadians on
the exchange of cells (the latter are to build an equivalent laboratory only if the
project is successful). The laboratory is built in the university grounds near the
teaching hospital. Il is in fact a completcIy new, sterile laboratory (entrance
chamber, special noor and wall coverings, etc.) which is weil equipped in
particular with special laminar now hoods, an impressive array of microscopes and
binoculars, and deep-freezes and centrifuges. The research workers wear medical
gowns, caps, masks and special footwear.

"The purification of human B cells is a major logistical operation in terms of
manpower and finance. Il was not feasible without a critical mass of researchers
and doctors. 50 everyone in the laboratory has to work on B cells to make the
operation profitable." The Central Unit can therefore be likened to an item of
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heavy equipment which, as in physics, partly structures the research work :
"everyone has to work on B cells". The project leader has nevertheless taken care
to distinguish in his laboratory between the tasks of his research laboratory and
those of the Central Unit: "logistics and research applications are two separate
things" .

There are eight people working part-time in the Central Unit on the logistics
side, several of whom are also doing research projects for their thesis. The
laboratory works 18 hours a day in two teams and seven days a week. To work 24
hours a day, three teams would have been needed. The laboratory is structured
according to the work stages, from receipt of the pancreases, their dissection, and
breakdown of the encapsulated groups of ceUs by trypsin and another enzyme, to
separation using a ceU counter.

The centrepiece of the laboratory is the very piece of equipment which was
modified by the team more than ten years aga to separate B ceUs from others. In
the beginning, the cells were identified by means of a specifie antigen-antibody
reaction of the B cells using a fluorescent marker. The problem then was
separation of the antibody from the antigen. They therefore tried to find an
alternative : some constituents of B cells are naturally fluorescent and that reaction
can be specifically coupled in the case of the B cells with metabolism of the
glucose. They therefore kiU two birds with one stone. They separate the B cells
from the others without having to use immunological reactions and also avoid the
subsequent step of separating the antibody. Furthermore, only the ceUs which
react with the glucose - this being essential in view of their function after
transplantation as regulators of the blood sugar level - are identified and separated
by the cell counter.

ln attempting to descrihe the Central Unit, we have passed through
several stages which in our view characterize the 'iixed intennediaries n,

of which there are a growing numher within the MHR programme.
- The team's expertise (extracting and purifying B ceUs) is translated into
a process and equipment which are peculiar to il (or at least are difficult
to ohtain). Once a lahoratory has heen equzpped, interest in a second
facility diminishes considerahly, at least until results have heen ohtained
and the validity of the therapeutic method has been proven (see the
position of Canada in this respect).
- The centralized facility is more than the sum of ils equipment or even of
its logistica1 operations (which involve eight people). ft only hecomes
meaningful if it involves the whole team. This ties in with what was said in
relation to the project leaders' team. The situation is always the same,
whether we are dealing with DNA sequencing, monkey colonies or BNCT
(horon neutron capture therapy). There is a Similarity across the board in
the fundinR of the facility. The concerted action only funds part of il, often
a smaU part.
- Fixed intermediaries tend to polarize the organization of the concerted
action. Everything has to relate hack to them, in this case to carry out
extraction, in others to standardize (processing of X-ray plates, analyses,
etc.), for gathering (like the numerous data bases), to carry out tests
(especiaUy in the case of animal colonies) and to ohtain suitahle material
(for example, transgenic rats), or to carry out treatment (cf BNCT). The
effects differ according to the functions to be carried out and the size of
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the facility needed : large-scale equipment such as BNCT or a "large
number of cases" data bank have a greater structuring and even
constraining eifect on participants than "smai/" items of equipment, such
as a plate analyser, the main function of which is ta ensure the
intercomparability of one of the elements used ta characterize a series of
c/inical cases. Similarly, some facilities provide researchers with a tool
optimai/y suiled ta their work (saving them time, etc) without directly
aifecting their projects e.g. monkey colonies, the AIDS virus sequencing
laboratory, etc. Like CB?N, their ad hoc committees for experiments and
their practices (for the acceptance of the material, for publications) heip
ta standardize and give direction ta the activilies of a scientific
community. Lastly, there are other facilities designed ta have broader
eifects not confined ta the members or the time-jrame of the concerted
action itse/j, namely ta inform practitioners, cany out surveillance, etc.
The wealth of contents and the number of examples have led us ta
propose, in the second part, illustrations of the four main types of fixed
intermediary.
- The last characteristic is the long time-scale applicable ta a centralized
facility. First, there is the time needed for designing il (though this is often
outside the concerted action, pre-dates it or is a resource on which it
capitalizes for its creation), then the time for building it (in the case of
many CAs, this phase will just have been completed by the date specified
for its completion), but above ail il is the utilization of the facility which
alone is able ta produce the desired effects and makes the project
leaders organize themselves "as though" the concerted action were going
ta continue over a longer period. Similarly, a number of facilities, in
particular those associated with data bases and surveiilance networks,
tend ta remain in piace once their reliability and usefulness have been
proven. Like the B ceil purification unit, they are then no longer subject ta
the research funding process. How can il be ensured that the Community
investment wiil not vanish inta thin air? This, as we shail see, is one of
major problems in the current organization of the programme.

5. CIRCULATING INTERMEDJARIES

The second, highly heterogeneous group of intermediaries are exchanges. In
our example, earlier descriptions referred to several different types of exchanges,
each of them resulting in different forms of involvement on the part of the co
exchanging teams. Similarly, the directionality of the exchanges (from ail points to
one, from ail to ail, etc.) provides a specific understanding of the structure of the
CA and the durability of the links which are created (occasionally supplying a
pancreas is not the same as depending on purifjed B cells to carry out research).
Furthermore, in many concerted actions the material organization of the
exchanges, their logistics, is the only area in which the CA has a specific financial
involvement. Exchanges therefore determine the consistency of the network, so it
is important to be fully familiar with them.

Let us take the example of the pancreases which move between the
surgeons and the Central Unit. Normally, these only move between surgeons - the
surgeon who rem oves the organ from a deccased donor and the one who
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transplants it into a living recipienl. In this CA, there is a deflection of part of the
flow of pancreases exchanged. To make this deflection possible, it was necessary
to convince the surgeons removing the organs. The argument is that in exchange
for the pancreases they will, later on, receive preparations for implants of
purified B cells initially for c1inical tests and then for patient care. The problem
was to motivate surgeons to provide pancreases over a period of five years without
any return of implants during that period. "It is a mammoth task." The surgeons
see nothing of the action except for sorne information about its progress. The
project leader was also afraid that the surgeons wou Id not go along with it, but
"they understood and are motivated". The Central Unit receives about three
pancreases a week.

It must be emphasized at this point that the exchange works both ways. For
each organ donated, there is a counter-donation, for each exchange a counter
exchange, information and transplants in exchange for pancreases. However, the
exchange and the counter-exchange are not simultaneous : pancreases are supplied
now in return for information on the progress of the project a few months hence
and transplants in three to five years if ail goes weil. Furthermore, the quid pro quo
is general not individual. Ali the surgeons who have agreed to supply pancreases
wherever possible will receive information, and that includes those who have not
actually sent any organs. Similarly, it is not only the surgeons who supply the
pancreases now who will receive the transplants in the future since the objective is
to provide a new method of care for everyone. However, those who participate
now do have one advantage : they can be associated with the c1inical tests as soon
as the transplant preparations are avaiJable. These exchange and counter-exchange
arrangements are essential to stabilizing the relationships between teams and the
network as a whole. "The teams receive something in exchange for what they give,
otherwise it will not work", said the project leader.

In order for the exchange to take place, it has to be organized. For the
pancreases, the CA uses the existing organ transfer companies. Their organization
is such that they may be considered to be "black boxes" responsible for ail liaison
between the surgeons and the Central Unit. They are considered to be a reliable
and even a transparent relay mechanism, but are they Just conveyor belts? Far
from il. For example, sorne of these companies offer the surgeons a modest sum
(ECU 200) for each pancreas intended for the Central Unit, whereas one of the
networks (FrancetransplanO feels this is not necessary. Similarly, one may ask who
decides when to divert sorne of the organs to the Central Unit. Does the surgeon
decide alone or does he let the organ transfer network managers decide, as they
have to balance supply and demand? Like the person providing the finance, the
person organizing exchanges often plays an important part in a concerted action.
Is it conceivable that the CA would not use the pancreas collection network to
distribute the purified cells? The system used for the research operation
predetermines the system that will be used in the future for the therapeutic
activities.

Information is channelled back to the surgeons through local meetings. Two
are held each year in Belgium to report on progress. Each country is required to
organize the same type of feedback. There is a coordinator in each country and
the national coordinators meet once a year. A newsletter is also sent out twice a
year. This contains information on the work and serves as a letterbox for the
members of the CA.
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Outgoing, therefore, the form of the network is as follows : surgeons in
various European countries > organ transfer networks > Central Unit. Incoming :
Central Unit + PMG + CA members > national coordinators > local surgeons. The
outgoing and incoming f10ws do not follow the same paths, chief1y because the
items being carried are different. If the future incoming f10w is added to this, we
get : Central Unit> cell transfer network (BIS) > surgeons. When you change a
circulating intermediary you change the path and the mediator.

A number of other exchanges take place within the framework of this CA, in
particular the exchanges of purified cells between laboratories which have
complementary expertise. We will not dwell on these in detail but sim ply point
out two important aspects associated with them. First, the importance of the
meetings and visits which enable results and techniques to be exchanged; this, in
fact, is the only apparent cost to the CA. Secondly, in exchange for their
contribution to the CA, the satellite teams receive (rat or pig) cells for their own
research. The Central Unit takes responsibil ity for and organizes the transport (the
transport arrangements are the same as for other types of cell : B cells simply
require a suitable culture medium to maintain them for 10 to 12 hours). This
process of active involvement is a basic feature in the dynamics of concerted
actions: the teams need to have a feedback. Another illustration: sorne surgeons
who send in human pancreascs for the CA also have diabetic pigs for their own
research purposes. They therefore supply the Central Unit with diabetic pig
pancreases. Outside of the official CA, the Central Unit extracts the B cells from
them, purifies them and returns them for the surgeons' own research purposes.
This obviously does not come out in the CA report. Il is in fact a form of feedback
to those who are cooperating by supplying pancreases which is necessary to keep
the exchange going.

The above example shows the extent to which details of the movement of
intermediaries determine and affect the kind of interaction between the
teams. During the 100 or so interviews carried out, we were able to
measure the amount of time devoted to the management and organization
of these exchanges. For a number of project leaders, the success of their
project depends on these tecbnical and metbodological "details"
which often constitute the most important strategie dimension of the CA.
Fol/owing the paths of the moving intermediaries reveals the actors
involved and the nature, intensity and strength of their relationships.

This example also underlines a further dimension of the interaction
created by the exchange : for each exchange (of pancreases, cel/s,
information, etc) there is a corresponding counter-excbange (even ifit
takes place later). As the project leader stressed: "There has ta be a quid
pro quo". This is the symmetrical basis on which CAs are built and which
strengthens them. This state of affairs is often underestimated, in our
view, in the creation of concerted actions which involve "supp/iers" of
material and cases and people who fil/ in forms.
There are many types of moving intermediary. We have pinpointed tbree
main types of excbanges : people, documents and materials. These
represent three radical/y different situations : on the one hand, an
exchange of representations of the object or the problem (data, results,
etc), on the other, movement of the abjects themselves or portions
considered ta be representative (samples, cel/s, animais or even patients).
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Lastly, very often to compare these objects or representations, materia/s
designed to standardize practices (equipment, reagents, software,
''Phantoms'' and protocols) are used. The frequency of some of them has
/ed us, as with the fixed intermediaries, to look specifically at two
intermediaries which are common to ail CAs : workshops and meetings
and annua/ reports. Exchanges of samp/es, reference materials, phantom
animaIs and patients will be illustrated by means of examp/es. Last/y, in
view of their growing importance, particu/ar reference will be made to
exchanges offorms, illustrated by detai/ed analysis of a clinicat protocol.

6. FORMS OF COORDINATION AND STRUCTURING OF THE CA

Finalities, results, actors, facilities and exchanges : each point has given us a
better understanding and a c1earer characterization of the concerted action under
review. Organization of the scientific work and the network research involves the
gathering and processing of texts and rescarch results, the formulation of
arguments, the choice of collaborators and their motivation, the organization of
exchanges and counter-exchanges, the creation of laboratories and dynamic teams,
etc. It has to be recognized that ail of the details count and that project leaders
devote considerable time to administering them. But how do they go about this?

In the example chosen, several features of this organization have appeared :
Ca) there is obviously an agreement between the organ transfer companies and the
CA which provides a framework for relations between the Central Unit and the
surgeons; Cb) national correspondents have been appointed to report to surgeons
on the progress of the action; Cc) the project management group CPMG), the
setting up of which is required by the MHR programme, is responsible for
selecting the research teams which will receive the B cells; Cd) a special procedure
has been developed to incorporate teams from the southern European countries.
An agreement, a team selection procedure which is also a system of access to a
centralized facility, a delegation mechanism : to these points must also be added
other factors concerning the signature of articles and/or mandatory references,
monitoring of the work and the possible exclusion of teams which do not fulfil
their commitments.

This examp/e under/ines two comp/ementary dimensions which are specifie
to the structure of concerted actions.
The first concerns the organizationa/ forms encountered. As in a number
of projects which share the use of equipment, there is centralization
around the PL who de/egates on/y some specifie tasks. Here the PMG
acts as a kind of ''ad hoc experiment committee" and a special network
of correspondents is set up. A second common form entai/s diuiding the
project into separate operations, each of which is run by a co-PL. The
PMG in this case brings the co-PIs together for the purpose of ouerall
coordination. A third form which is a/so fair/y widespread is collective
management (four/five teams similar to a PMG) of ail of the teams
simu/taneously. It will be seen that the concerted actions are organized
around a small number of mode/s: forum, star network, /aboratory without
walls, networks partitioned by geographica/ or subject Ohematic) area.
These mode/s do not a/ways retain the same form ouer time and
comp/etion of a particu/ar stage may /ead to reconfiguration (e.g. a
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"Iaboratory without walls" attachcd to the creation 0/ a protocol wi//
become a "star network" when the protocol is implemented). This example
shows the close /ink which exists between the actors involved and the
organizational/orms. The same organization is not used to involve a
single colleague or a large number 0/ case-providers. lt also emphasizes
the importance 0/ the logistical requirements in the structuring 0/
concerted actions. ft is there/ore possible in the organizational /orms
taken by concerted actions to see a /orm 0/ synthesis 0/ the possible
types 0/ "networking", a classification by jami/ies". As a snapshot, this is
true in a large number 0/ cases: describing the organizational/orms gives
an overall picture 0/ the state 0/ the programme at a giVen moment.
However, this photograph says very /ittle about the dynamics 0/ the
actions and, by extension, about the programme.
The second dimension concerns the specific mechanisms for team
selection, coordination 0/ the work and the dissemination 0/ the results. Is
il necessary ta have a /ormal procedure for the acceptance 0/ teams into
the network? ls it necessary to have contracts which set out in writing the
commitments entered into by the teams? fs it necessary ta have the power
to exclude teams which do not carry out their shure 0/ the work and
there/ore endanger its progress? What can be considered ta be the
specific results 0/ the CA? who signs the results and what re/erences are
made to the CA? Who is able to conclude industrial agreements based on
or connected wilh the work 0/ the CA? Who has access ta a centralized
/aci/ity and under what conditions? ln arder to /unction, a concerted
action is required as time goes on ta adopt something /ike a set 0/
'~nternal rules". ln sa doing, it becomes a quasi-institution. As we shall
see in the organizational/ile, this raises the question 0/ the CA 's status :
is il a research operation /ike any other or a new /orm 0/ delegating the
management 0/ European research.
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PART II : CHARACTERIZING CONCERTED ACTIONS

The case study has enabled us to show the various angles from which we
need to view a concerted action to "characterize" il. The aim of this second part is
to analyse how the concerted actions behave in relation to each of the
characterization factors referred to : the objectives and the final results, the fixed
and circulating intermediaries, the actors and the organizational forms. For each
subset, we have adopted complementary approaches so as to avoid unnecessary
repetition. The systematic classification adopted for the objectives and results is
illustrated by a series of examples which, in our view, is a more effective way of
explaining in practical terms what is entailcd in the use of one type of intermediary
or another. Similarly, although each organizational form is illustrated by means of
examples to provide a better understanding of its contcnts, the main thrust will
focus on a systematic analysis of their frequency and their relations with the actors
involved and the principal configurations of actors.

1. CONCERTED ACTIONS, FINALITIES AND EXPECTED RESULTS

As we have seen in the initial example, a concerted action is first the creation
of a complex relationship between a scientific, technical "project" and an ultimate
social and medical goal. The relationship created is not automatic. Il has to be built
up and formalizing it helps us to understand better the "architectural" choices and
the "technical" decisions made. The analysis has highlighted the various aspects of
this process of translation: the stake refers to the socio-economic problem to be
resolved, the goal represents the first translation by proposing a method of
resolving the problem which is challenging the world of research, the objective
determines the scientific and technical choices made and the final result describes
the path which scientists choose to reach that objective. Ali of the concerted
actions have been through this screening process and a specific data base has been
set up to take account of the formaI structure. What emerges from this? Two main
points should be made in arder ta explain the reasons for opting for this
approach.

Ci) Certain stakcs find expression directly at programme level : this is in
particular the case when specific diseases (cancer and AlOS) are being tackled.
However, in the other programmes aggregates are defined within which each
proposer choses his own stakes, as with insulin-dependent diabetes in our
previous example. The "socio-economic" stakes are therefore numerous, although
they tend to fall inta three broad categories: diseases to be treated, activities to be
improved (e.g. hospitals) and techniques to be developed/cvaluated (e.g.
biomagnetism). Variety is therefore the rule here and the "stakes" can only act as
guiding principles on the basis of comparable (or standardized) modes of
expression. However, the data base built up emphasises the weakness of formal
structures in terms of the expression (and a fortiori quantification) of these stakes.

Cii) Conversely, the final stages - the objectives and the end results hoped for
are characterized by a Iimited number of types of structures. Oespite the diversity
of stakes there seems to be a Iimited number of shapes that European concerted
actions can assume. They are at least as general as the finalities or purposes :
establishing a surveillance network, developing and/or evaluating new treatments,
developing and/or evaluating new products, harmonizing medical practices, and
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structuring the scientific community. However, unlike the "stakes" the translation
processes whereby they are expressed have at the same time determined
conditions for the expression of the problems handled which specify them and,
in our view, define five c1early identified aggregates. These conditions may be
grouped together into two main categories. The first centres on the geographical
dimension : the national setting is not relevant for the analysis on account of
problems of representativeness, the fact that it is impossible to obtain an adequate
number of cases, and the fact that it is difficult to assemble the necessary skills, etc.
The second is based on arguments recently advanced by economists theorizing
about technical change: the relationship between the size of the problem and the
scale of the financial outlay to be made leads to cooperation between actors. The
"European" approach is particularly relevant in two main scenarios : where the
scale of the efforts to be made is such that no European country is in a position to
coyer it alone (as with microprocessors), and where the "base" market reaches an
attractive scale only at European level (too small at national level to "interest" the
actors).

As far as the objectives and end results are concerned, there are therefore a
limiled number of arrangements, which we shall now go through one by one
before atlempting to assess their relative importance lo the MHR programme.

1. Surveillance services

The organization of periodic surveillance - regularly monitoring the medical
situation from the viewpoint of a particular problem so as to be able to make
diagnoses, issuing warnings, preventing epidemics, or helping to frame policies on
disease prevention and assessing their performance, etc. - is a well-known
dimension of health policies. The MHR programme adheres c10sely to this
objective since 11 concerted actions have finalities of this kind (and six others are
associated with them and deal with specific complementary aspects).

What form does this involvement take? The objective of a concerted action
is always the same : to demonstrate the reliabilily and usefulness of a mechanism
for the gathering, collection and processing of information. The end result
therefore al ways takes the same form; on the one hand, an original scientific
contributition relating to the situation in Europe as regards the problem studied,
on the other, an operational collecting and proccssing structure often described as
a "reference centre" and often also identified by its central function, i.e. the
processing of data and the publication of results.

The argument for these projects is nearly always similar and may take two
complementary forms : (i) The problem is a major one, e.g. foetal malformation
or mother-to-foetus transmission of AlOS, but it is too specialized for
representative data to be obtained at national level or for it to be possible to
consider investment at national level alone in the infrastructure required. (iO The
national data collection methods in use are very different and give contrasting
pictures. Il is important to gain a clear picture and to ensure intercomparability of
the data, in particular to know whether the differences observed are due to
specific environmental factors or are the result of different policies whose effects
could be compared. Ultimately the feature common to both of these arguments is
that they emphasize the methodological difficulties which will be facing the
project and, hence, the need for genuine research which will provide the
opportunity for constructing lhe "collection network" and the "reference centre".
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Scientifically, the results are similar to epidemiological studies and often
take the same forms (in particular the European atlas). Operationally, the actions
involve numerous clinical teams and often lead to the drawing up of national
and/or regional "registers" based on a central team which manages the
bases/banks, processes the data and publishes the results. Their compilation is
often long and cumbersome.

The examples below underline the importance of the logistical aspects as
weil as the many different tasks and series of tests required to define joint
collection methods, to identify and mobilize the data collection/ provision teams,
and to organize the centralizing and processing of the data. This has three major
effects on the MHR programme:

Ci) The results are often long in coming and sorne of the value of the
convention al intermediate "evaluation" is lost, which makes it more difficult to
manage these operations over a period of time.

(ii) Very often the work and the results obtained give rise to further
problems and lead to new requests for research which may either be directly
included within the framework of the concerted action or result in new
"subsidiary" CAs. The question of subsidiary actions is a dimension to be stressed
in the management of the programme.

(iii) Nearly always, achievement of the objectives involves the creation of
national and/or regional collection organizations and this leads to a third problem
for the programme, this time at the end of the work once the CA has
demonstrated its "scientific" value. How can the continued existence be ensured
not only of the central data proccssing structure but also of the national/regional
structures which are set up and run under conditions which vary considerably
from one country to another.

management indicators
early diagnosis (markers .. .)
counselling (genetics, practices ... )
orientation of research
(identification of genes .. .)
evaluation of treatments

<-->identification
of problems

An analysis of the Il MHR actions of this kind (Table 1) shows the links
between the objectives pursued and the end results hoped for. The table below
sets out the main key words :

prevalence <-->

risk factors <-->

How do these actions fit into MHR4? In the case of surveillance and
identification it is logical that the epidemiology and HSR (health service research)
programmes should occupy an important place, and similar actions are also to be
expected for the two diseases covered by specifie subprogrammes (cancer and
AIDS). Th is is indeed the case :

- two concern cancer (registries in cancer survival, genetic studies in cancer
families), one deals with the centralized processing of data on AlOS
(supplemented by a series of specialized epidemiological studies which were set
up as separate conccrted actions), and one is designed to test the ability of
"sentinel" networks (of general practiLoners) to carry out surveillance;

- the others concern specifie diseases (congenital anomalies, osteoporosis,
asthma, diabetes) or the operation of healLh care systems (avoidable deaths,
nocosomial infections in intensive care units).
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TABLE 1. SURVEILLANCE NETWORKS

SP Title of CA Organizational

principle

S

H

H

E

E

E

CF for AlDS
epidemiology

Eurocare
(cancer survival)

Avoidable deaths

Eurodiab
(diabetes melitus)

Eurocat
(congenital
abnormalities)

Osteoporosis
epidemology

la rge data base
aggregration of
national data

large data base
aggregration of

national data

large data base
aggregation of
national data, "atlas"

establishment of
national registries

establishment of
regional registries
large data base

large data base
CF (reading of plates)

Dynamics of the CA and/or
expected end result

supply management indicators
and select relevant research
hypotheses-->5 subsidiary CAs

see above (subsidiary CA in
the pipeline for health care

quality?)

see above --> subsidiary CA

on quality of death
certificates

tackling the problem by means of
parallel approaches

a service (management indicators,
alerts, relevant research

hypotheses)

see above

E Asthma prevalence
and risk factors sam pie bank

large teams' investment

large data base sec above

B Blindness reference centre identification of genes, treatment
prevention blood bank validation and genetic counselling ->
"Service ta tackle successively 200 hereditary diseases of the retina" ?

C

H

II

Genetic studies
in cancer families

Euronis
(nocosomial

infections)

Eurosentinel

establishment of
national registries
tissue bank

large data base
clinical evaluation

GP networks for
clinical evaluation

identifjcation of markers & genes

-> the register as a precondition
for research orientations

objectives: prevelance, surveillance
and counselling -> extension from

intensive care units to other places?

objective: testing of GP networks for
the surveillance of common diseases

This list underlincs one last decisive point, namely that there is no common
thread linking the subject areas. What it reveals instead is a series of compromises
between different factors concerning the subject (and its interest), the kind of
problems posed, the project proposed, the project leader and the participating
teams. This has led to the spread we have observed and which cannot be
addressed using a thematic approach, unless its terms of reference are wide
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enough to embrace ail health problems (which corresponds to a cntlClsm often
levelled at Community programmes and associated calls for tender).

2. Development and/or evaluation of medical treatment

This second subset of actions corresponds to a simple pattern and
comprises two dimensions : the exploration, testing and validation of new
treatments and the evaluation and comparison in existing treatments to determine
more clearly their effectiveness and/or relative spheres of application.

The [ogic underlying these 12 actions (Table 2) is always the same, namely
that the present situation is unsatisfactory. For the First actions, this means
embarking upon new paths (seven actions of this kind, including five for the
cancer subprogramme alone and one under the Biology subprogramme which
also covers cancer treatment). The concerted action therefore sets out to explore a
new avenue, such as cancer immunotherapy, but more often than not it focuses on
the development of the key element of a proposed new treatment. The possibility
of studying the benefit and value of the new treatment depends on the production
of that element. The cancer programme has four actions of this kind, including
two involving very large- scale equipment [ENCf and EULIMA (European light ion
medical accelerator)] and two involving the setting up of a "service" (drug
targeting) along the lines of the example we looked at first, with its central facility
for the extraction of E cells to devise a new method of treating diabetes.

The other avenue focuses on comparative analysis of the effectiveness of
existing treatments (Five actions, three for the AlOS subprogramme and two on
viral hepatitis and myocardial infections). In general, they are based on the creation
of a network of clinicians throughout Europe, which is administered on a highly
centralized basis as it involves monitoring the application of a clinical protocol.
The initial objective which actions often set themselves is to create the necessary
infrastructure to carry out comparative clinical evaluations at European level, using
the specific problem as the reason for setting up the infrastructure which will
eventually be used to tackle other problems. The issue is generally one that is
difficult ta tackle at national level alone, e.g. the opportunistic diseases associated
with AlOS, and the choice is dictated by the need to interest the teams while at the
same time demonstrating to the authorities the usefulness of the "service" thus
provided.

These two configurations relate to actions which, if they concerned
conventional industrial sectors and areas such as those covered by BRITE or
ESPRIT, would mostly be regarded as falling under the heading of industrial
development. This "downstream" nature, close to the "market" and the "end" use
is reflected in the two-sided nature of these actions. To be sure, they give rise to
publications (regarded by most of our interviewees as a "scientific" output) but
they also entail the creation of an infrastructure designed to continue after the
concerted action itself has finished.

ln the first case, the infrastructure is intended to become integrated within
the system of treatment which will be the result of the successful completion of
the action and which is often largely determined by the choices made during this
phase of "development/setting up" (see the earlier example of the centre for the
production of E cells and, further below, the organization of the action involving
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BNCf). The programme in this case does not confine itself to making scientific
choices.

TABLE 2: DEVELOPING OR EVALUATING TREATMENTS

NT = Development of new treatment
CET = Clinical evaluation of existing treatments

SP Title of CA Organizational
principle

Dynamics of the CA and/or
expected end result

B

B

C

C

C

C

B cells and
diabetes treatment

Human stem cell

BNCT (boron
neutron
capture therapy)

Immunotherapy
of cancer

Drug carriers
systems

Drug targeting

Production centre

Reference centre
. and division of

responsibilities
between teams

Development of
heavy equipment

Exploratory
reserach

Treatment protocol

Trcatmcnt protocol

NT: our initial example!

NT: a project to develop and
demonstrate the feasibility
of a new cancer trea tment
method

A multidisciplinary action
to develop and test a new
treatment

Focusing on a team with
"the" technique

NT : Treatment devel.b/validation
(with animal and clinicat testing)

NT: sec abovc for two molccules

C EULIMA Feasibility of an
(European Iight equipment design
ion medical accelarator )

NT: A action structure for the final
conceptual design of the machine:

S

S

B

ENTA
(opportunistic
diseases of HIV)

PENTA

EUROHEP
(viral hepatitis)

Choice of treatment
Large c1inical
protocol

Choice of
treatments

Choice of treatment
Large c1inical
protocol

CET: towards a permanent service
(already used by 2 CAs)

CET: towards a permanent service
for reviewing treatrnents for
AIDS-infected children?

CET: choice and performance of
treatments (successive approach)

E EMIP (myocardial Multicentre study CET: towards a service for the
infections) evaluation of pre-hospital

treatments
"Major investments needed for evaluation borne by an industrialist"
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In the second case the MHR programme has to address the problem of re
using the research infrastructure created. Does the programme consider the cost
to have been justified on the basis of the initial results alone or will it try to spread
the cost over several operations? If this is the case, once its effectiveness has been
demonstrated, such a structure becomes a tool which is truly specifie to the
European research effort and for which Europe must accept responsibility on a
long-term basis. This is another way of asking whether there should be a European
equivalent of the NIH, since it is not a question of incentives but of providing
continuous support over a Jong period. These "European research structures"
therefore represent a challenge to the programme and, in a wider context, to
Community research activities. From the outset, they contain the fabric of a new
kind of "joint centre" which is no longer organized around a fixed institutional
structure Oike the European moJecuJar bioJogy laboratory) but involves the
networking of entities which retain their original status, while sorne of their work
forms part of a new collective framework embracing concerted actions which,
through their practices, have been instrumental in preparing the ground (see File
3).

3. Development and/or evaluation of new products

With a "biomedical engineering"CBME) subprogramme, it was to be
expected that there would be a whole series of actions dedicated to hospital
equipment and to analytical and diagnostic instruments. This is indeed the case
since, out of 15 actions with this finality (see Table 3), 12 come under the BME
subprogramme. The new products concerned are not drugs therefore. The
actions are of two kinds : on the one hand the development or harmonization of
new techniques, and on the other technology assessment and standardization.

What distinguishes the CAs concerned with new techniques from the earlier
ones focusing on treatments is the starting point. In this case it is the technique as
such which justifies the concerted action. ft is a question of developing a new
medical technique Cthree cases, e.g. forced respiratory techniques) or harmonizing
and securing recognition for a new technique (three cases: ocular fluorometry, and
biomagnetic and hyperthermie techniques). Most of the actions nevertheless
involve technology assessment : Ci) for the purpose of conducting comparative
studies on the procedures used in the various European countries (three
operations inc1uding two in the HSR programme), (ii) for breaking new ground in
research (artificial hearts), or above all (iii) for guaranteeing the quality of the
service to users and patients. Whether the actions concern electrocardiograms
(ECGs), ultrasonic screening, quantitative assessment of bone quality or the use of
tomography, the Immediate objective is the same : to ensure the quality of the
diagnoses made with the instruments used. This may involve the definition of
"functional" specifications which these instruments must meet, the construction of
reference bases or "phantoms" to verify the instruments' performance or even
international standardization by the official bodies. However, the latter course
cornes up against the problem of the broad interpretation of the "safety" of these
operations. This no longer relates to the safety of the patient during exposure to
the instrument but the "safety" (i.e. reliability) of the diagnosis made using the
instrument and the consequences of it.
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TABLE 3: DEVELOPMENT OR EVALUA nON OF PRODUcrs

TAS = Technology assessment and standardization
HVNT = Harmonization and validation of a new technique
NMT = New medical technique

SP Title of CA Organizational
principle

H Health technologies
economic appraisal

Comparative study

Dynamics of the CA and/or
expected end result

Methodology, "ad hoc"
initiation work?

H Health technologies Comparative study
regulatory mechanisms

Methodology: "ad hoc"
initiation work?

M

M

H

Medical equipment
comparative eval.

ECGs

Antenatal screening
by ultrasound

Comparative study
of equipment

Large protocol
data base

Large protocol
data base

Towards a service for surveying
and evaluating equipment?

TAS: from the eval. of equipement to
the eval. of interpretation software

TAS: moving towards
standardization?

M Perinatal Clinical evaluation TAS: evaluation of the value of
surveillance the diagnosis/monitoring tests

"Dynamics: extension to other tests or focusing on the development of a test"

M Tissue Protocol approach TAS: from MRI to MRS
characterization

"Towards a European service for the evaluation of new techniques in the area?"

M Osteoporosis: Large DB, TAS (& NMT via subsidiary CA
quantitative assess. phantoms... centered on a new evaluation method)

"A CA which exists only because industrialists cannot reach agreement"

M

M

M

Hyperthermy

Biomagnetism

Ocular fluorimetry

Intercomparison of
equipment

Intercomparison of
hard & software

Clinical evaluation

HVNT: technical validation through
harmonization of instruments

HVNT: see above
subproject to demonstrate value

HVNT

M Electrical impedence
tomography

Harmon. of conceptual NMT: a technique for
framework (measures...) ten years from now?

M

M

Forced respiratory
techniques

Heart:
artificial heart

Adaptation, new
development

Clinical and
technical assessment
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The justification for these actions stems from two complementary sources:
in many cases, it is necessary ta construct very large reference bases (what we have
called "large number of cases" data bases) and it is either impossible or very
difficult to carry out this sampling nationally (it would mean mobilizing too many
practitioners). However, the more important argument concerns the geographical
dimension. What benefit is therc in standardizing for a single country, in particular
for products with a world market? For most project leaders the EEC is the right
size : a market large enough for the recommendations of its health authorities to
have an effect on decisions taken by industry (in sorne cases this argument has
already been used), an area equivalent to that of the USA within which the
development of joint operations stands a better chance of success than an
international approach.

Once again, these actions present the programme with evaluation problems.
How can the quality of the work be assessed if it is not yet at a clearly identified
stage? What criteria can be used (relying on academic publications as the main
basis for a judgment is far from ideal).

The end result of these actions is presented most of the time in the dual
form of recommendations and material information intended ta cnable them to
be implemented. UnI ike the projects in the other two categories, these end
results close the CA which thus have a specified time-scale. Nevertheless they
present the programme with a new type of problem, namely dissemination of the
results. Recommendations can either be incorporated into regulations (standards,
etc.) or used by purchasers (usually hospitals) in the Iight of the selection criteria
used. In either case the results cannot be used as they stand and "conversion"
operations are needed ta turn them into acceptable rules, instruments to be
included in the "clauses" of procurement specifications etc. Should the
programme concern itself with this? And if it does not, what guarantee is there
that the effort will be successfully continued "downstream"?

4. Harmonization of medical practices

The harmonization of techniques has its counterpart in the shape of the
harmonization of practices. How can the quality of the health care systems
themselves be ensured?

The common denominator of the concerted actions is their targets :
doctors, hospitals and the health services. Several of the actions concern doctors,
the way in which they make their diagnoses and the tools (expert systems) capable
of helping them (what is known as "objective medical decision-making"), and
practices with regard ta referral of patients to specialists or "referral centres"
which are able to carry out complex analyses (connective tissue). One concerns
dentists and precautions against AIDS. A second set of actions focuses on the
hospital, its practices (the use of blood, the handling of specific problems such as
head injuries, etc.) and management (use of diagnosis-related groups, self
assessment of performance). The third group of actions concerns the health
services, especially with regard ta preventive policies (the appearance of stomach
cancers, etc.) or care for specific groups (the hearing-impaired, the elderly).
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TABLE 4: HARMONIZATION OF MEDICAL PRACTICES

SP Title of CA Organizational
principle

B Heritable connective Network of
tissue disorders reference centres

Dynamics of the CA and/or
expected end result

Harmonize laboratory practices

H Use of blood in
surgery

Clinical evaluation
Large data base

Change surgeons' practices

M

M

OMDM (abdominal pain)
OMDM (jaundice) see above Change GPs' practices

H Care delivery
systems

Several coordinated Harmonize medical and
epidemiological studies c1inical practices

H

H

E

Referral study

Head injuries
evaluation

Exposure to cancer:
evaluation methods

Large data base

Comparative
Improve practices

Harm. & extension of
national surveys

Improve GPs' practices

Measure the scale of the problem

Harmonization of retrospective
evaluation methods

E

E

E

H

H

H

H

S

H

H

S

Gastritis and
gastric cancer

Euromac

Organic solvents:
neurotoxicity

Haemoglobinopathies

ACRE (Age care)

Mental health pbs
for deaf people

Use ofDRGs

HIV: serological
methods

Hospitals' auto
evaluation practices

ICPC

AIDS and oral
problems

Epidemiological Measure the scale of the problem
study. DB and blood bank

Epid. study Update information

Development of a Measure the scale of the problem
protocol

Epid. study Measure the scale of the problem

Comparative study Review the situation

Comparative study Classification criteria

Comparative study Review the situation in hospitals

Comparative study Recommendations for the
establishment of quality control

Survey of 100 Disseminate a method
hospitals

publication

Development of Inform dentists about
information supports risks and prevention
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A second way of approaching this set of actions is to consider the end
results sought rather than the sectors concerned (GPs, hospitals or the health
service). Four main types of results emerge (see Table 4). By evaluating practices
(and the large data bases usually set up), the objective is to help improve the
practices of GPs (3 CAs), surgeons (3 CAs) and specialized laboratories Cl CA) or
epidemiologists Cl CA). The objective of four concerted actions is to measure the
scale of the problem (gastritis and gastric cancer, haemoglobinopathies ... )
through epidemiological studies, while four others are confined to comparative
studies to reviéw differences between European countries (use of ORGs, HIV:
serological methods ... ). Lastly, three concerted actions focus directly on the
dissemination of information or of practices (e.g. self-evaluation methods for
hospitals).

Three features are common to ail 19 actions in this large group. First of ail,
they are looking at a clearly delineated problem in order to make practical
recommendations, suggest improvements and propose tools as an aid in decision
making. The second point they have in common is the importance attached to
comparative approaches in the conventional meaning of the term : highlighting
the differences between countries and, by analysing these differences, suggesting
what might constitute "best practices". The third point they have in common is
that they are generally carried out on a smail scale - a few teams (often one per
country) - for a short period. Most of the actions initiated under MHR4 come to an
end once their budget has been used up. As with the earlier finality, there is still
the problem of disseminating the results : what can be done to speed up the
dissemination of an aid to objective medical decision-making? What can be done
to ensure that the self-assessment approach to be tested is widely disseminated to
ail hospitals?

5. Structure of the European scientific community

ln the case of the above four groups we were looking at an activity which, in
an industrial context, would normally be known as "development", i.e. coming up
with a product or a process which fulfils specifie needs/demands and initiating the
steps which will lead to its being marketed. It is true that the "market" in this case
assumes different forms which are largely public and in part commercial, but it is a
market nonetheless : practitioners who need a means of making a reliable
diagnosis of abdominal pain, electrocardiograms we want to make comparable,
opportunistic diseases associated with AlOS whose treatment we want to
optimize, congenital anomalies whose rate of development we want to be able to
monitor, and so on. There is a group of about 63 actions whose finality can be
described directly in operational terms of this kind. The same does not apply to
the 42 or so other actions about which we questioned the project leaders.

Those actions have a very clear factor in common, namely that they are
defined in scientific and technical terms : "science knows nothing about ... ",
"cellular biology offers new prospects ... ", "the specialist community is dispersed,
it should be grouped together and encouraged to get down to work on joint
projects", "ail scientists are faced with this or that problem of analysis, sequencing,
animal testing, etc. What is needed is a joint facility which will resolve these
problems and ensure complementarity between the work". These are sorne of the
standard arguments which are characteristic of the actions. What sets them so far
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apart from each other after the initial action stage is the approach which they
adopt. They can be grouped into three categories, each identifjed by a set of
principal characteristics.

TABLE 5: THEMA TIC OR DISCIPLINA Y FORUMS

SP Title of CA Organizational principle and general goal

B Breakdown in "Umbrella" CA : WSs and decentralized microprojects,
human adaptation which, if they work, will become autonomous

M

M

S

S

C

Medical laser
applications

Chemical sensors

Genomic variation

Immunology and
AIDS

DNA repair and
cancer

Organization to enable projects to emerge
Visits by experts and exchanges as regards training

Follow-up of thematic WS & support for decentralized
exchanges

"exchange, identify, interest" ; role of initiation (CA, CF)

Spin a "spider's web" between teams to enable a
specialized scientific community to emerge

Strategic (every four years) and thematic reviews:
"speciaIized meetings on the participants' initiative"

M Technologies for Organization of a community on a thematic basis
paralysed persons

M Automated
cytogenetics

Meeting place for isolated national specialists. Annual
update and decentralized initiatives on specific topics

M Technologies for the hearing-impaired : see above

M

H

S

S

S

ISCAMI
(medical images)

Distributive

Math models for
AlOS epidemiology

Sexual behaviour

FIV

Exchange forum
End result : a club of theoreticians

Building a network of health economists via WS
effects of cost containments

Meetings of European specialists every 18 months

Organize a community of sociologists (using a common
and HIV risks partial protocol)

Harmonization of small scientific community (15 teams)
via WS & support for decentralized exchanges (persons,
materials)

H Clinical practice in hospitals : exchange of interns
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THEMATIC OR DISClPLlNARY FORUMS

The first category is the exchange forum. Scientists (often in small national
communities) need help to come out of their isolation and to meet. This
intermingling of disciplines will lead to meetings and, from them, joint actions.
However, it is not possible to say who will be involved or what the subject matter
will be, or even when they will come to fruition. These CAs are entirely centred on
the seminars which they organize. As far as the concerted action is concerned
nothing happens on a centralized level, although support is often given for
decentralized exchanges and visits. In a word, what characterizes them is the
absence of an identifiable output and they are defined only by their medium of
communication, namely meetings. They may last only the length of one
programme (MHR4) or they may be spread over several programmes (as in the
case of the network on hearing problems) as they have no end in themselves. A
meeting place is always needed and if it generates projects, why abandon it after
the first project has been born?

Several project leaders strongly defended the principle of and the need for
such "umbrella CAs" designed to prepare the ground for joint projects or identify
the need for central facilities. They emphasized the role of such CAs if the MHR
programme is to be able to take the initiative on subjects which are regarded as
important but on which no groundwork has yet been carried out at European
level. We have identified 15 CAs of this kind, mainly in the biomedical engineering
(BME) and AlOS subprogrammes (see Table 5).

JOINT RESEARCH FACILlTlES

At the other end of the scale, there is a second set of actions whose finality is
quite clear : the creation of a "joint European facility". This concept merits
explanation. The word "equipment" has not been used because it would be ail too
easy to associa te the action with a heavy installation linked to complex machinery
with a technical team and engineers but rarely with scientists. From these, the
"facilities" retain the originality and the European specificity of such "equipment" :
in most cases, as has already been seen with production centres linked to new
treatments, a single installation in Europe suffices to meet ail scientific
requirements. They therefore reflect a two-fold situation : either their
establishment can only be envisaged on a European scale or the economies of
scale are such that a European entity is necessary on economic grounds. What
differentiates these facilities to the above mentioned heavy equipment will be
highlighted from an analysis of the three main forms : capital investments are often
limited compared with ail the investments which economists refer to as intangible.

Conducting trials on animais (primates, monkeys), carrying out ONA
sequencing, producing artificially aged or transgenic mice, screening antiviral
compounds, etc. define the first type of facility (six actions - see Table 6) : a centre
(or laboratory) which is specifically equipped and offers a specialized service
unique in Europe. It is generally the combination of a recognized expertise and a
technique (which is difficult to master) which form the initial basis for such
centres, which have often already achieved recognition long before the start of the
concerted action. Such recognition is strengthened by the resources which the
concerted action utilizes both to improve the service, the technique and the
facility and to make it accessible lo colleagues who will use il. Sorne of them are far
more willing to take part if there is the joint management of access which is a
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proven me ans of influcncing the community, its areas of expertise, its priorities
and even its organization4.

SP

B

TABLE 6: fOINT EUROPEAN FAClLlTIES

Title of CA Organizational
principle

ECAT (thrombosis) Clinical research
Protocol CF Angina pectoris, DVT, PTCA

Dynamics of the CA and/or
expected cnd result
Successive surveys

E Euronut (nutrition
and health)

Clin. research : protocol
CF & blood bank

European centre for clinical
research into the elderly?

E Arteriosclerosis survey with heavy logistics "Biological" infrastructure
lDB, 3 banksCblood,DNA) usable for other cases?

C Molecular cytogene
tics of solid tumours

Tumour collection network
Cell line bank

10 tumours: harmonize access
to the equipment of others

C Thyroid cancer genetics
Harmonize scientific a pproaches

2 banks (tissue, blood)

B Eurage Aged mice CF : a facility to structure the research community

B

S

S

S

S

Transgenic techn. &

cardio-vascular res.

HIV: genetic
screening

New antiviral
compounds

Aids research in
primates

Monkeys CF

CF transgenic rats
with hypertension

Laboratory CF & ad-hoc
essay committee

Laboratory CF

Test CF & ad hoc
essay committee

CF network

See above

A service (sequencing) linked
to genetic variability research

Screening of 20 000 molecules
a year

Chimpanzee CF in Europe
(political choice)

Intercomparison of results

S Immunogenetics of AIDS
Finding a genetic link

DB on HLA typing

S

S

HIV protein and
cell membrane
interaction

EVA (European
vaccine against
AlOS)

CF : production of peptides
lipids and antibodie
Sofware exchanges

CF buying & distribu ting
products (viruses
peptides, adjuvants)

Targeted research: understand
interaction with a view to a
vaccine

Targeted research via Cali for
proposai and selection of
projects

4 We shall look later on this point which was largely covered in connection wÎth the effect5 of large-scOlie equipment such as that

of CERN.
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A centre is not the only form of joint facility developed under the projects.
There is a second one whieh has already been touched on in the context of the
studies on the assessment of treatment : the European data collection network.
Five actions have this objective, which also often focuses on the creation of cell
banks or banks of other samples. The nutrition and thrombosis networks are
typieal of this second type of European facility. It took many years to teach a very
diverse group of teams to design a protocol together, to construct a common
framework of practices for the collection of data, etc. Networks of this kind are
created around a given scientific problem whieh they resolve or for whieh they
provide the researchers with fresh resources (typieally a cell bank, blood samples,
c1inieal cases, etc.). Often, as soon as the end of a "study" is in sight, the network
seeks another point of interest. What struck us, and what the examples in the
following chapter will show, was the scale of the investments which have to be
made and the time whieh this takes. Unlikc nctworks set up for the c1inieal
assessment of treatments, the main goal of the actions here is to improve scientific
knowledge and to provide fresh bases which will lead to new approaches or new
issues.

A third group, very specifie to the AlOS programme, uses the joint facilities
to carry out what the project leaders refer to as targeted research. The
centralization of resources (which are subsequently redistributed over Iimited and
defined actions) should speed up the process of accumulation of knowledge and
the resolution of the problem. An extreme form of this is the EVA which
operates as a programme whieh is based on an invitation to submit proposaIs and
on project selection and has as its attraction the "products" which it distributes
(viruses, peptides, adjuvants) and of which it organizes the production, guarantees
the quality and ensures the distribution.

CREATION OF A SPEClALlZED EUROPEAN SCIENTIFlC COMMUNITY

A third group, consisting of 13 actions (see Table 7), may be subtitled the
"creation of a European scientific community" . These actions have in common a
clearly identified theme, whieh is generally new and interdisciplinary. Most of the
time this entails the involvement of a few teams in each country, teams which are
often isolated or not very weil known in their own national community, teams
whieh generally know each other (at least through colloquia and publications). The
concerted action sets out to bring them together to address a c1early defined
problem. It is not, as in the first example, a matter of allowing joint projects to
emerge in random fashion but rather of encouraging teams to join forces to tackle
a problem which is defined from the outset. The problem may be very specifie or
targeted (e.g. techniques for the characterization of biomaterials), it may concern a
subdiscipline (e.g. the neuropathology of AIDS) or it may focus on a disease whieh
is causing problems (such as chronic arthritis, multiple sclerosis or evaluation and
treatment technologies related to brain damage).

When comparing these actions, virtually ail of which wcrc initiated under
MHR4, with the actions initiated under earlier programmes, the feeling you get is
one of describing a transitional phase, namely the genesis of a genuine working
group which takes shape gradually as the problem to be dealt with is defined. It is
almost as if it takes the Iife-span of a concerted action to implement the second
stage of the translation process described above : how can the objective to target,
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the desired end result and the path to be followed be clearly defined? Concerted
actions of this kind are therefore something of a transitional stage leading towards
another form which the action might take if it is successful and is renewed.

TABLE 7: CREATION OF A
SP Title of CA

B Chronic arthritis

SPEC/ALIZED EUROPEAN SCIENT/FIC COMMUN/TY
Organizational Dynamics of the CA and/or
principle expected end result
Organization in Immunology directed towards
subprojects hospitals (bringing

rheumatologists together)

B Inherited polycystic
kidney desease

Gene probes as
vector

Clinical molecular biology

B Multiple
scierosis

Support for thematic harmonization (DB, software, epid.
studies, vocabulary, harmonization of lab practices)

M Clinical applied Subgroups with protocols Towards a community of
analytical field tests & harmonization cytometry c1inicians
cytometry of lab pratices
"From automatic machines and technologists to expert systems as aids
to analysis and to c1inicians"

M

S

Brain-damaged
patients: assessment
& rehabilitation

Neuropathology of
AIDS

8 subprojects with precise
objectives & material
support. Pool of equipment

6 subgroups, atlas of images
Exchanges of samples

Structuring of community as
initial phase (next phase =

harmoni zation)

Creation of a community of
neuropathologists

E EURODEM Collation of ail studies Better understanding
(prevention of (prevalence, retrospective) of scale and nature
dementia) to prepare forward study of phenomenon
"One project over 10 years with virtually ail the European teams in the area"

E Homocystinemia & Clinical survey Towards the demonstration of a
cardiovascular disease link

H Mentally ill State of the art Comparison of different
Community care Field su rvey institutional approaches

M Sleep wakefulness Task groups, functional ECG CA as a model?
analysis specifications, towards DB?

M Eurobiomat Survey of methods, Network of test centres,
(biomaterials and Common reference moving towards standardization
haemo-compatibility) materials for tests

M Technology and Identification of teams Creation of thematic community
blindness & set of mini-projects with the objective of developing

new products

S AIDS: preventive Subgroups by risk CF epid model for risk
strategies population or problem factors
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6. The MHR programme and its finalities

What is the breakdown of the seven groups we have identified in the context
of the MHR programme? What are the relations between them and the six
subprogrammes making up the MHR programme? The summary table below
relates to the 105 CAs whose project leaders we managed to interview. It does not,
therefore, coyer a1l the activities under these programmes and must therefore be
regarded as indic.ative. It nevertheless reveals strong trends, in our view.

While none of the subprogrammes covers the entire range of general goals,
the two most targeted ones in terms of finalities ("Cancer" and "BME") coyer four
of them, ranging from the structuring of the European scientific community to the
pursuit of more directly operational objectives.

TABLE 8: SUBPROGRAMMES AND FINALrTJES PURSUED

Surveillance network

Dev./eval. treatments

Dev./eval. products

Medical practices

Forum

European facilities

Specialized community

Total

(CAs in postal survey)

Biol.

1

3

3

3

12

14

Cancer

5

1

2

9
12

Epid.

4

1

3
4

2

2

13

17

HSR

'1+1

12

10

2

21

21

BME

2

6

5

25
28

AIDS Total

1+5 Il +6

3 12

15

2 19

5 15
7 14

2 13

25 105
25 117

The profiles of the various subprogrammes differ considerably. Three focus
half their efforts on a single "operational" finality : new cancer treatments,
harmonization of medical practices for HSR (health service research) and the
development or standardization of techniques for BME (biomedical engineering),
while the other subprogrammes divide their efforts between a wider range of
finalities. Similarly, the overall impact of the three finalities primarily concerned
with the creation of a European scientific community differs considerably from
one subprogramme to another : very slight in the case of HSR, secondary in the
case of cancer and epidemiology, strong in the case of BME and primary in the
case of biology and AlOS.

Ibis pre/iminary ana/ysis of fina/ities therefore brings out the different
ways in which each of the subprogrammes operate. There are certain/y
not one or two forms of CA for each of them which are supposed to
trans/ate the priorities set and/or the state of the community to which they
are addressed. On the contrary, given the thematic and scientific
categories covered, the subprogrammes have been conducted in such a
way as to deve/op comp/ex strategies adapted to the many situations
encountered, as a resu/t of which (in the tight of the stakes) they have
adopted different mixes offina/ities (e.g. bui/ding a community via a joint
faci/ity, mobi/izing c/inicians around the comparative eva/uation of
treatments, etc). Whi/e some programmes are strong/y targeted, they have
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nevertheless always been required to pursue multi-faceted approaches.
For a better understanding of the choices and the actual lines of action it
is therefore imperative to take a look at the CAs involved.
Analysis of some 105 concerted actions has led us ta distinguish between

two groups of actions: "purpose-oriented" actions, which have a direct
medical objective, and actions for structuring the European scientific
community. We have pointed out the existence of four principal type of
"purpose-oriented" actions which concern the creation of suroeillance
seroices, the development and assessment of medical treatments, the
development and assessment of medical techniques, and the
harmonization of medical practices. Similarly, the "structuring" actions
involve the creation of new joint research facilities, forums for meetings
and interchange or "specialized" scientific communities.
Different arguments are put forward and there are different end results

for each of these finalities. As far as MHR4 is concerned, these can be
grouped in three separate categories:
(i) scientific end results disseminated by means of the conventional
processes of publication,
Cii) recommendations regarding changes in practices, raising the problem
of their rapid dissemination and legal incorporation,
(Hi) networks which must be maintained on a lasting basis whether the
programme accepts the cost of funding them on a longer term basis or
whether il passes on that responsibility to others.

II. CONCERTED ACTION AND "INTERMEDIARIES"

ln characterizing concerted actions we emphasized the wealth, importance
and multiplicity of interactions between teams. We also stressed the importance
of circulating or fixed intermediaries which underpin and give substance to the
interactions. This section seeks to illustrate the wealth of interactions and is
concerned with the types of intermediaries most frequently encountered. Unlike
in the previous section, concrete examples are preferred here to an abstract
presentation so as to make the ramifications of each main type of intermediary
more perceptible with regard to the durability of the end products.

Let us first of ail examine the "non-circulating" or fixed intermediaries.
Physics has taught us the importance of "large-scale equipment" in the organization
of a discipline, a programme or an institution. The concept of large-scale
equipment is threefold : there is a financial aspect (a team, an institution, or a
country cannot afford the equipment on its own), an ineluctable element (this type
of equipment has to be used in order to carry out a particular operation) and
recognized uniqueness (only one of its kind in the country or in Europe, very few
or none at ail in the rest of the world).

Sociological studies of science indicate two complementary types of effects :
Ci) a polarization of teams for the design, construction or operation of the
equipment; (ii) a strong impact on the thematic approaches and practices of the
user teams. Effects of this kind are also apparent with MHR despite the much
smaller scale of investment involved. However, they tend to be disjointed.
Polarization effects are observed more in the case of actions dedicated to the
development of a therapy based on the use of large-scale equipment (e.g. BNCf)
or of a laboratory playing this role (case already mentioned of B cell extraction).
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This is also the case with "large number of cases" data bases and registers, two
examples of which will be presented. Orientation and alignment effects are
apparent more in the case of facilities dedicated to a given stage in a research
process Cvirus sequencing, animal testing) : in that case the actual organization of
access to the facility Cad hoc experiment committee, preparation of samples, rules
concerning the publication of results, etc.) or access to its products Ce.g.
transgenic rats) is what counts.

The example of large-scale equipment by no means exhausts the range of
centralized facilities encountered in MHR. Two other types may be observed.
"Small-scale" equipment acts as a "common in-house service" by ensuring the
intercomparability of data Ce.g. plates for osteoporosis); the same applies to the
numerous ad hoc data bases created for the duration of the CA which will
disappear with it Ce.g. the forward study on children born of seropositive
mothers). In several concerted actions these "common services" constitute a result
(if not the result) of the CA which will be widely used in the outside world by the
entire scientific and/or medical community concerned : reference bases and
banks, reference centre networks, surveillance and/or monitoring networks,
registers. The question then arises of their "transfer" and their funding from other
financial sources.

The analysis of exchanges and of the circulating intermediaries underpinning
them will be based on a twofold approach. The first aspect concerns something to
which concerted actions are ail too often reduced - meetings and transfers of
paper. An attempt will be made to indicate the importance they actually have in
the graduai coordination of the network of actors involved in the concerted action.
They represent to sorne extent what man power management and
communications organization represent for an industrial company : a means of
establishing themselves and developing as an effective entity before being
products as such which express its existence and dynamism. With paper, it is a
question of transferring representations, "literary" translations of problems and of
objects studied. Concerted actions are not confined just to that, they also provide a
space for the exchange of the very essence of the objects studied, so as to
encourage the replication of analyses, allow specialized processing, and compare
instruments and practices. These exchanges take many and varied forms : samples,
reference materials, equipment, phantoms, animaIs and even patients. It will be
seen from the examples given of each of these types that what they have in
common is that they impose on the concerted action a strong logistical
component which almost always occupies a central position in the activities of the
concerted action and helps to strengthen the action, and make it more
"sustainable".

1. Three examples of the "polarizing" raIe of fixed intermediaries

mE CA ON /fBNCr' (BORON NEUTRON CAPTURE THERAPY) AND THE PETTEN REACTOR

In 1982 interest revived - following the setbacks in the United States in the
1950s and the 1960s - in cancer therapy based on boron neutron capture (BNCT).
Various countries were interested in this promising avenue, notably ]apan, the
United Kingdom, Germany and Switzerland. Research scientists in this area, few in
number at that stage, gradually got to know one another, forming an embryonic
informai network. They exchanged ideas and staff, but their scientific cooperation
ended there. There was no research coordination as such. However, the Petten
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establishment of the Joint Research Centre ORC), an offshoot of the Commission
of the European Cammunities, was looking for an alternative use for its nuclear
reactor. A British team was aware of the situation and of the invitation to submit
proposais under the MHR4 programme, and persuaded the teams in the small
informai network ta put together a proposai based on severa! components, the
main one centering on the joint use of the Petten reactor.

This reactor is fitted with peripheral tubes through which neutron beams
from the nuclear fission reaction can be channelled. One of these tubes was placed
at the disposai of the concerted action. However, since the installations were
already used very intensively, especially for tests on materials for nuclear power
stations, the HB Il tube was only available for medical research during the summer
months. The teams therefore had to coordinate their work so as to fit in with the
time schedule dictated by the operation and management of the installation.

The neutron beams entering the HE Il tube contained, among other things,
thermal neutrons, epithermal neutrons, fast neutrons and gamma-ray photons.
Only the first twa types are of value for therapy. The others are harmful.
Consequently, one of the first tasks of the research scientists was to design a
neutron beam suitable for their purposes. What they needed was a beam which
could penetrate the body, without causing unnecessary damage, and interact with
the boron compaunds targeted at the tumours to be destroyed. Previously the
researchers had used thermal-neutron beams with a kinetic energy of around 0.025
eV. These were captured by a boron compound absorbed by the cells which
disintegrated immediately and released high-energy particles locally to destroy the
tumours. A very small amount of boron compound was needed to obtain an
intensive reaction locally. Unfortunately, in view of their low kinetic energy, the
thermal neutrons were arrested by the human body and never reached the boron
compounds. The researchers therefore abandoned them and attempted to
harness epithermal beams. These are much higher energy beams (between 1 eV
and 10 keV) and penetrate the human body better. However, the boron
compounds did nat capture them. Fortunately, although they were very energy
intensive they lost a great deal of energy through collisions in the human body, so
that they fell to the values of thermal neutrons. Thus, they were transformed as
they advanced inta biological tissue.

The problem was therefore one of designing, defining and producing an
epithermal beam going from the reactor to the human body. The researchers
divided up the work, each according to their particular expertise; the physicists
studied the reactor and the beam leaving it while the c1inicians studied the
biological tissues and the beam penetrating them. However, the beam with which
they were concerned did not have the same significance for both sets of
researchers; the former defined it primarily in terms of its kinetic energy, which
was of no intercst ta the latter who were particularly interested in the way in which
neutrons interacted with biological tissues. On the basis of two definitions and
classifications of beams, the teams succeeded in defining and constructing an
interdisciplinary neutron beam. The mutual interest of physicists and c1inicians was
strengthened as a result.

The beam coming from the reactor therefore had to undergo
transformation befare entering the human body. The task was hence to design
filters for the HB 11 tube. Given the limited accessibility of the tube, the design
and production af the filters had to be carried out during the year in such a way
that they could be installed on the day on which the equipment was reserved for
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them. Initially the researchers were able to use an existing filter available at Harbor.
This 1 m by 50 cm filter was transported to Petten in liquid nitrogen. In addition, at
the end of the beam, where one day patients would come to undergo radiation
treatment, it was necessary to build facilities for receiving them. The teams
therefore had to coordinate very precisely the various tasks to be performed,
divide them between the laboratories and enter them in a tight planning schedule.
The coordination of this research network was therefore more akin to the carrying
out of complex engineering work than exploratory research.

PE7TEN INSTALLA TION FOR BNCT

reactor

irradiation room

HB 11 tube observation room

boronic ........cliniciens

compOUnd\

~emists

(9)

To achieve the final objective, there was also a need for boron-treated
human bodies. That was another task for clinicians in hospitals. They had to
determine the doses to be absorbed and study the distribution of boron
compounds in the body. They took part, along with the physicists, in the
simulation of the effect of treatments using this therapy. The physicists produced
information about the irradiated regions; the clinicians determined the boron
concentration. The two types of information should make it possible to evaluate
the targets and surrounding damage. However, the researchers were not yet in a
position to send patients to the Petten installations. In the meantime, they sent
phantoms. These were made of plastic and comprised equivalents of biological
tissues. They were manufactured in accordance with the ACRU standards
(International Radiobiology Commission). Although they were easy to make, one
team took on the task of producing them for the others. The phantom was more
or less the size of a head. Il was easy to transport. There would be three or four of
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them for the first rapid experiments. They wcrc fitled with dctectors to measure
irradiation. The phantoms had to be ready at the right time since it would be
necessary to procecd quickly during the irradiation experimenl. They would be
used in Petten initially but also in a laboratory in Essen. After use they are neither
destroyed nor activatcd. Il is therefore possible to reuse them. The phantoms
would be used above ail to carry out measuremenls.

After the phantoms and before sending patients, the researchers considered
sending animais to the installation. Once again there arose the problem of
comparing and coordinating the results. The ideal solution would be for ail the
teams to use the same type af animal. The dog would be the ideal standard animal
to follow the phantoms. 20 or 30 dogs would have to be bought, several of which
would go to Petten. While there are scarcely any problems involved in sending
phantoms or dogs to Petten, the situation is quite different in the case of patients.
There are several problems : the funding of travelling and hotel expenses,
insu rance cover and accompaniment. For example, an Italian patient sent to Petten
in the Netherlands would have ta be accompanied becausc of language problems.
How could it be ensured that psychological damage caused by the journey did not
outweigh the benefit provided by BNCT?

There was one final element in this complex set-up, namely the boron
compounds. Several teams used them in order to produce the information needed
to prepare the Petten experiments. In order to ensure optimum coordination of
teams and results, a team took responsibility for the central distribution of the
compounds. Il brought the products and distributed them to the others, which
couId not pay far them out of national funds. üperating in this way, the network
addressed itself to a single supplier and at the same time standardized the
products. There are few producers of these boron compounds anywhere in the
world; furthermare, they have different purity criteria and charge very high priees.
Hence, after contacting American and japanese producers, the project leader
turned to European manufacturers. One of them agreed to begin producing a
boron compound for the concerted action. The CA network is at present its only
client, but the arder is sufficiently big. Its market is the European BNCT research
network. Hawever, the manufacturer in question has undertaken to contact other
potential cl ients, in particular to "plug" the probable results of the research in
progress. If the results obtained by the BNCT network are favourable to the
development of this type of therapy, the quantities of boron compaunds needed
for the treatment of patients (8 000 to 15 000 patients a year) will be much greater
than those needed for research purposes. The future market of this manufacturer
is very c10sely tied up with the suceess of the European research project.

The concerted action was complex because it was neeessary to coordinate
the installation, the beam, the filters, the boron compounds, the human bodies
treated with boron and the orchestration of the entire operation in a c1inical
protocol which was effective as far as the tumours are concerned and safe for the
surrounding tissues. The protocols also had to be designed in such a way that
comparisons could be made between treatments and between patients.
Equipment was needed ta test the medicaments and devise the protocols. Animal
experiments and tests will make it possible to combine work on the equipment
and work on the medicaments. Not until then (and the end of this CA) will it be
possible to make a start on c1inical tests with a view to the complete validation of
the c1inical protocol for the treatment of cancer patients with a glioma (between 8
000 and 15 000 die of one each year).
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On the basis of the ultimate objective, the researchers broke the problem
down into the different work stages. They identified tasks and found people ta
work on them. The tasks were allocated and planned. The physical measurements
had to be carried out at Petten, which was not the case with either design or
simulation. The teams worked in parallel; there were four design teams, two
metrology teams and three test teams. They met group by group to discuss
calculations, designs and measurements in order to build a consensus on each
point. To avoid coordination problems arising from existing demarcations
between disciplines and the division of tasks, those in charge of the concerted
action organized overlaps between the groups in order to make for translations
between the disciplines and between the tasks : sorne teams were members of
several groups in order to encourage the exchange of information. Thus, alongside
the planning and distribution of tasks involved in achieving the complex objective,
another means of coordination by consensus-building had taken root at the level
of each task.

This rather exceptional concerted action (/ike the initial example chosen
concerning B ceUs and diabetes) illustrates the importance a fixed
intermediary may have in the huilding of a research network. It shows that
the equipment and its adaptation are only part of the action and that ils
size, the investment entailed and the use constraints it imposes strongly
influence the shape of the project : ail the tasks and the specialisls from
the different disciplines which carry them out have to meet at fixed dates
for the experiments (on phantoms, then dogs and then patients) which
mark the progress made with the CA. As emphasized in the outline, the
teams' roles and interactions are to a large extent dictated by the
installation.

77iE "SCREENING FOR FETAL MALFORMA TlONS" CA AND ITS "LARGE NUMBER OF CASES"

DA711 BASE
The next concerted action is directed towards a cost-effectiveness

assessment of the systematic detection of fetal malformations using
ultrasonography. The idea stems from COMAC-Epidemiology; while its members
were debating the epidemiology of congenital anomalies, they wondered whether
it might be a good idea also to examine lhe cffectiveness of diagnostic methods.
Researchers specializing in ultrasonography werc thercfore contacted to carry out
a feasibility study. The main goal was ta develop a methodology for a larger-scale
study. Since the study was designed to resull in a concerted action, the results were
never published. When the concerted aclion Clarge-scale study) was proposed,
COMAC-Epidemiology, the composition of which had changed in the meantime,
rejected it. Sorne of the teams involved in the feasibility study did nol want to leave
it at that, and reacled by seeking alternative funding; after contacting the
management of the MIIH. programme, they submitted the proposai to the
COMAC-Health Services Research. In so doing, the proposers decided to modify
the project ta bring il inlo line with the presumed interests of their new
interlocutor. Two complemenlary aspects were added. It was no longer simply a
question of assessing the epidemiological effectiveness Csensitivily and specificity)
of ultrasonography but also of making a cost-effectiveness assessment since it
seemed logical that the COMAC-Health Services Research would be interested in
this aspect. The drafting of lhis part of the proposai was delegated to another,
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more specialized member of the concerted action. Similarly, following discussions
within a foundation for handicapped persons to which the project leader belongs,
a "psychological impact" section was added to assess the positive and negative
repercussions of knowing whether a child will be normal or abnormal and then
trying ta translate them into financial terms (cf. compensation awarded in US
courts). The concerted action was therefore aimed at contributing towards the
assessment of the systematic detection of malformations by means of echography
(of which many speak highly but whose value has never been proven). The new
proposai was accepted outright by the COMAC-HSR but only for a period of two
years. Two years seems a very short period to the project leader since he is
dependent on pregnancies which last nine months.

The difficulty of the action lay in the fact that, for one thing, fetal malfor
mations are relatively rare, and, for another, there are many types. This means that
each type of defect is very rarely encountered. If sensitivity (few false negatives)
and specificity (few false positives) is to be assessed, the study has to be carried
out on the basis of a very large number of situations. In this case, the action aims to
gather data on 75 000 births a year.

The protocol for the project was devised during the feasibility study.
However, only now do the difficulties inherent in the protocol emerge. On the
one hand, there was a great deal of enthusiasm for the action, but this dwindled
when it came to the questionnaires. Also, health systems differ from one country
to another. The pilot study concerned France and Belgium, whosc health systems
are similar, but the differences in the other countries are greater. In Germany,
there are only referred patients (i.e. patients are sent to the echographer by
another doctor); there is no systematic and routine echography. In Belgium and
France three-quarters of ail echographs are done without prior selection. In
Denmark the situation is comparable to that in Germany; screening is authorized
in only one or two centres. In Swedcn hospitals see everybody; doctors cannot
perform echographs outside hospitals. If the protocol was too rigid, only ten
teams in Europe would take part, with the result that at most 50 000 births a year
would be covered. Another difference concerns the time when the echographic
examination should be carried out; it was difficult to require carrying out the
examination in the twentieth week of pregnancy, so a range of a few weeks was
proposed. Similarly, it was impossible to require a second screening because in
certain countries, e.g. the United Kingdom, that is quite simply not allowed; a
second examination is authorized only in specific cases. Consequently, a flexible
protocol was needed. The difficulties would be overcome when the data were
analysed.

The teams participating in the action were recruited from the personal
network of the project leader in several countries. They in turn recruited others.
According to the project leader, the teams take part out of scientific interest, for
the pleasure of it or for the honour of taking part in a Commission concerted
action. However, to keep them, support them and stimulate them, he has to
engage in a considerable amount of correspondence, make a lot of telephone calls
and paya lot of visits on the spot. Also, it is possible to answer the teams'
questions at meetings organized by the national representatives. One of the
difficulties of mobilizing the teams conccrns the question of local funding. For
example, to support his Portuguesc representative, the project leader had to send
a letter to the relevant Minister. The same applies in the United Kingdom. Apart
from these sustained contacts, there is lilt\c feedback to the teams. The project
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leader would like to pay them something as a recompense for the work carried
out, e.g. a small fee per questionnaire completed. However, either the amount is
ridiculously small, or the cost involved is too great.

The data to be collected are standardized through a series of one-page
questionnaires in ail languages. Not ail the births are recorded; only those with
anomalies are taken into account. Where an anomaly is detected during the
echographic examination, a questionnaire is completed. At birth, another
questionnaire (No 2) is also completed. If the examination does not reveal any
anomaly, no questionnaire is completed. However, if at the time of birth a defect is
found which has not been suspected a No 3 questionnaire has to be completed.
The No 1 questionnaire ensured that clinicians do not correct themselves after
finding an unsuspected anomaly during the echographic examination at the time of
birth. Pessimistic clinicians send a lot of No 1 sheets; consequently, they will have
many false positives, causing an extra burden, in particular of a psychological
nature, for the parents. Optimistic clinicians consider small anomalies insignificant
and send few No 1 sheets; they will have many fa Ise negatives.

The data are transmitted on paper because there are too many
incompatibilities between computerized systems. They are encoded 50 as to build
up a large data base. Ali the questionnaires received are encoded, whether they are
from countries where screening is systematic or countries where the examination
is carried out only for referred patients. The latter are recorded only to serve as a
comparison between the two systems and in order to understand why patients are
referred. The data base is then split up; part of the file is processed by the
Toulouse team for the epidemiological side. Another file is generated and sent to
the Lille team for the cost-effectiveness analysis. Psychological aspects are not
covered by the questionnaires; a team is given the responsibility of contacting
patients and carrying out its own survey sincc it seemed out of the question to
coyer the psychological aspects in a questionnaire. Analyses will be carried out on
the data base(s) of the echography concerted action; even through there may be a
shortage of data, these analyses will have to display the rigour hoped for initially.
The size of the base will be unique: several non-EEC countries 0apan, Israel,
Yugoslavia, Argentina, Canada) wish to be able to take part in this project to
increase the number of cases and to compare the screening systems.

The polarizing element in this case is the infrastructure that has to be
established to assemble the cases. Even though the initial project had
undergone a prior feasibility study, il had to be changed considerably, and
adapted to the different national institutional contexts, and a follow-up
(national representatives) and awareness-raising set-up had to be
created. Like the phantoms or the dogs at Petten, sub-bases circulate to
enable the specialized teams to carry out ad hoc processing. The base
constitutes both a culmination and a starting point. Faced with such a
configuration, the analysis often tends to obscure the first dimension, the
collection infrastructure put in place. Does il pay for ilseij as a result of
the sole operation carried out? This question is all the more important
since severa1 other "large number of cases" data bases have been
encountered in this programme.
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AN EXAMPLE OF A REGISTRY : 17-IE CA ON CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES

Registries constitute a variant of the "large number of cases" data bases. A
registry is a data base which is supposed to be updated regularly as and when
certain events occur, e.g. every time there is a birth. Several concerted actions
have been devoted to setting up such registries, e.g. the CAs on avoidable deaths
in Europe, viral hepatitis, central data bases for the epidemiology of AlOS or the
data base for the monitoring of a reference population of patients suffering from
sexually transmissible diseases. As for the "large number of cases" bases, the
registry is the focal point of the network; ail the flows of circulating intermediaries
converge on it or stem from it.

It is perhaps no coincidence that the oldest concerted action concerns the
establishment of a registry. That is the one that we have chosen to i1lustrate the
polarization resulting from this centralized facility and also to raise the question of
the future. In 1971 the present project leader was invited by an EC expert group
on chronic bronchitis. In 1973 he was asked to consider the possibility of a
European medical research programme. Il was a question of identifying and
se1ecting a few research subjects which might arouse the interest of the medical
community. A research project of the project leader, funded by the Belgian
Medical Research Fund had recently come to an end; this was a study on congenital
anomalies in Hainaut. The topic of congenital anomalies fitted the bill. After the
Thalidomide affair, nobody could turn it down, despite the suspiciousness of
doctors about epidemiology (problem of secrecy). The project leader was given a
grant to travel around Europe and see what was being done in terms of registries
of congenital anomalies. A report was drawn up on the various practices and
problems encountered; it was a contribution in itself since at the time nobody had
suspected the scale of the standardization problems. On the basis of this a
concerted action was launched. This was the first and only concerted action of the
"Epidemiology" sub-working group. With the passage of time, the chairmen and
the acronyms have changed; what was the sub-working group has become the
COMAC and what used to be called the COMAC is now called the PMG.

Epidemiological monitoring on a European scale was impossible at the time;
it was first of ail necessary to speak a common language and carry out a data
validation study : what was recorded in each of the registries? After several years of
work, the registries reaped the benefits of cooperation. For a number of years
now they have formed a network which makes comparisons possible between
countries or regions. They have demonstrated that monitoring was possible. They
have also shown that the transfer of data from one country to another is possible
without infringing confidentiality. Some years ago, for example, a German
television team came to take a look at the central registry to find out "what was
done with the data on poor \ittle German children suffering from congenital
anomalies". At the time there was an opinion campaign against medical statistics.
However, the reporters were won over; the researchers showed ail the security
measures and the precautions which were taken to ensure confidentiality. Contrary
to their intitial intention, their broadcast showed that it was possible to preserve
confidentiality. This was a very favourable development for the concerted action.
At present 23 regional centres each record data concerning about 20 000 births
per annum. Overall that corresponds to around 350 000 births a year. The regions
were selected on an informai basis following visits by the project leader assisted
by one or two colleagues. The liaison officers for these registers are three
epidemiologists, six paediatridans, four geneticists, five public health specialists
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and three people with multidisciplinary training (e.g. in epidemiology, genetics
and embryology). Training in the recording of data and local data handling has
been organized. Publications and course notes have been printed. The encoders
from the different centres meet regularly with the project leader's team. Data
transmission is mostly via an electronic mail network which has gradually
developed between the centres with the support of the concerted action. The data
gathered by the centres (diagnoses and questionnaires) are centralized in the
project leader's team which has computer equipment and qualified staff to carry
out processing and interpretation (determination of artifacts, analysis of trends,
identification of specific problems to be studied ...). The teams can process the
data and publish them quite frcely if their own country is involved. If, on the other
hand, ail the countries are involved it is first necessary to obtain the agreement of
ail the members. Provision is also made for the possibility of replying to external
requests. ln that event, anonymous data are provided so as to prevent
comparisons between countries. This is the case, for example, with a research
project on mongolism and seasonal variations (Down's Syndrome).

The stage in progress is aimed at setting up alarm mechanisms to identify
whether environmental factors are involved. for example, this network was the
only one able to assess the impact of the Chernobyl accident in terms of
congenital anomalies. The investigation of alarm mechanisms, and their genesis
(early warning systems) will be one of the main developments of work in the
future. 1'0 this end, a user's manual for new methods of alarm mechanism
investigation is to be prepared for the centres.

The users of the results obtained from this network of registries are mainly
the public health authorities and doctors. While relations with the Belgian health
services are good, they are not particularly weil developed. Thus, within the
Commission itself, another Directorate-General wanted to take action following
Chernobyl and was completely unaware that DG XII was already doing something.
The action's visibility has improved considerably since it has published its own
two- page newsletter. An important objective is to pass on the message to
doctors, paediatricians and gynaecologists. Information meetings are organized,
and summaries and articles for the layman are published. A considerable amount
of work is needed vis-à-vis users, in particular to answer their questions; this has
been done in Glasgow with paediatricians. However, in general, the c1inicians do
not use the data produccd by the network. Doctors and clinicians should first of ail
be trained in clinical epidemiology, so as to demonstrate the value of such analyses
for clinicat testing, the definition of syndromes, etc. Lastly, there is a specific
collaboration with industry on a research project on retinoic acid.

The network was built up with few resources. The project leader found
additional funding in his country. The concerted action pays for coordination,
travelling and computer costs but, apart from that, the 24 centres have to operate
their registry on their own (secretary, validation by a clinician, .. J. Sorne registries
are adequate1y funded, others operate with volunteers and there is one registry that
is in a bad way because the money has run out. Il is difficult to help it and to exert
pressure at national level because the links between the COMAC and the national
authorities are weak. This is an unentended cffect for the informai approach
adopted which appears to the project leader to be the only possible way of
proceeding since it makes for direct collaboration with people at the grass-roots
leve!.
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This third example ofpolarizing fixed intermediary of which, as we have
indicated, there are many in the MHR programme, highlights a major
problem. A lengthy, cautious research operation which was based on
interested partners (and was hence informaI) was needed to establish a
series of regional or national collection systems, organize data
comparability, and build a reference centre capable of encoding, storing
and processing large quantities of information (some 350 000 cases a
year). However, once its value has been demonstrated two questions arise

0) The question of durability. If there is to be continuous monitoring,
ways will have to be found to put on a lasting basis not only the central
unit but aLso the networks on which it is based. This raises the problem of
coordination with the national authorities, a problem which is especially
delicate in that in several countries the situation regarding these networks
is unstable.

(ii) The question of achieving an "industrial scale ". The example given
showed just how much needs to be done to make the information available
to all those for whom it is of value, to make it more userjriendly, and to
have a forward impact (early warning). By not confining itself to
'jundamental" research and by paving the way for constructive answers
to the questions raised, the programme will increasingly be confronted
with the problem of "exploiting" these answers, a problem which is ail the
more difficult given that the "markets" in question are rarely commercial
ones.

2. Three examples of "guiding" fixed intermediaries

In the cases described above the intermediary "polarizes" the teams towards
a common goal; there is another type of set-up which, like the CERN, provides a
unique working tool for a community of researchers, enabling them to have a
facility they did not have before or to carry out an operation which was difficult for
them to do before. Il is worth noting that in ail the cases we encountered this
service does not simply boil down to the title often given to it, namely the
provision of heavy equipment. On the contrary, the centralized facilities comprise
a package of equipment, which is perhaps neither unique nor rare, and knowledge
and skills accumulated and incorporated in research workers, procedures, a
laboratory set-up and publications. While none of the individual items may actually
be innovative, the way in which they dovetail turns them into a special whole
which functions as an obligatory passage point. The following three examples
illustrate this.

A CENTRALIZED FACILITY FOR SEQUENClNG' THE AfDS VIRUS
Established in the old, renovated laboratories of the famous chemist Paul

Ehrlich in Frankfurt, a research team forms the core of a concerted action
dedicated to the genetic analysis of the AlOS virus. Between 60 and 70 people are
working in this team, including 30 to 40 on ONA sequencing. The laboratory is
comparable to other molecular biology or biochemistry laboratories if only
because it contains a sterile area and automatic sequencing equipment. Such
equipment exists in other laboratories and is therefore not unique. There are two
types: that of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) and that of
private companies (more and more automated sequencing instruments are coming
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onto the market). So why, if this equipment is so readily available, set up a
concerted action organized around a laboratory set up as a centralized facility for
sequencing the AlOS virus?

Sorne laboratories carry out by themselves the sequencing they need. This is
not, however, true of ail laboratories, in particular the smallest ones. In the survey
carried out before the concerted action was launched, it emerged that three
quarters of the teams said that they were unable to have their material sequenced. Il
was therefore important to organize these laboratories' accesS to sequencing
facilities and to establish a European network of competent teams. To this end, it
was necessary to organize links between teams, and enable them to train
themselves and leam to master the technique in the best laboratories and improve
the sequencing techniques. In this way one laboratory becomes a centralized
faciIity for others, e.g. ones that are too small and do not have the means ta carry
out the work themselves. However, it is not only the small laboratories that are
interested in such a centralized facility; even largcr laboratories have expressed a
need for one. In fact, sequencing techniques are evolving very quickly and it is
important to have teams who can keep up with developments. Although certain
laboratories can carry out sequencing by themselves, they tum to this centralized
faciIity because not only does it have good instruments but also the best
accompanying know-how. Il is not just a question of having ad hoc instruments
avaiIable, sometimes it is important to mobilize high-level technical skills.

Lastly, other laboratories with state-of-the-art instruments and high-Ievel
technical skills are also turning to the centralized faciIity. Although they know how
to sequence they are in fact less interested in the genetic variation of the virus than
the Frankfurt laboratory is. Knowledge of the subject is vital to guide investigations
and interpret results. The skills and knowledge built up in Frankfurt are such an
original combination that the laboratory represents a resource for ail the other
teams. Thus, it is not enough to have efficient instruments at one's disposaI or even
know how to make USe of them, the important thing is that knowledge and skills
should be built up in such a way that the whole becomes a preferred passage
point. There are automatic sequencers but the virus is so variable, for example,
depending whether it corneS from the blood, nervous tissue or a culture, that
knowledge of it is as important as knowledge of the equipment. Prior to 1984-85
the Frankfurt team had in fact never carried out sequencing but had considerable
expertise in viral biology. They thercfore added sequencing to their repertoire. As
a result, they now have virtually unique expertise and know-how. The centralized
facility is therefore not just a repository of innovative instrumentation but here
provides a device, namely the laboratary, which lines up instruments, researchers,
procedures, and inscriptions of various kinds, including Iiterature.

Since the centralized facility is a passage point par excellence, part of the
work of the Project Management Group is to manage access to it and the use made
of it. Thus in February 1990 a first meeting brought together ail the high-Ievel
teams involved in sequencing to decide on the general rules and priorities (see
box). Although the service is at the disposai of the teams which wish to make use
of it for the purposes of their own rescarch projects, very precise guidelines have
been adopted, so that a selection and probably also a redirection of projects is
carried out through the use of this intermediary. Attention has focused on two
areas of the virus genome. The first is a loop which is genetically very variable. Ir
cornes into contact with the cell reccptors, e.g. of a human being. Ir has therefore
been decided to focus on this part of the virus cnvclopc i.e. the sequence of 600
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base pairs out of the total of 9 000 which the envelope contains. In making this
choice, the teams are giving preferential attention to the analysis of variations in
the virus and its interactions with the cell attacked. The other area on which
attention is focusing generates immune reactions and therefore has a protective
function. It is important for the study of the development of resistance to anti-viral
chemotherapy. Through the organization of the centralized facility, one of the
finalities emerges: knowledge of epitopes (where the virus is most differentiated)
and the preparation of anti-viral therapies and vaccines.

RULES AND PRIORrrJES FOR THE CENTRALIZED FACILITY

For example:
- it has been decided to announce the launching of this concerted action in Nature in
order to ensure maximum "visibility" and to reach the teams which might wish to avail
themselves of this opportunitYj
- rules have been adopted for the selection of the sequences - DNA fragments 
proposed. Thus, if material is proposed by a committee member, he will withdraw du ring
the discussions. Voting wiIl be by secret ballot;
- the sequencing results will be kept a secret between the proposing investigator and the
centralized facility untiJ they are published or presented at a scientific meeting. They will
not even be discussed by the group of experts of the concerted action before publication
or presentationj
- for decision-making purposes communication will be by telefax. Meetings will be
organized as and when required, possibly on the initiative of one of the membcrs;
- clones will be jointly owned by the centralized facility and the investigator. They will be
accessible to the entire scientific community following publication;
- there is no general rule concerning publication; agreements will be prepared on an ad
hoc basis between researchersj
- there is no general rule regarding patents. The Commission has no patent rightsj
- the results wiIl be evaluated by the PMG,
- project selection criteria have been adopted : the investigator proposing a fragment to
be sequenced will provide information on the project for which sequencing is proposed.
In addition, only viral sequences wiIl be analysed and certain areas of the genome are
regarded as having priority, precedence having been given to human problems. The
material also has to be presented in certain special forms.

The centralized facility will sequence sorne 200 000 base pairs per annum for
the network. This represents about half of the sequencing to be carried out in ail
the laboratories inside and outside the concerted action (estimate based on work
published in scientific journals). The centralized facility is aimed primarily, but not
exdusively, at Europeans. Prior to the concerted action, the Frankfurt team
sequenced, solely for its own requirement,>, 40 000 base pairs for AlOS and 100 000
base pairs for cancer. To move from 40 000 to 200 000 base pairs five times as
many staff and more sophisticated equipment will be needed. That is why one of
the tasks of the central team is to improve the technique in collaboration with
industry. Recommendations have been made with a view to improving the
equipment; the new, improved equipmenL should be available in the next few
years. However, the technique has not yet been fully mastered. Apart from
equipment, other components of the process will have to be improved : the
starting material proposed by the teams, the enzyme used in the reaction, reaction
efficiency and software.
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With regard to the material analysed, the ccntralized facility needs virus
fragments from different laboratories. Part of the work of the Frankfurt team is to
organize the transmission of viruses. To do this, specifications have been adopted
concerning the vector : sample of infected blood, cloned fragment, etc. AIso, each
country has laid down its own rules conccrning the carriage of infected blood : test
tube in a container itself placed in another container On case there is a plane
crash). Transport is expensive, costing approximately DM 200 per sample. The
carrier has to be informed and this entails a lot of formalities, especially as there
are differences between the rules in the different countries.

Sequencing quality depends to a large extent on the quality of the material
analysed. Consequently, the central team not only lays down rules for the
preparation of the material but also undertakes to train research workers
proposing a sequence, 50 that gradually the practiccs of the proposing teams arc
improved. Quality and purity are major problems. Researchers wiIl be sent from
frankfurt to the other teams to asscss how the work is carried out and to help
them. Quality control will be organized internally within the analysis procedure,
thus subjecting the sequence to two reactions in opposite directions.
Oiscrepancies betwecn the results will make it possible to assess the quality of the
material submittcd.

While the actual organization of exchangcs is a time-consuming exercise for
the central team, it is recompensed by the information and material received. By
placing its knowledge and skills at the disposaI of the other teams, it can build up
even more knowledge and skills regarding its main research topic : the genomic
variability of the virus - il'> users are thus transformed into its suppliers.

This example indicates the threefold role of such facilities dedicated to a
stage in the research process, in this case DNA sequencing. The first is
obvious : the faci/ity is an instrument at the service of the teams to enable
them to tackle this stage more easi/y and more reliably. The second
concerns access conditions which help to gradua//y guide the community
of users : first by focusing the work on only part of the pairs of the
envelope, and then by improving and harmonizing /aboratory practices
(for the preparation of samples). By bringing their viruses for sequencing,
the users are a/sa suppliers of a team specia/izing in the genetic
variabi/ity of the virus, which as a result continua//y increases its
know/edge and ski//s : this is the third raie. This examp/e c/early shows
the three simultaneous eflects praduced : the service rendered ta
researchers, the facusing of tapies and the harmanization of practices,
and the accumulatian of specifie knowhaw (in this case the genomic
variabi/ity of the virus).

A CENTRALlZED FAClLlTY FOR RESEARCH INTO ANTIVIRAL MOLECULES
A second example of a laboratory 5Ct up within a network as a centralized

facility concerns the design, synthesis and evaluation of new anti-viraI compounds.
In this case, the attraction of the laboratory lies mainly in skills and knowledge
built up rather than in special instrumentation.

Although the service offercd is mcthodological in nature, namely the
systematic testing (screening) of molecules prcsumcd to be potentially active
against the AlOS virus (primo-infection), the main reason why it is such a
preferred obligatory passage point is that it providcs support for the tests as a
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guide to the deliberations of the partners. Il is therefore as much an actor - jointly
responsible for orienting the work of its partners - as an intermediary, a service
screening the molecules submitted to il. Seen as a centralized facility the
laboratory is an intermediary which gives substance to the interactions - perhaps
the only interactions - between research teams providing their own molecules.
However, it is also an actor which transforms the network of laboratories seeking
anti-viral molecules by impacting on the flows of circulating intermediaries, i.e. the
publications it co-signs and the molecules it agrees to test.

The laboratory work had begun weil before the concerted action, with
research into other anti-viral molecules. The institute where it is situated carries out
microbiology research for its medical faculty. Il was set up by a rector who had
been the director of a pharmaceutical company which had donated a building to
the university provided that the research conducted there was of benefit to it.
There was therefore a close link between the university and this company. The
link has since been broken but the traditional connection between fundamental
research and applications has persisted; the department of pharmaceutical
synthesis has in fact been very successful. A member of this laboratory, a colleague
of the current concerted action leader, has been interested in anti-viral molecules
for a long time. However, there has been less success than with antibiotics, since
unlike other microbes, the viruses do not have general action mechanisms. Il ail
happens in the human cell; the difficulty lies in the fact of having ta act on the
mechanism which is both the most suited to the virus and the least suited to the
cell. Il has been a challenge for 20 years. Only two or three molecules have proved
successful, in particular against herpes, meriting a Nobel prize. This research
colleague has quite a reputation; chemists and pharmacists like to work with him.
Later AlOS was added to his work. In 1984 one of his molecules was tested by the
National lnstitute of Health (NlH) and became the first anti-viral molecule against
AlOS. However, it turned out to be tao toxie. The laboratory then started to
analyse systematically a large number of molecules analagous to nucleosides in
order to identify ones which might have anti-viral properties against AlOS. In this
connection, the laboratory had already contacted many others which wanted to
have their molecules examined and to determine whether they might be active
against the AlOS virus. The proposais sent to the laboratory were in ail cases
discussed by the proposing team and the laboratory. The latter carried out a
selection on the basis of the assumed merits of the experiment. The tests were
carried out on the basis of ad hoc scientific collaboration; there was no question of
payment.

The laboratory considered charging for this service. The NlH in the United
States did in fact try to do so, but its scheme proved unsuccessful. This experiment
showed that with an automatic screening service researchers lose ail motivation.
Neither competence nor remuneration is sufficient to operate such a laboratory as
a centralized facility. Fundamental research is vital to keep alive the interest of
competent researchers. The project leader's laboratory therefore decided to
avoid any system of automatic screening against standard charges. Il preferred
instead to go in for collaboration between scientists with fundamental research
interests. Il made it a rule always to choose its partners and its molecules. Il is
therefore not simply a centralized facility at the disposai of the other teams but a
partner.

Part of the competence of the laboratory lies in the fact that a very sensitive
test was developed by it. With this test researchers identify "Iead" molecules active
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against primo-infections which they subsequently modify to make them active
against persistent infections. ln fact, according to the project leader, the
modification of the lead molecules is the heart of the matter. The objective for the
laboratory is therefore to be able to test a growing number of molecules without
losing ils abiIity to act with discernment, to be able to operate in accordance with
a certain routine while being driven mainly by questions of research. The present
concerted action has made it possible to establish a certain routine in the work
carried out and broaden both the collaboration and the spectrum of molecules.
This laboratory differs from ones offering similar services in that it considers a
broad spectrum· of molecules whereas the others mainly focus on a molecule
which they are trying to vary. Competitors are, moreover, not particularly
interested in carrying out genuine screening. Instead of being confined to
screening, its endeavours are more concerned with providing guidance for
research projecls. ln this way it exerls significant influence over the direction of
the work of the teams proposing molecules. Sorne have changed molecule in the
light of the results obtained by the central team.

ln the concerted action ail the teams are on an equal footing, whether
European or not, whether public or private. "The molecule makes ail the
difference." This also means that the membership list is not exhaustive; it depends
on the proposais. Moreover, the network confines itself mainly to a series of
independent links between proposers and the central team. As a result of
concerted action and Community intervention, the number of molecules tested
has doubled even though funding represents only 10% of the laboratory's
resources. Il has 15 scientists and 20 ta 25 technicians. In selecting the
collaboration to form the basis for the network, the central team also takes
account of the quality of the applicant and the research project concerned by the
test application. At present 25% of collaborations conccrn the pharmaceutical
industry. This figure may seem rather low but it is explained by the lack of
certainty with regard to patenl law. Many manufacturers have molecules pending
but are hesitant about taking the plunge. The value of concerted action for the
central team consists in increasing the number of ils publications and co-signing
texts with teams which submit molecules. Between 1986 and 1990 a hundred or so
articles were published, 41 of which acknowledged the Commission's
contribution. The NIH does not have as many. Most of the articles are written by
the laboratory.

This example of concerted action il/ustrates a second aspect of this type
of central facility; ils strength lies less in the uniqueness of ils technica/
set-up than in the competence and experience bui/t up; this cannot be
maintained easily, il is necessary to achieve a compromise between users
of the facility and the scientists who operate il. This results in the
selection of molecules direct/y by the facility and joint publications. ft is
/ess a question ofguiding a community than ofproviding a service and of
perjonning an advisory role for user teams with very different interests
and problems. This process of accumulation of expertise and knowledge
strengthens il as a resource and guide for ils research partners.

mE CA ON CARDIOVASCULAR RESEARCI/ AND TRANSGENIC RA TS
Another exemplary case conccrns the production of material tailor-made

for users of the facility. This is the case with the concerted action aimed at
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introducing a new cardiovascular rescarch tcchnique, namcly the production of
rats carrying genes which arc not part of thcir normal genctic pool - transgenic
rats.

Transgcnic rats could be a new medium for investigating biological
mechanisms and certain pathologies. Thus, by c10ning (in the rat) the gene
responsible for an illness it will be possible to study the development of the
illness. Researchers would have an experimental mode\. The transgenic rat
production technique is of recent origin, it is fairly expensive and the skills
involved take a lang lime to acquire. Only a few teams in tlle world have mastered
this technique.

Il is a knawn fact that tlle rat is a better model than tlle mouse for the study
of hypertension. The rat also has an added advantage since it is easier to fit a
catheter to il. That is why the present project leader had the idea of proposing a
project aimed at applying the transgenic rat production technique to
cardiovascular research. IL would therefore be a question of c10ning the
hypertension gene in rats.

There are twa methods af producing transgenic rats : traditional
microinjection - the cell nucleus is bombarded with DNA - and the embryonic-cell
technique - DNA is addcd to the cell culture containing an embryonic cel\. Two
member teams af the concerted action are skilled in the first method but the
feasibility of the second has not yet been demonstrated. With microinjection the
genelics of the animais is known over two to three generations. The advantage lies
in the fact that several animaIs can be bred in the same place and distributed; there
is therefore standardization of the material used and control over the genetics of
the animaIs. This standardization will be ail the better when it is possible to move
on from "outbreeding" to "inbreeding" techniques. In parallel with the production
of transgen ic rats by m icroinjection and the development of the embryonic-cell
technique, to get round the absence of a breeding facility sorne teams are
endeavouring ta develop a method of freezing rat embryos. These embryos will
easily be sent ta ail the teams, but "the teams have to be prepared". They have to
send a technician to the central team for two or three days ta learn how to
defreeze the eggs and reimplant the cmbryos. At full capacity there may be
several hundred embryos but that will depend on lhe types of transgenic rats
requested. With oUlbreeding, il is difficult lo produce many embryos. With
inbreeding, once an embryo is ablaincd it is easy, wilh hormone trealment, to
obtain more lhan 100. However, ta meet lhe needs cxpressed at present it is
unnecessary ta resart to tllese techniques or freezing.

The concerted action network revolves around the production of transgenic
rats. The outlying teams are of two types : ones with experience in molecular
biology will be interested in the genes to be c10ned while the others will study the
transgenic rats and use them as models. The former provide genes to the central
team which clones them and supplies rats lo the latter.

Ali the teams lhat want to receive rats can submit a request. However,
priority is given la the ones which supply genes. Thus, if a team has c10ned a gene
for several years il will receive rats carrying this gene on a priority basis. Members
of the concerled aClion have agreed thal tcams outsidc the project should also
have access lo this facility. If a leam, even an indUSlrial team, asks for rats for a
research project it will be given them provided that collaboration ensues. For this
reasan, applicant teams are asked to give details of their projects, the goal being to
ensure thal lhe rats are nol produced unnecessarily : effective use, relevance and
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prospects of success for lhe research projecl are pre-requisites, and lhere must be
no duplication wiLh olher actions. As of June 1990, 20 requesls for rats Ceach for
between 6 and 30 animais) had been made, including six for speeific genes. Where
possible, the central team tries to accept ail requests.

While not actually calling for unique equipment, the production set-up does
call for specific and comparatively expensive equipment for the production of
transgenic rats : micromanipulators, camera microscopes for DNA injection,
micro injectors, COZ incubators, binoculars, including one specially designed for
rats Cbigger than the binoculars generally used), freezing equipment with
microcomputer, a special binocular for eggs etc. Among the reagents, allowance
has to be made for costly hormone reserves. The rats are produced on request. It
takes three to four months. 1'0 transport the rats a cage is needed and there are
special formalities depending on the eountries involved. Wilh frozen embryos,
frontier and health problems will be avoided. The transport of genes, on the other
hand, is simpler; preserved in pure solution or in the form of precipitates, lhey
are easily transported in small Oasks.

When many leams have lransgenic rats, the network will be able to produce
reference material and organize inlereomparisons. To do lhis, lhe teams will have
to set up a group with joinl research projecls. At presenl this is a distant prospect.
The network consisls of 20 or so leams which did not know one other before the
action began and which each have their own individu al projecls apart from a few
ad hoc collaborations. Those in charge of the action are keen to develop conlacts
between lhe teams but consider lhat the time is not yet ripe. Before organizing
nelworks around research topies lhey feel il necessary lo establ ish a "hard
network": a larger number of inlerested teams, lechnicians lrained in the freezing
and reimplantation of embryos, reliable methodologies and above all transgenic
rats. The leams will then ask themselves new questions, and their perception of
the mechanisms of arterial hypertension will change as will the way in which they
formulate the problems. The existence of a hard network and new lechniques will
have an impacl on the general direction of the researchers' questions. That is
already the case following an article published by lhe project leader in Nature.

The centra/ized jaci/ity, by changing the models on which work is carried
out, seeks ta transform research topics in this area. The approach chosen
is a graduai arou.sal of interest by distributing an original and specifie
material. This is regarded as another way of rethinking and structuring a
topic at European level. These three examples show to what extent these
centra/ized jaci/ities which combine techniques and competence can play a
decisive role in the organization and structuring of a speciality. They do
nol seek, as with BNCT or the R ce" extraction unit, to produce a new
"treatment" direct/y, they are primarily concerned with organizing a
scientific community and its work on a European scale. The seroice they
provide is part and parcel of their scientific advisory and guiding role.

3. Two exarnples of "cornrnon in-housc services"

The distinguishing fealures of ail the facililies looked al so far have been their
uniqueness and originalily : lhey are compulsory passage point nol only for CA
members bUl for scientisls in general wanling lo work on lhese questions. The
facilities described below are differenL. They are perhaps ordinary by comparison,
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but their purpose is to ensure intercomparability of the output of the teams and to
make use of this output to achieve results. Their primary task therefore is an in
house contribution to a course of action which they do not define.

CA ON OSTEOPOROSIS AND 77-JE CENTRE FOR X-RAY PLATE ANALYSIS

Osteoporosis is a disease which is increasingly attracting the attention of the
medical profession, firstly because it is affecting a growing proportion of the
population through ageing and, secondly, because of the appearance of new
instruments to measure bone density. The economic stakes are high for both the
equipment industries and the pharmaceutical companies (hormone treatment).
Through this concerted action researchers are seeking to improve their
knowledge of the prevalence, risk factors and impact of osteoporosis. A research
protocol has been prepared and sorne 50 medical teams recruited to gather the
relevant data. The protocol was issued in the form of a questionnaire to be
completed for each patient. Doctors must attach two X-ray plates to each
questionnaire. Al! data are collected by a central team which encodes and
processes them.

The requirement to append X-rays resulted in a fall in the response rate to
around 60%. While the Project Management Group is prepared to accept sorne
loss in scientific precision in order to increase the numbers taking part, it is
nevertheless determined to maintain the requirement to attach two X-rays.
Similarly, as regards the reading and interpretation of plates, the same concern to
find a solution which would extend participation while maintaining a very high
level of scientific quality prompted the PMG to standardize the work. Knowing
that sorne 40 000 X-ray plates would have to be read and analysed, the PMG could
have asked each team to carry out the work on its own plates on the basis of an
agreed protocol. This approach was rejected sincc the composition of the teams
varies from one country to another, but above aIl because one member of the
concerted action was determincd to develop an automated plate reading system.

The machine is an image analyser linked to a computer developed for the
project by one of the teams belonging to the PMG, in collaboration with the
Siemens company and with financial assistance from the German Government and
the Commission. Il cast sorne DM 2 million. The machine does not need to rely on
the skills of the teams involvcd in order to ensure a high quality output for the
overail network; in other words, it assumes that the teams have no knowledge of
how to read X-ray plates. Without the plate reader, this action might have followed
the same pattern as sorne other actions, with local practices being changed to
meet a new quality standard but with sorne loss of overall scientific quality. In this
case the opposite happened. Relying on the machine to ensure a high level of
overall quality avoids the need to change the teams' habits. Furthermore,
centralizing the machine-reading of X-ray plates limits interaction between the
teams : information meeting and initial discussion of the project with the teams,
distribution of questionnaires, collecting of questionnaires and plates. The network
has a "star" structure, so apart from the subgroups which initiate and organize the
work the data-gathcring teams are linked to the central team and have little contact
with each other. Without the plate reader to ensure a high level of quality it would
have been necessary, for instance, to organize more meetings to prepare and train
the teams, to harmonize their practices and to ensure the necessary feedback.
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The setting-up of the analysis centre and the development of the plate
analyser avoided the need ta go through the lengthy process - experienced
with other subsequent projects - of harmonizing the wide variety of
training experience and practices in the different teams. The action
benefils in terms of time-saving and size (il was able ta recruit a large
number of teams), but on the other hand it has no standardizing effect on
practices and does not generate any new space for collective research.

AN EXAMPLE OF AN AD-HOC DATA BASE

The number of data bases developed for the in-house needs of the CA is
increasing. They require premises, a team, data-gathering facilities but, unlike the
previous case, data bases are usually just one of the resources which oil the wheels'
of the project without having a profound influence on its direction. This is
illustrated by the following example.

A small European network of epidemiologists, paediatricians, obstetricians
and virologists was set up to carry out a forward study on children born ta
seropositive mothers (AlOS). Ir comprises 11 teams working chiefly in hospitals.
Following a pilot study on pregnancy infections conducted by a number of teams
as part of another concertcd action, it became apparent that no forward study had
been made of the transmission of AlOS from mother to baby. Ir was this
observation, together with the experience gained by certain teams on forward
studies, that gave rise to this concerted action. Their aim is to assemble
information on the rate and circumstances of virus transmission by studying a set
of factors liable to influence transmission from mother to baby.

The teams working on the concerted action have to mobilize local resources
to monitor children over a period of six to seven years. This duration is considered
the absolute minimum because of the latent period in the development of the
virus and the disease. Ir is necessary to monitor the children's growth and to find
out what happens to them. An epidemiological questionnaire was prepared ta
provide local guidance for data gathering and to harmonize the data in order ta
make them comparable and combinable. Ir also sets out the conditions of
participation in the study, in particular the commitment to monitor the children
for seven years. These strict parameters limits the sample to sorne 600 children.
However, even though the sample is small, it could never have been assembled
using only local resources and it would be impossible to compare the results of
individual studies.

The questionnaires completed by the teams are returned to the project
leader. His team enters the resulls in a data base, monitors each case individually
and, each month, asks the "registration centre" teams to monitor the child and
document its development. The data base is located in the computer system of the
project leader's university. Il is anonymous in order to ensure confidentiality of
the data on the children monitored. The teams belonging to the project have
access to the data; a diskette can bc forwarded to them regularly with changes and
updates. In practice the teams do not ask for such information on diskette because
manipulation is too complex. Thc project leader hopes neverlhdess that the
teams will use the information once the data base has established itself. In any
event his own team will proccss thc data in ordcr to provide information to be
used in education and by thc public health services concerned; the World Health
Organization is also intcrestcd in this study for the purpose of making
comparisons with the siluation in Africa. The results of lhe sludy on transmission
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factors will be pubIished in scientific publications under the auspices of the
concerted action.

In this case the data base is the medium which enables the forward study
to produce results. ft confines itself ta recording standardized data on
the children and reminding the individual teams of their obligations. 7be
participants are held together by their reliance on statistics, but there is
no need for interchange or joint activities after the initial meetings to set
up the project. This is a different kind of "common in-house service"
whose intemzediary function is both clearly defined (a specifie task which
is executed without real interaction) and for a finite period of time (once
the task is completed the purpose has been served). It peiforms a service
function for the concerted action, facilitating the work without altering or
going outside the scope of the action. It should be stressed, however, that
it can only come into being once practices have been harmonized and a
common protocol has been established : such ad hoc data bases therefore
signify the transition to another stage and (through ail the associated
arrangements for gathering the information) constitute a concrete
expression of progress towards the end result.

4. Traditionnal scientific and technical interchange

To the outside observer centralized facilities are Iike major architectural
achievements in the sense that they attract the gaze and command attention. Their
other advantage in the context of this programme and the stereotyped images
which it ail too often creates is that they stand out and typify the concrete
achievements of the programme. A concerted action does not fit snugly into the
traditional model of academic interchange, i.e. conferences, reports, articles, visits,
etc. However, these forms do play a key raie in the building of concerted actions.
They are the most common forms of interchange. Ir is necessary to know what
other people are doing in order to consider working together and it is necessary
to meet in order to organize the pooling of preoccupations and plans.

Meetings and reports are commonplace. Yet our study of 100 or so
concerted actions has underlined for us the extent to which their material
organization, their outcome and the dissemination of results influence the appeal
and the visibiIity of the concerted action. As with a company, human resources
management and communications are tools which are essential to the
performance of concerted actions. We therefore felt that it would be useful to
present a brief, if incomplete, summary of the traditional forms of interchange
and scientific and technical collaboration.

MEETINGS OF RE5EARCH SCIENTI5T5
Virtually ail concerted actions organize meetings, seminars, workshops or

colloquia. Ali these activities bring together the researchers belonging to the
network and also, depending on the case, other research scientists, c1inicians who
may wish ta use the results, industrialists, politicians, etc. By bringing people
together in a single place, an interaction takes place which is more or less intimate
or formai depending on the respective amounts of time devoted to papers,
discussions and informai exchanges. On such occasions individu ais chiefly
exchange papers and documents (texts, layouts, data, business cards), but also
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equipment, samples, computer media, etc. Often a number of such meetings are
organized during the life of a concerted action; they set the tempo of its
development. They generally mark turning points in the work : initiation of the
project, approval of the protocol, discussion of findings, general presentation of
the project results.

Not only are meetings organized for all concerted actions, but most of the
teams involved have attended one or other of these meetings. In fact, 80% of those
replying to the postal survey5 said that they had taken part in such meetings. What
is more, it is an important activity since the teams whose actions began before
1989 attended on average three plenary meetings and four meetings of restricted
working groups. As far as the CA budgets are concerned, the organization of
meetings and corresponding travel expenses for research scientists generally
account for over half of Commission funding.

TABLE 9 : TEAM ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS

plenary meetings
restricted meetings

team
attendance

70%
66%

average no. of meetings
("old" CAs)

3.2
4.1

TABLE 10 : TEAM ATTENDANCE AT RESTRICTED MEETINGS

attendance
purpose of meeting by teams

presentation of results
detailed discussion of results
preparation of joint instrument
organization of work
training

TABLE Il: RESULTS OF MEETINGS

nature of results

articles
internaI documents
reports
standards
published works

59%
55%
39%
53%
20%

referred to in teams'
answers

42%
44%
42%
24%
25%

Not ail meetings are necessarily the same. Plenary meetings include both
those which involve only the members of the network (initial meeting, annual
meeting) and those which are open either to a number of invited observers or to
the scientific community or to an even broader audience. Restricted meetings can
be devoted to work organization (these tend to concern the Project Management

5 It should be borne in mind, however, that the teams who replied are those most c10sely involved int he programme.
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Group), to the preparation of a joint instrument (often a protocol) , to the training
of participants (e.g. to harmonize data gathering) or to detailed discussion of
results. These meetings sometimes generate an end product, which in most cases
is a text.

One type of restricted meeting deals with the preparation and organization
of work. This task generally involves the Project Management Group, but often
other subgroups are set up for specifie tasks (for example, the drafting of
documents for a plenary meeting at which they are to be discussed) or for tasks
which will run throughout the life of the concerted action. In the network on
heritable connective tissue disorders, for example, three specialized committees
have been set up : a laboratory committee to harmonize methods and procedures,
a clinical committee and a data-management committee. A number of these
subgroups meet quite regularly, between twice and six times a year depending on
the project, in contrast to plenary meetings, which are held at least at the
beginning and end of the action and at most once a year. A number of our
informants stressed the importance of this systematic joint activity, which helps to
create the habit of common working practices going beyond the framework of
the action.

Many of the meetings devoted to preparation and work organization involve
discussing work protocols, which generally speaking are working documents
which have been prepared in advance. In sorne cases discussions have to end in a
consensus at the meeting. In other cases the organizers take note of the
discussions and reword the protocol accordingly, which is then either discussed
again at a future meeting or implemented as such after being amended by a team
or a subgroup. In any event, the purpose of these discussions is to arrive at a
consensus and/or to secure acceptance of a joint protocol. Sometimes these
meetings are open to people unconnected with the concerted action, in particular
where their approval may make their subsequent involvement easier. The October
1990 plenary meeting of the concerted action on the quantitative evaluation of
osteoporosis was a case in point. Industrialists were invited as observers to inform
them of the process of consensus-building in the network. Their comments were
taken into account in the discussions and those taking part adjusted their positions
so as to encourage subsequent active involvement of the industrialists concerned.
In another concerted action on abdominal pain, the consensus-building process
also brought in people from outside the network, in this case the national
scientific societies. The aim here was to arrive at a consensus on terminology. A
consensus on a protocol is often of such strategie importance that rigorous
procedures are implemented, such as the systematic drafting of minutes setting
out the arguments advanced by the various parties. This was the case with the
ENTA network protocols.

The task of forming a consensus is sometimes delegated to a specialized
committee, as in the case of the concerted action on thrombosis which set up a
committee to harmonize difficult cases. In certain instances this produces very
specifie forms of organization. In the concerted action on the diagnostic
performance of ECG computer programmes, for instance, a meeting of
cardiologists who had taken part in the cutting up of tracings was held. Using a
modified Delphi procedure they were sent the tracings and had to mark the point
where they would eut between the waves. The data gathered were processed to
determine the average and extreme positions for each plot. The tracings with large
deviations were sent back to the cardiologists with the previous positions marked;
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they were invited to reposlllon their marks. The rcsults were proccssed and a
third round was organized for those tracings on which a consensus had not yet
been reached. At the end of this procedure there were a few tracings (3%) on
which no consensus had been reached. At that point the cardiologists were
convened to discuss the remaining tracings until they reached a consensus for
each.

Meetings are often deliberately open to specific partners, such as the
national scientific societies or industrialisL<; in the two cases mentioned. On a more
general level they are geared to colleagues who are not actively involved in the
network. In the concerted action on heritable connective tissue disorders, plenary
meetings of the network are organized systematically in conjunction with the
international meetings in this field in order to ensure that the work of the network
enjoys the highest possible visibility.

Apart from the discussion of protocols and the consensus-building process,
a number of meetings are devoted to the presentation of findings, detailed
discussion and comparison of hypotheses and exchanges of ideas. Such meetings
are central to the organization of a number of concerted actions. A number of
working groups are set up in such cases, corresponding to the individual
subprojects. For instance, in the network on problems of the hearing impaired,
four subgroups have been set up, starting and concluding their work with plenary
meetings. In the hyperthermy network, a series of 15 meetings are planned for the
five subprojects as a whole; the main purpose of these meetings is to exchange
ideas. In the chronic arthritis network, the members of each of the seven
subprojects, each comprising two to three teams, meet four times a year. In the
concerted action on DNA repair restricted meetings and plenary meetings are
held, chiefly for the exchanging of ideas and resuIL<;.

In certain cases, meetings arc more explicitly aimed at training members of
the network to ensure that they are using comparable practices. Under the
concerted action on the epidemiology of congenital anomalies, some of these
meetings are aimed at the operators of local registries and amount to training
courses.

REPORTS AND MINUTES
The meetings and gct-togcthers give risc to reports and minutes which are

often widely circulated within and bcyond the concerted action circle. They serve
both as a vehicle for information and as a chronicle of intcrmediate or even final
results - final report on the concerted action, workshop proceedings, annual
progress reports, etc.

The content and structure of the annual progress reports, which provide the
key information to those responsible for the programme, have been specified by
the secreta ries of COMAC and therefore annual progrcss reports generally contain
the following nine headings :
- preliminary information title, project leader, membership of project management
group, project start date
- status : summary of objectives, scientific and technical status
- activities undertaken: meetings (meetings of the l'MG, workshops, symposia), trips by
the project leader, exchanges of staff and equipment, publications
- collaboration : members of the conccrted action, collaboration outside Europe and
with international organizations
- relations with industry
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- difficulties encountered in the form of scientific and management problems
- scheduling of meetings and exchanges
- financial information: total budget, expenditure for the period under review
- benefits for European research, for the European Community and for the teams
involved.

This kind of report demonstrates the variety of connections established :
between teams (activities), with research objects, with the Commission of the
European Communities, and with scientific partners (teams outside Europe,
scientific organizations), and industrialists, etc. The report, which runs to between
20 and 50 pages, is generally a relatively dry document.

Not ail annual reports necessarily conform to this pattern. In the case of the
concerted action on cornmon standards for quantitative electrocardiography
(CSE), it takes the form of a bound 16 x 24 cm publication of around 300 pages.
These progress reports already represent quite a collection, with the ninth being
published in 1989. Typically the document consists of:
- a coyer page with the title of the concerted action and the name of the organization
on whose behalf it is being carried out (concerted action II.1.1.2., Medical and Public
Health Research Programme, Commission of the European Communities), the name of
the project leader, the volume and year of publication of the document and the logo,
- acknowledgements
- a table of contents
- a brief general introduction (two pages)
- the organizational structure of the concerted action and the position of the various
participants in the overall scheme (two pages)
- the minutes of the last annual workshop and the preparatory report for the next
workshop
- synopsis of articles already published or soon to be published and the conference
proceedings setting out an overall view of the work carried out under the concerted
action
- a set of texts connected with this report, already published scientific articles and
correspondence between the members of the project about the various tasks and
subprojects. They describe the state of progress, work protocols, results obtained and
comments, as weil as future plans Cincluding reference to standardization bodies in the
last annual report).
- a list of doctoral theses using the network data
- a list of the names and addresses of the members of the network
- a list of members' publications du ring the past year, identifying those which are
directly connected with the project
- conclusions (a few pages).

This type of "circulating intermediary" helps to stabilize the network,
consolidate it by building on its achievêments and lend it a high visibility. Typically
the publication of interrnediate results marks the various stages of the life of the
network.

Visits and meetings are the very lifeblood of concerted actions, providing
as they do an opportunity for participants ta get ta know one another,
establish joint projects, and harmonize their practices. The examples given
demonstrate the variety of forms encountered, the diversity of subjects
covered, and the vital raie of the consensus-building procedures. Reports
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are generally the medium of written expression, especially annual reports
which, in various shapes and sizes which are often specifie ta the CA, are
milestones in its long journey from the cradle ta the grave, in many cases
constituting a genuine "intermediate result". Meetings, visits and
papenvork are the main CA human resources management tool, setting the
tone for the project.

5. Exchanges of forms at the core of numerous concerted actions

Of the conventional modes of communication, forms have a particularly
important role. They have two distinguishing features. They structure the
collection of information between a recipient and a sender to whom the form is
supposed to be returned completed and they reflect a situation of "unequal"
exchange between one sender and a number of recipients which is deemed to be
so large as to rule out the possibility of an unstructured exchange Cand the
probable follow-up). IL therefore lends a particular character to the network.
Forms are found in virtually aIl networks but their circulation varies from one
network to another. Sometimes they are sent to a subgroup, sometimes to ail
members, sometimes to the project member networks Cwhere the members of
the action are in fact responsible for local and national epidemiological surveillance
networks), and sometimes to people outside these networks Cwhere the
questionnaire is used as part of a postal survey of a specifically targeted and/or
sample population). In a number of concerted actions, forms - prepared and
drawn up by a sub-working group - are used as a means of collecting data. They are
filled in by scientists Ce.g. as part of the standardized assessment of equipment or
to gather information on users' needs at a centralized facility) , by dinicians Ce.g.
whenever the dinician meets a patient whose characteristics correspond to those
defined for the project), by general practitioners (in the case of epidemiological
surveillance or "sentinel" networks), by correspondents taking part in a survey Cas
in the case of assessment of the quality of care in intensive care units), by patients
(in such cases the questionnaire is submitted by dinicians taking part in the
project) or by selected individuais as part of a postal survey. From the layout of the
form and its appendices Caccompanying letter and protocol or instructions for
use) it is generally possible to identify the authors, the issuing and/or transmitting
bodies, the recipients of the blank forms Cor at least a profile), the recipients and
forwarders of completed forms and the end users responsible for processing
them.

What happens to these forms from their conception to their processing will
vary from one concerted action to another. In sorne cases they are sent without
amendment or intervention by the authors directly to the individuais who are
required to complete them. In other cases they go via an agent, often a national
correspondent, who receives several tens or hundreds of copies and is
responsible for distributing them in his particular network. In other cases the
forms undergo major changes, notably when they are translated into the languages
of the various countries taking part in the survey. In such cases the questionnaires
sent from the drafting working party to the national correspondents are not the
same as the questionnaires sent by those correspondents to the survey teams and
respondents. National correspondents often take charge of translating the
questionnaires and adapting them to national circumstances. However, such are the
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changes resulting from translation that sorne networks have introduced other
coordination mechanisms, e.g. (l) questionnaires are translated directly and/or
under the supervision of a single central team; (2) alternatively they are translated
by the national correspondents and then returned to the central team to check
conformity with the original text; they are then photocopied and distributed by
the national correspondent; (3) questionnaires are translated from English into the
language of the country by the national correspondents, then returned to the
central team which translates them back into English and compares the final
English version with the original English version; (4) the questionnaires are
translated by the national correspondents but printing and distribution is the
responsibility of the central team (this situation is found in particular in cases of
concerted actions where the project leader stresses the need to have a single-page
layout for the purposes of encoding the results, whatever the language and despite
variations in the length of the questions depending on the language in which they
are written).

The changes which are made when the questionnaires go through the hands
of the national correspondents are sometimes far more significant than just
matters of translation. In certain concerted actions the joint questionnaire is
intended to be incorporated into national surveys. Each of these has its own
priorities and specific features. Certain questions are added, there are differences
in layout and administrative procedures, etc. In sorne cases national
correspondents are not even obliged to incorporate the whole of the joint
questionnaires and, in other cases, only a common denominator is given for
guidance while the actual wording of the questions is left up to the national
correspondents. This applies in particular to those concerted actions where the
project leaders experience considerable difficulty in bringing their partners into
line either because there is too great a variation in the resources available to those
partners or because they are expected to adapt the well-established procedures of
certain countries which are difficult to change (for example, the use of protocols
of the "informed consent testing" or "anonymous unlinked testing" type is c10sely
connected with national tradition, parliamentary debate, or the sensitivity of the
media and public opinion), or because the partners are reluctant to march in step.

The questionnaires also vary considerably in terms of content, form and
target group. Just reading the questionnaire is enough to give a partial picture of the
concerted action network, specifying the objectives of the project, the actors
involved, instruments, working procedures, etc. There is also the matter of who is
to complete the questionnaire: individual respondents, a specialized researcher, a
c1inician surrounded by instruments and colleagues, etc. Ali these connections can
generally be seen in the texts. The layout of the forms also has its part to play : it
may be presented as a typewritten half page, a double page properly presented
and printed, a 25-page brochure on paper of different colours depending on the
purpose of the survey, NCR paper for the production of a number of duplicates,
etc. Such details have been the subject of voluminous treatises on methodology
and numerous debates between members of concerted actions. They affect the
response rate, the accuracy of the information, errors of transcription and the
organization of checking and validation procedures, the quantity of work done by
the encoders and thus the breakdown of the action budgets, the reliability and
scientific credibility of the results, peer recognition, the genesis of new research
programmes, etc.
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The fate of the questionnaires once they have been completed can vary as
much as the questionnaires themselves. Sometimcs they arc sent directly back to
the issuing body, sometimes to a specialized team. Somelimes they are sent via the
national correspondents for dispatch in bulk to the central team, other times they
go no further than the national coordinators. The coordinators' task is sometimes
simply to forward the questionnaires, in other cases to check and validate them,
and sometimes even to encode them.

This preliminary ana/ysis underlines the number and variety of the cases
encountered. C/ear/y, for MHR, forms are one of the main tao/s, possib/y
the main too/, for circu/ating information. The fol/owing examp/e il/ustrates
the extent of changes in practices which can be brought about as a resutt
of these techniques, as weI/ as the sca/e of the coordination required.

EXAMPLE : CA ON l7IE OPPORTUN/STle JJ/SEASES ASSOClATf1J W/TH AfDS

These are two networks which have drawn up protocols for the clinical
evaluation of the treatment of opportunistic diseases connected with AIDS, in this
case toxoplasmosis (ENTA4) and tuberculosis (ENTAS). The protocols are devised
and implemented jointly. The ENTA 4 project leader's te am acts as the
coordination centre and the PMG of ENTA 4 plays a key role in the organization of
both operations. A "chief investigator" is responsible for the operation of each of
the protocols. The chief investigator for the E:\'TA '5 protocol is also the project
leader of this second conccrted action.

The head of the ENTA 4 project is a c1inician. llaving returned from the
United States with an interdisciplinary, global and integrated model for the care of
AlOS patients, he has set up his own clinical unit - the only one in Belgium - with
20 beds and an outpatient department. In his view, dclivering quality care involves
carrying out rational clinical research into treatments. He therefore set about
finding other clinicians in Europe to determine with them what could be done in
this area. He met up with an existing group of clinicians practising c1inical research.
American researchers belonging to this group expressed considerable interest in
the study of toxoplasmosis as an AIDS-related 0pp0rlunistic infection which is
widespread in Europe but rare in the United States. A meeting was organized in
Genval paid for by the group's own funds, bringing together clinicians from
America and Europe, some of whom were already taking part in the
Commission's MHR programme. Following that apparently constructive meeting,
these members suggested to the future project leader that he join a project being
prepared by the PMG on AlOS. That group, made up of 22 to 24 members
appointed by thcir respective ministries, was at that time the equivalent of the
current Working Party and was directly responsible for initiating operations, since
the calI for tenders procedure had not yet been used in the MIm programme. The
change of structure and the move to a Working Parly were to lead to fresh
appointments including that of the future project leader as representative for
Belgium. The ncw Working Party is subdivided into PMGs. One of these deals with
the treatment of AIDS (ENTA - European :'\etwork for Treatment of AIDS) and
our eventual project leader became its chairman. lnitially, thercfore, the ENTA was
not a concerted action in the current sense of the word; it \vas a subcommillee
responsible for coordinating research on trealment. Once the new procedures
had been put in place the ENTA became one of the concerted actions. I-Iowever,
because of the dynamism and experiencc of its PMG, the European programme
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managers gave it the task of evaluating the ncw CA proposais. In this way those
responsible for one CA were required ta take decisions on other CAs. The PMG
for this concerted action thus performs three functions : selecting new proposais
submitted to the Commission; organizing its own concerted action, in this case the
development of the ENTA 4 protocol on toxoplasmosis; coordinating multi
centre cJinical studies on the treatment of AlOS. There are currently two such
studies, the first under this CA and the second part of another CA involving the
implementation of the ENTAS protocol on tuberculosis.

The choice made in this programme demonstrates the desire to achieve
optimum coordination of c1inical research in Europe into the treatment of AlOS.
The question is : does a structure of this type have the institutional capability to
succeed? The following two examples appear to suggest that it does not. The
ENTA had a third protocol in its clinical test portfolio: pneumocystosis, which
chiefly affects homosexuals in the countries of northern Europe. The
implementation of this protocol has met with competition from the American
programmes. Similarly, the member countries are keen to develop their own
c1inical evaluation programmes and want to have the prerogative of implementing
them, particularly where any new treatments might be concerned (especially
those directly concerning the HIV virus). This does not apply to toxoplasmosis
and tuberculosis, for which treatments already exist. These two AIOS-related
infections are essentially found in the southern countries. They are not studied in
the United States since they occur less frequently there. The European programme
therefore provides an opportunity, in a complementary and non-conflictual
context, to convince Member States of the value of this kind of coordination, and
it is the wish of the PL for the ENTA to be recognized as the vehicle for such
coordination.

The ENTA network consists of a coordination centre in Brussels, a centre for
processing results - also in Brussels - main investigating centres for each protocol
and several dozen c1inical investigation teams. The coordination centre has two
secretaries, a doctor and a nurse. Tt organizes the implementation of the protocol,
collects, val idates and corrects data and returns them to the teams. The computer
centre is part of the EORTC (European Organization for Research and Treatment
of Cancer). Tt registers and analyses the data. Two full-time members and one half
time mem ber of the EORTC staff are attached to this project. The chief
investigators' functions differ from those of the coordination centre; they are
responsible for evaluating the scientific benefits of each project. The coordination
centre brings together the scientists responsible, examines ail files, sends
information letters to investigators and so on. However, it is the chief investigator
for each project who presents the scientific papers. A French team holds the
scientific leadership for the toxoplasmosis action and a Spanish team for
tuberculosis. Between 30 and 40 centres are permanently playing an active part in
collecting data from hospitals, mainly from the southern European countries.

Protocols are drawn up and improved by a technical group next to the
coordination centre. The CTEG (Clinical Trial Expert Group), chosen from among
the members of the PMG, consists of approximately eight cJinicians and has drawn
up the protocols for toxoplasmosis and tuberculosis. The new protocols are now
due to be prepared, this time with the assistance of biostatisticians. They are
approved by the PMG. Once a protocol has been defined by c1inicians it is
implemented by the coordination centre which has the main responsibility for
managing paper flow. This whole procedure is orchestrated by a nurse, known as
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the Clinical Research Associate. Apart from being trained as a nurse, she has
studied epidemiology, statistics and data processing. She has worked at the
EORTC, the NIH and in a pharmaceutical company, preparing other clinical
evaluation protocols. Within the ENTA she is responsible for the production and
circulation and filing of the various types of paperwork used ("circulating
intermediaries"). Her office is attractively decorated with everything in red and
blue - files, folders, filing cabinets, etc. However, this is not simply for aesthetic
reasons. Since there are two protocols to administer, ail paperwork concerning
ENTAS on tuberculosis is in red and everything relating to ENTA4 (toxoplasmosis)
is in blue. In this way it is impossible to mix up documents or files. There is no
chance of any piece of paperwork being misdirected. The colours differentiate
between two paperwork systems, in other words two networks of clinicians. The
data produced by the clinical investigators can be neither lost nor confused. The
reliability of the results of the two sets of clinical tests is a function, among other
things, of the colour of the files.

There are no papers Iying around, everything is filed in a separate filing
cabinet according to whether the document is entering or lcaving the office or has
to be amended or read by other people. The flow of paperwork is controlled by a
network of filing cabinets, folders and ring-binders. The office is normally kept
locked so there is no chance of a passer-by creating disorder. IL is also a means of
ensuring the utmost confidentiality; the credibility of the ENTA depends on this
lock.

Everything entering and leaving the office is dated. Everything entering and
leaving the office is on paper (leller or fax). Only written replies are considered,
the purpose being to make interactions irreversible so as to be able ta
reconstitute the various steps in cases of doubt and demonstrate the successive
layers of entries in the event of a dispute over results. Everything is on paper,
everything is filed, everything is kept. However, the fact that everything is on
paper does not mean that ail those involved have to painstakingly draft long
handwritten documents. There is a form for each item. There are forms to inform,
to request information, to correct and to accompany other documents. There are
forms for the coordination centre, forms for EORTC and forms for those in Spain
or Portugal who have to give or request information. The teams receive a supply of
forms; the level of these supplies is continuously monitored by the Coordination
Centre, so that the investigating teams receive new forms even without having ta
request them. This applies at least to the observation books; there are special
forms for faxes, there are also model forms to coyer patients who die or withdraw
from the trials.

Let us take a look at the ENTAS protocol for tuberculosis. The first stage is ta
recruit teams of clinicians to conduct the investigations. The PMG proposes a Iist
of centres to be recruited. The Coordination Centre writes to these centres and ail
those who have contacted the network on their own initiative asking them for
additional information on their structure and interests. Only the writteo
declarations are taken into accounl. On the basis of the replies a list is drawn up
and regularly updated; the date of the last update appears on the document. Each
document is allocated a composite number : protocol number/country number/
centre number/patient number. The file of the centres taking part even include
those countries which are not taking part, with a record of their reasons for noo
participation. The particulars of the investigator responsible for each centre and
those of the contact person in the field are recorded together with the
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approximate number of patients anticipated. In this way the nurse at the
Coordination Centre can sayat any time how many active centres there are, in each
country, for each protocol, and with how many patients. For instance, as at 15 May
1990 there "Were 49 centres for tuberculosis, mainly in Spain and Italy, three
centres in Greece and three centres in Portugal. Only 26 of them were active, i.e.
actually returned observation records. These centres monitored a total of 154
patients. This figure was higher than anticipated at the start of the project. An
updated mailing list is constantly available so that information can be sent ta the
investigators.

The observation record book is designed in such a way that any document is
automatically copied in triplicate. This reduces errors by avoiding the need for re
transcription. The investigator, the Coordination Centre and the EORTC are thus
sure to have the same information. There are two different observation records
depending on whether the treatment is being administered for acute or for
routine cases. Two treatments are compared in the protocol. The inclusion of a
new patient in one or other course of treatment is determined by the EORTC
computer (randomization). The operation works as follows : The investigator
announces the inclusion of a ncw patient. The EORTC determines the group to
which the patient is to be assigned and sends a fax to the investigator who then
confirms the assignment. There are special fax forms for the various types of
correspondence between the investigator and the Coordination Centre. Once a
week the EORTC brings out an updated list showing which treatments are covered
by the study and for which patients. An anonymous file is created for each patient.
The patients' files are kept together in the folder for the corresponding centre.
These folders are categorized by country. Ali documents are read and validated by
the nurse and the doctor at the coordination centre, and su bsequently by the chief
investigator. No correction is made without the written agreement of the
investigator. Files are kept on every aspect, including discussions of the protocol
with references to the arguments of the various participants, the various versions
and the time limits for preparing the protocol. Ali correspondence is also filed,
particularly the !etters explaining why a centre is or is not taking part in the study,
etc. By administering the flow of paperwork the Coordination Centre becomes
familiar with the teams and gains an exact idea of how they work. They know, for
instance, who tends to be late, who is disorganized, who has been weil organized
since the start of the study and so on. A newsletLer is published for the
investigators. The coordinating nurse regularly reports to the PMG on the state of
progress of the studies.

The situation is slightly different in the case of the other protocol (on
toxoplasmosis) since it has to be possible ta administer emergency treatment to
the patient. The investigator therefore cannot wait for the details of the assignment
of the patient to be faxed to the Coordination Centre and for the EORTC to inform
him of the treatment decided upon by randomization. Randomization is therefore
done by cnvelope in this case. The centres receive a number of sealed envelopes
in advance and open them after having made their diagnosis and before starting
treatment. They must inform the Coordination Centre of the treatment and the
particulars of the patient using a standard fax form. These cases cali for greater
confidentiality than the othcr protocol; the teams must not open the envelopes in
advance. As our informant told us, this is also one way of spotting investigators'
errors (of which a record is kcpt). This protocol also includes a supplement on
neurology, making this study unique in the world. This supplement was added after
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the start of the project but includes the original patients. As at 24 April 1990 there
were 42 centres working on toxoplasmosis, of which 28 were active, with 162
patients. That figure had already risen to 192 by 15 May 1990.

This example il/ustrates one of the strengths of the protocol, in that the
form representing it is merely the tip of the iceberg. ft amounts to a
military operation which has to anticipate every possible situation from
the outset, prepare the steps to be taken and the relevant paperwork,
keep records of al/ events, and organize permanent inspection and
validation procedures. The way in which the various documents circulate
in the ENTA network reveals its nature: who is involved, what they do, the
graduai accumulation of tangible results, the structure of the network and
the way it is coordinated. ft is possible to give a complete description of
the network simply by analysing the paperwork on which every operation
is recorded. This example shows the extent to which the cohesiveness,
rigour and stability of a scientific project are dependent on the niceties of
organized paperwork. ft explains the strategie importance many of the
project leaders interviewed assign to the physical organization of their
C4.

SOME COMMENTS ON 077ŒR TRADITIONAL FORMS OF INŒRCHANGE

Telepbone and fax
A concerted action brings together participants from various countries who

must be coordinated, involved, etc. Many PLs have stressed the importance of the
telephone or the fax in this connection. These items often account for a
considerable proportion of the budget of concerted actions. Although the
telephone lends itself to informai conversations it often cornes up against language
barriers, problems of availability and the absence of any written record. The fax
makes up for this without any loss of speed. For many PLs concerted action would
not be possible without these instruments. In many cases they underpin the
coordination between the members of the PMG, who have said that they do
eveIYthing by tclephone because meetings cost too much and take up too much
time. The use of electronic mail - encouraged at one stage by the programme 
encountered a number of difficulties, as in other areas, and has been largely
abandoned except by those CAs which regularly exchange large quantities of data.

Headed paper, logos and newsletter
Similarly, headed paper, logos and newsletters are becoming increasingly

popular means of ensuring recognition and visibility for CAs. This is unique to the
MHR programme. There are very few actions which make use of such media under
the shared-cost programmes. Il is an additional sign of the special position of CAs
in the Community research system, as they are neither specific programmes
under the Framework Programme nor individual research projects.

Visits and excbanges of researcb scienlists
Visits and exchanges of rescarch scicntists ofLen provide an opportunity for

transferring and comparing know-how. The best way of lcarning techniques is to
visit the teams specializing in the relevant protocols, according to several project
leaders who spoke to us. In the case of MIIR and many concerted actions,
exchanges of research scientists also serve another purpose, namely to ensure
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balanced participation by ail European countries by encouraging the
incorporation of the southern European nations. The two other traditional
functions, namely post-graduate training and periods spent in central facilities for
the purpose of experiments (ENCf, central facility for AlOS research in primates),
etc. need no further mention. In many concerted actions there is a particular type
of visit that falls into a different category from visits and exchanges of research
scientists; these are visits by project leaders or their assistants. These tend to take
place regularly between three and five times in a year per CA as a means of getting
to know a team better, for restricted working meetings, for harmonizing certain
local practices, supporting teams that are encountering problems in their area, and
so on.

Sctentiftc publications
Naturally, scientific publications are a preferred vehicle for communication

and recognition. There is much truth in the old saying that a person's worth is
reflected in what he publishes. Our conversations showed that this aim is espoused
by all project leaders : they conduct research but research only exists to the extent
that it is recognized by their peers. However, it is sometimes difficult to see the
wood for the trees. For example, what part of the teams' activities qualifies as
research related to the concerted action? How can the recognition of a CA be
organized in a publication? Reference could be made to the financial support
received, as in the case of funding from the NSF, but a CA is not a research agency.
Co-signature by the project leader might be another option, but this could involve
a risk of excessive individualization. How does one make allowance for the often
long waiting periods prior to the publication due, for instance, to the length of the
case gathering period. Other questions are also sometimes raised about the
minutes of meetings : should they be published in journals (and their
supplements) etc? This iengthy list of questions is indicative of the diversity of
strategies which CAs employ with regard to publication: it is certainly necessary
but the publication medium and schedule depend on actual progress with the
action.

Visits and publications are the two most familiar forms of scientific
interchange and, /ike meetings, they are part and parcel of the daily round
of CAs which always spend a substantial proportion of their budgets on
them (ait tao often the cast of publications is glossed over in the rhetoric
on the subjecO. Other, less vaunted instruments, also have a big role ta
play in the life of a CA, e.g. the fax machine - as emphasized by many
project leaders. In addition ta this interpersonal communication process,
there is increasing evidence of an identity-seeking process based on
special logos and especially newsletters. They raise the profile of CAs vis
à-vis the outside world and bring ta the fore their special characteristics 
they are neither "specifie" Commission programmes nor individual
research operations.

6. Exchange of materials

We have seen the importance of direct interchange and exchange of
paperwork of all kinds in the construction of the networks. These are far from
being the only exchanges observed. We have already quoted sorne examples, such
as pancreases and B cells, boron-treated compounds, transgenic rats and dogs,
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molecules for screening, DNA for sequencing, etc. These exchanges are different
in lwo respects. Firstly, it is no longer a representation of the object or the
problem under review which is being circulated, but actually part of it. Secondly,
the organizational model of paperwork movement of which the ENTA and its
dinical research associate are the prototype generally no longer applies. Material
problems abound. How is the physical distribution to be organized? How are
these materials to be transported? How are they to move between countries with
such varying legislation? How are they to be stored and not suffer loss of quality?
Logistical problem.s are often of crucial importance, as our initial example on
pancreases showed, and increasingly cali for the use of specialists.

Oiffering aims and specific organizational problems : the organization of a
CA is often like a vast opera where there are very few skilled operators to work
the stage machinery and they must be treated with kid gloves. The following
examples illustrate the various types of exchange of materials we encountered
under the MHR4 programme, with apologies for any omissions.

EXCHANGES OF REFERENCE MA TER/ALS
When teams want Lü make their results comparable they try to make their

laboratories comparable: same techniques, same procedures, common protocol,
exchange of research scientists and/or lechnicians to carry out ad hoc transfers of
know-how. Sometimes, efforts to align laboratories go even further, involving the
use of the same reagents and sometimes the same lab equipment. Only a smail
number of reagents arc involved, namely those which differ the most according to
the laboratory or firm producing lhem, or those which are most critical or most
strategically important for a particular technique. There are many examples of the
range of different situations encountered. In the concerted action on thrombosis,
reference reagents (particularly coagulation factors) are distributed to the teams
who use them as part of jointly defined research projects. The reagents are
produced by a reference laboratory or bulk-purchased from a private company at
a substantial discount. In ail cases the project leader centralizes the reagents before
distributing them. One consignment of reference materials is dispatched on
average each week. The circulation of these reagents defines the shape of the
network within which the research results will become comparable. Il is a method
of coordinating the work in its most practical aspects.

Similarly in a specific subproject of the CA on chronic arthritis and
immunotherapy, a laboratory supplies reference materials to other teams for the
standardization of methods in preparation for future dinical trials. In the SNCf
network reference samples are prepared by a single team so that they are
standardized. These are samples obtained by surgery (boron-treated tumours).

ln a concerted action on viral hepatitis the reference material is not
distributed systematically to the teams on the basis of a jointly defined scheme. Il
is simply held available for leams which wish to use it to test gene probes. Here,
too, the aim is lo make results comparable but in this case by using a standard
material to which research scientisls refer to calibrate their own equipment.

ln the concerted action on the creation of an animal model (macaque) for the
study of AlOS, the selection and distribution of the reference material is a very
sensitive issue. In addition to the distribution of reagents from the best
laboratories, virus strains arc a strategic reference material. There are many
different strains and in order for the results to be comparable ail teams have to
work with the same strains. The slrain actually chosen depends on the success
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rating during testing by the teams. However, there are so many different strains
that research workers lose track. Therefore it is not enough to choose one strain
and distribute it; that strain needs to be precisely identified, i.e. sequenced.
Moreover, the HIV virus is so flexible that its transformations have to be
monitored and it has to be re- sequenced after one or two years. The virus strains
are kept in tubes in liqu id nitrogen. Transporting them poses few problems.
Researchers rely on the postal distribution networks, but the fact that postal
regulations vary from one country to another and make this process more
difficult. The German postal authorities, for instance, will no longer transport
strains of the AIDS virus. Teams therefore have to make use of private carriers.

Sometimes the reference material is a form of currency. In the network on
prevention of kidney failure caused by inherited polycystic kidney disease, the
project leader makes his DNA probes available to the teams in exchange for data
on the major families. In this way he ensures homogeneity in the group and
provides an opportunity for new scienlific collaboration.

By pooling the purchase of referencc matcrials the teams are able to make
substantial savings. In the casc of thrombosis the priee reductions are between 30
and 40%. Sometimes, as in the concerted action on drug targeting, private
companies agrec to provide reagents free of charge, in this case expensive
cytotoxic drugs, in return for direct acccss to the results of the research and for
being acknowlcdged as suppl iers. Quite apart from thcse substantial price
reductions, collective purchasing is somctimes the only way to obtain costly
reagents for collaborative work which is difficult to justify under national research
project budgets. A case in point is the use of boron-treated compounds in the
BNCT network. Purchases of reagents account for nearly one-third of the budget
for this concerted action. The volume purchased is such that a European private
company has agreed to start producing this substance to the purity specifications
defined by the BI'\Cr network. The succcss of this action will mean the opening
up of a new market for this company.

The effects of the circulation of reagents and reference materia/s are felt
in two distinct stages: during the concerted action il creates an area of
intercomparabi/ity which provides a new opportunity for generalizing the
research resu/ts. In a second stage, after the concerted action and the
dissemination of ils resu/ts, new market prospects are opened up for the
suppliers of the reference materia/s, which will /ead users gradua/ly
towards the standardized application of resu/ts.

EXCliANGES OF S'AMPLES
Unlike reference reagents, which have the generalizing effect described

above, samples are specifie local and unique entities. The circulation of samples
leads to the mobilization and meeting of entities which are by definition local. The
value of this interchange lies in the opportunities created by these circulating
intermediaries. There are several different types of situation.

Situation No 1: a batch of samples is sent to be tested in various laboratories.
In the thrombosis network, for examplc, one team is responsible for preparing a
batch of plasma every three months and sending it to the network laboratories.
They carry out the various agreed tests on the samples received and send their
results to the statistical tcam, which processes them and compares them with the
resulL') of the reference centres. If deviations are observed, the laboratories are
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contacted by telephone in an effort to cJarify the reasons for the differences and
change the practices concerned so as to ensure standardization. In this way the
samples are used as a means of gathering data on the laboratories in order to bring
them into line. If the deviations persist and a team does not fall into line, it is
eliminated. This serves as a quality control. In the same way, for the same network,
blood samples are collected, stored, divided and redistributed to different
laboratories but not, in this instance, to test the laboratories but rather to test the
new methods of analysis coming onto the market. In both cases a known group of
sampies is used to. obtain data on the research facilities, in the first case the
laboratories and in the second case the analytical apparatus.

Situation No 2 : In the two examples given above the samples were known
and were used to obtain information on sorne other aspect. In many other
situations sam pIes are collected and gathered together as representatives of
particular situations. Frequently samples are collected in a single location where
one team analyses themall.This single analysis ensures standardized results. In the
neuropathülogy of AlOS network, fresh brain sections are exchanged either on
coloured sI ides (classic neuropathology technique) or frozen in liquid nitrogen
(modern neuropathology). The aim of this exchange is to get around the difficulty
researchers have in obtaining fresh brains. The system of exchange has been so
devised as to ensure that the sections are grouped by speciality. Readings are made
by only one person in order to ensure reproducibility of the conditions of
analysis.

In certain cases the samples collected in a single site are distributed to a
number of reference laboratories whose methods have already been harmonized.
In the case of the thrombosis network, for instance, blüod samples are collected
and redistributed to analytical centres. This procedure, like the one described
above, focuses attention on the standardization of the material and the collection
of samples. The central team sends apparatus to the clinical teams responsible for
taking the samples. ft also distributes a manual of procedures and trains the teams'
technicians in the taking and standardized preparation of blood samples. Because
the only aspect which needs to be standardized is the taking of sampIes, it is easier
to recruit clinical teams who do not necessarily have to have a suitable laboratory.
Where this is not the case - for example where samples have not been circulated
and only the results of the analyses are sent out - the network has to institute other
procedures to ensure comparability of results. In many cases much work has to be
done to harmonize methods of analysis unless it is possible to rely on equivalent
knowhow.

Situation No 3 : Samples are collected or exchanged locally to be compared,
characterized, studied and/or selected. In the network on viral hepatitis, for
example, 18 clinical teams plus industrial firms collect data and samples. These are
centralized by the coordination team which redistributes them to a dozen
research groups, which process them and send the results back to the clinical
centres. In addition, ail teams are asked to provide the specific antibodies in their
possession to build up a reference serum panel for subsequent redistribution to
the clinical teams. These antibodies will then be compared and the results
standardized tü identify the antibodies most suitable for diagnosis or screening of
patients. In the network on the extraction of B cells from the pancreas, the B cells
are circulated for characterization by teams with differing expertise. In the
network on heritable connective tissue disorders, skin or intestine biopsies are
sent from one team to another to be characterized. In the hepatitis network teams
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are asked to keep the blood samples they have in order to set up blood banks.
Other teams can obtain these samples for intercomparison purposes subject to
prior agreement of the team concerned. In the concerted action on chronic
arthritis and immunotherapy, antibodies are exchanged between three teams for
comparison, the aim being to select the best antibody in preparation for a double
blind c1inical study. In the concerted action on the screening of anti-viral
molecules, molecules are sent to the central team, which characterizes them for
the team supplying them. The same applies to the sequencing of the AlOS virus. In
the network on ONA repair and cancer, cell lines and ONA repair genes are
exchanged for comparison to verify that the genes found by the different teams
are actually involved in the process and perform the same function.

Situation No 4 : The samples constitute the raw material on which the teams
can begin to work. This happens in the case of the human pancreases under the
concerted action for the extraction and purification of B cells. In another action
the genes are sent to the central team which uses them to produce a strain of
transgenic rats.

The exchange of biological samples often raises specifie problems and the
way in which these are solved determines how the network of research scientists
operates. The main problems lie in the preparation of the sample and the method
of transfer. Preparation depends in particular on the material and how it is used
and transferred. The brain samples used in the concerted action on the
neuropathology of AlOS, for example, are exchanged either in the form of
coloured slides or slides frozen in liquid nitrogen, whereas in the BNCT network
they are prepared in the form of homogenized and frozen suspensions. In the
first case the tissue has to be examined visually, in the second case it has to be
analysed. In both cases it is dispatched by express package. In the network on
heritable connective tissue disorders the samples are sent in the form of cell
cultures either at 37°C in a thermostatic flask or, more frequently, deep-frozen in
an Isomat block. In the BNCT network tumours are placed in suspension and
frozen for transfer by post or by a private company. In the immunotherapy
network they are transported sim ply in the sterile container supplied to the
c1inicians or grafted onto NUDE mice. In both cases the tumour must be
accompanied, i.e. a technician or a research scientist is responsible for taking the
sterile flask (for short distances) or the cage with the mice (between Paris and
Brussels for example). Genes in the arterial hypertension network are transported
in the form of a pure solution or precipitate. In the AlOS sequencing network they
are most often either c10ned in a host organism or whole in the blood sample in
which the virus was detected.

In fact one of the areas where certain concerted actions have experienced
difficulties has been the conditions of preparation of the samples. Where the
samples have to he used as a reference, a single team is responsible for their
preparation. In other cases a great deal of work goes into ensuring standardization
of collection and preparation, as in the case of blood samples in the thrombosis
network. The problem in the case of the centralized facility for the sequencing of
the AIDS virus is less a matter of standardizing the preparation of the material but
rather of improving its quality given the possibilities and constraints of the
methods of analysis. Consequently, the team from the centralized facility resorts to
working individually with the teams to the extent of sending the researchers to the
laboratories to see how the preparations are made. Since the quality and purity of
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the source material are the major problem, there is a need for a graduai
transformation in laboratory practice. Moreover, in-house quality control will also
be organized involving two reactions carried out in opposite directions, the idea
being to obtain the same response for the two reactions. If the material is of poor
quality this will show in the result.

Once the sample has been prepared and correctly labelled and addressed, it
then has to be packaged and dispatched. Packaging is rarely considered as a
problem by the project leaders, at least as far as the contenL'i are concerned : a
cardboard package for precipitates, "fragile" express parcel for histological slides,
thermostatic flask in a reinforced packaging for cell cultures in suspension and test
tubes for samples of infected blood, etc. in an inner container within an outer
container. The exterior of the package, on the other hand, causes considerable
difficulties. Transport has to be organized in such a way that the material can be
carried rapidly and in accordance with the regulations. There is the problem of
coordinating transfer at the airport, fl ight and package gathering, enclosing the
special paperwork required, informing the shippers, completing ad hoc
formalities and so on. Even that is not sufficient. The German postal authorities
have now refused to transport the AlOS virus and regulations differ from one
country to another. This means that there are many situations where research
scientists prefer to use alternative methods : private carriers, combining
exchanges of materials with exchanges of research workers or the organization of
meetings. This type of exchange is more difficult, however, when the material has
to remain frozen. In any event, the packaging of the material and the
administrative formalities represent a considerable and expensive part of the work
of coordinating the teams' operations. The transfer of infected blood, for
example, CosL'i around DM 200 per sample. Sometimes formalities are quite simply
counterproductive; there have been cases where il has taken one week to recover
a biological sample from the customs.

By exchanging samples, and especially by centralizing them in blood, œil
and tissue banks, CAs have three transforming effects. First of ail, there is
the set of mechanisms and measures ta be put in place ta ensure that the
samples are comparable (some do in fact serve ta verify that laboratory
practices are standardizedJ. Ta circulate them it is often necessary ta
establish a complex and time-consuming logistical set-up which, as weil as
giving the action its own individual identity, gives rise ta a collective
expertise - a point often made by the PIs. Exchanges of samples also
forge permanent links simply by virtue of the number of cases built up, ta
which the teams can refer (via the banks or the analysis resultsJ : local
situations are put into perspective, teams can have access to complex
analyses, the proliferation of cases makes it possible ta identify genes,
etc.

EXCHANCES OF EQUlPMENT
Exchanges of equipmenl are far less frequent lhan exchanges of samples.

Where they do occur, they generally contribule to a change in praclices. There are
therefore considerable underlying economic implications, which perhaps explains
why exchanges of equipment are limiled. The concerted action on hypcrthermy is
a good illustration of the nature and scope of lhe problems which can arise with
such exchanges.
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For several years international meetings have been organized by
international organizations, in particular the ISHO (International Society for
Hyperthermy Oncology), on this technique, which may be used as a back-up to
anti-cancer therapies. These meetings are attended by clinicians and physicists,
including certain Danes and Britons familiar with the MHR4 programme. Four
requests on this subject had been made and MHR4 he/d a preliminary meeting,
thereby increasing the number of teams and incorporating engineers.
Hyperthermy is not highly rated internationally. Il is a complicated method which
is labour-intensive. Clinicians do not like it because it complements radiotherapy.
The only randomized trials have been carried out on terminal patients. The
marginal position of this method has engendered a movement of solidarity
between the research scientists developing il. The clinicians treating hyperthermy
are trying to find ways of obtaining a large number of ad hoc patients quickly.
They support the physicists because they need standardized and sophisticated
apparatus. The main thrust of this concerted action is to study the technical
problems involved in clinical applications.

Five priority areas have been identified and meetings have been held to
exchange ideas. These are not research projects. Their aim is to evaluate the
method to ascertain whether it is worth continuing to develop it and to present a
sufficiently strong scientific case in its defence. One priority area deals with the
preparation of a c1inical protocol, while the other four concern physics. The
interaction between physicists and clinicians takes place both at the level of each
subproject and within each team in the radiotherapy departments.

In the subproject on heat emission there are two competing methods, one
using ultrasound and the other electromagnetism. The aim is to deliver the energy
in the right place, namely to the tumour. The problem is both physical and
biological since vascularization determines thermal diffusivity and tolerable
temperature limits. Each team has thermal emission equipment, the main
difference between the teams being the antennae used to direct the energy
emission towards the body. The objective of the CA is therefore to evaluate the
antennae. Each team should be able to evaluate the others' antennae, notably by
exchanging them. Since the energy generators are standard the antennae are easily
interchangeable. While it may be difficult sometimes to move the antennae around
(there are six different basic models) this is not a function of their size or
compatibility, but of the fact that the teams are closely linked with industry, which
does not take kindly to being obliged to change direction. For the time being the
teams prefer to exchange researchers rather than antennae. This collaboration
should also make it possible to characterize the antennae and to make
recommendations to industry, whose representatives may attend the working
meetings. In anyevent industrialists are showing a willingness to collaborate at local
level. They defend their equipment and reject competitors' solutions.

ThiS example is a typical situation, where exchanges of equipment and
comparative evaluations have economic and business implications which
somelimes go beyond the remit of the concerted action. Tbe example of
software for electrocardiogram interpretation shows that, with lime and
appropriate Community support, these objectives can be attained.
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EXCHANGt;S OF PHANTOMS
Generally phantoms are substitutes for human beings or parts of a human

being, such as the head or an arm. They are manufactured and circulated for the
evaluation of therapeutic instruments and to compare diagnostic instruments.

In the concerted action on hyperthermy, for instance, comparison of
equipment is undertaken not only by exchanging antennae but also by producing
and circulating phantoms. A first phantom was developed by an Amsterdam team,
which circulated it to a number of other teams in the Netherlands and Germany.
The phantom,carried in a suitcase, is always accompanied by a member of the
research team. ft simuJates a patient from the point of view of electromagnetic
radiation. lt is transparent and contains detectors and light-emitting diodes. It is
used to evaluate energy distribution, particularly the hottest point. It does not
generate any measurements. It is used to evaluate multi-antenna systems and to
monitor the movement of the hot spot in relation to combinations of thermal
emissions. A second phantom - this time made of paper - is being circulated
among the modelling teams. These are actually tomographie sections of an
imaginary patient with a tumour, plus data on the theoretical anLenna. These paper
phantoms are used to test computer models of encrgy density per point.

In the BNCT network the phantoms are made of plastic and contain the
equivalent of biological tissue. They are prepared in accordance with the ACRU
international standards (International Radiobiology Commision). They can easily be
made with gelatine. The project leader's team is responsible for this task since it is
easier to produce phantoms in one place and then circulate them. The phantom is
more or less the size of a human head and is easy to transport. For the first set of
trials three or four will be made. Detectors are placed in these phan toms, which
are to be used for irradiation experiments. Initially they will be used at Petten but
eventually they will also be used in other teams. Since they are neither destroyed
nor activated they will be re-used for carrying out measurements.

In the Concerted action on the quantitative evaluation of osteoporosis, other
phantoms specifie to each family of instruments have been defined by the
working groups, fabricated by specialized teams and discussed at a workshop. The
aim of this action is to standardize methods and instruments. Although teams used
to exchange their results, intercomparisons were not possible since the
instruments produced diverging data. Four industrial firms agreed to harmonize
their equipment, but their attempt to do so failed. The teams involved therefore
opted for the solution of standardization by the users, in particular by defining,
producing and circulating phantoms. Companies are interested in this exercise and
strongly aware that any common standard will concern them directly. They are
taking part in the discussions as observers and express their opinions on phantom
design. Depending on the type of phantom defined and the measuring criteria
adopted, certain instruments are likely to have an advantage over others, and
therefore industry is following these discussions very closely.

Before the last workshop a measurement protocol was drafted and sent to
the teams for their comments. Il was debated in conjunction with a presentation
of the phantoms. There was considerable debate about the actual characteristics of
the phantom. It is a whiteish block containing an area of a diffcrenttype, the shape
of which represents a human vertebra. The phan tom is a section of hydroxyapatite
which is supposed to bc equivalent to a section of the human torso. Photographs
reconstituted from the measurements taken on the phantom show in detail the
form of the hidden "vertebra". This prompted discussions on the quaI ity of the
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contours and the concentration of hydroxyapatite in the various parts. Sorne
participants queried the dimensions, others would have liked the phantom to
conta in fat. The industry representatives had sorne reservations and steered the
discussion towards the inevitable definition of the regions to be measured. It
appeared from these discussions that the adoption of such a phantom would mean
that certain measuring equipment software would have to be modified. The
industry representatives pointed out that the software was not designed to
measure everything, but only human bones. The question of whether the phantom
is equivalent to the patient was the nub of the debate. Which is the best reference :
a patient, a phantam or the patient population?

A frequently recurring question is that of the reproducibility of results. First,
each team will need its phantom. How can we be sure that every team has the
same one? Is the method of fabricating the phantom sufficiently reproducible?
This would appear not to be the case. The solution would be to produce a single
large, homogeneous phantom and then to cut it into sections. The phantom would
also be documented (size, composition, manufacturing procedure) for the teams.
Secondly, again in connection with reproducibility, we must ask whether the
results from a particular instrument are reproducible in the long term. How are we
to know? Are patients a good reference? Are their bones stable? But the main
problem is how ta get normal patients to return a number of times over a period
of several years. Patients appear to be very difficult to get hold of. Sorne prefer to
resort to phantoms. This simply reopens the discussions of whether phantoms
themselves are stable over the long term. Do they not age? Does hydroxyapatite
not undergo changes with time? There were no answers to these questions and the
issue had not been resolved by the end of the meeting. Has the phantom had its
day?

EXCHANGES OF ANlMALS
This example underlines the difficulties which often surround the use of

materials simulating hum ans. A well-known method of avoiding this problem is to
work on animal models. A number of concerted actions have opted for this
approach. We have already discussed the case of dogs for the BNCf network or
the use of transgenic rats to transform research on arterial hypertension. We could
also mention the exchange of aged mice. The problems here are less to do with
the movement of mice than with organizing their "production" so as to ensure
intercomparability or suitability for the problems under study (transgenic rats, for
example).

Virtually ail of the examples described point to the parallel need for
centralized facilities which we have already described and which introduce an
additional organizational dimension; the situation is made especially complicated
by the fact that national regulations on the movement of animaIs vary considerably
from one Member State to another (see the section on sampics).

EXCHANGES OF PA TlENTS

Finally, where no model or simulation is available, or alternatively in the final
stage before the validation of a treatment, it may be necessary to use patients. Even
though a number of concerted actions have plans to make use of patients, to our
knowledge there is only one which actually uses patients, namely the action on
cancer immunotherapy.
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This network is made up of two groups. One works on plasminogen
activators, with researchers exchanging results and standardizing methods of
analysis. The other group is attempting to apply new immunological findings to
the treatment of cancer. It is in this latter subnetwork that patients are exchanged.
There is occasional collaboration between laboratories, according to research
needs. The project leader avoids expecting too much from this type of
collaboration but he does underline the need for it. There are many types of
cancer and research scientists with knowledge of each type are dispersed. The
culture of cancer cells is particularly difficult and requires joint efforts and the
pooling of know-how, for instance between a hospital with knowledge of a
particular type of tumour and a laboratory equipped to work on cancer cell
cultures. This network consists chiefly of a laboratory with its own in-house skills
and a number of surgica! teams who remove the tumours. The tumours removed
from patients Csince the surgeons would have to remove them anyway, it is easier
to secure their participation) are then grafted onto !'JUDE mice, without immune
systems, and then transferred to the central laboratory which takes care of the cell
culture. Far from being a detour, the stage of grafting onto NUDE mice makes
subsequent culture easier. The cancer cells being cu!tured are used for essentially
exploratory purposes even though they are human cells. After a number of years
of experience with mouse tumours, the project leader felt that it was time to move
on to human tumours to continue the investigation into new potential applications
of immunotherapy. This is a research action where "search" is the operative word.
We are a long way from the clinical trial stage which would entail a rigorous
evaluation of a new treatment. The aim here is ta discover that new treatment. The
principle of this approach is to remove a tumour, culture it, subject the cells to
chemical mutagenesis, reculture the surviving cclls and then irradiate them before
reinjecting them into the patient in the hope that this will provoke an immune
reaction in the patient against his own cancer. Two types of tumour are considered
- colon cancer and skin melanoma.

In the main, patients are exchanged with the Curie Institute in Paris which is
particularly specialized in cancers of the colon. The team at this hospital was
informed of the action and adopted the patient selection criteria proposed by the
project leader. They take the appropriate tumours and graft them onto NUDE
mice. The two teams then get together to discuss the patient. If the patient satisfies
the criteria used by the laboratory, someone goes to collect the mouse in Paris and
bring it back to Brussels. The tumour is then removed from the mouse and
cultured. If the tumour cornes from a neighbouring hospital it is taken directly to
the laboratory in a sterile container provided by the laboratory. There it is cut into
two parts of which one is grafted onto a NUDE mouse and the other is cultured.

Cancer cells are very difficult to grow. Their doubling time is between 30 and
60 hours. Consequently, a tumour requires several months in order for the culture
to take. After six months, if the culture has taken in the laboratory, the team
contacts the surgeons again ta inquire about the patient's condition, whether he is
still alive and so on. If ail is weil, the next phase is initiated in which the cells are
subjected to chemical mutagenesis. In general 0.2% of the cells survive, and some
of these must be presumed to have mutated. The survivors are cultured and then
separated into 20 to 40 clones. Bctween 5 and 10 of these are chosen for re
injection into the patient. At the appropriate moment the cclls are irradiated so as
to avoid any risk when they are re-injected into the patient. Some of the ceIl s,
before irradiation, are kept at -80°e. In this way it is possible to treat the patient
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over a period of years. This second phase lasts between 3 and 6 months, which
means that the first re-injections take place between six months and one year after
the removal of the tumour.

Once the mutagenesis phase is initiated, the clinical team sends the patient's
complete dossier to the laboratory and there are further telephone conversations.
The patient is called in to give informed consent even if that has already been
obtained by the clinical team. During this first meeting with the patient a blood
sample is taken to make a genetic fingerprint to ensure that there is no mix-up of
patients and to avoid the consequences of possible errors in culture or sample
taking.

When the vaccine is ready, patients are called in again for immunotherapy.
This is a very minor operation Ontradermal injection) which has no after-effects.
The patients visit the outpatient department once a month for four months and
thereafter at longer intervals. The concerted action pays for their travelling and, in
sorne cases, hotel expenses, which, as the project leader explained, helps to "oil
the wheels". The patient is then monitored by the clinicians who have taken over
his case; the only member from the laboratory team involved is the
immunotherapy technician. However, there are regular exchanges of information
between the teams to keep abreast of the patient's development and the effects
of the immunotherapy. Exchanges of information embrace both exchanges of
patients and tumours, to the point where the project leader considers his
concerted action as an intellectual network.

At present the laboratory does not need many tumours as it is still working
on a smal! scale. In order to have five patients per year at the end of the process,
between 30 and 40 tumours are needed at the beginning, which means over 100
potential patients. In practice, the Belgian network of surgeons could be sufficient
at this stage. France's involvement in this network is duc in fact to an initiative
taken by a Parisian patient who came to Brussels of his own volition. He was
treated here and then the team contacted his doctors in Paris. Cooperation was a
graduai process requiring considerable commitment from the partners involved.
Other teams regularly come forward but take the matter no further when they
realise the scale of the investment required. The whole process has ta be started
afresh for each patient. Ultimately it is hoped that this work can be avoided by
having vaccines that are suitable for different patients.

50 excbanges ofpatients do not occur in isolation. They are accompanied
by a series of otber exchanges inc/uding telephone messages, patient files,
tumours in sterile containers or grafted on NUDE mice, people
transporting the tumour and, in some cases, the patient. However this will
be replaced by the circulation of vaccines. The patient is more than Just an
intermediary, since he at least has the responsibi/ity of giving informed
consent.

omER EXCHANGES OF MA TERIALS
The above is not an exhaustive list of the materials circulating between teams.

There are at least two others which should be mentioned : pictures and magnetic
media.

The concerted action on the neuropathology of AlOS is a good example of
the importance of pictures. There are few specialists in this area and virtual!y al! of
them attended the preliminary meeting. The aim of the project is to list and
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characterize the les ions due to AlOS so as to have the necessary resources and data
available to constitute a field of scientific research. This is based on the collection,
classification, definition and designation of images which will be connected with
the clinical conditions and stages of the disease. The final result of the concerted
action is to be an "atlas" to which each team will contribute its best pictures. In
order to prepare the ground for fresh research the action focuses on the pooling
of documented images.

Exchanges of computer media involve chiefly data bases (including
computerization of ECG graphs), and software. In most cases the software
provided is for data storage and is distributed to the local teams or national
correspondents. Sometimes this software is also designed so that the teams to
which it is distributed can carry out some processing of their own data. This slight
difference means that some teams are able to channel their local efforts to greater
effect and often leads to new initiatives. In a concerted action the data storage
package includes an introduction explaining about the MHR programme, the
COMAC responsible for the project and the aims of the action for which the
teams are invited to collect data. Physical problems of compatibility or capacity
often affect the development of such exchanges. Several project leaders have
stressed that they would consider a move toward'i harmonization of equipment in
the context of the concerted action as a useful step.

Intermediaries : supporting and marking the dynamics of CAs

It has nearly taken 50 pages to give an account of the muJtiplicity of
intermediaries, and even then only a select few of the many possible examples
have been given : what better testimony could there be ta the wealth and
importance of exchanges which take place in the context of CAs? What points
have we been endeavouring to make in the course of this lengthy discourse? There
are three main factors which we shall briefly summarize before going on to see
how they fit together to form four principal groups of activities with regard ta
exchanges.

MEETINGS AND VISITS

Meetings and visits Jay the foundation on which the actions and communities
are built. This truism is worth repeating once again here. Most CAs allocate the
majority of their resources to this activity. It can take many forms. Exchanges of
results - the favourite vehicle for academic meetings - is only one among many
other means for scientists to keep others better informed about work in
progress, to exchange views on laboratory practice (and to train each other), ta
harmonize data collection conditions, to organize joint activities, etc.

This variety of objectives is echoed by the variety of membership (from
small working parties to large-scale seminars open to the outside). Finally, the
frequency of such events highlights their special role : "to manage the human
resources", to borrow the fine phrase of one project leader, "of this entity under
construction which will become a concerted action". Meetings and visits are the
cement which bind the individuals togelher and forge a collective identity. They,
and they alone, provide a basis for comemplating changes of practice and making
the compromises which allow CAs to bear fruit. No CA will succeed unless it lines
up the actors behind a common objective and, in the process, changes their
practices to allow Europe-wide intercomparison and collection of data, to share
tasks, to combine complemenlary skills, elc.
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Consequently, meetings and visits, together with the reports and minutes
they generate, are an indispensable medium. But however necessary they are to
forming a team, they alone cannot give substance to the project. In order to see
what the teams produce together, it is necessary to take a look at the
intermediaries. The examples given illustrate their diversity and show that most
concerted actions employ several sorts of intermediaries simultaneously. How do
these fit together and in which way do they allow a clearer idea of the process for
generating the scientific results expected?

CIRCULATlNG INTERMEDIARIE5

Analysis of the intermediaries circulating between the teams provides an
initial answer. Forms are central to most CAs : drafting, use and circulation of
forms, followed by collection and processing of the data which they contain are ail
stages in the progress of the action towards its objective and milestones on the
road to completion. With the aid of forms, local observations and representations
can be exchanged, taken up by other teams and combined to piece together
representative pictures of the phenomenon studied. Reference materials or
phantoms perform the same role when samples are exchanged, rather than
representations of the problem under study. These calibration instruments must
be produced, the conditions for collection of the samples needed must be
standardized and circulation and storage of the samples must be organized.
Sometimes it is impossible to circulate the samples as such and either they have to
be transferred onto animais or perhaps even the patients themselves must be
circulated. In many cases, this harmonization of pracLices necessitates exchanges
of equipment. Systematic circulation of representations or samples of the
phenomenon studied implies a method of organization ensuring that these
representations and samples are comparable and, hence, combinable. Analysis of
the concerted actions confirmed the major effort needed to achieve this result
alone. Many project leaders stressed the strategie importance of the "logistical
details" needed to reach this point.

FIXED INTERMEDJARJE5

Circulation of representations and samples is rarely an end in itself Conly a
few CAs have been set for this specifie objective and are concerned purely with
formulation of the protocols needed to achieve this). Storage, accumulation,
comparison and processing of such representations and samples are the means of
attaining the objectives of the CA. To achieve this, many concerted actions have
developed fixed intermediaries, often designated "centralized facilities". Three
different types were observed.

The first type of fixed intermediary is like a "common in-house seroice". Ad
hoc data bases on ail the cases or samples studied in the course of the CA are the
commonest form. Many cases concern specific therapies. Circulation of a blood
sample limits harmonization between the teams to the data collection stage alone
and guarantees that the analyses are comparable, by processing them at a single
centre operated, in practice, as a common service. Sometimes, as in the example
linked to quantitative evaluation of osteoporosis, this common service depends on
original equipment (in this case an automated X-ray plate reading system). At the
same time as ensuring uniform analysis, common services of this type are tangible
proof of the link between the teams and, in the case of data bases, often secure
their participation until results are obtained Cotherwise the individual investment
made would be lost).
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The second category comprises orienLing fixed inlemzediaries which play a
guiding role. Sequencing of the AlOS virus, characterization of antiviral molecules
and the breeding of transgenic rats are three of the many examples of the triple
role of facilities of this type: Ci) the unique service provided for researchers (often,
they are the only means of access to a particular technology or product); Cii) via the
access conditions, targeting of the themes and harmonization of practices within
the scientific community concemed; Ciii) acquisition of specialist knowledge (on,
for example, the genetic variation of the AlOS virus) in the laboratory operating
the fixed intermediary. This third point is particularly important since it confirms
that the "facilities" are not just equipment but a series of assets, including the
know-how acquired in a laboratory pursuing its own research objectives behind
the service it provides.

Polarizing fixed inlemzediaries which play a polarizing role are a very
different case. They impose constraints which shape the structure of the CA and
define the links between the teams and the timetable for meetings between them.
The examples given illustrate their dual role, either within "projects" or to set up
collection infrastructure. The Petten establishment is an example of the first type
designed to devise a new method of treating cancer (I3NCT). The "large number of
cases" data base fulfils the same role in the evaluation of ultrasonic methods of
diagnosis of congenital anomalies. The centre for the production of B cells to treat
diabetes follows the same approach : the fixed intermediary which polarizes the
activities of this CA is itself one of the results and will remain so until they are put
into practice. By contrast, other fixed intermediaries will continue in their current
form but tum to other problems, as in the case, for example, of the collection
infrastructure linked to the opportunistic diseases associated with AIDS. Many CAs
are concerned with building up collection infrastrncture of this kind, which entails
heavy intangible investment, ail the more so since most collect not only data but
also samples, frequently combining extensive logistical organization with the
establishment of common in-house services or of a reference centre which
produces comprehensive results and acts literally as the life force and
shopwindow for the concerted action.

FOUR CATEGORIES OF ACT/ON, DEPENDING ON THE MIX OF MEETINGS AND

INTERMEDlA RIES

Most concerted actions opt for a combination of several types of exchange.
Consequently, the combination chosen defines the amount of effort which the
teams put in to intercommunicate and at the same lime serves as a yardstick for
measuring their level of commitmenl. Observation of the concerted actions
reveals a multitude of different combinations but nevertheless pinpoints practical
thresholds for both the form of exchange and the amount of effort. This gives rise
to a classification into four main categories.

ln the first category, in practice the teams are involved only in conventional
activities, i.e. seminars and meetings. In sorne cases, they may have access to
additional funding for occasional exchJr.ges. This fils the definition of forums,
which form a separate bloc within the programme, whichever approach is
adopted.

ln the second category, the meetings and visits are subdivided lo form
subgroups on specific topics which focus on obtaining a consensus, usually in the
form of a new protocol (for analysis, collection, etc.). In more than one in two
cases this harmonization between teams entails exchanges of materials, whethcr
equipment (example : gene probes for the aclion on "inherited polycystic kidney
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disease"), phantoms for tcsting apparatus (example : quantitative evaluation of
osteoporosis), reference materials (example : heritable connective tissue
disorders) or samples (example : multiple sclerosis), etc. In a way, the 24 actions in
this second category correspond to a specific phase dedicated to the
harmonization of points of view and practice. Not surprisingly, it includes most
(lI out of 13) of the actions on the establishment of specialized scientific
communities. The large number of actions on the development or evaluation of
techniques CS out of 14) is a sign of the recent start made or major difficulties
encountered with the work for this purpose.

The third category focuses on collection of data, by means of the
implementation of proto cols. These data are collected by circulating
representations of the phenomena studied. Consequently, the usual medium is
paper in the form either of questionnaires distributed and returned (the usual
situation) or of treatment protocols distributed and medical reports returned
(example : CAs on opportunistic diseases associated with AlOS). Within this
category of 28 or so actions, there are wide differences in the method of initiation
and the scale of the bases for data collection. üften these also reflect differences of
purpose. A subcategory of 10 actions, nine of them on harmonization of medical
practice, is defined by protocols which existed before the action started and are
based on ad hoc data. At the opposite end of the scale, protocols formulated in
the course of the action and "large number of cases" data bases are associated
more with evaluation of treatments (five actions). Surveillance services are also
heavily represented in this category (eight actions out of Il) because they ail entail
the development of large data bases [five cases; example : Eurocat (congenital
anomalies)] or mobilize large-scale national bases to establish European reference
centres (three cases; example : epidemiology of AlDS).

In the fourth category of actions, not only are the practices harmonized but
also materials and samples of the phenomenon studied are systematically
exchanged. Ali these concerted actions are linked with fixed intermediaries, which
determine the progress or success of the action. The difference between this
category and the others lies in the scale of logistical or technical investment
required in order to analyse or circulatc the samples. These investments take
different forms, allowing subdivision of this category of 31 actions into two
subcategories.

The first 17 CAs, 1ike the third category, entail the establishment of
collection infrastructure, though this time focusing on the collection and assembly
of samples and, in one case in two, backed up by large data bases. There are
actions of this type on aIl six finalities, though surveillance services (with four CAs;
examples : prevalencc of asthma or epidemiology of osteoporosis) and joint
research facilities (five CAs; examples : ECAT on thrombosis or molecular
cytogenetics) account for over half.

The other 14 CAs are organized around fixed intermediaries playing a
polarizing or guiding role. The polarizing intermediaries are either equipment
(example : BNCT or the prototype "forced respiratory techniques") or production
centres (examples : B cells and diabetes, joint research facilities to breed
transgenic rats, to produce artificially aged mice or to make peptides/adjuvants for
the three CAs for research targeted on AlDS). The four CAs with fixed
intermediaries serving a guiding role concern analytical laboratories (example
HlV genetic screening) or test centres (macaques and primates).
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Consequently, in addition to the finalities, actors and forms of organizatioo
there is a third dimension for characterizing concerted actions: the exchanges and
intermediaries give a fuller idea of teams' involvement and at the same time,
depending on which form this takes and on the tangible and intangible investment
which it demands, of the solidity and durability of the networks formed.

TABLE. TYPES OF EXCHANGES TAKING PLACE WI7HIN CONCERTED ACTIONS

Note: This table comprises 3 groups. The first one gathers the CAs centering 00

meetings and on harmonization : thematic groups correspond to the existence of
subgroups designed to build a consensus between teams on a specifie matter (usually the
preparation of a protocol); material back-up is Iinked with exchanges of reference
materials, samples, etc. to achieve this harmonization. The second group corresponds to
"paper" collection structures. Two criteria enable classification of the CAs : the need for
an harmonization phase (CAs are "latent" if the protocol predates the start of the CA
and "created" if a harmonization stage is needed before collection can be started), the
size of the data base: they are regarded as "ad hoc" in the case of a Iimited number of
cases where virtually individual processing of case providers is possible or "large" where
they are so big as to require substantial logistics to be able to handle ail situations. The
third group corresponds to "sample" collection structures (based on the gathering of
blood, tissue, ... samples) and to Cas with fixed intermediaries.

1. Meetings and harmonization
finality Meetings Harmonization

Thematic gps Material back-up
1 4Dev./Eval. techniques

Harm. practices
Forums
Specialized research communities
Total

3
3

15

21

6
7

6
11

Total

8
4

15
12

39

total
8
5
3

12

28

Created Reference
ad hoc large DB centres

2 3
5

1 2
1 2
2 11 3

1

4
8

8

2. Paper collection structures
Finality Latent

ad hoc large DB

3SUry. sery.

Dev.lEval.treat.
Dev./Eval.tech.
Harm. pract.
Total

total
4
7

3
2

14

1

315

4

intermediaries
Orienting

3
1

9

52
1

9

2

3

8

3. Sample collection structures & fixed intermediaries
finality Collection structure fixed

Large DB Other Polarizing

3 1

3
2

Surv.serv.
Dev./Eval.treat.
Dev./Eval.tech.
Harm. pract.

Joint res.fac.
Spec.res.comm.
Total
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III. THE ACTORS AND THE COORDI:\TATION OF CONCERTED ACTIONS

Who takes part in concerted actions? How are they organized? What does it
take to get teams working in a network and how does one go about it? Ail the
project leaders told how the experience is both fascinating and frustrating, there
being no reference model to he1p them make choices. Yet these questions are
crucial to concerted actions : how should they be organized, what is the best
strategy to mobilize and interest the teams, how should relations be managed and
what communications are needed? Analysis of intermediate results has shown
these considerations determine the eventual performance and success of the quasi
business or quasi-institution which is the CA. Two other features bear this out: the
set of collective rules which actions have to adopt as they go along (goveming the
inclusion or exclusion of members, access to joint resources, publications,
relations with industry, etc.) and decision-making processes about the organization
of work.

The special nature of the problems involved and the ingenious solutions hit
upon by researchers dealing with this unusual situation have led to a proliferation
of organizational approaches. Nonethe1ess, ail of these follow one of two definite
patterns: centralized or collective decision-making, the individual, collective or
distributed organization of work. They fall into five main organizational families :
the forum, the outdoor laboratory, the star network and thematically or
geographically partitioned networks.

Before looking at these in detail, we should stress an essential feature of the
composition of concerted actions : their heterogeneity. File 4 on the dissemination
of results will return to this point. We do not have a reliable statistical picture for
each of the concerted actions, but the replies to our postal survey have enabled us
to establish the minimum scope of the concerted actions. The table below
attempts ta define this scope by looking at the institutional backgrounds of the
teams taking part in the concerted actions which replied to the survey. Of the 77
CAs for which we got more than 5 replies, only two have purely "academic" teams
(from universities and/or government research institutes) and only nine involved a
mixture of teams from academic institutions and university hospitals. Ail the other
actions, i.e. 85% of the total, include at least one service institution (hospitals or
health service departments : 62 actions, i.e. 80% of cases) and/or private business
involved in health OS actions, i.e. one case in five). The table shows clearly the
predominant set-up : 48 concerted actions Ci.e. six out of 10 in our "qualified"
sample) include "academic", university hospital and service institution teams. Il is
not surprising, then, that this combination should be the most common in each of
the finalities being pursued. The conclusion is obvious : as a general rule, concerted
actions involve potential users of results, even if only in the capacity of
"observers". As has already been stressed, this participation has two
complementary effects : it means that future users can be interested at an early
stage in the changes which the results will bring about in their practices; it also
gives impetus to the action in that, through the interaction it generates (see the
description of industry's participation in the concerted action on the quantitative
assessment of osteoporosis), it encourages reciprocal adaptation, which makes the
dissemination of results simpler and more likely.

There are many ways in which future users can participate, but a common
feature is often that they are directly involved in obtaining results : many clinicians
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collect data or cases or supply materials Ce.g. the pancreases in the concerted
action on diabetes), industry supplies equipment, even at the prototype stage Ce.g.
the CA on biomagnetism), or products Ce.g. the CA on myocardial infections) or
its analytical capacity Ce.g. Euronut), while general practitioners fil1 in logbooks to
help define tools to assist in objective decision- making, health service
departments provide data, etc.

TABLE 12 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FINAUTIES AND 7HE COMPOSITION OF

CONCERTED ACTIONS

Notes:
- Only CAs where five replies were received and the project leader was interviewed have
been included, i.e. a total of 77 actions. This therefore forms a subgrou p of the 95
actions looked at in the previous File Cthe NQ column shows the number of CAs not
quoted).
- This classification servcs purely as a rough guide to the minimum scope of the action,
as apparent from the replies only.
- The "types" refer to the institutions to which the respondents belong : type Il =

universities only, type 12 university hospitals only and type 13 both. Type 21 = type Il

plus service (hospital or health service departments); type 22 = type 12 plus service and
type 23 = type 13 plus service. Type 31 = academic institution plus industry, type 32 =

industry plus service and type 33 = academic institution plus service plus industry.

13
Principal types

23 33 Othcr NQ Total

Surveillance service
Dev./Eval. of treatment
Dev./Eval. of techniques
Harmonization of practice
Forums
Joint research facilities
Spec. research communities
Total

1 - The forum

2

2

2

3

9

9
7
6
7
6
5
8

48

1

3
4
2

1

11

1(21)

2(11/12)
1(31)
1(31)
1(31)

3(21/22/31)

9

5
4
2

7
4
4
2

28

17
12
15

19
15
14

13
105

A project leader endeavours gradual1y to guide individual peers towards
common interests; such, in simplified form, is the picture of the first type of
organizational set-up. Il has been seen that of the 105 concerted actions there were
15 actions of this type, 11 of which were concentrated in the two largest
subprogrammes (in terms of the number of actions) : biomedical engineering
(BME) and AlOS. They correspond to two slightly different case scenarios.

ln the first, as set out by severa1 project leaders, the concerted action plays a
specific role : focusing on a new field, which, at the frontier of the known
disciplines, is having prob1ems establishing itse1f. Ils function is to bring together
interested teams, indeed, to stimu1aLe the interest in the first place. Such meetings
need to remain informai if links are to be established, and the first and foremost
result of these encounters is the emergencc of joint projects, the pinpointing of
common requirements, in short, the out1ining of new concerred actions, whether
these involve actions as such or the construction of "central facilities". There are
five CAs of this type, developing forms of support for various individual initiatives.
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For instance, the CA on "breakdown in human adaptation", defined as an
"umbrella" concerted action and involving almost 70 teams, encourages the
decentralized creation of micro-projects as a spin-off of limited and informai
thematic meetings at which the teams come together to discuss their projects. The
concerted action on "immunology and AlDS", on the other hand, is an organized
effort to set up a network between the fifteen or so European teams interested in
the project : regular meetings, visits, support for exchanges of researchers and
materials are organized to this end.

ln the second case, the scientific Community already exists. Yet while it may
already be defined, its problem is its small size, the isolation of the teams and the
absence of scope for dialogue and brainstorming. The CA serves to fill this gap
and clear the way for exchanges. The rhythm of these CAs is marked by large
annuai meetings, which form the main work of the project leader (and indeed of
those working with him). The CA on technologies for the hearing-impaired is a
long- standing example of this type of action, soon to celebrate its tenth birthday
and involving at least a hundred participants. ln addition, sorne concerted actions
support decentralized initiatives by the teams : exchanges of people or materials
(the "FlV" CA) or the organization of small workshops on specific subjects
("automated cytogenetics" or "DNA repair & cancer"). There arc nine concerted
actions of this type, which, if the reply rate to the postal survey can be considered
indicative of the teams' interest in the concerted actions, are clearly meeting a
need.

2 - The outdoor laboratory

A small group of peers sets itself an S&T objective and shares out the work.
Joint decision-making and allocation of tasks prior to joint consolidation are the
great strengths of such concerted actions, which are characterized chiefly by their
small membership.

Take, for instance, the case of a concerted action involving five research
teams. These come together to prepare a joint project, determine the research
protocol, standardize their methods and share out the work. Each team carries out
more or less the same tasks. Macaques are contaminated with AIDS viruses and the
results from the various teams and from individual animais are compared and any
differences assessed. One team, however, plays a more central role, managing the
budget and allocating it among the teams according to the number of macaque
months represented by their work under the jointly established plan. This team is
also responsible for distributing the same strain of virus to ail the teams, thereby
precluding any risk of discrepancies deriving from different strains. Lastly, this
team sets up and manages a data base of the study's results, which puts it in a
special position. Publications are joint.

There are only three concerted actions of this type, the other two
concerning the harmonization of medical practice ("exposure to cancer :
evaluation methods" and "mental health problems of deaf people").

There are two advantages to maintaining this type of category. Firstly, the
organization of a lot of concerted actions is two-tiered, with a large number of
teams gravitating around a small core whose operation is that just described. This
precludes the need to provide individual descriptions, for each category, of the
operation of the central core, often found within the PMG (project management
group) and which figures largely in File 3 on the organization of concerted actions.
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The table below shows that just over half of al! concerted actions enjoy joint
management, or at least joint decision-making.

Secondly, this type of category makes it possible to underline the real
meaning of "effects of scale", a feature commonly sought in concerted actions: it is
only rarely a question of pooling equivalent resources to arrive at a "critical scale".
Most of the time the aim is to bring together complementary skills for the
execution of a action or to set up new bodies (which often become permanent) or
to help subject- or discipline-based communities set themselves up and gain
recognition. These different finalities cali for various complex forms of
organization: star networks, thematically partitioned networks and geographically
partitioned networks. The table below analyses the incidence of these forms of
organization and the way in which they relate to the finalities.

TABLE 13 : ORGANIZA770N OF CONCERTED AC770NS

Notes: Forums are excluded. Type 2 = laboratory without walls; Type 3 = star network; Type 4 =

thematically partitioned network; Type 5 = geographically partitioned network.
"Shared" organization means that the strategic decisions are taken jointly by the project leader
and a core of active teams, generally within the PMG. In ail other cases, the organization is
centralized, i.e. dependent on the project leader and his team.

-type of organization-
2 3 4 5 total

- management -
centralised shared

Surveillance services 0 6 2
Devpt/eval of treatment 0 2 9
Devpt/eval of techniques 0 1 12
Harmonization of practices 2 8 1
Joint research facilities 1 8 4
Specialized communauties 0 6 7

Total 3 31 35

3 - The star network

8
1

1

8
1

19

16 6 10

12 5 7
14 9 5
19 7 12
14 7 7
13 6 7

88 40 48

(12)

The concerted action is organized around the project leader and his team,
around whom there gravitate "equivalent" members : "providers of cases" (usually
c1inicians or practitioners) or "users" (usually colleagues operating through the
central facility). There are more than 30 concerted actions of this type.

Even though the creation of a PMG has become virtually compulsory, very
few concerted actions of this type endow the PMG with strategic decision-making
capacity : only six out of 31. The star network may therefore be considered
hybrid, since it is operated not from a single central point but by a core of
laboratories making joint decisions on its form and future. Instead, and in the great
majority of cases, the PMG is at best a committee which meets once or twice a
year to discuss any problems which have arisen, leaving the project leader and his
team with the task of arbitrating and orchestrating. This type of organization
encompasses two scenarios.

THE STAR NETWORK ORGANIZED AROUND A FIXED INTERMEDIARY

A known scientist backed up by a highly competent team gathers around
himself (and possibly around the nucleus of colleagues backing him up) the other
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teams working in the field (or sorne of them, at least) so as ta effect a change of
scale and, with the help of the community, set up a quasi-institution.

Most of the concerted actions with a "central facility" follow this mode!. For
instance, eight of the 14 joint research facilities, the three actions involved in
targeted research and four of the six "central facilities". The concerted actions on
HIV antiviral compounds or on virus sequencing (HIV genetic screening) dealt
with earlier are good examples of this and illustrate the two forms of organization :
the first operates solely according to the internai decisions of the team operating
the facility (which will only screen compounds it is interested in), while the second
places great importance on the "experiments committee" which makes decisions
and establishes practices.

A number of "collection structures" also display this star structure around a
"reference centre" which organizes gathering and is, in this case, synonymous with
the project leader's team. Take ECAT, for instance, which brings together 21
regional networks in the epidemiological monitoring of congenital malformations.
ln concerted actions of this type the organization of data collection is usually
associated with complex processing tools often belonging to internai facilities : e.g.
"epidemiology of osteoporosis" and the image reader, "prevention of blindness"
and the tissue bank, "arteriosclerosis" and the tissue, blood and DNA banks.
Several "thematically partitioned" concerted actions are organized along similar
lines but with several actions being managed in parallel (thus Penta - type 3 
closely resembles ENTA - type 4 - in that two protocols are managed in parallel).

Ali in ail, 16 concerted actions take the form of "star networks around a fixed
intermediary", ail of them long-term : eight "joint research facilities", five
"surveillance networks" and three concerted actions relating to the evaluation and
development of "treatment" ("8 cells & diabetes", "Penta") and "techniques"
(ECG").

STAR NETWORK AND INITIA TlON

A second grouping includes CAs of identical ongm and organization but
which, initiated only recently, are often still at the structuring stage. This is the case
for six of the 13 concerted actions aiming to set up "specialized communities" (e.g.
"Eurobiomat" or "neuropathology of AlOS") and for two CAs relating to the
harmonization of practices ("haemoglobinopathies" and "use of DRGs in
hospitals").

This grouping also includes six concerted actions relating to the
harmonization of medical practices and displaying special features : a small
number of participants (at the limit of the "laboratory without walls", as far as scale
is concerned), focusing solely on obtaining information at European level and of
limited duration (disintegration once a picture has been formed). Take, for
instance, Euromac (maternai alcohol consumption) or the CA on oral problems
relating to AlOS. Typically, this is a form of organization adapted to short-term
concerted actions or those which get off the ground and determine their
organizational set-up at the same time as defining their objectives.

Thus the star network corresponds to two very different but
complementary situations :

- on the one hand, a stable form of organization centring on a fixed
intermediary and in which the manager or organizer (when he works between
several laboratories) is in fact the leader of the concerted action. In a third of ail
cases joint decisions and/or task-sharing produce a "hybrid" star network;
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- on the other, a short-term set-up reflecting the one-off nature of the
project (forming a picture of the situation in Europe) or the recent nature of the
concerted action. In the latter case this form of organization indicates an individual
initiative which has to "prove itself" if it hopes to set up a community and work
with it to determine a course for the long term plus the necessary back-up.

4- The geographically partitioned network

In contrast to the star network, the geographically partitioned network
includes a hierarchical level separating the project leader or the central nucleus of
teams and the individual participants. This level comprises national
correspondents coordinating the teams within their country (or area).

A good example of this is the action on the way general practitioners refer
their patients to specialists. A data collection protocol is drawn up by a small
working party and is then discussed with 12 national representatives. Once the
protocol has been approved the central team creates data collection logbooks for
the general practitioners involved in the study. The logbooks are translated and,
after any corrections have been made by the central team, distributed by the
various national representatives. Each representative sends this material to the
doctors in his network. Having filled them in, the doctors return the logbooks to
their national representative, who checks them and sends them to the central
team, which then enters them into the data base and has them processed.
Feedback to the doctors on work progress and results is the responsibility of the
national representatives.

This is the model for 19 concerted actions, 16 of which are associated with
two finalities : the setting-up of surveillance services (8 CAs) and the harmonization
of medical practices (8 CAs). Yet if we look more closcly at the details of the
logistical organization (and the strategie importance of detail has already been
stressed on a number of occasions), we find that there are almost as many variants
as there are actions : relays may be operated through national representatives or
otherwise; such relays may be with ad hoc networks, existing networks (e.g. the
epidemiological monitoring networks of general practitioners, ("sentinel"
networks) or quasi-institutions (national or regional registries); relays may or may
not carry out certain data processing (e.g. translation, shaping, incorporation into
national projects, qua lity control, intermediate data base, local sifting of
intermediate results, etc.); it may or may not be the case that only information
moving in one direction will pass through the relays; the protocol may be
common or there may simply be a few common indicators to be incorporated
into the various national procedures; the CA may comprise a single project or a
number of subprojects organized according to this model; the teams may or may
not have access to the central data base; the importance of the joint work can vary
(e.g. establishing terminology and language); data may be analysed locally by the
collating teams or exclusively by the central team; data collection may be
<~ecifically for the duration of the study or more permanent, like a service; the
central team may or may not develop and supply data entry software, etc.

Amid this great diversity, which needed to be contrasted with the
organization of the star networks, three forms of organization may be discerned.

- The first is confined to the setting-up of a central structure whose function
is to gather and process the data collected through independent and pre-existing
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national networks. This is the case in the concerted actions on the epidemiology of
AlOS and on "avoidable deaths" (with specifie secondary projects which validate
and enhance them). This type of CA usually has few participants : simply the
representatives of the national data collection networks and a few epidemiological
specialists assisting the "reference centre" team. The primary collectors work
solely with the national systems, which are coordinated at the second level, that of
the harmonization and pooling of data.

- The second group, and by far the largest, is that of the "epidemiological"
CAs, which build up large data bases. The aim is to create representative images of
practices and help individuals, operators and systems to locate themselves (the
"secondary" CAs stemming from the first group can often be likened to this type).
These structures are not intended to be long-term; set up to meet a specifie
requirement of the participants, they are destined to break up du ring the
dissemination process which will help improve practices or standardize
techniques. Examples include the concerted actions on "antenatal ultrasound
screening" and, especially, "care delivery systems", "hospitals auto-evaluation
practices", "HIV serological methods", "use of blood" and "head injuries".

- Concerted actions in the third group, working with reference to the
problem they are tackling, set up long-term collection structures based on what is
generally a two-tiered form of logistical infrastructure: national representatives
who organize and sustain the networks of collectors, and a European collection
centre, the nerve centre of the system (usually the project leader's laboratory).
These concerted actions are distinguished in part by the arrangements made for
national collectors, who are directly organized with an eye to European analysis in
the knowledge that national analysis is often unrepresentative (through lack of
cases).

The two concerted actions organized around general practitioners
("Eurosentinel" and "GPs referral study", outlined above) are examples of this, as
are the CA on nocosomial infections ("Euronis") and, especially, the CAs on
objective medical decision-making ("üMDM"). As regards the last two cases, the
two project leaders want to combine their projects to encourage the creation of
renewed projects on other illnesses but making use of the intricate and original
procedures developed during the first two experiments. The other two CAs
("EMIP" and "thyroid cancer genetics") have set up "complex" networks, which
include a third lier of laboratories specializing in complex treatment or analysis
(their specifie nature often tends to confer on them the status of "joint research
facility"). Although they are organized with reference to a specifie problem, these
two concerted actions will, if successful, be extended and focused on other
problems : the first as a service for analysing costly pre-hospital treatments and
the second as a molecular biology service.

5 - The thematically partitioned network

The last major form of organization and the most widespread (35 concerted
actions) are the thematically partitioned networks. Work is organized in
subnetworks coordinated by joint project leaders. Project management groups
generally correspond to the groups of joint project leaders. These networks fall
into three main categories according to the way the work of the subnetworks is
synergized within the framework of the concerted action.
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SIMPLE PARTlTlONED NETWORKS

In these networks work is not synergized (or only at the end of the project).
The CA's task is to split up the problem or phenomenon under study into
subproblems to be tackled in parallel by individual groups guided by the joint
project leaders. These groups are usually small (five or six teams) and will produce
an identified output (a protocol for the cytometric analysis of such and such a
cancerous tumour, the comparative evaluation of x hyperthermie installation units,
the clinical evaluation of such and such a perinatal diagnosis, etc.). What
distinguishes one CA from another is the way the output is mobilized and whether
or not it has been provided for at the current stage within the framework of the
CA. Such is the case, for instance, for the protocols on clinical immunology for
chronic arthritis, which are being drawn up in paraI leI and the test for which is
already being prepared (by specialized subgroups), or the stocktaking of the
technical clinical problems affecting artificial hearts to help find a working
definition of a new type of artificial heart. Nonetheless, the most common form
involves the piling-up of independent resu)ts, often with the project leader alone
in a position to synergize them.

Take, for instance, the concerted action on heritable connective tissue
disorders, in which the work is split up between specialized subnetworks (sub
working groups). However, these are linked together by the wide dissemination of
results organized by the project leader. For instance, one task is to draw up an
annotated directory of laboratories specializing in the diagnosis of connective
tissue disorders for subsequent widescale distribution to clinicians. Another
subgroup, this time of clinicians, is responsible for establishing diagnostic flow
charts for publication in a major medical journal. A third subgroup, of
laboratories, is asked to organize the comparison and standardization of methods
and draw up a reference manual for laboratories. It also has to establish a tissue
bank. Lastly, another subgroup deals wilh the setting-up of a data base of patients
suffering from these diseases with a vicw, ultimately, to offering genetic advice. The
teams shares out the work by subgroup; results are given wide dissemination via
the project leader.

The concerted actions adopting this form of organization are concentrated
around two finalities. It is the course adopted by project leaders for setting up
specialized scientific communities, given that they do not centralize everything
around their own teams or around the small core of instigating teams (seven CAs).
It is also the most common form of organization for concerted actions on
standardization of the development of new techniques (la out of 14 CAs). It is
interesting to note that none of the concerted actions is currently at a stage where
it can bring together the various outputs, as the ECG action cano

INTEGRA TED NETWORKS

This type of network can be compared to a genuine project structure. The
subnetworks correspond to allocated tasks in a project where those tasks have
been defined so as to speed up progress and exploit the presence of
complementary expertise in the network. In lhcse nelworks, the gathering of
results for the compilation of a final integrated resull is already clearly defined and
in fact constitutes the real objective of the network. Subnetworks are no more
than a passing stage in a network's career. Five concerted actions on the
development of new cancer trcatmenls are built on this mode!. The extreme
manifestation of this type of nelwork model has already been seen : the BNa
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action. Or take, for instance, the succession of cycles (each cycle requiring
complex organization of activities, sometimes in paraIlel, sometimes in sequence)
to improve the purification of stem cells (human stem cell action). Similarly, the
two concerted actions on drug targeting and drug carriers organize the selection of
target/vector pairs, their production and the carrying-out of animal and then
clinical tests. Lastly, a particularly good example is the Eulima project, which is
organizing its work to arrive at a final conceptual design for the new clinical
instrument to be developed for improved cancer treatmenl.

PARTrrIONED NETWORKS AND FlXED INTERMEDIARJES
Although central facilities are often set up in a star structure, sorne of them

are to be found in partitioned networks :
- Four are organized in surveillance networks with registries CEurodiab,

Eurofap) or are aiming to set up a service for the evaluation of techniques relating
to problem diagnosis (tissue characterization, perinatal surveillance).

- Five others, of fairly long standing, are mobilized simultaneously by several
projecL'>. Such is the set-up of the two concerted actions on AIDS-related diseases.
A central core of teams organizes the work. Tasks are allocated very carefully
among those teams. Thus one of them is responsible for overall coordination and
for the day-to-day implementation of the protocol. Another deals with ail
statistical and data processing relating to the protacol, viz. chiefly the random
selection of therapies and data processing. A third team, different for each disease,
is responsible for sifting the scientific results. The others help draw up the test
protocol and take part in the discussion of the results. Around this nucleus are
several dozen teams assisting in the implementation of the protocol. lbese teams
comprise clinicians who have become involved in the study and have undertaken
to apply the protocol. They have no contact with each other, but deal solely with
the coordinating team.

A further example is provided by the concerted action on thrombosis, in
which the division into subnetworks is the work of a team which organizes a vast
network of logistical support for various research projects. First, it organizes the
standardization of methods of analysis by setting up one or more reference
centres, where appropriate and depending on the subprojecl. Il then organizes
the logistical support (definition and distribution of reference material,
organization of quality controls, drafting of recommendations, training of
laboratory technicians). In addition, it was set up a committee to harmonize
decisions on difficult cases. Lastly, data bases and materials banks (serum and
blood samples) has been set up. These should serve ta standardize work
throughout the duration of the action, even if available analytical methods are
changed (appearance of new diagnostic kits, etc.). This vast organization takes
account of the various needs of subprojects. The three subprojects themselves are
headed by three associated project leaders, who base themselves on the
standardized working methods. In this instance, scientific work is coordinated
through the management of work tools.

Thematically partitioned networks associated with fixed intermediaries, and
more particularly with collection structures, thus reflect a project's development
over a certain period. Initially set up in star form, they are gradually transformed
into partitioned networks capable of managing several projects simultaneously. At
the same time they become long-term, which requires a new response from MHR
and its procedures.
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6 - Types of organization, actors and finalities : special relationships

Concerted actions which are almost always distinct in composition and
which include future users of their results; concerted actions organized according
to three main mode1s - in star form or as thematically or geographically partitioned
networks; concerted actions which are as often as not managed jointly. These are
the principal features thrown up by this analysis. Is it possible to go further and
seek out the relationship between actors, organizational forms and finalities? The
analysis does give several guidelines.

TREA TMENT/TECHNIQUES AND THEMA TICALLY PARTlTlONED NETWORKS

Most of the CAs whose finalities are the evaluation or development of
treatments and techniques are organized according to the "thematically
partitioned" mode\. This is no doubt because to focus on a treatment or a
technique requires approaches from a large number of angles at the same time.
These concerted actions assume three additional forms depending on the degree
of integration.

- Most of them split up the work into a series of problems to be solved in
parallel Cin the hyperthermy project, for instance, delivery of heat, measurement
of its distribution, patient modeling and clinical protocols for radiotherapy
association). This division is then structuralized in subgroups of participants led by
joint project leaders and the strategic management of the CA becomes joint, as
happens in 50% of cases, when the group of joint project leaders meets regularly
to make decisions on the project's course. A great many concerted actions, faced
with the size of the problem and given their current state of progress, are as yet
unable to envisage the collection of the various results with a view to producing a
working result. This integration phase, even when drawn up Ce.g. animal and/or
clinical testing of finalized protocols) remains formai or latent and cannot be fitted
into the current framework of CA funding.

- A second group, peculiar to the subprogramme on cancer, includes five
CAs which are genuine "projects" for the development of new treatments,
whether focusing on the use and adaptation of heavy equipment (BNCf) or calling
for firm cyclical sequential organization Chuman stem cell action).

- The third and final group, encompassing very few CAs, uses the evaluated
treatments or techniques to help develop long- term evaluation services : in the
c1inical treatment of AlOS CENTA), for tissue characterization techniques and even
for perinatal surveillance techniques. All three take the form of "collection
structures". These concerted actions are somewhat larger than the prey ious ones
CSO participants or more, compared with 30 or less, many cases) and have a
different make-up : outside the organizing core they usually use clinicians as
collectors. The other concerted actions generally bring together scientists and
engineers, with only occasional recourse to clinicians for a clinical evaluation
subproject Ce.g. Viral hepatitis or "Heart").

N.B. : Of the 26 concerted actions in these two finalities Cevaluation of
treatment or tehcnique), 21 use this form of organization, demonstrating clearly
the close link. Five CAs have nevertheless chosen a different form of organization.
Analysis of these five and their differences gives a better understanding of the logic
behind the choice of the predominant form of organization. For one of them, in
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star form (Penta), it is clearly a transitional validation stage before setting up, like
ENTA, as a collection structure for AlOS treatments for use on children. For
another (Oiabetes and B cells), the project, focusing on the activity of the
"production centre" is maintaining a star form, though development of uses will in
all likelihood transform it too into a partitioned network. Two other CAs, in order
to evaluate the effective application of a technique (antenatal screening) and a
treatment (EMIP), have set up major networks of collecting clinicians and, in order
to manage them, adopted the geographically partitioned form (one of them, EMIP,
considers that it has in this way set up an original service for the evaluation of
costly pre-hospital treatment). The last action (ECG), now in its final phase,
foreshadows what will probably happen with a number of CAs once they get to
the results integration stage: reconstruction of a star network around a "reference
centre" (or a "Iaboratory without walls") which will consolidate and operationalize
the first network's achievements.

GEOGRAPHICALLY PARTITIONED NETWORKS AND HARMONIZATION OF PRACTICES
ln order to characterize what are essentially widely disparate practices prior

to harmonization, a large number of clinicians and practitioners need to be
assembled and strict rules on geographical coverage enforced (so as to allow for
historical and organizational differences in health services). Hence the frequent use
of geographically partitioned networks and the importance which is often
attached to this form of organization, which sets up national joint project leaders
who will channel first the mobilization and then the dissemination (e.g. the CA on
objective medical decision-making and acute abdominal pain). Eight out of 19
concerted actions display this form, though most of thcm do not include national
collectors in the list of participants. Although in one case (the CAs on objective
medical decision-making, which the project leaders want to merge to tackle other
diseases posing diagnostic problems) this structure is intended to be long-term
and establish itself as a service, it is otherwise temporary and will last just long
enough to produce the results needed to form recommendations.

This type of concerted action therefore belongs with the very large group of
small-scale CAs targeted on a specifie problem, where the aim is either to take
stock of a situation (e.g. maternaI alcohol consumption and its effects on
pregnancy and child development, or the mental health problems of deaf
people), or carry out a comparative study (e.g. use of ORGs in hospitals, or age
care research) or to prepare targeted information (e.g. the book on the
"International Classification of Primary Care", material informing dentists about
oral problems relating to AlOS). These CAs, which are more like studies, generally
take the form of a star network around an initiating project leader with sole
responsiblity for ensuring the final consistency of the results. For some of them
success will mean transformation into a geographically partitioned network in
order to look more deeply into a particular aspect (e.g. CA on
haemoglobinopathies). This change in organizational set-up over a period of time
reflects standard diachronie development in the pursuit of this finality : initiation
usually by the programme, and more specifically the HSR COMAC ("the stake is
important and something necds to be done"), a mandate given to a recognized
scientist (who must then assemble the necessary teams) usually after a number of
workshops have been set up, followed by genuine comparative research into
practices (which is what requires the introduction of geographically partitioned
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organization) and the finalizing of recommendations and the development of
instruments (e.g. software ta assist diagnosis) whose dissemination must then be
ensured (or even taken over), failing which ail this effort will go to waste.

N.B. Only one concerted action adopted the thematically partitioned form
of organization. Its aim was to set up a network of reference laboratories to which
general practitioners can tum for analyses of heritable connective tissue disorders.
In a way the CA is aiming, through a series of parallel operations (aimed at
diagnostic cards, clinical practices, etc.), to establish a quality label and introduce
recognized specializations at European level. This synergization, which must
ultimately be self-sustaining, raises two important points affecting the national
health systems: Ci) professional standards need to be introduced at Community
level; (iD since, for a number of highly advanced genetic analyses there is no need
for each country to have a specialized laboratory, how will it be possible to tum to
the "right" laboratory if each country does not have one? The difficulties
emphasized by this example no doubt explain why very few CAs have launched
into this type of harmonization.

ON-GOING SURVEILLANCE AND GEOGRAPHICALLY PARTITIONED NETWORKS

As has been seen, harmonizing practices means gaining an overall picture of
the situation and thus organizing the gathering of information from a large
geographical area. Since the aim is no longer to gain a "snapshot" picture of the
situation at a single point in time, the action heads towards the setting-up of
"surveillance networks", one of whose main functions, along with monitoring over
time, is to evaluate the effect of health policies and to set off "alarms" (in the event
of hiccups or unexpected events, such as the Chemobyl disaster). It is not
surprising, then, to see a large degree of organizational continuity between the two
groups.

- Three concerted actions bring together existing national networks (AlOS
epidemiology, avoidable deaths and Eurocare: registries in cancer survival). Their
core is therefore the reference centre, which gathers, processes and disseminates
this data. In the process , ail three throw up new questions and prompt new
research intended to supplement the surveillance. In two cases the projects have
given rise to "secondary" actions (with the same steering group), which typically
adopt the organizational form of the CAs dedicated to the harmonization of
practices, with the reference centre taking charge of dissemination.

- In order to operate, the other concerted actions have to start by setting up
gathering networks. In five cases the chosen model means setting up regional
(Eurocat) or national (Euronis, Eurofap, Eurosentinal and Eurodiab) networks, data
from which is centralized in a reference centre. How symbolic that most of these
networks have adopted acronyms preceded by "Euro", as if, even at programme
level, there were a desire to proclaim the durability of the concerted action
programme. What these five projects have in common, along with the equivalent
projects dedicated to the harmonization of medical practices, is that they do not
count collecting clinicians as participants; logically, therefore, the only members
are partners active in organizing the collection or processing of data.

- In the three other cases, on the other hand, the collecting clinicians are
fully-fledged members of the concerted action and enjoy direct links with the core
of teams constituting the reference centre. The CA takes the form of a "hybrid"
star network. There are always sound reasons for this choice : the difficulty of
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gathering useful samples for "prevention of blindness", the existence of a joint
facility for the analysis of X-rays for "epidemiology of osteoporosis", the major
investments which collecting c1inicians need to make for "asthma prevalence".

- Unlike the three "reference centres" of the first group, a feature of a
number of recently initiated networks (which got off the ground under MHR4) is
that they combine the setting-up of a surveillance network with the pursuit of
research objectives within a single concerted action: identification of markers and
genes in Eurofap (cancer families and familial adenomatous polyposis) and
"prevention of blindness", which is tackling the two most corn mon heritable
disorders while at the same time taking organizational steps to treat themall in
tum; dealing with complications for Eurodiab ("diabetes mellitus").

CREATING NEW SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITlES : ORGANIZATIONAL CHOICES REVEALlNG

VERY DIFFERENT SITUATIONS
ln view of the large number of concerted actions pursuing this broad finality

(over 40 out of our sampie lOS) we have already had to break them down on the
basis of the strategy adopted : establishment of forums, guidance through the
development of a "fixed intermediary" which is often unique in Europe (which we
have termed "joint research facility"), and coordination through the harmonization
of practices and the graduai establishment of a project. These strategies are
implemented through very different organizational forms.

The forum is a form in its own right, which is specific and limited in terrns of
the involvement on the part of teams. It is nevertheless a valued tool, going by the
interest shown by the teams in taking the effort to reply to a mailed questionnaire
as complex as the one sent to them! The fact that a smail specialized community
has been given access to the traditional media of academic exchanges (meetings,
visits, ad hoc exchanges) is bound to have an effect on the dynamics of this
community (e.g. "technologies for the hearing-impaired", and "automated
cytogenetics"). Other examples of finalities pursued through the instrumentality of
such an organizational form and strongly supported by several project leaders are
the assistance to the emergence of projects in new areas on the frontiers of
established disciplines (e.g. "breakdown in human adaptation"), and assistance
with the recognition of common needs ("genomic variation of HlV").

Ali the other actions aimed at structuring a specialized scientific community
take the form either of a star network (around a project leader, more rarely around
a core of teams, 14 CAs), or a thematically partitioned network (generally involving
task-sharing betwecn laboratories and joint management of the project, Il CAs).
Only 2 CAs organized around joint facilities do not fall into this pattern, one being
a "Iaboratory without walls" for five animais (monkeys) test centres, the other
organizing a geographically partitioned network for the collection of tumours for
genetic research into thyroid cancer.

Of the 14 CAs organized around a joint facility, nine are centered on the
development of a "fixed intermediary". With the exception of one case where the
existence of a centre for the production of aged mice is linked to the development
of autonomous subprojects (Eurage), ail of them take the form of a star network
whether a "laboratory" (as for "HlV genetic screening" or "HlV antiviral
compounds") is involved or a production centre (like EVA or "HlV protein and
cell membrane interaction"). ln every second case an "ad hoc experiment
committee" PMG is associated with the facility and organizes access conditions and
user selection. Special mention should be made here of the role of the AlOS
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subprogramme which has given birth to seven of these. The four other CAs build
"collection structures" which are organizcd dircctly at European level and, except
for a more recent case, are simultaneously mobilized in several parallel actions Ce.g.
"Euronut: nutrition and health" or "ECAT: thrombosis and disabilities").

The 13 other actions take one or other form depending whether the activity
is centralized around a project leader and his team or else organized in a set of
parallel subprojects. A feature they ail have in common is that they are at an early
stage in their development and there is therefore a considerable degree of
uncertainty about their future path.

PREFERENT/AL ASSOCIATIONS WH/CH ALTER OVER T/ME

The linkage between finalities and organizational forms adopted makes it
possible, therefore, to pinpoint preferential subsets : development or evaluation
of treatments or techniques goes hand in hand with the establishment of
thematically partitioned networks; harmonization of medical practices and
surveillance networks are often associated with geographically partitioned
networks or, where the problem is more specifie, with "hybrid" star networks;
central research facilities are propped up by star networks, while collection
structures are often simultaneously mobilized by several projects, thus taking the
form of a thematically partitioned network.

At the same time, this analysis shows that these relations transform over
time, witness the transition between star network and thematically partitioned
network observed in many cases. It highlights, for one and the same finality (in
particular harmonization of medical practices or creation of specialized research
communities) organizational transformations bound up with the very
development of the action, the results obtained or the experience acquired.
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PART III : THE TIMING OF CONCERTED ACTIONS

Parts 1 and II have shown the various e1ements which characterize a
concerted action. Part II included a systematic analysis of three groupings :
finalities, objectives and end results, exchanges and intermediaries (circulating or
fixed) , and actors and organization. The result was a map indicating five "finalities",
four main forms of organization ail based on a large number of meetings and
exchanges, three main types of fixed intermediary and a wide variety of circulating
intermediaries, the logistical constraints on whose movements often have a major
influence on the setting-up of concerted actions. It has also been seen, through
numerous examples, that concerted actions evolve as time passes, undergoing
changes in composition, exchanges and organizational set-up. Is each case specific
unto itself? Are we obliged, in this respect, to look at projects on an individual
basis or can we distinguish standard paths and. cornmon constituent phases? It
seems that we can. We shaH try to show that the vast majority of actions foHow a
similar time-scale, punctuated by peaks of activity which we have grouped into six
phases: initiation, assembly, structuring, implementation, processing and transfer.
This type of linear presentation is of course an over-simplification : phases often
overlap, their duration can vary greatly from one action to another, the problems
encountered often make it necessary to repeat a phase which has supposedly
been completed, sorne phases may be taking place or have taken place outside
the concerted action framework, etc.

The value of this approach is threefold. Firstly, it allows us to compare
actions. Secondly, it has the advantage of providing a means of monitoring the
progress (both that anticipated and that actually achieved) of actions (interviews
have shown that the approach provides a valuable framework for deliberations by
project leaders and a useful basis for planning a course of action and for forward
analysis of problems to be dealt with). Lastly, it makes it possible to determine
more accurately the necessary lifespan of a action. This will depend largely on the
degree of preliminary existence of the network and on the nature of the objective
chosen. It will vary according to whether the network has ta be built up from
scratch or whether it already exists in "latent" form. Similarly, the objective to be
attained at the conclusion of the concerted action can vary greatly, from the
completion of a phase to the completion of the entire process. Nonetheless, a
concerted action can be properly understood only with reference to this final
objective and the path leading to il.

1 - A COMMON PATH FOR CONCERTED ACTIONS

At the outset, ail networks are built up around a small number of teams,
usually between three and six. These teams often know one another before
engaging in the action. In sorne cases, the project promoter brings in a number of
foreign colleagues with whom he has already had occasion to work; in other cases,
a small network already exists, often on a relatively informai basis. These teams
then get together at meetings or by telephone to prepare a joint project. This
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initiation phase generally corresponds to the preparation of the proposai for
concerted action. Under the MHR4 procedure, with the launching of the cali for
proposais, this gets under way with the preparation of a statement of intent.
Occasionally, the founding teams already form a small group prior to the statement
of intent. The next stage is a meeting of experts, to which a number of additional
specialists are invited. Following this, a large number of teams likely to take part in
the project come together at a "preliminary meeting" to prepare the ground for
the concerted action. The aim is to reach a consensus on the project so as to
mobilize a sufficient number of competent teams. The project is put forward,
illuminated by various contributions, e.g. on the state of the art, and is then
discussed and reworked.

This meeting often becomes a sort of scientific symposium on the project's
subject matter and is considered to be an important result of the concerted action
: it marks the completion of the work to assemble teams which have never before
had the opportunity of taking part in a scientific meeting on this subject. The
assembly of teams at this meeting is often more than just an extension of the initial
core since, when the Commission of the European Communities has received
several statements of intent on related subjects, the programme managers invite
the proposers to get together and prepare for a joint meeting which should
normally lead to a unique concerted action. Thus the assembly of the teams is
sometimes a little forced; in certain cases preparation of the project involves a
degree of bargaining between subgroups which are already more or less set up. In
addition, the project management group and the project leader are usually elected
at this meeting.

The assemb/y phase generally ends with this preliminary meeting. Once the
resultant proposai for a concerted action has been approved, the project leader
has merely to activate the newly created network. Howcver, this is not the case for
ail concerted actions. In some of them, active recruitment begins at the same time
as the project gets under way. This applies, for instance, for certain centralized
facilities (sequencing of the AIDS virus, screening of antiviral molecules,
experiments on chimpanzees, production of transgenic rats, etc.). It applies also
for networks in which the implementation of a protocol calls for the recruitment
of a large number of local teams for the collection of data. In sorne concerted
actions assembly ends with team selection. For instance, following a two-stage
selection procedure (assessment of team quality and of conditions of
participation), the 82 teams which came forward in the project on heritable
connective tissue disorders were whittled down to around 50.

Once the assembly phase is over, the dynamics of the networks divers ify
considerably. Sorne appear to maintain stability of form throughout the project.
This is the case for the star networks around centralized facilities. New branches
are formed while others disappear. One might say that although the star twinkles
the network always retains its shape and could do so indefinitely. Other networks,
meanwhile, appear to evolve quite considerably. They extend and are transformed.
One can usually distinguish a structuring phase in which the work is prepared and
organized, tasks are allocated, various coordination mechanisms are set up, and
common languages and tools are established, etc. The duration of this phase varies
from network to network, ranging from a few months to several years. Sorne
concerted actions appear to be devoted entirely to this structuring phase, while
for others it is the following phase which constitules the core of the work.
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In networks with open-ended forms of coordination, the stage which
follows structuring is the implementation phase. However, this general term
encompasses a number of quite different realities. It is very often a question of
implementing a protocol. Once aga in, this operation can take very many forms,
ranging from the incorporation of a corn mon denominator into very different
local practices to central organization and management of every last detail. In other
concerted actions implementation is more a division and allocation of tasks among
teams or among groups of autonomous teams.

After the implementation phase cornes the results processing phase. Once
again, this term covers a wide variety of practices. Sometimes it means the
processing of results by an isolated team or a su bgroup; sometimes it is a general
discussion of results; sometimes integration of results; sometimes this phase is
omitted.

Lastly, concerted actions end with a transfer phase, which is designed to
make the transition from the project itself to the application of its results. This
phase may take various forms : publications, symposia, preparation of a standard,
setting-up of a service, development of a prototype, renewal of research projeets,
etc. Clearly, only the last of these can be carried forward under MHR. The question
arises of how to deal with the others; a tricky question given that, in a lot of cases,
traditional market mechanisms do not come into play.

This, then, is a standard path, with ail the unknowns it can encompass. In the
following paragraphs we shall underline the main features which serve to
distinguish the networks from one another : (a) depending on the way the
programme chooses to initiate the networks, two extremely different types of
action will be implemented : creation of new networks or activation of "latent"
networks; (b) the duration of the phases (which must not be confused with the
duration of the approved funding) varies enormously depending on the type of
network, this variation being linked largely to the importance of the structuring
phase; (c) the duration of the phases is c10sely Iinked to the graduai mobilization of
the actors interested in the stakes, of which the intermediate results and their
application are the chief markers; (d) results are transferred differently according
to the project and in a lot of cases this leads back to new forms of public funding.

II - THE 1WO INITIATION AND ASSEMBLY SCENARIOS

Where did the idea come from? How did it develop? How did it become a
concerted action, i.e. the networking of teams from the various European
Community countries? The interviews pointed to two main courses
corresponding to different strategic choices by the programme. The first entrusts
this responsibility to the COMACs (Concerted Action Committees) or to the
Working Parties set up for each of the subprogrammes (the term COMAC will
subsequently be used to designate both types of structure), while the second
places it de facto in the hands of those who reply to the cali for proposais.

COMAC initiatives

Initiation by the COMACs was the spur, if not for ail, then for the great
majority of projects begun up until 1988. The COMAC would form an opinion on
the expediency of looking at a particular problcm, e.g. the relationship between
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nutrition and health. The next stage was to find someone enjoying sufficient
recognition at European level to attract competent teams from the various
countries. COMAC mem bers played a crucial role in the choice of project leaders,
and there are grounds for wondering whether there was sorne connection
between the activities of certain members and the large number of project leaders
from the same countries (UK, Band NL). Sometimes it was the COMAC member
concemed who was directly entrusted with the task of setting up the action.

Once an initiator had been found his task was to put together a proposaI. In
our chosen example, the project leader to whom the approach was made
contacted two other colleagues and drafted a proposaI. This was then used as the
basis of a "preliminary workshop" funded by the Commission on a subject which
was not yet that of the eventual concerted action (diet & nutrition). Sorne 30 teams
from the various countries were contacted and attended the meeting, most of
them at the invitation of the COMAC. The project leader and his team prepared
the ground for the meeting and, in addition to the written project, produced a
preliminary draft protocol for discussion. This type of meeting produces a range
of results.

- First of ail, the teams express their interest. The future project management
group is usually formed at this stage. In this case the COMAC imposed a
geographical representation : originally comprising six members, the project
management group has now grown to 12.

- The teams then confirm the project leader's status. This particular mode of
election is employed in almost every case. Sometimes it results in a change of
leadership (as in the concerted action on automated cytogenetics, for instance).

- The discussion of the project often leads to a compromise, which the
project leader has to draft (the compromise often involves the addition of related
projects in order that a sufficient number of teams can be mobilized and proper
geographical cover achieved).

- Lastly, this type of gathering often gives rise to a report. In our exemple, it
was published as a book by the Oxford University Press, as the future project
reports will be. This is an important element in the concerted action's extemal, or
indeed institutional, visibility.

These preliminary workshops mark a step forward in the setting-up of a
concerted action: a project leader has been singled out, the first teams have been
interested in and have discussed a specifie su bject, and an initial course of action
has been determined. Most of the elements needed to set up the project are
already to hand. Until recently, the COMACs' initiative went even further : "in the
beginning, both the teams and the subject matter were dictated by Brussels;
nowadays, ail 1 have to do is ask for approval of my own list of participants," said
one project leader, underlining the direct involvement of the COMAC in the life of
the action.

MHR4 marks a tuming point in that it makes a broad appeal to the scientific
and medical communities in Europe by means of a cali for proposais. This has
meant a change in the function of the COMACs : instead of taking initiatives, they
are now, as those in charge of shared-cost programmes often say, "in the hands of
the respondents." This leads to two complementary situations, depending on the
nature of the responses obtained : either the respondent offers a "complete
package" covering the full range of project translations and defining the course of
action (on his own initiative), or he merely expresses his interest and offers his
services (statement of intent). In the latter case, the statement is usually goal-
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oriented : "this stake is very important because ... , this is what we have done and
this is what we know, so what we have to do now is ... " In a sense, the initiative
then returns to the COMAC, which in this way identifies potential project leaders.
It can once again apply the "preliminary workshop" formula and bring together ail
those respondents interested in a certain subject (for which there are many
examples, artificial hearts, for instance). Such responses are selected only where
there are no proposais for networks which have already been set up. As in the
initial scenario, then, the situation requires the exploration of new networks.
Several project leaders, acquainted with Community organization, have stressed
the active role of the "mark 1" COMACs in selecting subjects from virgin territory
(virgin to Europe, or even worldwide) and building up networks from scratch.

Respondent initiatives

The picture is quite different when the COMAC receives a complete
proposai. Before looking at the effects of this development on the programme
content, we wouId like to indicate two findings of the research into the mechanism
of the cali for proposais.

- The many analyses of project peer reviews have shown that the "academic"
quality of a project almost always prevails over the originality of the subject matter
and that it is difficult to make a group agree to take risks, especially when the large
number of projects means that selection is going to be tough. Despite the material
problems involved in launching this first cali for proposaIs, MHR4 received a great
many proposais.

- Secondly, thematic coverage. Our work on shared-cost Corn munity
programmes has underlined the decisive importance of defining the cali for
proposais and its capacity cIearly to advertise a number of priority subjects
compatible with the size of the budget. This is rarely the case for Community
programmes6, which read more Iike subject catalogues. This inevitably results in
"conservative" thematic coverage in that it tends to be a faithful reproduction of
the strengths and interests of the targeted scientific community. Any positive
action will depend on the initiative of those responsible for programme
administration and on direct contact with teams likely to tackle subjects truly
considered to be of priority. The small size of the administrative team restricts its
scope for action, a considerable investment in terms of man-hours being needed
before the contacted team is in a position to give an answer.

It is not surprising, then, to see a significant change of emphasis in the
projects selected by MHR4. A number of them concern existing networks, either
operational (CA on the International Classification of Primary Care) or "latent",
like the many which have emerged from European medical societies (patients as
well as general practitioners or specialists) and from the European committees of
the World Health Organization (WHO Europe). These international organizations
have stepped into the initiatory role played by the COMACs : identifying potential
project leaders (specialists who are often already in charge of specialized groups),
locating teams active in the field, determining focuses of interest and common
goals. The nature of the proposai changes accordingly : rathcr than attempting to
break new ground in a potential concerLed action, the aim is to define a targeted

6 We shaH not expand on th .. aspect here, which we have already shown to be linked largely lO lhe functioning of the CGCs and

the reaching of compromises between Member States. Wc even stressed that these national committees (whatever their form,

tille or official purpose) should providc themselves with the wherewithal to carry out proper "forward strategie analysis· as

defined by R.Chabbal in his report on the organization of evalualion in the EC.
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"scientific and technical operation" with a c1early defined objective, specific final
results, known participants and an established work programme. Thus defined, it
can be slotted into the new financial frame of the programme : an initial
undertaking restricted ta two years.

Creation of networks as opposed to activation of "latent" networks how
to strike a balance?

TABLE 14 : INITIATION OF CONCERTED ACTIONS

Notes: The data set out below was taken from interviews with project leaders. Not ail the replies
could be c1assified as accurately as hoped, particularly those concerning "initiatives by
researchers" (i.e. depending on whether or not an informai network already existed
beforehand). Initiatives by a Concerted Action Committee (COMAC) or Working Party (WP)
were c1assified as "during MHR3" if there was a study or workshop on the subject before 1986.
Initiatives "at the start of MHR4" cover proposaIs made directly by the COMAC (or by one of
its representatives) to the project leader before the statement of intent was submitted. Ali other
cases are "initiatives by researchers" with a distinction between those with "indirect input" by
COMAC (through an alrcady existing CA or by bringing together "individual answers" or
declarations of intent by means of workshops) and those cooresponding to the activation of a
latent European network.

COMAC indirect input
via an thanks to

existing individual(
action answers

COMAC direct input
du ring at the
MHR3 start of

MHR4
Surveillance services 3
Dvt/eval of treatments 2 1

Dvt/eval of techniques 3 3
Harmoni. of practices 3 6
Forums 5 4
Joint research facilities 3 3
Specialized Communitics 2 2

Total 21 19

6

6

4
6
6
1

4
8
7

36

activation of
preexisting
or "latent")

networks
4

3
2

9
2

2

22

What is the split between initiation by the COMACs and activation of "latent"
networks? The table below shows that the COMACs played a direct role in 40
proposaIs out of the 104 concerted actions examined, while the primary initiative
for 60 others came from outside. The introduction of the cali for proposaIs has
therefore brought about major changes in the way project leaders are recruited
and concerted actions initiated. Closer analysis of each of the categories will show
the nature of these changes more clearly.

- The COMACs have not abandoned initiatives altogether : of the 40 CAs they
initiated, 21 result from initiatives dating back lo MI-IR3 (CAs iniliated during that
programme, past studies or workshops already sel up) and 19 are linked directly
to the implementation of MHR4. This means thal the project leaders of these 19
concerted actions consider their projects to be the result of a direct initiative by
the COMAC or one of its members, an initiative taken before the project leader
submitted any statement of intenl. Most project leaders even felt that without the
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COMAC initiative they would nol have applied, most of them having been unaware
of the programme.

- 1'0 these may be added sorne 6 CAs which directly derive from existing
ones (the "daughter" CAs mentioned above linked to surveillance services).

- Of the 58 CAs from outside sources, only 22 came from existing networks,
15 of these from European associations of specialists or international
organizations. More than 35 concerted actions therefore derive from initiatives by
individual researchers or a small nucleus of teams. So lhe COMAC often finds itself
playing a stimulatory role, bringing teams together, supporting preliminary
workshops to check the foundation of the proposaI and the interest it prompts.

Expansion and a change in practices have brought about a significant
alteration in MHR's strategic choices. The programme, in facl the COMACs (see
File 3), are no longer confined to giving rise to concerted actions in areas they
consider to be of sufficient priority to warrant direct intervention. They have two
complemenlary roles : (a) supporting decentralized, indced individual initiatives
and (b) backing up and pulling into operation the work of international
institutions and academic and professional societies already collaborating at
European level. Was this balance in fact sought? Is it satisfactory? What direction
should it Lake? This radical transformation observed in MHR4 requires comment
from lhe programme leaders. Their remarks will determine the image of the
recently adopted MI-m5.

III - THE DECISIVE IMPACT OF THE STRUCTURING PHASE ON THE DlJRATION OF
CONCERTED ACTIO]\"S

The period betwcen the assembly of the teams and the transfer of results
may be only two or three years or may be more than ten. In our view this depends
largely on the initial stale of the network. Shorl timescales generally correspond to
latenl networks activated by an "initiating respondent". In such cases the actors
involved already speak more or less lhe same language, have similar equipment,
employ equivalent working method,>, are developing corn mon interests, etc. Their
working guidelines are often similar even if there has bcen little contact between
them. ln the other cases, however, the bulk of the action work consists in
harmonizing teams interesls and practices by developing common toois and
languages. This work can oflen take many years.

Let us take the example of a concerted action to implement clinical test
protocols for the trealment of thrombosis (ECAT). Sel up at the beginning of the
1980s, this concerted action has gradually built up a logistical network comprising
reference centres, materials distribution centres and malerials banks as a basis for
the planning and execution of clinical research projects in the field of
1 ~ematology. The project leader is responsible for overall coordination, including
managemenl of lhe budget. Ile is assisted by associaled project leaders, each of
them responsible for one of the four subprojecls. The main object of the
conccrtcd aclion has been to sel up lhis Iogistical nclwork.

Betwccn 1982 and 1981 efforts wenl inlo strucluring a logislical nctwork
designcd lo support a survey on angina pecloris. The lcams designated certain
laboralories lo serve as refcrencc centres. Thcse werc responsible for editing and
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publishing recommendations for the other teams in a special brochure. Reference
centres were thus set up for the analysis of anti-TDA (for the platelets subprojecO,
anti-protein C (for the fibrinolysis subproject), anti-prothrombin III and Factor
VIII (for the coagulation subproject). Technical training was also organized (eight
courses with ten students per c1ass) for the members of the clinical teams.

In addition, reagents - either bought in or manufactured by the reference
laboratory - were distributed to the teams taking part in the survey. Where
commercial products were involved, bulk purchases were negotiated by the
project leader with a view to obtaining price reductions. In any event, ail reagents
were centralized in a distribution centre, which organized their distribution. In this
instance, it was the project leader's team. One person working half-time was
needed to deal with the centralization and distribution of the products, which
involved administrative formalities, storage of reagents, postal consignments, etc.
There was on average one consignment a week. A quality control mechanism was
set up. This involved a quality control team preparing a batch of plasma once every
three months and sending it to ail the clinical teams and to the reference
laboratory. These then carried out various tests on the sampies and sent the results
to the statistical centre, which compared them with a view to ensuring greater
standardization. Any problems encountered were dealt with either by telephone
or by a visit to the premises by a technician. If in spite of ail this the problems
persisted, the team was expelled. In addition, an Assay Committee brought
together representatives of each su bgroup and technicians to coordinate the
practical aspects of the various biological analyses.

From 1984 to 1987 the logistical network was maintained primarily thanks to
the distribution of reagents and of quality control sampi es. An Executive
Committee was set up, including experts on epidemiology and statistics. The
Committee found that, as it stood, the network of ten teams was too small and had
not yet reached the critical mass for carrying out clinical studies. It therefore had to
be expanded, and ten new teams were recruited. Like the first ten, these had to be
trained and made equivalent. A large part of the structuring work having by then
been completed, the alignment of the new teams could then be pursued more
rapidly.

The Executive Committee, now in a position to make use of the network,
drew up a research protocol and prepared a questionnaire to be given to each
patient. In drawing up the protocol the Committee held discussions with the NIH
(United States), following which it made improvements to the protocol. The
questionnaire was sent out to the clinical teams at the end of 1984. The aim was to
gather data on some 3 000 patients. The completed questionnaires were returned
to the statistical centre, where a data base was set up. The samples were analysed in
the biologicallaboratories of the'clinical teams and the results were sent along with
the questionnaire to the statistical centre. Also around this time, the project leader
created a half-yearly information bulletin for the teams taking part in the study.
Recruitment of the 3 000 patients was completed at the end of 1987. The
monitoring of the patients then began, this phase lasting two years.

However, methods of analysis changed between 1984 and 1987. New tests
came onto the market. The people in charge of the action felt that the 3 000
subject-patients should benefit from this progress. 1'0 this end, it was planned that
each clinical centre would conserve, at -70°C, blood samples from each of the
recruited patients. The project leader then took one sampie per patient and
divided it up into ten tubes. In this way he obtained sorne 30 000 samples, which
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were conserved in a serum bank. This could be used only with the permission of
the project leader. '1'0 make allowance for the seven or eight new tests which had
appeared on the market, he forwarded sorne of the samples to [ive reference
centres. The logistical management in evidence here is more centralized than that
used in setting up the basic logistical network. Lastly, with a view to validating
infarction diagnoses, an End Point Committee was required to give consensual and
standardized opinions on cases of infarction. The study is due to end in 1991. A
congress will be organized for the presentation of the final results, which will also
be published for the benefit of the scientific community and c1inicians.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NE7WORK FOR mE ANGINA PEcrORIS SUBPROjECT

80 82 84 86 88 90
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In 1987 a second logistical network came together for another study, on
deep-vein thrombosis (DVT). It brought together 14 c1inical teams aiming to
recruit sorne 1 000 patients between 1989 and 1991. Centralized logistical
management was choscn for this subnetwork. Samples were centralized by a team
which redistributes them to the reference analytical laboratories referred ta in
connection with the previous subproject. This approach enables emphasis ta be
placed on the standardization of the methods and equipment used to collect blood
samples : consignments of small-scale equipment, provision of a manual of
procedures, training of technicians to take blood sampi es and prepare them
according to standard methads. The advantage of this method lies in the fact that it
is easier to recruit clinical teams if they are not required to provide a good
analytical laboratory. A quality control mechanism similar to that employed in the
previous subproject has been set up. ln addition to this, a mobile venography
centre moves between the centres to read the images in batches of at least 50
cases. Il is this centre which makes standardization possible. Lastly, a bulletin is
published for the clinicians.

A third subnetwork is organized along the same lines. Il brings together ten
clinical teams which have ta fiU in a standard form for 600 patients. One team is
responsible for gathering samples and redistribuling them ta the five reference
centres. Another team ccntralizes the rcading of the angiograms. Each patient's
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angiographie film is sent to this team and returned to the clinical team after the
reading. Lastly, a consensus procedure has been introduced for difficult cases:
twice a year, the cardiologists meet at the reference centre to read the angiograms.

This concerted action i\lustrates how important the structuring work can be,
explaining the time taken to attain the objective (over eight years). At the same
time, we now have an operational network which can be easily activated for other
operations. Indeed, that is what its developers are now doing with the newly
initiated studies, whose timescales are far shorter thanks to the established
collective infrastructure. The question which immediately occurs to an outside
observer concerns the future. Does the mere acquisition of improved knowledge
of angina pectoris justify the cost involved? Should we not be assessing the value of
this logistical infrastructure for other operations of the same nature? We shall
return later to these questions affecting the future of the programme.

Of the 104 concerted actions in our sample, 18 (not counting the 15 forum
actions) will have gat no further than the end of the structuring phase by the time
MHR4 funding ceases, while 21 will be in the middle of the operational phase, Le.
still carrying out work originally planned to be financed entirely by MHR4. These
figures stress the importance, the length and the problems of this phase, whose
ultimate purpose is to enahle the teams to work together.

TABLE 15 : PROBABLE SCENARIO BY THE END OF MHR4

Notes : The classification is based on interviews with project leaders and on analysis
of the files and reports available. The table comprises 4 parts: analysis of ail 104 CAs,
of CAs already in action at the start of MHR4 (21), of "activated" CAs (initiated before
MHR4 but by initiatives outside the MHR programme, 21) and of "newly created CAs".

aU CA structuring operational service in
phase phase phase transfer total

Surveillance services 1
Dvt/eval of trca tments 2
Dvtleval of techniques 5
Harmonisation of practices 1
Forums 15
Joint research facilities
Specialized communuties 9
Total 33

6 3
6 2+1
2 2
1 1+1

2 12
4

21 22

1+6
1

5
15

28

17
12
14

19
15
14

13
104

recently created C4
Surveillance services 1
Dvt/eval of treatrnents 2
Dvtleval of techniques 5
Harmonisation of practices 0
Forums 10
Joint research facilities
Specialized communuties 7
Total 25

186

4
6
1

1

2

2

16

o
o
1

o

9

10

o
1

3
7

11

5
9

10
8

10
11

9
62
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CA activated structuring operational service in
byMHR4 phase phase phase transfer total

Su rveillance services 2 1+6 9

Dvt/eval of treatmenlS 1 1

Dvt/eval of techniques 1 1

Harmonisation of practices 1 0 7 8
Forums
Joint research faciIities
SpeciaIized communuties 2 2

Total 1 4 1 15 21

CA initiated by MHR3
Su rveillance services 3 3
Dvt/eval of treatments 1+1 2

Dvt/eval of techniques 1 1 3
Harmonisation of practices 1+1 1 3
Forums 5 5
Joint research facilities 3 3
Specialized communuties 2 2

Total 7 1 9+2 2 21

IV - THE ROLE OF THE INTERMEDIATE RE5UL1'5

How should we follow the action phases? How are transitions effected? What
are the indicators of progress or success? The course we have outlined is
punctuated by the production of intermediate results : drafting of the protocol,
approval of the protocol by the participants, manufacture of phantoms,
development of data entry software, editing of the reference work, standardization
of analysis procedures from one laboratory to the next, training of technicians,
purification of cells, setting-up of materials banks, completion of the data base,
etc. These mark the work stages and aJso make the course of the action less and
Jess reversible. Thus the network is no longer the same once a joint research
protocol has been approved by the participants: the latter are no longer seeking a
common denominator; they are now ready to align their work. They progress
from a situation in which, although wishing to work together, each of them
orientes his work, to a situation in which the teams undertake to follow the
protocol. In principle, a team may always contest the protocol, but in doing so it
risks being excluded from the network, which has now found its course and has
little wish to deviate from il.

The intermediate results gradually consolidate the networks (economists talk
about "irreversibility" of networks) and indicate time flow : they mark changes in
phases. 50 an intermediate result encompasses two complementary dimensions:

- it is an embodiment of the agreement which has been established among
the teams; this agreement in turn points to two simultaneous types of effect : the
links which the teams have built up to oblain the result (structuring effect) and the

1
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common references they have had to adopt to be able to work together
(alignment effect : languages, experimental practices, etc.);

- it helps to broaden the network's base. The result has substance only if it is
taken over and used. ft thus triggers the transformation of the network, to a
greater or lesser extent depending on the subsequent increase in the activities of
those already involved and the number of new actors brought in. These two
scenarios trace different courses for the action; in the ftrst case the scientiftc and
technical work is ampl ified; in the second the base is progressively broadened,
until it reaches universality. The graduai mobilization of new actors is indicative of
the actual course of the concerted action. ft gives substance to the series of
translations identified during the definition of the finalities and the objectives,
which are no longer abstract terms but are fleshed out in the form of actors
interested in the products (present and future) offered by the action.

FIG: THE NETWORK BEFORE AND AFTER THE PROTOCOL

preparation of a joint protocol implementation of the joint protocol

We can therefore follow the progress of a concerted action by relating the
involvement of new actors (thanks to the intermediate results, which signpost
such advances) to the phases undergone.

In the concerted action on the standardization of the recording and
computer analysis of electrocardiograms, for instance, the development of the
network can be described as follows (see figure below). The columns correspond
to the various categories of actor which the network will gradually reach and
mobilize. The lines correspond to the various phases of the action. The boxes
correspond to the interrnediate results and their effects on the teams which
produce them and on those which take them over. The diagram shows the
structuring of a nucleus of teams and the graduai alignment of an ever-growing
number of actors. The end result corresponds to a standardization of equipment
for the recording and automatic interpreting of ECG tracings.

If we look down the "researchers" column we see that a group of research
teams regularly exchange messages, algorithms for measuring and interpreting
ECGs, working papers, data files and recordings. The exchanges are such that this
interlinked network can soon be treated as a single entity : the network has
become one. At the sarne time, the research orientations of the teams in this
network are concentrated around a number of common paths. When the work is
completed and the corn mon objectives have been attained, the teams will
probably explore new avenues of research while maintaining close, if slightly
relaxed, ties with one other.
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The other actors, who arc mobilized only gradually, do not normally have
contact with one another. They are associated with the network via the central
interlinked network. Relations between cardiologists consist of exchanges of ECG
tracings : original tracings on which the cardiologists have to indicate cutting
points, and tracings thus marked which are submitted for a second or even a third
opinion. The only time the cardiologists actually interact is during the fourth
round, when they come together to reach a consensus on how to cut the 3% of
tracings for which the above procedure has failed to produce agreement.

mE TRANSFORMA TlON OF THE Eec NE7WORK

Translation in the network
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Legend: the arrows represent the actors. The direction of the arrows indicates the
alignment or non-alignment of the actors' activities. The lines represent exchanges. The
direction and content of the exchanges is shown by the striped arrows (except for the
relations between researchers, where they indicate numerous and diverse types of
interaction). The dark circles indicate that researchers are interacting to such an extent
that the other mobilized actors can consider them to be a single entity.

The industrialists are aligned via the data bases of val idated ECG tracings they
purchase from the nctwork. They compare, test and "spontaneously" conform
their electrocardiographs with reference to this base. The fact that the new
instruments which they then manufacture and sell are aligned on the reference
base means that the production and analysis of tracings by doctors using those
instruments will also be aligned. However, conformity with the reference base is
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not compulsory (it is more a de facto standardization), and sorne doctors may
continue to cut and interpret tracings differently. Across-the-board alignment of
all industrialists and doctors can come about only through such binding measures
as would emanate from standardization bodies, for instance. Similarly, alignment of
industrialists and their apparatus on the reference base means that the data
generated by the various teams' ECG tracings and their digital recording cao be
compared. Moreover, new exchanges may get under way between cardiologists,
for example, leading to new research networks. A new step forward may be
achieved; a problem may be solved and others may arise.

The action's success is here being measured in terms of the graduaI
involvement of more actors. However, this is not Iinear. The cardiologists needed
to set up the base are not needed to operate il. As far as the action's objectives are
concerned, what is important at this stage is that industry should adopt the base
and make the relevant adaptations to its praducts, which will in turn influence the
practitioners. An initial loop is then complete whose success can easily be gauged
by the number of instruments sold and the resultant impact on medical practice.
Thus as the action progresses towards its end result it carries with it a growing
number of ever more like-minded actors, whether they be direct mem bers,
direct users of the end results (industry) or secondary users (practitioners using
the industrial praducts). Only at the third remove is the ultimate beneficiary, the
properly diagnosed patient, reached. This analysis is not unique : the survey on
potential users of MHR4 (see file 4) shows a similar overall pattern.

v - END RESULTS AND TRANSFER PROBLEMS

One might pursue this cxample and underline the problems facing this
concerted action today. How to shift from mere influence to generalization by
standards? How to work quality requirements into standards concerned primarily
with safety? Who should undertake the task, by what right and in what framework?
This faces MHR4 with the nature and extent of the "transfer" problems.

The table on the probable scenario at the end of MHR4 shows the following
situatiçms. Of the 104 concerted actions in the sample, 18 will at best have reached
the end of the structuring phase. Should they praye successful (and there are still
no adequate means of determining what constitutes success in terms of
structuring), they will be destined to continue. The same appHes to the 21
concerted actions which will be in the thick of the operational phase when the
funding cornes to an end. It is hard to imagine them simply stopping. What
remains to be assessed is the nature of the "extension"; is it, as in so many research
operations, a delay which merely enta ils spreading expenditure over a longer
period (File 3 shows that, in spite of everything, there is an administrative problem
which is hard lo understand and, apparcntly, only half solved), or does the
continuation of operations cali for additional funding?

Aside from these CAs, which, subject to the "stocktaking", will be
continuing, the others (60% of the sample) should have met their assigned
objectives. Does that mean that they are no longer of concern to the programme?
Far from il. The same table shows the following patterns. 15 CAs are forum
actions. Should they be continued, as has so far been the case for "technologies for
the hearing-impaired", for instance? 22 CAs will be in a "service" situation. What
approach should the programme take towards these tools which it helped create?
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And, among the 28 concerted actions which have genuinely reached the final stage,
are examples such as that referred to above, along with the questions it raises for
the programme.

Thus the c1assic problems of what to do with results seem to differ
somewhat from those facing the ESPRIT or BRITE technology programmes. In
building up networks, MHR does not only produce scientific and technical results
for subsequent application by socio-economic actors; it also produces networks.
It is with this twofold output in mind that we should look at the products of MHR.

Transfer problems

Concerted actions produce various forms of results. File 1 underlined the
dual content of the results obtained:

- On the one hand, scientific knowledge, which, like any other new
knowledge, has to win the approval of peers before being validated. This is where
publications come in, playing a very important role in the process. It is part of the
researcher's job to see that his findings are recognized; there is no need for the
programme to intervene specifically.

- On the other hand, this same data highlights the applied dimension Ci.e. in
the long term) of a number of concerted actions. It shows the importance which
the participants attach to products, methods and instruments intended for
medical practice and the application of health policies.

What are the dissemination problems facing this second group of results?
We are dealing here with the familiar innovation triad of development,
standardization and dissemination. Does this cali for specifie intervention under
the programme? Can it be left to the teams? Should it involve the relevant
departments in the Commission? Should specifie means be provided, e.g. for
everything relating to dissemination? A few brief examples will illustrate these
different situations.

A number of concerted actions are aiming to develop new designs for
apparatus and instruments. For instance, one of them is trying to develop a new
type of artificial heart to provide temporary assistance for patients. At the end of
the action the stake will still be far distant, yet the action will have fixed design
criteria and even if it remains a group effort Cencompassing three or four
laboratories with complementary expertise) its chief problem will be ta develop a
prototype with or without help from industry. Logically those in charge will favour
a renewed approach similar to that of AIM, which is often quoted in reference.
Should the programme be concerned about this or should it consider that it has
done its share and that it is now for the teams themselves Ca subgraup of the
concerted action) to find their own funding?

The example of electrocardiograms and the corresponding interpretative
software illustrates a problem which is likely to loom larger as more and more
actions of this type reach completion : how to have standards incorporate
recommendations which, strictly speaking, do not deal with the immediate safety
of users, but with the quality of the diagnosis, which constitutes a special form of
"consumer protection"? Can a project leader alone deal with the alterations this
requires to the approach to health standardization? Should the programme not be
organized to operate relays and ensure liaison, within the Community, with those
who steer the European standardization proccss?
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The two concerted actions on objective medical decision-making pose a
typical problem of dissem ination. By the time they are completed, one of them
should have come up with diagnostic aid software for use by clinicians and
practitioners. The publications will no doubt be useful, but they will be no
substitute for the aid to the general practitioner which the quasi-"expert system"
developed could provide. What should the approach be here? Should the team be
allowed to sell it to a distributor, who will treat it like any other instrument in his
catalogue? This would cast doubt on its dissemination ruthm and pattern. Or
should we envisage distribution policies geared towards rapid availability (e.g. by
means of an agreement with a journal, which would distribute an initial disk with
one of its issues)? We might also cite the distribution of material on oral problems
to schools and dentists. In this respect the concerted action on self-assessment
practices in hospitals provides a typical example of these problems, having been
designed specifically to help disseminate a practice which has already been
developed and to encourage awareness in hospitals. Without going to such
extremes (planning dissemination actions), MHR will in the years ahead be faced
with the considerable problem of how to exploit results. Our work on potential
users of the programme (File 4) has shown that one of the strengths of the
networks is precisely their heterogeneous composition, which often leads future
users to take part in the work. Economists have shown the importance of "Iead
users" in demonstrating the feasibility of innovations. This is clearly recognized in
Community programmes (the demonstration programme on non-nuclear
energies has three times the funding of the research programme). Should this be a
matter for the programme?

These few examptes undertine the prabtems pased by the "end" resutts af
the eoncerted actions. These probtems are very familiar and are not
specifie ta this programme. Yet they are not "eonventianat", since their
"eustomers", the potenliat "users", da not express their interest through
purehases, thraugh recourse to a market. This is partieutarty true of the
dissemination of practices to an essentiatty pubtic target group
(praetitioners and ctinicians) in systems which are administrativety very
fragmented and very difJerent. The question which then arises is that of
retays between public bodies, if we da not want Cammunity research
efforts ta go ta waste.

How big are the problems facing the programme? Once a concerted action
reaches the service phase it may be assumed that it will deal directly with
problems of dissemination, as should therefore be the case with the five CAs
relating to surveillance networks and with the dissemination of results on objective
medical decision-making. Of the 22 othcr CAs held to be at the transfer stage, only
one CEulima) deals with treatment. This extreme case, the development of costly
equipment, points forward to the problems which the development of new
treatments will bring to the programme, e.g. if the CA on diabetes or the BNCf
action achieve a breakthrough.

Five actions concern techniques, though only one of them - ECG - raises the
problem of standardization. However, the way in which it is tackled, and solved,
will have a major impact on the many concerted actions still in the operational
phase, many of which have been built up along the same lines.
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15 concern medical practice. As has been seen, most of them do no more
than take stock of the situation, the results of which can be satisfactorily
disseminated through articles and books. However, several of them pose specifie
problems. Four of them are confined to preliminary studies to validate a protocol
(CA on "organic solven15 neurotoxicity") or carry out initial contextualizing (CAs
on "head injuries" and "use of DRGs in hospitals"); should plans be made to pass
on to the next stage, and in what form? Similarly, one of the actions is organizing a
network of reference laboratories on heritable connective tissue disorders; what
steps can be ~aken to ensure that the network can sustain itself? And again for the
laboratories testing for the presence of the HIV virus, what steps can be taken to
ensure that "good practices" are adopted?

The same question arises for a// these concerted actions : what is the
point of encouraging the construction of networks only to ignore the
problems of dissemination.:> And when dissemination does not take place
through traditional market mechanisms (where interested users turn into
customers and producers into industrial vendors) the state operator must
realign ils responsibilities to prevent investments going to waste. In one
sense, the work is completed only once the relay has been ensured, i.e.
when results are taken up by other state opera tors, those directly
responsible for the targeted users. What should the procedure bel The
variety of targeted customers effectively precludes recourse to a
standardized procedure for each finality or subprogramme. And the very
slow rate at which CAs are reaching completion (only 20 or so by the end
of MHR4, of which scarcely half present problems) a//ows scope for an
individualized final assessment procedure, which appears as the only
proper way of assessing any operational problems.

Results embodied in networks

Economie theories on technical change daim that it is the cost of marriages
and the numerous preliminary error trials which prevent the networking of
individual actors, since no individual is willing to bear those cos15. This justifies
state funding, but at the same time sets a limit to it : once the network has been set
up and tested, the actors will have been able to ascertain the value of such
collaboration and of maintaining it themselves. In this respect, there should be no
question of supporting a network which has proved its worth and is producing
results. These results, obtained from the study of cost-shared Community
programmes, have only a slight bearing on the networks we have observed under
MHR.

Il may be assumed that in the majority of cases (e.g. the forward study on
children born of seropositive mothers) the network really holds together only
thanks to the common scientific interest which motivates the teams, who will go
their separate ways once the result has been attained (possibly to come together
on another action). However, this is not the case in four standard situations.

PRODUCTION CENTRES FOR NEW TYPES OF TREA 7MENT

The first involves an unusual case, confined to CAs on the development of
new types of treatment, but one which our first example highlighted : with the
success of the concerted action, the ccntralized facility bccomes a production unit
(e.g. extraction and purification of B cells). The fa ci lity is an integral part of the
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result and the logistics it has developed largely foreshadow those which will apply
for the standardized processing. One might agree with the project leader that "it
ought to be self-financing". Yet the process for making this possible has still to be
developed. Should this fall within the am bit of the programme? Should the
programme at least act as intermediary between the various European and national
authorities concerned? The same will apply with regard to the organization of
treatment at Petten if the concerted action shows that BNCT works.

SURVEILLANCE SERVICES

In several cases the network is an integral part of the result. The research has
built it up, often at the cost of long years of effort, and has proved its validity.
Besides, the scientific result is no more than a demonstration of this validity and a
proof of utility. This is clearly the case of the concerted actions on the
construction of surveillance networks, three of which (Eurocat on congenital
anomalies, the CA on avoidable deaths and the CA on the epidemiological
monitoring of AlOS) will be fully operational by the end of MHR4. A question
mark hangs over their future, too, as is shown by the experiment set up around
Eurocat, with costs ta be split down the middle by DG XII (research) and DG V
(health). This example suggests a strategy for MHR : ensuring transition. How can
the ground be laid and preparations made sufficiently in advance for the transition
not to last too long or place too great a strain on the programme's budget? The
choices made will weigh on the future of six other networks which should soon
0993-94) have proved their worth.

SERVICES FOR EVAWATING TREATMENTSITECHNIQUESIPRACTICES

A similar situation deals with the networks set up, at the cost of much time
and effort, to evaluate treatments, techniques or practices. Once they have proven
their effectiveness through an initial "example", what approach should be
adopted? Five concerted actions will be in this situation at the end of MHR4 : ENTA
on AIDS-related treatments, EMIP on the evaluation of expensive pre-hospital
treatments, OMDM on tools to assist objective medical decision-making, the CA
on tests and analyses relating to perinatal surveillance and the "tissue
characterization" project (diagnostic tools). The last case would appear to indicate
the chosen approach since, having shown its value on an initial technique under
MHR3, the CA has been renewed for the analysis of a second technique. Other
concerted actions (such as those on treatments of viral hepatitis Eurohep - or the
targeting of drugs) clearly fall into the same category.

In this case, initial intervention(s) by MI-IR enabled the network to be set up,
a methodology developed and the CA's performance demonstrated. The next
step is to tum to other fields of activity so as gradually to coyer the thematic field
concerned. Tt may be assumed that if the programme gave its initial support to
these projects it was because it felt the field to be important enough to justify that
kind of approach. Should it see the action through to its conclusion or should it
provide for a handing over of responsi bil ities for actions unlikel y to be fully
catered for by the "market"?

JOINT RESEARCH FAClUTIES

Not ail the "services" built up this way will be of use in health policies. Far
from it. For instance, six "central facilities", handed over lock, stock and barrel to
the scientific community, will aU be in the same situation: the chimpanzee and
macaque facilities, the AlOS virus sequencing or antiviral molecule screening
facilities, those producing transgenic rats and aged mice. The concerted action has
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above ail paid for them to be set up and has won recognition for their value to the
research community. Who should be responsible for maintaining such facilities?
Can they be made a long-term feature of concerted actions? Can we assume that,
once recognized, they will attract their own funding Cthrough national institutions
or through researchers who are willing to pay and will themselves seek out the
necessary funds)?

In addition to these "central facilities", the programme builds several
"collection structures". The examples already shown (ECAT on angina pectoris and
Euronut on nutrition) have indicated the nature of these networks, which consist
of an intellectual service of alignment and the logistics for mobilizing a group of
clinical teams focusing on the assessment of methods of care, research into risk
factors, prevalence studies, etc. It has often taken more than five years, or even a
decade, for these infrastructures to become fully operational. Do they justify the
cast involved solely by serving the operation for which they were created? The
question needs to be put, since five of the projects will be in this situation at the
end of MHR4, and the programme needs to providc a reply, especially since it is
hard to imagine the actions being taken over by Member States without the
"reference centres" which sustain them bcing taken over at the same time at
European level.

This analysis points to a major conclusion : the fact that a concerted
action achieves its assigned objectives does not release the programme
from ail future responsibility. Programme funding should enable some 50
concerted actions (half the total numher) to achieve their objectives by the
end of MHR4. Three types of end result require a response from the
programme.
- The first type raises the question of dissemination to clinicians and
practitioners in the various countries. Are publications and conferences
sufficient? Clearly not, since some CAs have focused on preparing material
for dissemination, while one even had the goal of initiating a dissemination
process. Differences in health services and the fact that they are state-run
makes il difficult to rely on the "market" (where potential users of a piece
of knowledge turn into customers of a manufacturing business). The
programme must therefore t1)' to make the results attractive to the public
bodies responsible for the relevant users in the various Member States (no
doubt a dozen cases by the end of MHR4 out of the 28 CAs at the
transfer phase).
- The second type of result leads ta the .'lame conclusion, but for the
takeover (total or partial) of durable structures, whether these be
"surveillance services" or "services for the evaluation of treatment,
techniques, practices". This usually means takeover by other European
structures and, for the programme, organization of relays. While this
question has already been tackled with regard to surveillance services
(see the Eurocat experiments carried out in collaboration with DG V, three
CAs by the end of MlfR4), the .'lame is not true for "evaluation services"
([ive CAs at the end of Mf/R1). Should MflR4 take them over on a long
term basis?
- This question ties in with that raised by the "joint research facilities"
whose emergence, or at leust the recognition of whose use, has been made
possible by MHR. By the end of the fourth programme there should be six
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"central faci/ities" and five "collection structures" in this situation. Their
putpose being the production of a seroice for the scientific community,
their existence will make sense only over a longer period than the
duration of MHR4. Should the programme concem itseif with this, and if
so, how? It is clearly this process of building lasting research instruments,
set up directly at European level, which led a number of the project
leaders interoiewed to speak of the beginnings of a Community NIH.
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(14)

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

With seven finalities, five forms of organization, five main categories of
exchange and five probable scenarios by the end of MHR4 (not to mention three
main types of composition), a set of indicators are now available for characterizing
the concerted actions and their dynamics.

Simple calculation of the possibilities shows that there are very many
combinations, however rarely sorne of them occur. It has been shown elsewhere
that networks are flexible arrangements which bring together actors from
different backgrounds but look different dependil}g on where the observer
stands. Potential industrial users will not see the network with the same eyes as the
researchers who change their practices. Government departments will take yet
another view, since they are not directly interested in the results but, above ail, in
comparing performance in order to ensure better allocation of the incentives
which they distribute. There is, therefore, no single perspective allowing a hard
and-fast, definitive classification of the networks.

Here the programme operator's point of view has been taken. What does
this approach teach him? What expectations does it permit? What changes in
practice does it suggest? This choice of perspective is ail the more warranted by
the recent adoption of the fifth round of the programme to follow up the fourth,
which is nearing completion. Consequently, the programme operator faces a
series of conventional but nevertheless difficult questions concerning the progress
made so far, the quality of the output, the strategies to pursue, etc.

The starting point is, indisputably, the progress made with the actions.
Which will be completed? What transfer problems do they raise? Which will have
reached the end of the structuring stage and how successfully? And what are the
requirements of the projects which will be in the operational phase?

However, another side to consider is that of implicit commitments. Which
networks has the programme built? Which can be counted as new research
infrastructure? What can be done to ensure that they continue to operate and
provide the services which prompted the programme to support or encourage
their establishment? Whatever the declared purposes, the decisive factor
nevertheless remains the achievements, i.e. the type of construction defined by
the analysis of the exchanges and intermediaries.

The analysis set out below therefore focuses on the dual aspects "progress"
and "category of exchange". It takes stock of the situations and of the questions
which they raise before the final section analyses the strategic and organizational
implications for the operator of the MHR programme.

FORUMS: ONE STAKE OF THE PROGRAMME?

Out of the 100 or so actions analysed, 15 are "exchange forums". Forums are a
finality, a form of organization, a category of exchange ("meetings") and a specific
output intended to help initiate joint projects ail at the same time. The only output
which they produce are summary records of the meetings (if any are kept) and the
interest aroused amongst the teams. In this connection, the very high response
rate to the questionnaires posted to the teams participating is striking.
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Most of these projects come under the two subprogrammes with the largest
number of concerted actions: BME (6 actions) and AIDS (5 actions).

Sorne project leaders argue the merits of such an approach in two specific
circumstances - for a smail specialized community or for a new problem on the
frontier of the existing disciplines. They feel that the managers of the MHR
programme no Jonger give forums their rightful place but instead try to transform
them into "pseudo-projects" on a specific topic or else put an end to them as
soon as a project emerges. Consequently, this dual definition mixes projects of
unlimited dur~tion (sustain a community) with others with a fixed timescale (the
time needed to deal with a problem). The programme therefore faces two
strategic questions (which communities must be sustained in this way? Why these
rather than others?) and two questions of assessment (has progress been made on
the problem which generated ail this activity? Is the form adopted still suitable?).

STRUCTURING - OFTEN A HEAVY BURDEN

If ail goes according to plan, 18 actions will have completed the structuring
phase by the end of MHR4. In most cases, the effort required was grossly
underestimated at the action definition stage. In one case it took two years to
define a protocol, in another harmonization of practice entailed the adoption of
reference materials, in yet another exchanges of equipment were Iimited by the
competitive position of the suppliers, etc. Ali these situations cause delays and,
frequently, force project leaders to conclude that by the lime they will be ready to
start the real work, their grant will have come to an end.

These actions centre mainly around two finalities. The first, as only to be
expected, is the establishment of specialized research communities (9 of the 13
actions with this finality). The inclusion of five actions on the development or
evaluation of new techniques is a clear sign of the difficulties which the programme
faces in this area.

These actions have two important points in common.
- They are almost aIl organized around the project leader and his team, who

run this difficult phase on their own (only four cases of shared management). This
is matched by the choice of form of organization : either small, superimposed
groups working in parallel (thematically partitioned) or a star network in which the
teams gravitate directly around the project leader's team. The number of teams
involved is often large and, in many cases, still unstable (many project leaders draw
a sharp distinction between simple participants and "active members").

- Three out of four of these actions are still at the structuring stage, since they
require harmonization of practice, including exchanges of materials or samples,
circulation of phantoms, etc. In other words, they are in the midst of a complex
process of aligning the teams to ensure that their output is truly intercomparable.

These two traits are evidence that these actions are very recent. Nolhing has
yet been stabilized, neither the participants and methods of working together nor
the project which the teams will be capable of conducting together. The stake
Iinked to the action serves simply as a rough statement of the project leader's
objective rather than reflecting the actual situation in the field. By contrast, the
nature of the consensus reached, i.e. the practical result of the action by the end of
MHR4, will give an idea of the potential dynamics of the action in question and,
consequently, of any follow-up needed.
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As seen earIier, MHR's responsibility does not end with attainment of the set
objectives. To avoid wastage of Community funding, it must also ensure
dissemination of the results. In view of the organization of health care systems, this
can raise specifie problems. What exactly is the situation? By the end of MHR4, 22
actions, or less than one in four, will have reached the dissemination stage. The
majority of these cluster around two finaIities : evaluation of techniques (5 cases)
and harmonization of practice 05 cases). One in two of the actions cornes under
the H5R subprogramme. These actions have three features in common.

- Only Iimited investrnent is entailed, either because the actions are limited to
meetings (6 cases) or because protocols were already available when work on the
action started and called for no specifie skills on the part of the teams collecting
the data (l0 cases). This is reflected in the method of initiation, with half the actions
activating "latent" networks developed by various European associations and the
other half initiated by COMAC ("to gain a c1earer picture"?).

- This is paralleled by a limited number of participants (on average 20)
organized in a star network orchestrated by a project leader.

- The result usually takes the form of updating of information (example :
Euromac), a situation report (example : mental health problems of deaf people) or
information packs or publications to increase public awareness (examples : "HIV
and oral problems" and "ICPC classification"). A few of these actions could open
the way for future large-scale actions (examples : "use of DRGs in hospitals" or
"head injuries"). A few rare examples raise the problem of formulation of
recommendations which will have to be disseminated (example : "HIV serological
methods").

The six actions which fail to fit into this pattern are ail one-off cases
presenting the programme with specifie problems foreshadowing the others
which lie ahead :

- the problem of generalization of the best practices, as in the case of "care
delivery systems" or "self-assessment in hospitals". How can the results be passed
on from the 100 or so hospitals "enIisted" to ail hospitals in Europe?;

- the problem of maintaining ad hoc surveillance services tested in the
course of specifie operations (examples : the Eurosentinel networks of general
practitioners tested in two separate concerted actions);

- the problem of the future of predeveJopment actions, such as EULIMA
(where the CA will have allowed completion of the "final conceptual design");

- finally, the problem of the incorporation of a quality standard in legislation
(on diagnostics) in systems hitherto concerned solely with operator and user
safety, as in the case of the ECG action.

FINISHING ACTIONS (2) : QUESTION MARKS OVEH THE FUTURE OF THE SERVICES
CREATED

By the end of MHR4, 20 more actions will have attained their objective but
will present the MHR programme with another problem of their own : the future
of the investments made. At the end of an often lengthy process (most of the
actions in question started under MHR3), these actions have built up fully-fledged
services:
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(i) surveillance services Cthree cases) as in EUROCAT on congenital anomalies
and the 20 or so regional networks set up from scratch or the "epidemiology of
AlOS" action's reference centre for monitoring the spread of the disease in
Europe;

(ii) services for the evaluation of treatment Ctwo cases) based on the
establishment of complex collection infrastructure for opportunistic diseases
associated with AlOS (ENTA) and costly pre-hospital treatment (EMIP);

(iii) services for the evaluation of medical techniques (two cases), such as the
CA on "tissue characterization" and the EUROSPIN test specimen packs which it
developed;

(iv) service for the evaluation of practices (one case) for "objective medical
decision-making" to follow up the achievements of the first two operations
(methodology, material support and national networks);

(v) finally, research services, whether in the form of production centres
Cthree cases), for example for artificially aged mice or transgenic rats, or of analysis
centres (four cases) as for "HIV genetic screening" or collection infrastructure (five
cases) as for ECAT (for lung diseases) or EURONUT (for nutrition).

Twelve of the actions which will be at the service stage by the end of MHR4
share the· same finality : joint research facilities. By definition, this raises the
question of their continuity. Can the programme rely solely on the teams' own
capacity to raise the funding needed for them to continue? Possibly yes for most
of the "centralized" facilities (seven cases). But it will be far more difficult for the
collection infrastructure and the associated reference centres and logistics, as in
the case of the five structures set up to evaluate treatments, techniques or practice.
ln these cases, the programme is approaching a turning point: how can it move
on from encouragement for setting up such facilities to long-term support for the
infrastructure developed as a result? LEBM-style "case-by-case" solutions no longer
seem commensurate with the type of problems encountered.

ACTIONS STILL IN PROGRESS AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF COMPLEX RESEARCH
INFRASTRUCTURE

By the end of MHR4, 21 actions will be in the midst of the operational phase.
There are three main reasons why these actions were unable to complete the
processing phase during MHR4:

(i) Either the actions build up "large number of cases" data bases, usually
backed up by banks of samples of blood, tissues, cells, etc. This applies
particularly to six of the Il surveillance services (examples : "asthma prevalence"
or "Eurodiab" on diabetes prevalence and complications) and to three of the
actions on the evaluation of practice or techniques ("use of blood" and two actions
modelled on the CA on ECGs with a view to standardization of techniques, namely
"antenatal ultrasound screening" and "quantitative assessment of ostcoporosis").

(ii) Or the actions correspond to integrated projects linked to the
development of new treatments. We have already described most of the 5 actions
falling under this heading which are ail based on production centers ("B cells and
diabetes treatment", "BNCT"), on joint research facilities ("European vaccine
against AlOS" and "interaction between HIV protein and cell membrane") or
complex collection infrastructure ("human stem cell action").

(iii) Or, finally, harmonization has taken a long time, as in the case of four
actions on the establishment of specialized research communities. Three of these
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four actions are expected, if seen through to the end, to culminate in services (two
on the development of treatments - for chronic arthritis and for multiple sclerosis
- and one on monitoring of dementia).

Consequently, the common feature of ail these actions is that they reiy on
heavy investment (to harmonize collection conditions, to provide the logistics
required for the large number of cases involved or to build up and use the often
complex data bases and data banks). These investments are ail the greater since
often a large number of teams are involved (average around 40) and, in 15 of the 21
cases, shared strategie management was needed to implement the action.

In essence, nearly ail actions link back to the previous situation: services
which will have to be dealt with (6 surveillance services, 5 services for the
development and evaluation of treatment and 5 production services which may be
transferred once the treatment has proved its worth.

TOWARDS A COMMUNllY FORM OF NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH (NIH)?

Eventually nearly one action out of three will face the programme with a
quite unexpected question: what is to become of the heavy capital and intangible
investment generated in the course of the programme? Will the marginal financing
which made it possible to make these investments still be needed to maintain
them?

The future of the Community intervention in medical research will depend
heavily on the political answer to these questions since, in the final analysis, it is
obvious that this programme produces three main types of result : (l) forums; (2)
comparative studies taking stock of the situation; and (3) complex networks which
cannot pay for themselves from the initial scientific results that they were set up to
produce, thus raising the question of how to keep them in operation on a lasting
basis. These, and not the question of financing research on a cost-sharing basis, are
the reasons warranting the opening of discussions on a Community form of NIH.
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THE MANAGERIAL DIMENSIONS OF CONCERTED ACnONS

THE MANAGEMENT OF CONCERTED ACTIONS AND ITS
IMPLICATION ON MHR ORGANIZATION, PRACTICES
AND STRUCTURES

INTRODUCTION

MHR has evolved from a smail experiment started in 1978 with 3 Concerted
Actions (MHRl) to a programme that brings together over 3000 teams within 120
Concerted Actions (MHR4 officially started in 1987). Each Concerted Action is thus
the core of a large network which also combines teams from various institutional
backgrounds (see filel).

MHR organization has remained quite stable for over the last eight years
(during which the abovementioned rapid increase has taken place). Heading the
programme, as is usual with ail EC rcsearch programmes, is the CGC (previously
called the CRM - Comité de la recherche médicale) comprising two
representatives of each member country. As COST countries have progressively
entered the programme (which is another specific dimension), they also
participate in the CGc. The programme is divided in six subprogrammes (two
were added with the fourth MHR), each being overseen by a specific sub
committee : the first four committees created as far back as 1980 have been called
COMACs (Comités d'actions concertées) since 1983 and the last two, which follow
the recently created areas, are known as Working Parties (WPs). Membership of
COMACs seem to parallel that of CGCs : they are mostly composed of
representatives of national authorities. There seems to be more confusion in WPs
(at least in AlOS) with quite a few PLs also acting as WP members. Each
subprogramme is managed by a single EC programme manager (sorne of them are
lucky enough to get an assistant). This programme manager is in charge of links
with the Project Leaders and he also acts as the secretary of the corresponding
subcommittee.

In ail four editions of MHR, COMACs/WPs have been entrusted the role of
selecting and monitoring the Concerted Actions (CAs). Until MHR4, they did it by
themselves taking direct initiatives for selecting themes, finding suitable Project
Leaders, organizing meetings of interested teams ... MHR4 has introduced a general
cali for tender which has produced a very large number of answers between which
the different COMACs/WPs have divided up nearly ail available funds, and they
have therefore relinquished in practice their initiating role while, thanks to the
open cali for proposais, broadening the scope of their action.

When speaking about MHR management, we are thus describing a very
Iimited structure which, faced with the rapid increase in size of the programme,
had no other possibility but to delegate widely to people designated to take charge
: the "Project Leaders". Such a limited structure makes it difficult for the MHR
management, however competent and active, to collect and gather suitable
information for external monitoring. Annual reports, proposais and committees'
minutes were made available to us. We used them to prepare a first database on
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CAs and to organize a mailed survey. Our mailed survey has shown that the teams
which responded are on average far more involved in the programme than their
corresponding average EC funding. They consider that a quarter of their activity is
directly linked with the Concerted Action in which they participate. These figures,
quite unexpected from most observers, required an in-depth analysis to
understand this apparent discrepancy better.

We had no other choice than to devise a new approach and to organize
direct interviews of Project Leaders. More than 100 were interviewed (an interview
lasted on average between 3 to 4 hours) and information was gathered on the
following aspects :

· origin of the Concerted Action (CA),
· teams mobilized,
· organization of CA and role of Project Management Group (PMG),
· CA trajectory and main steps,
· type of activities performed,
· present and expected results,
· visits and meetings,
· exchanges performed and their organization,
· development or/and use of a central facility or a collective tool,
· role of EC funds and relations with EC,
· visibility and external links of CAs,
· future of CAs.

These interviews represent the major source on which this report relies for
its analysis while at the same time constituting, to our knowledge, the only in
depth discussions which have taken place with PLs about their action. File 2 has
been devoted to what we consider to be the six major dimensions which make it
possible to describe the nature, activities and socio-economic dynamics of the
Concerted Actions. This file focuses on the managerial dimensions of CAs : how
are they initiated, developed and managed? Of course, in such a process, problems
have been encountered that question MHR organization and practices. We will
examine them in the second part of this file, pointing out from the analyses and
suggestions made by PLs, possible directions of change.
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PART 1: THE MANAGEMENT OF CONCERTED ACTIONS

Developing a Concerted Action implies that participants not only do
research but also take charge of the complete definition and management of the
work to be performed in their project. The MHR programme delegates this task
to the PL, leaving him with considerable autonomy to lay out the design of the
Concerted Action, to organize its work and define what are the collective means to
achieve "concertation". Through the successive analysis of the start of a Concerted
Action (point 1), of its management (point 2) and of its daily life (point 3), we shall
see how MHR philosophy can be defined in practice around a "management
delegation process" and an experimental definition of "concertation".

1- STARTING A CONCERTED ACTION: THE PL VERSUS THE UNKNOWN

How are CAs initiated? The question is crucial to the future of the
programme since it helps to understand the effects of the present practices and
the ways the various sectors of the public were informed of the programme and
got interested in its approach and aims. We shall see how fortuitous the encounter
generally is, leaving considerable room for more voluntary approaches; we shall
also look at the problems associated with the definition of the project and the
bringing together of the teams and the choices made by MHR: delegation on a
major level to the potential Project Leader provided he fits the canvas of
constraints imposed de facto by the MHR.

The PL meets the MHR : often a chance encounter

Three situations can be c1early differentiated. First, the potential PL has
already identified a major problem he wants to address on an international level.
He is actively seeking funds to do so and will come in contact with MHR while
doing so. In the second situation, the PL has in mind a research project but he is
not actively looking for money at EC level because he did not think of going in at
the international level or it was feasible; a calI for tender will prompt him to do so.
Finally, there are numerous subjects the PL would like to work on and other teams
in Europe have shown interest in sorne of them. An encounter with MHR will
promote one of these topics to the forefront of the PL's mind.

In the first case, the PLis experience has led him to believe that, to achieve
his goals, he needs to go beyond his national borders. He is seeking financial
support that will allow him to take part in multilateral collaboration. Through our
interviews, we have encountered many different reasons, the major ones being the
following:

(i) to reach a critical size (access to large enough a number of data or cases,
optimize the use of a "central facility"),

(ii) to break out of isolation : the field is so technical or so advanced that
there is only a limited number of teams per country; gaining recognition or
achieving cooperation requires the breaking down of national barriers
(institutional, psychosocial),
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(iii) to boost a research field: "United we stand, divided we fa Il , so let us
speak the same language"; harmonization of language (common classifications.. .)
and practices are then at the core of the concerted action,

(iv) to disseminate a technique or knowledge : extend results recognized at
the national level to the European level (cases mainly centered on the build-up of
adequate health information or on the evaluation of practices and techniques.

These situations imply reaching a level beyond traditional academic
collaboration whether to make it really multilateral or/and make it more intense.
Faced with this situation, the PL is seeking a way to develop cooperation. He will
approach the EC directly but most of the time with difficulty or indirectly through
his institution or through someone who is known to be in touch with the EC.
Alternatively, he will happen to put his hands on the "cali for proposais"; there,
the proximity effect comes into play, with people living in Belgium or who already
work for the EC appearing to have an easier access to the information on the
existence of the MHR.

In the second situation, the potential PL has a priority project in mind but
never thought of going to the international level to address it. He happens to hear
of MHR funding and wishes to use this possibility as a mean to foster his own
research work. To do so, he has to consider the collective dimension of his
project while he makes a few phone ca Ils, sends fax messages or organises a small
informai workshop to have a handful of teams to put on the proposaI. Information
on MHR could have come to him informally through someone aware of it or
directly by seeing the "calI for proposais". Il was frequently mentioned that the
"cali for proposais" came to the research institution when the deadline was near or
passed. Il was also repeatedly stressed that delayed and imprecise replies after
inquiries to the EC about MHR are frequent. These problems complicate the first
steps for the PL in putting together a proposaI. In fact, the efficiency of this "cali
for proposais" procedure seems to vary widely from one country to the other.
Many times during interviews, Netherlands has been acclaimed for the
dissemination of adequate information to relevant teams.

The last situation is a hybrid between the two previous ones. A project with
a collective dimension already existed in the mind of the potential PL and
sometimes of other teams around Europe. Nevertheless, none of them would feel
it so precise or urgent that they would have already been driven to chase after
funds for it before. Coming across the MHR will provide this project with a bonus
because of its collective dimension. Thus, the project will attract attention and
achieve top priority because it fits the requirements of MHR

In ail these three situations, we have been struck by the way this encounter
happened. Very seldom did the encounter dcrive from an organized process. In
programmes like ESPRIT or BRITE, there is a continuous flow of information
about them, about their main themes, about each "cali for tender". At the national
level, there are meetings organized so that people know about it, there even are
specific national "newletters" to bring potential participants ail the information
needed to get involved. Here, apart from the Netherlands, no such a situation was
described to us by PLs : even when they were consciously looking for EC funds,
they came across the programme most of the time through indirect channels. This
problem of both information and visibility will be dealt with at length below.
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The PL and the formation of his network of teams

THE INl77A 170N PHASE : IWO OPPOSING SI7VA TIONS
After his encounter with the MHR programme, the first task of a potential PL

is to incorporate teams in his Concerted Action. Two extreme situations can arise
with the possibility of numerous intermediate combinations.

At one end, the PL is already in contact with an existing network of teams
that know each other weil and work together or would Iike to. They could be in
contact through informaI links evolving from scientific meetings. However, these
contacts often derive from participation in international institutions whether
general (WHO plays a significant role) or specific ; medical or scientific societies,
patients' organizations. PLs will often describe this situation as a network waiting
for an umbrella to give it Iife. MHR would then play this role. When this is the case,
a very precise and detailed proposaI will usually be submitted by a core of teams
to which, at that time or later on, will be added othcr teams to provide the
competences or the geographical coverage lacking in the Concerted Action.

At the other end, the PL is virtually alone and will have to build his netwark
from scratch. In this task he can benefit from three channels of information. First,
he has informaI contacts with teams he has met previously at international
congresses or which worked with him in the past. Second, he can search out the
names and location of teams through the scientific Iiterature. Third, he can
organize a small informaI meeting or benefit from a preliminary workshop
arganised through MHR that provides a forum for interested teams sometimes
with the addition of outside experts who will possible join the Concerted Action
later. These allow the potential PL to be recognized as such, to measure interest in
the project, ta compile a list of other interested teams to be contacted and to
define the major Iines of the project.

Creating a network is a demanding and time-consuming task. Part (and
sometimes ail) of the energy and lime of the Concerted Action are devoted to this
task. The recent evolution of MHR has tended to favour projects in which team
networks already existed or could virtually be fully established during this initiation
phase. In some cases however, the area addressed is either too new, too complex
or too vague for the preparatory meetings to establish the network. Although
precise objectives for Concerted Actions seem to be the tendency in the new
MHR programme, several PLs emphasized the valuable and specific role that MHR
has to play in promoting the alternative approach as it did in the past. They argue
that MHR should pick out those concerted actions where networks are difficult to
construct and give them special treatment (i.e a probationary phase).

COMPLE17NG mE NEIWORK : 77-JREE MAJOR CHOICES
Once their initial network has been built and the proposaI accepted, the PL

and his new Concerted Action are faced with three major choices to complete the
network of teams.

Optimum size
As one PL puts it, the alternatives are quite simple: on one hand, a Iimited

number of very active homogeneous participants as a highly trained task force
with the risk of appearing or becoming a club; on the other hand, a diluted
Concerted Action which favours dissemination of knowledge, techniques and
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results to the detriment of effective research because of the level of scientific
heterogeneity of the participants. Many Concerted Actions (in particular when
field data or samples are mandatory for their success) have by-passed this
problem through the existence of two levels of participation, although they will
not emphasize this distinction. A core of teams (most of them participating in
expert or steering committees) will perform the crucial or elaborate tasks when
the average participant will only collect data and/or samples and/or be present on
a mailing list or at meetings. In sorne cases (but not a11), such teams are classified as
"observers" .

Commttment
Although not general, there is a tendency to ask potential participating

teams, before they enter the project, what expertise they have and how they
would like to contribute to the Concerted Action. This allows the PL to make an
inventory and better organize the workload. Then, a minimal commitment is
defined and required from teams to be considered full participants. Sometimes
even a written agreement specifying rights and duties has to be signed by
participants. This may help the PLs to deal with teams whieh do not fulfill their
commitments. Exclusion is a problem many PLs face and which they are often
reluctant to address, choosing rather to keep these teams at the periphery of the
Concerted Action.

Number of teams
Sorne projects start as and remain a scientific club you need to belong to

from the start if you wish to participate. This could be due to the existence of a
protocol which does not allow other teams to enter once the study has started or
it could simply result from a wish to maintain a stable configuration during the life
of the Concerted Action. For those projects that have chosen an open
configuration, budget size seems to be the limitation and in most cases, a loose
concept of participation goes along with an organisation in which a large share of
teams have only marginal acivities in the project. Sorne PLs argue that their budget
should contain a given spare amount of money allocated to this.

FACING MHR CON5TRAINT5

Although a PL has broad autonomy and liberty in his recruitment of teams,
he nevertheless faces recommendations or restrictions from MHR on four points :
European coverage, role of COMAC in team recruitment, rules on CA funding,
industry participation.

European coverage
European coverage appears to be strongly recommended by the EC staff to

PLs if they wish to have their project acceptcd. Although the presence of ail
countries is not mandatory and is not always observed, each Concerted Action will
do its best to get in touch with teams from countries that do not yet participate.
Making contact with sorne countries seems to imply specifie problems.

Germany was often mentioned as a country where identifying teams is a
difficult task. Division in Linder is held responsible for this, since it seems to
create an administrative and organizational barrier that is difficult to overcome.
Never was it said that the EC or the Federal Government administration was of any
help in solving this problem when it was encountered. Most of the time,
connections rely on informaI contacts that frequently end up in irrelevant teams.
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Thus several attempts are somelimes necessary. This seems to be particularly true
when recruiting clinical teams (to collect data on patients) or when participation of
Uinder administrations (to get access to registers) are needed. This problem
relates mainly to the difficulty of establishing the first contact with the right team.

Participation of what PLs recognize as "southern countries" (Spain, Portugal,
Greece and sometimes Ireland or Italy) is generally considered as a way to raise the
scientific level in these teams and is taken as an investment for the future. For
epidemiological studies, collecting data in these countries is frequently seen as of
particular and instructive value for comparison. Further, even if technical
capabilities may be limited, contributions to brain storming and diversity of
thinking are also recognised as worthwhile. To summarize on this point, PLs
usually tell us that they would not have incorporated teams from these countries if
they did not feel obliged to do so to meet the wishes of the MI-IR. At the same
time, they do not criticise this aspect and appear in the end to be satisfied with
this situation. Sorne PLs would like to see part of the budget devoted to training
scientists in these countries and eventually provide them with extra funding during
the CA.

Participation of Eastern countries seems to be seen in the same way. PLs
favour it and many times regret that this cannot already be done on an official
basis. Sorne already have limited links. Most of the time, incorporation of such
teams poses a problem of adequate funding and/or technical expertise.
Nevertheless, sorne PLs feel it necessary to incorporate teams from these
countries, if only to get an insight of what the situation is as a preliminary step for
future cooperation. Contact with the TEMPL'S programme seems difficult to
establish.

Role of COMAC in team identification and recruitment.
In previous MHR programmes, PLs had to submit potential teams to the

COMAC which produced the final agreement. The PLs who experienced such a
situation, remember it as complicated, cumbersome and slow. This no longer
exists in the fourth programme. Nonetheless, sorne COMACs suggest teams they
would like, for whatever reason, to be included in the project. They can also aid
PLs who ask for help in finding specific teams (specific expertise or geographical
location, especially in "southern countries"). The feelings on this are generally
mixed. On the one hand, PLs recognize the interest of such a process but, on the
other hand, they general\y think that COMACs perform poorly, either not
answering quickly enough or even often providing irrelevant teams. This is a
matter of concern since quite sorne time can be lost when first contacts are
established with irrelevant teams. In addition, in sorne cases, suggestions by
COMAC are perceived as mandatory by PLs who will incorporate suggested teams
even if they feel there is no need to do so.

Rules on C4 funding
The most stringent restriction of MHR concerns rules for sources of funds

from European and local sources. How to coordinate the search for national funds
(in different countries) with the allocation of European funds which do not coyer
the research costs per se? Getting national funding coordinated with what is
planned for the Concerted Action is sometimes very difficult. Actions where this
has been done before the start have a significant advantage. When this is not the
case, sorne teams may drop out, disturbing the project which has to find alternate
candidates and reallocate funds during the course of the Concerted Action. This
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matching of sources is complicated by the fact that teams will often use their
participation in a Concerted Action as a way to secure funding from their national
authorities. Sorne PLs advocate priority consideration of their project by national
funding institutions once it has been accepted by the MHR.

Industrial participation
MHR does not seem to have a clear policy on industrial participation. We

have encountered ail situations from full participant (whether contributing funds
or not) to non-member status (again whether contributing funds or not). Rules
seem to differ from one level of the EC to another, from one COMAC to another,
from one CA to another, from one team to another. PLs repeatedly stress the
need for guidelines on this subject, especially on matters such as level and type of
participation and funding allowed or distribution of the benefits of research. They
emphasize the impossibility of getting clear answers from the EC on these
problems. They think that solving this problem could boost the participation of
private companies if the EC wished. Although it is rarely the case, sorne Concerted
Actions ha ve developed written agreements between them and private
companies. However, most of the time, the situation is one of individual contacts
and links between teams and companies rather than overall links at the Concerted
Action level.

How does one go about starting a Concerted Action? We have seen how
much a Concerted Action depends on chance contacts between the
potential Project Leader (PL) and the MHR programme. We have also
shown that the core of the European role - the construction of a network
of collaborating teams - lies entire/y in the hands of the PIs who are the
only link between the EC structures and the teams. "Un pour tous, tous
pour un" and 'Je ne veux voir qu'une tête" are common French sayings
which appty very well to the Concerted Actions : for Brussels, the only
scientist they deal with is the PL; for participating teams, the PL is not
only a project director but a/so the representative of the unknown world
of EC wishes and constraints. The Project Leader thus appears as the
major connecting point between two apparently separate universes which
are oflen tabelted by PIs "EC administration" and "Scientific Community".

11- MANAGING A CONCERTED ACTION: A DEMANDING TASK

As link-man, the PL is at the centre of the project from the outset. We shall
now see that getting a concerted action under way requires firm commitment
from the PL who will often delegate at least part of this responsibility to other
members.

Acquiring PL status within the CA

PL status is not just handed out. ft has to be earned. How do PLs operate?
They perform a number of different functions which we will examine in turn :
recruitment of teams, project formalization, information management, budget
management, internai rules, key operational activity.

Recruitment of teams
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We have seen previously how the PL deals with team recruitment. This
represents the first opportunity for him to inform people about MHR and present
himself as the depository of EC opportunities for research. Teams can either
ignore him or bypass him and build up their own project or get behind him. If the
latter choice is made, it represents an initial recognition of his status.

Projeet formaltzatton
Writing the proposaI and the draft project is a second way to secure PL's

position. The conceiving of a proposaI can be achieved through two different
processes. In the first, the potentiaJ PL alone is responsible and simply informs or
asks for comments from people he knows weil and trusts: Later, he will often
incorporate them in the concerted action, frequently as key members.
Alternatively and most often, the potential PL chooses certain teams through his
informaI contacts or international literature and caUs a small informaI or formaI
meeting to write a draft proposaI or discuss one he has already prepared. Once the
proposaI is written or sometimes even before, the MHR programme will make it
possible to set-up a preliminary workshop of potential participanl'i. On the basis
of the proposaI, this meeting can producc a draft project (which has sometimes
already been prepared by the potential PL alone or with a small group of teams).
This preliminary workshop is the first explicit recognition of the PL's position
because his name has to go on the project. Nomination by a small group of key
members, tacit approval of his position by participants or sometimes a plain
election process are most frequent ways to settle this problem. In aIl the
concerted actions we have seen, any change of PL was always done before this
stage was completed. Even if the PL was changed, his substitute was always
associated from the start with the initiation and development of the proposaI and
draft project. Thus, these first steps seem essential for the PL to obtain recognition
of his status by other teams.

Information management
Once the project is started, PLs use three complementary ways to manage

information. One is to work out a system of "exchange" "counter-exchange". In
this scherne, each exchange and/or action requiring CA funding has its counterpart
in a letter or a report sent to the PL. The second solution is to issue a regular
newsletter to inform participants of the CA's progress. This places the PL at the
nodal information point within the concerted action, since he will need to collect
information from each participant. Thus, the PL obtains recognition not only as
the depository of knowledge on the MHR programme but also as the person
participants have to go to if they want information on the concerted action.
Further, providing information through a newsletter also shows participants that
they belong to a collective project and gets them involved in its destiny. Visiting
teams is a third way for the PL to gather additional information on concerted
actions' work and problems. At the same time it increases the PL's visibiIity and
accessibility. Teams get used to referring to him when they need to and thus
personalize the project they are participating in.

Budget management
Whatever method has been chosen within the concerted action to allocate

and control funds, the PL is the only person in charge of spcnding EC funds and
bears ultimate responsibility for its use. Any financial problems encountered by
participants (even for their own research funding) will be referred to him. Given
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the importance of this dimension and the large number of problems, we have
chosen to devote a specific chapter to funding and budgetary aspects.

Internai rules
Many problems need to be solved during the life of a CA which require

"internaI ru les" whether formai or not. We have already mentioned rules on
commitment and exclusion or on information returns associated with the
allocation of funds, but such questions as publications, access to data, access to a
central fa ci lity... need a common attitude. File 2 provides a full account of their role
and importance. What should be mentioned here is the central role the PL plays
most of the time both in their drafting and even more their application: whatever
the level of general agreement on the rules, it is normally the duty of the PL to
ensure that ail teams comply with them.

Key operational activity
Ail the areas referred to so far arc dimensions of management. Nonetheless,

it clearly appears from our interviews that the basis of the recognition of the PL's
status lies in the scientific and technical activities he performs for the concerted
action. In more than one case in two, the PL carries out a vital task within it. Should
the PL withdraw, the concerted action would be severely damaged because it
would be very difficult for another team to take charge of this task. There are many
different ways to achieve such a position. One is to organize the logistics of the
exchanges : provide participants with reagents or small instruments (tubes,
syringes, etc.), organize shipments from one team to the other, store thcm in the
interim, check that they reach their destination in time. The management of a
collective tool has a similar effect, i.e. the PL operates a central databank or
controls a technique which is unique and thus ail participants have to send him data
or samples and rely on his work if they want the project to proceed and achieve
its goals. Performing the final analysis of the results allows the same kind of
recognition: because he has a specific knowledge (statistical analysis for example)
or because he gathers together ail the information (analyses made in different
countries or on different aspects of the problem), the PL is the only one able to
sort out the results. Whatever the means, personalization occurs and teams relate
this crucial step to the PLis name.

Delegating responsibilities within CAs

Getting recognition requires many complemcntary actions from the PL. It
has one major consequence. A lot of work and energy have ta be devoted to
acquire this central position. PLs emphasize that this requires a strong personal
commitment and that, in order to keep lime for other scientific activities and
avoid being the only one to shoulder the burden of managing a concerted action,
they need to find ways to delegate within the concerted action.

How do they do this? And what are the main configurations observed?
Normally, management inside a concerted action will involve the PL and a limited
number of very active teams. This structure very often develops through what
sociologists cali a "negotiation process" and through mutual compromises in
order to accommodate potentially conflicting objectives. These teams are
generally the most interested in the expected results and their participation in ail
major decisions reinforces their interest, creating a type of "virtuous circle" which
builds up lasting relationships. This results in more complex organizational
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structures. We have found three major approaches which can be either exclusive
or complement each other.

Delegation witbin tbe PL 's team
For a senior scientist, activity as a PL may be contradictory with other

scientific and administrative activities, a position which may be difficult to sustain
with his institution. This explains why many of them ask for offiCial recognition of
their status by the EC. The need for quality secreta rial assistance is particularly
emphasized and sometimes implemented on the EC budget. As an alternative
solution, some PLs have chosen to delcgate their responsibility to a qualified
assistant who will use this opportunity to get rapid recognition at a very high levcl
inside the scientific community. The official PL gives up the daily operational work
and sometimes will only stay as an officiai figurehead, giving advice when needed
and helping through the politico-administrative process.

Using tbe PMG structure
The "Project Management Group" (PMG) is one of the official constraints

imposed on the creation of a concerted action. We shall see later that the same
denomination can apply to other coordination structures (what MHR calls
"Working Parties"). Here we focus on the internaI organization of concerted
actions and the constraints imposed on them by the four COMACs to create a
PMG. This constraint is often used by PLs to organize a collective managemeIït
structure with the most active teams.

The composition of a PMG reflects both the initiation phase of the project
and strategie choices about its future. In some cases - where the proposai has been
collectively written - PMGs formalize what already exists : a core of teams
collectively taking over the management of the CA. In any case, PMG members are
rarely elected, being normally nominated by the PL or a consensus obtained at the
first general meeting. It is generally composed of five to eight people, although, in
some cases PLs told us of COMAC requirements (four people only in one case,
complete geographical coyer in some others).

Where do members come from? Keeping a geographical equilibrium is a
constant preoccupation. However, within this context, two attitudes can be
observed. The first relates to adequate representation of the variolls kinds of
expertise represented within the project; this is frequently the case when the
proposai has been drafted collectively whether by a small group or through a
preliminary workshop. The second focuses on national representation : in such
cases, frequently observed in epidemiological studies where efficient collection of
data is of crucial importance, PMGs are generally larger.

PMGs do not play the same role in ail CAs. Again, three main situations can
be observed : the" decision-making" structure, the" advisorY' structure where ail
important points conccrning the project are discussed, the "endorsemenf'
structure in which the only reason for existence is to agree on the PL's
propositions or decisions.

r;"eating furtber "ad-boc" commUtes
The creation of ad-hoc commillees is another way of delegating

responsibility in the conccrted action. The most common form is through
committees in charge of selling rules and giving access to a common facility
(whether large equipment, a laboratory technique, a database or a tissue bank).
Other possibilities deal with specialized problems (ethical, statistical, etc.) or
delegation at the national levcl. Such aspects are accompanied by very elaborate
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and complex organization. The PMG is, then, the gathering where the heads of
each ad hoc committee meet to plan, monitor and evaluate the progress of the
concerted action.

The special case of coUectively initiated projects
In some concerted actions, which are built up on a collective basis from the

start, it is not just a matter of delegation, but true collective management, since
every step described above has been performed jointly. The PL, in a way, is
simply the elected representative of a management board and represents it at EC
level. There are not many CAs of this kind and generally they represent only a
Iimited number of teams. They often appear during the initial phases of an action
which then develops on other Iines, bringing in other teams in its second phase
and thus having, Iike most CAs, at least two circles of teams : a core circle dealing
with strategic and operational management, surrounded by "ordinary"
participants.

Three models for CA management
The result of ail these choices for delegation (or non-delegation) can be

summarized under three major organizational frames which are encountered in
most concerted actions even though each CA has its own specific nature, which
makes it unlike any other.

In the first model of "centralized managemenf', the PMG or "ad-hoc"
committees discuss problems and matters relating to the CAs, but decisions and
their implementation are the sole responsibility and task of the PL. The PL,
possibly assisted by members of his own team, is the only one to be in contact
with aIl participating teams.

By contrast, in the second model of "cottective management', aIl decisions
are taken and implemented collectively by the PMG with the PL at its head. Each
PMG member is in contact with ail the participants in the concerted action,
sometimes for different parts of the work to be performed.

The third model of "hierarchical management" corresponds to an
intermediate situation where each PMG member assumes a share of the
management and has certain responsibilities for implementing decisions. Each
PMG member has contacts with sorne participating teams but not with all of them.
Two complementary situations can be observed in this third model depending on
the delegation process : either on a subject basis (generally three to five sub
projects within the CA), or on a geographical basis (with up to 12 national contacts
: this last form is often encountered in epidemiological or c1inical projects).

Thus the MHR programme can be seen as a two-level management
delegation scheme. The PL is, as we have already seen, the nodal point
between two separate universes : the scientific community and the EC.
However, he is also at the centre of two processes : one, outside the
concerted action per se, from COMACs ta PLs, the second, within the
concerted action, from PIs to PMGs and/or ad hoc committees. This
double delegation process makes the project leader the central figure of
the concerted action he is in charge of: to fottow the path he takes and
understand his problems is to fottow the path and understand the
problems of his concerted action.
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III- THE DAILY LIFE OF CONCERTED ACTIO!\'S POSSIBILITIES A:'-!D LIMITATIO;\,S
OF THE MHR FRAMEWORK

Once participants have been recruited, schedules established and
management structures settIed, PLs (and PMGs where delegation operates) have ta
deal with the MHR framework for the daily life of concerted actions. The aim of
this section is not to reproduce what has been developed in other files but ta
underline ·four major dimensions: (i) what does "concertation" mean in practice
for PLs? (ii) which major benefits do PLs think CAs produce in addition ta
scientific results? (iii) what relations does the concerted action have with the MHR
structure? Civ) what links are needed outside the concerted action for its proper
development?

What measures can a CA take? "Concertation in pratice"

The recent evaluation report states: "interpreting the Council decision of
1987 which laid dovm the objectives of the programme's work, it can be assumed
that collaboration is a method to, rather than the ultimate goal of, MHR4. CAs
make it possible for the scientists involved ta meet periodically and exchange staff
for short periods. CAs do not finance scicntific research, they permit but do not
require the sharing of data, they permit but do not require collaboration in the
design of experimental protocols. CA meetings may lead ta the agreement of
common objectives but if their implementation requires research financing, this is
contingent on the funding decisions of Member States".

Such a definition allows a large degree of liberty and flexibility for PLs : they
are permitted to do many things provided they get the adequate funding. And
indeed, even though funding problems do exist, they have extensively used this
leeway. Other files in this report give an extensive description of the diversity of
exchanges. Data, biological samples, reference materials, protocols, softwares,
prototype equipment and instruments are aIl interchanged between teams and
represent a back-up to the numerous collective tools used or designed. There is a
similar diversity observed in organizing relationships between teams within
concerted actions.

From what we have seen during our interviews, PLs seem eager to exploit
any possibility that can help in their quest for results. PLs often told us that, in
doing so they felt they were infringing MHR "rules" and had gone beyond what
they thought was allowed. When we told them about other concerted actions'
practices, they were relieved but, at the same time, stressed that it was impossible
to get cIear answers from the EC on such matters. We also encountered the
opposite situation : sorne PLs were amazed when we described the solutions
adopted by other concerted actions facing similar situations to their own.

ln a way, one could say that MHR has adopted an experimental
approach, leavlng ta the Pis the responsibi/ity ta imagine and develop
suitable solutions ta problems encountered. From this emerge bath a
"catalogue" of what can be done under the A1HR scheme and a philosophy
which is slowly estab/ishing a revised definition of "concertation".
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Major effects

Scientific results and academic recognition are what most often push PLs and
teams to enter the tiresome process of building up a concerted action. One must
always remember these dimensions before analysing other effects. Nevertheless,
the collective "extra-scientific" results must be underlined. Most of these appear as
burdens at the beginning of a concerted action but come to be recognized as a
comparative advantage in the end.

Such is the case whenever the need to develop a common language is
experienced. Most of the time, this is more difficult and tedious than thought at the
beginning since words used in a medical context can be understood differently in
other contexts. A similar difficulty can be encountered when concepts or
institutions differ from one country to another and requires a common conceptual
jramework before any other task can be envisaged. Another dimension often
mentioned is the sharing on a larger geographic scale of a common interest in a
problem which was considered to be neglected at the outset. For instance, sorne
sicknesses identified as important in one part of Europe may have been
completely neglected elsewhere. "Mutual understanding" is not just a slogan and
has real consequences when considered at the concerted action level. In particular
with "dinical research" where general practitioners and dinicians are faced both
with the difficulty of their very different national settings and with their different
levels of participation Cthey are professionals involved in their practice and
international communication is not part of their normal working life).

Much doser relations is another benefit, at least for the most active teams.
Many PLs stress that, instead of only knowing teams through publications or
conference exchanges, they are now used to working with them. They emphasize
the lasting effects of this collaboration which very often should result in other
collaborative work on the same or other subjects, within or outside the MHR.

Creating a European centre of excellence on a subject is also directly
identified as one of the most important results of sorne concerted actions. In
many cases, PLs link it ta US predominance and the feeling that the only way to get
recognition from their American partners is through proper organization at the
European level. Ali these dimensions need to be taken into account when in
appreciating the results achieved by CAs and, in a way, constitute as many criteria
for monitoring or evaluation.

Relating ta the structure of the MHR

Three dimensions have to be taken into account : information, advice and
monitoring. In ail three dimensions PLs are faced with a difficult problem : whom
to tUTO to?

PIs perception of MHR management is confused
The first point deals with the role of the CGC: when looked upon from the

Brussels point of view, the CGC appears central to the management of the
programme. However, ta most PLs it is not a familiar interlocutor (apart from
those who in fact participate or have participated in COMACs/WPs) : whenever
PLs had complaints to express, it was always addressed to the EC bureaucracy or to
the COMAC (or the Working Party for AlOS and Cancer) but never to the CGC as
such. This clearly points up the central role these six committees play in the life of
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the programme and in ils visibility : most CAs, when creating their letter headings
mention the name of the COMAC and not MIIR. For a PL, each COMAC manages a
programme per se with its own rules and practices. Whenever a project was
shifted from one COMAC to the other, it was always seen by PLs as a completely
new procedure with major recast of the project, new criteria for judgment and
even contradictory recommendations about objectives. Furthermore COMACs
have doubled the normal link PLs have with EC programme managers for daily
management by providing CAs with "liaison officers". A liaison officer is a
member of the relevant COMAC appointed to provide a personal link between
the COMAC and the CA. They are informed about aIl meetings and can, if they
wish, participate in them. Nevertheless, they are rarely cited as actual contacts in
case of problems and their role is seen by most PLs as ambivalent: in sorne cases,
the liaison officer appears as an advisor (to provide information about MHR and its
priorities, to help to find solutions ...), more often than not he is seen as a kind of
"spy" (as sorne PLs nickname them).

This scheme is very different from those we have observed in most EC cost
shared programmes where permanently employed EC programme managers are
the nodal point for contractors. And, if there are "experts", they act under the
supervision of the EC programme managers. Bere there does not seem to be any
connection in practice between the "liaison officers" and the MHR programme
managers. This, in fact, is the source of problems for PLs who have often
mentioned to us the contradictory answers they gel. This has often driven PLs to
use their own personal contacts to make their way through the EC machinery and
find a solution (we have come across contradictory "solutions" for similar
problems). One easy way, at least in sorne countries, has been for PLs to link up
with their national representative to the COMAC, illustrating once more the central
role COMACs (or WPs) play in the life of the programme.

17iformatton problems : the mirror effect
Many times, once the interviews with PLs were finished, PL would ask us for

further information on the organization of the other CAs. This reveals both a deep
interest in the programme and a considerable desire which remains unfulfilled.
Why? We have already seen the difficulty of finding adequate contacts. This is
further complicated by a series of unresolved problems.

First, de1ays in answering or even a complete lack of answers to written
questions have often been quoted. Personal contacts or indirect channels (often
through a related team in the CA) are a c1ear expression of a communication
problem at the level of the MHR management structure. Even when answers
cannot be instantly given, PLs would like programme managers and COMACs to
send an acknowledgement and make sure that their questions are dealt with.

The second point mentioned, the absence of feedback on reports and other
documents sent by PLs, is badly felL As one PL told us, "how can you make a
concerted action or report better when you do not know what is wrong with it?".
This leads to a more general question that we have already mentioned: the lack of
knowledge about what the others do, the way they are organized, the managerial
tools they have devised or the collective tasks they fund.

Give to others, get from them in return : in this way "a mirror effect" can
evolve by means of which PLs can more effective!y situate and adapt their own
project and action. The MHR has already started to provide answers to these
questions: the first MHR newsletter has been weIl received and many PLs would
like to see a special section included with "actual examples" of CA management
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and organization. The two-day meeting of the COMAC for BME has been
mentioned by most PLs as a good way to learn about others' projects and to start
up useful connections, since, as one PL told us, what larger reservoir of expertise
can we have than a programme which links over 3 000 teams?

Monitoring problems
We have mentioned the mixed feelings about the "liaison officers" who,

furthermore, are seldom specialists in the field in which the CA is active. Annual
reports are another example of this : even when sorne guidance has been issued
(see recent efforts for BME), such reports show a remarkable degree of diversity,
which does not help the outside reader to get any clear idca of the actions and
makes it impossible to compare them. The only other way suggested for COMACs
to form an opinion of a CA remains the annual presentations made by PLs to the
COMACs. The attitude of PLs to these presentations is almost unanimously
negative : sorne consider it humiliating and dislike the idea of senior scientists
being treated like junior students; and most PLs round them useless : how can you
explain such complex projects, their achievements and their present status in ten
minutes to such a disparate audience. Discussions are necessarily Iimited and most
of the time judged "poor".

Connecting with the outside "world"

Relations witb otber Concerted Actions
Relations between concerted actions seem to bc very rare, even when they

are working on similar subjects. The only exception are those CAs which are the
offspring of on-going concerted actiop-s and which often involve teams with
common participants (a situation which is often encountered in AlDS). Otherwise,
when relations exist, they remain at individual level through teams participating in
several concerted actions at the same time or having informai contacts between
them. We have seen from the quantitative survey that such cases do not occur very
often. FormaI exchanges can happen as in the case where HLA typing is
concerned, but this is exceptional. Nowhere has there been systematic access for
the teams to reports or newsletters of a concerted action they do not belong to.
Many PLs regret this situation. Ali those we saw after the first European newsletter
was issued pointed to the usefulness of this publication (even though they thought
it came too late), They insisted that it was not sufficient just to have the title and
address of projects and that there should be short summaries on objectives and
the methods chosen to achieve them. Those aware of it also had very positive
views on the recent two-day meeting organized by the COMAC-BME where each
PL was given time to explain to the others what was carried out in his CA and how.

Relations outside MHR
There cannot be any c1ear-cut frontiers between the relations that the teams

have within the concerted actions and relations they have through their other
activities. This continuum plays a very important role in the Iife of a concerted
action which very often relies for its success to an extent on the previous
connections of individu al members. However, ail of them cannot be dealt with
informally and the concerted action as such is often confronted with problems in
its relations with outside teams or institutions at the European level but also, and
sometimes more often, with non-European institutions.
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Relations with national funding institutions will be dealt with later on, but
these constitute one of the major dimensions underlined by PLs for the internaI
coherence of their project.

Another dimension which must not be underestimated in relations with
national institutions is that of ethical regulations : what data can be collected? What
methods of data collection are accepted? What steps must be taken by the CA in
order to get access to relevant data/cases/patients? Such questions have in sorne
cases led to a complete redefinition of the direction of the CA and even resulted to
new objectives.

Second come relations with multinational institutions such as patient
societies or clinicians associations which are very often established at the European
level and constitute a logical counterpart to the discussion of problems and
dissemination of information and/or results. They can also be of crucial
importance when cases/patients need to be obtained. International institutions, in
particular WHO, seem to play quite an important role in a few concerted actions
when the European operation appears as part of a larger programme.

As mentioned above, bringing Europe up to the same level as the USA may
indeed be a recognized objective of sorne CAs. This, in turn, opens up a more
difficult question : how to deal with extra-European collaboration. Sorne PLs
openly ask about clear rules for negotiating with NIH or )apanese teams with a
view to establishing their CA at world level.

Third come relations with industry. Wc have already mentioned the
problems encountered with direct participation in CAs by industry. For quite a
few CAs relations with industry are compulsory if they wish to have adequate
equipment or reagents or access to sophisticated analysis. As indeed can be
significant financial dimensions : major cost reductions, even free operations,
access to equipment not yet on the market or even specially built equipment. This
generally assumes specific returns [or the company and agreements to write.
Again PLs faced with such situations do not receive adequate support from the EC;
they ask for more help or at least clearer knowledge of potential limitations or
rules.

Even if these dimensions have been recognized, ail PLs faced with them
emphasize the difficulties they have encountered. They ail think that EC action
such as having various types of "framework agreements" with larger institutions
such as WHO or NIH, and establishing c1earer rules about sharing of profits with
industry would have helped greatly in such situations. Also, even though no PL
openly declared this wish, by giving to the PLs a type of "institutional" recognition
that helps them in their individual contacts.

Looking at the daily life of CAs, we have underlined the "experimental"
approach of MHR which, through a great deal of delegation, autonomy
and responsibility allow the PIs to define "in practice" what concertation
means : which tasks can be termed as collective and thus funded by MHR.
The list is long, even if there still exists some unresolved problems which
we shall be examining below. Ho wever, at the same time, we have also
seen there are a number of unresolved problems which may delay and, in
some cases, even endanger the aims of the CAs. The organization and
choices made by the MHR programme in dimensions as different as
information practices, visibility of the programme, monitoring practices or
even the global setting of the programme and the relations between
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COMA Cs (and/or WPs) are caiied into question. The second part of this
report wiii now deai with these issues.

PART II : IMPLICATIONS FOR MHR MANAGEMENT

The purpose of the first part of this report was to give a picture of the
conditions under which concerted actions are created and managed, and the
managerial problems faced in their daily Iife. In a word it concentrated on what
could be termed, as a complement to our other file, the managerial dynamics of a
concerted action. It led us to underline what we consider the major specific feature
of this programme : its management delegation philosophy. A feature which
emphasizes three major dimensions of this programme. First, the central position
of the "Project Leader" who is granted full responsibility in the conception and
management of the concerted action. In a way, selection of a CA is selecting a PL
and a finality (more often a theme). The PL then has full responsibility for
transforming it into action, choosing the proper direction and defining ail the
intermediate results, which will normally pave the way towards the achievement of
the final objective for a period which, in 50% of cases, is nearer a decade than the
two years for which funds are granted. This "job description" relates very much ta
what we have observed for programme managers in cost-shared programmes (see
our evaluation of the NNE3 programme). The consequences of this is an
"experimental" definition of "concertation" whereby PLs, through the choices
they make, through the tasks and operations they fund, create "in practice" a
framework of this uncodified form of action known in EC terminology as a
"concerted action". This definition is very far from what has been recently
observed during the evaluation of the caST actions (see evaluation report by
GMV).

Accompanying the process of delegation are ail the principles, rules and
practices which (l) create limits to the autonomy granted to PLs (such as those
dealing with PMGs or geographical coverage), and (2) enable the MHR structure ta
monitor ongoing action (such as those deaIing with annual reports or
presentations to COMACs). The second part of this file concentrates on this last
dimension : the organizational framework of the MHR programme. It focuses on
four major points which emerge strongly from the analysis of the problems
encountered by PLs in initiating, creating and managing their concerted actions :
fund allocation and use, information flows, monitoring practices and, deriving
from ail this, MHR organization (for strategic and daily management).

1- THE FUNDING OF CONCERTED ACTIONS

Officially 1, "the Programme's funding covers mainly the coordination of
research in the Member States and in other European participant countries
(mainly the caST countrics) via the establishment of research networks. The
research itself is to be funded by individual Member States. The networks are
supported by means of meetings, workshops, short term staff exchanges and

1 Presentation by the MIIR pprogramme of the list of CAs, firsl MIIR NewslelL"r, 1990.
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visits, information dissemination and other activities. Funding is also provided for
centralized facilities (databanks, preparation and distribution of reference
materials)". What does this actually mean for projects and teams? We shall first
examine the different roles played by MHR funds before, in the second part of this
chapter, entering the changes desired by the PLs and the recommendations
formulated by them.

MHR money for PLs

"Seed" money...
For sorne PLs, not funding research per se puts considerable limits on the

possibility of MHR. CAs are seen simply as a preliminary step toward true
collective research which helps in the establishment of a new research project.
This "seed" money is useful for achieving what has been previously described as
"collective extra scientific resulls" : a common language is needed for
collaboration! But it does not make it possible to really tackle the
abovementioned objectives which, most of the time, require aclual research work
: these PLs thus favour the creation of a European equivalent of the NIB, although
they sometimes question the relations belween such an agency and present
national bodies. This view does not appear to be commonly shared and most PLs
adhere quite strongly to the MHR scheme, underlining the positive aspects of such
an approach and offering solutions to the limitations they face under the present
methods .

...wbicb implies an outward-looking attitude and a two-stage selection
process...

Participating teams have to find their own funds. Most of the time, lhis
involves going outside their own institution: national administrative authorities are
most often quoted, but voluntary organizalions, industry and even international
organizations (other than the EC) must not be underestimated. In sorne cases, PLs
while stressing the limited amount of EC participation in the total budget for their
concerted action, explained to us how they had (or will have had for the coming
phase) to raise amounts several times greater than those provided by the EC. They
emphasized how EC status helped them in this task. Thus, they highlighted "lever"
provided by MI-IR in their search for funds.

This mechanism can operate at concerted action level, and also for individual
teams requesting support from their national research aUlhorities or industries. At
this second level, wide variations are observed from one country to the other
depending on the level of national recognition for the team, but also on the
attitude of national authorities : there seem to be major differences between EC
countries and this, in tum, has an effect on the attitude of teams to MHR. Not a few
PLs mentioned that their direct intervention, especially in smaller countries,
he1ped the teams to get adequate recognition and funding. Others mentioned the
difficulties encountered by British teams in obtaining adequate funding for their
share of the research effort in actions in which they actively participate.

The Funding of MHR projects can be assimilated to a two-stage selection
process : after EC selection, national authorities (and other funding bodies) have
the chance to appreciate their participation in relation to their own criteria. MBR
acts as a catalyst, but, as always in such a situation, it means that all its actions have
to be endorsed by ail other funding bodies. ft is a well-known process, and the
sociology of innovation has shown that aggregaLing interests requires adaptation
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and continuous reworking of the project. There is, thus, a continuity between the
funds allocated (and their consequence: the need to interest other funding bodies)
and the management choice made by the programme (a high degree of autonomy
to define the actual project) .

...denronstrated by a change in spending attitude
This is clearly demonstrated by the change of attitude in the budget control

philosophy of concerted actions. In some of the older CAs, PLs told us they had to
provide the EC with a priori detailed indications of expcnses and then justify them
systematically. This period is remembered as tedious and a bureaucratie
harassment. Today, PLs say they onty provide the EC with a broad cstimate of the
overall budget breakdown and can, if necessary, during the life of the project
reallocate money between teams and headings; they have only to notify the EC
subsequently, which enables them to focus on scientific and technical
management. Thus, on-Iine budget control is in the hands of the PLs (in some
cases, this responsibility is dclcgated to a PMG member because of his
management abilities). PLs told us many times how they appreciated being able to
release MHR money when they need to without bureaucratic hassle and red tape.

What do CA funds cover ?

"Seed" money that can be allocated as rcquired by the progress of the CA is
an important aspect. But what does "secd" mean in this case? Do actual outgoings
only cover the costs of meetings and travel? Other files have emphasized how
many different activities and exchangcs are carried out as part of the CA. What role
do MHR funds play in these activities. The interviews provide a very long list of
items that are, at least in one CA, financially covered by MHR money and illustrate
the possibilities offered by this so-called "seed" money.

They can be classificd under two main headings. Toois or tasks of collective
value, in the philosophy of the CA, relate to small-scale central facilities : software
or equipment purchases, central sample storage, centralized biological analysis,
central technical apparatus or database maintenance, central statistical analysis,
central secretarial help, etc. When PL,> express thcir feelings, they argue that the
European scale is necessary to justify these tools and that some of the analyses
performed would not be worthwhile at the national or individual level because the
cost would be too high, becausc they would come up to the critical size or lack
specific comparative data.

Exchanges come under the organization and financing of logistical matters. It
is not only persons that circulate but also materials and samples, which may
require specific containers (standardized tubes to collect samples .. .) or special
transport conditions (for instance when a sam pIe must be maintained at -3üoC
throughout a journey or when delivery must be made within a limited time for the
sample to remain valid). Even collecting data often requires special questionnaires,
sophisticated practices to ensure adequate translation, printing costs ... (see File 2).
The opinion of the PLs is favourable here, since they have usually difficulties in
providing for these things from their national funding.

Through this use of funds, the PLs provide a general practical definition of
what we have termed the MHR "philosophy" : fund cxchanges (persons as weil as
ail material support) and lools or tasks of collective interest.
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Limitations of the present scheme

Keeping this "philosophy" in mind, Pts stress present malfunctioning and
suggest changes to optimize this scheme. Two points appear as permanent items
of annoyance in the life of concerted actions. A few PLs who have been involved in
previous MI-IR programmes told us they have already given notice of these
problems in previous evaluations of the programme. ln other words, they
accepted them in the past but cannot understand why the y have not yet been
resolved. The six other points require the MlfH to devise new procedures if the
programme is to tackle them.

Repeated delays endanger the credibiltty of MHR
The first and major matter of conccrn is the virtually systematic delays

observed between handing in the proposai, approval of the project and aetual
release of funds. Delays are often several months to a year at each step of this
process. Although it has bcen said that the brainstorming which took place at the
EC level du ring the switch from t'v111H3 to MJiHlj was partially responsible, but this
does not seem to be the only reason. Even now, delays are still frequent in the
allocation of funding in the later stages. LC funding normally being allocated for a
limited period (two to three years) and being only a small part of the total,
problems have frequently been encountered in organizing adequate connections
with other sources of funds. To fit in with their schedule, some PLs had even ta ask
their university or bank to provide them loans to allow them to start the project in
due lime.

The problem ofyearly allocations
According to the Pts, funds are allocated on a yearly basis and cannat be

reallocated from one l'ear to the next. Thus, sCJrne PLs had either to disguise the
utilization of some funds under different headings or to modify their schedule
from one year to the next even when this was detrimental to project efficiency.
These problems remain within the present MIlH funding framework and only
require improvement of its administration. But the lack of feed-back and follow
up, when these situations were reported by PLs to the EC administration, have had
a very negative effect that was repeatedly stressed during interviews.

Matching EC and national funds
With this question, we enter the sphere of suggestions made by PLs with a

view ta the MliR scheme providing better answers to the prob1cms they meet. Of
course, we have only selccted those which are common to a number of actions
and have thus been mentioned many times. If the "two-stage selection process" is
maintained (as long as MHH does not turn into a cost-shared programme), the
MHR should do something to organize it better. Many teams experience difficulty
in matching the EC timetahle wiLh the deadlines for funding at local level. Thus, it
sometimes happens that teams which show interest in a project have to give up In
some cases, this has led to a considerable lack of organization or unbalancing of
the project when it really had to start working. Many PLs ask for better
coordination between MHR and national authorities and some suggest negotiation
with national authorities (which participate in the EC selection process) in relation
ta specific mechanisms which would favour national teams participating in a given
CA.
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Can tbe budget be adapted to tbe actual number of teams purlicipatlng?
Funds are allocated at lhe beginning of a conccrtcd action for a certain

number of teams. Some projecls keep wilhin these limils, bUl olhers need time ta
reach any level of stabilily wilh regard lo the number of leams and their
involvement. l'hus a PL has lo face the following choice. On lhe one hand, if he
keeps participation to the declared number the CA may appear lo be a club, but
this will allow the concerted action not LO overrun its budget. On lhe other hand, if
he accepts extra teams for the benefit of the project, this brings budgetary
problems. This choicc, which is not just financial, is a difricull one. Sorne PLs
suggestthe creation of a special mechanism (within the budget of each CA or at EC
level) which could cope wilh this problem and make it possible to adapt the
yearly allocations (in one direction or the other - lhere are quilc a fcw CAs which
have far fewer active participanL'i than hoped).

lntegrating teams fr01ll "Soulbern cou",,-Jes"
Many PLs told us of specific problems when lhey have to incorporate teams

from "southern countries" which lack basic rescarch or communications facilities,
a situation which impairs their parlicipation in lhe project. They think thal the
problems will even be bigger if lhe MI 11< wishes lo favour associations with tcams
from Eastern countrics. For sorne PLs, discrepancies in lechnical abilities require
specific funds to insure minimal requiremenls if lhe EC really wanl lo push in this
direction.

Ensuring tbe participation of "specialisls"
Sorne teams that arc vital for the concertcd action, because they have

specific expertise or cover a local siluation which is imporlanl for purposes of
comparison, are not able to gel local funding and thus put lhe whole project in
danger. PLs faced with lhis silualion suggcsl lhal it should be taken into
consideration in further programmes, either lhrough a specifie mechanism
developed at programme level or by allowing them lO keep part of their budget
for this purpose. In the same way, certain specifie lasks or instruments of
collective interest (not recognized as a central facilily) nccd to be carried out or to
exist in a single location. As lheir local cosl exceeds local bencfils, their funding is
difficult to justify or refused by local administralive authorilies. Thus many
concerted actions have had lo devote a share of their budget to covering these
expenses, whether they considered il lo be allowed or nol. The PLs concerned
request clear recognilion of this practice as being part of the common framework
of the MHR programme.

Funding post-graduate exclJanges
For most PLs, one very efficient way to promote jOll1l research work

between European teams is to favour a systematic exchange of post-graduates.
These aspects are difficult to cover with lhe limiled budgets allocated by MHR and
often meet difficulties at the national level in obtaining grants high enough for
"high potential" students to be altracted. A special mechanism devoted ta 10ng
term post-graduate exchanges is strongly advocated by some PLs.

Transfer problems
We have seen in file Z lhat some projects have already reached their "final"

research stage and thal quite a few others should do 50 by the end of MHR4. Such is
the case for example when a central data bank monitoring a particular disease has
proved its feasibilily and can act as a continuous public monitoring service. In one
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particular case, MHR has already chosen to organize a transition period scheme
and to co-finance the development of the "service" with another Commission DG.
The situation in which large multilateral dinical trials will have to be organized once
their feasibility on a small scale has been evaluated by MHR is another similar case.
This is particularly true with subjects that do not interest industry because they do
not involve the prescription of drugs ... In these situations, PLs often regard the
MHR as a "feasibility driven" structure but emphasize their need for another leg of
the relay once this phase is completed. Sorne would like the EC to provide them
with an adequate mechanism to go on or at least to help them find other means to
fund the continuation of their projeet. Sorne even think that it is the duty of the
MHR to help them in this task, otherwise EC money will have been spent in vain.

How to deal with these eight points? Two of them only require
administrative solutions (delays and yearly allocations) and one an official
recognition of present practices without any financial effect (ensuring the
participation of specialists). Four others require specifie actions and funds to
enable teams from southern (or eastern) countries to participate, to favour the
exchange of post-graduates, to allow adaptation to the changing number of
participating teams, to organize the transition period whenever the final result
deals with a service or a standard that has to be continued or permanently
established. How should they be organized? Within CAs through the systematic
recognition of a "free" percentage in any budget allocation? At MHR level by
organizing one or more special funds to which the teams can turn? Or even
outside MHR, the programme organizing specifie connections and links. These are
open questions and the PLs have no definite position (although there seems to be a
slight preference for the second solution: keeping a share of MHR funds for
"specifie" problems). A last point to be mentioned concerns the relations
between the EC and national authorities : how can links be established between
the selection of a CA and the specifie funding of participating teams at national
level. For those PLs who know of the existence of the CGC, there is a large
question mark concerning its role.

11- INFORMATION FLOWS AND THE PROGRAMME VISIBILI1Y

In part 1 we addressed this question from various points of view, illustrating
c1early what eould be considered as a major under achievement of the programme
: its ability to circulate information both within the programme and outside, to ail
concerned.

Towards a programme information "structure"?

We have secn that the availability or amount of information about the initial
MHR4 cali for proposais has been "limited". This is still the case with the PLs'
knowledge of the other CAs: such simple questions as their total number and the
actual topies dealt with were not known by most PLs before the first issue of MHR
newsletter quite late in the life of a programme which is now in its fourth version.
Exchange meetings between PLs (apart from the special setting of CANCER and
AlOS WPs) are still not a common feature (to our knowledge, the first one was
issued by the BME subprogramme for reasons which are not directly connected
with the specifie purpose of knowing another project). Ali these recent initiatives
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have been very weil received by most PLs who see them as initial steps towards a
real information and exchange system : with more information about the various
CAs, with the possibility of annual reports being circulated, with more precise
descriptions of the managerial solutions arrived al by CAs, with regular forums and
exchanges between PLs... Ali this adds up to a typical description for a full-time
information officer, provided it includes ail the necessary tools and material
support. The programme must think about how to organize this general flow of
information more efficiently.

Specifie recognition of PL status?

We have also seen the difficulties encountered by PLs when trying to
connect the "outside" world on behalf of their CA. The problem is twofold. On
the one hand, the programme as such should organize instilutional links with
important international partners (notwithstanding those with EC national
authorities as pointed out above), such as the WHO or the NIH, so that PLs can
have better relations with these institutions when trying to establish their CA at
world level. On the other hand, this is not sufficient : contacts with specifie entities
connected with bodies such as patient associations or professional organizations
of practitioners or clinicians ...), can best be established by the PLs provided these
associations know about the EC programme, its organization and the specifie role
PLs have in il. Such bodies or institutions should be aware that the PL is entrusted
by the EC to organize a particular project and entitled to make contacts and
arrangements and even organize official collaboration. ln a word, this means giving
PLs a specifie status. How it can be catered for within the EC framework may not
be an easy problem to resolve. However, it will have to be addressed if MHR wants
its CAs to play an active and long-lasting role. The S&T community at European
level cannot be developed without Iinking it to the other major world partners.

Guidelines versus an information system?

Ali the problems posed by PLs are linked one way or another to the
establishment of the "rules of the game" : how to proceed within the MHR
framework? There are two ways to answer the question. One is traditional to many
administrative practices and results in the establishment of guidelines indicating
what is authorized (everything not being authorized being de facto forbidden).
The other is based on present MHR practice : delegate and leave to individual
initiatives the responsibility to progressively build a common framework. This, in
tum, requires, something which is currently lacking : real visibility. It is thus linked
to the building up of the information system we have described. The richness of
this approach so far clearly shows, in our opinion, lhat this is the path to follow.

MHR visibility at stake

Ali this should help to solve what appears to us to be a paradoxical situation.
File 4, the users survey, is astonishing in the poor level of knowledge that national
administrations and institutions have about the programme, a situation which
contrasts greatly with the situation within clinical circles (al least those who
answered our second questionnaire) where the programme is weil known. We
have more than once encountered this situation when presenling our results on
the effects of EC programmes. However, as far as the number of teams is
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concerned, MHR is without a doubt one of the largest EC research programmes.
Informing the medical and health community at large about CA programmes,
operations and achievements should be an effective way of interesting the
"outside" world and thus boost potential spin-off. Furthermore, it can be stated
that, through MHR, PLs have gained a new experience in creating and managing
transnational research. This is valuable and means a great deal at a time where
research in biology and medicine seems to be reaching a point where collective
research more and more appears to be mandatory (protein engineering, Human
genome project, ete..). To recognize PL status is not only a way of aiding the PL but
also a way of giving credit to the EC for this achievement.

MHR has recentiy started to take information probiems into account by
issuing an MHR newsietter and by organizing specifie PL meetings. Tbese
initiatives have been weJi received but are feJt to be oniy a first step
toward the creation of an effective information system which seems to
require a particuiar structure (and possibiy a fuJi-time and properiy
equipped information officer). The MHR has to choose between a
"regulatory" approach, issuing guideJines about what is permitted or not,
and an "experimentai" approach, aJiowing PLs the initiative with respect
to devising suitable "concertation" machinery. Our anaiysis of present
concerted actions and their achievements in the establishment of a
European Heaith research community, ieads us to piead in favour of the
second approach. This requires officiai recognition of the specifie role of
PLs. Granting PLs officiai status is one of the major issues for the future
eniargement of the Concerted Action approach.

111- MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT PRACTICES

The delegation of management puts most of the prerogatives and
responsibilities in the hands of the PL and the teams he selects for the concerted
action. In any delegation process, this autonomy is always related to reporting
practices and regular monitoring systems, with, quite often, on top of this,
periodic external analysis whether they be ca lied "reviews", "audits",
"assessments" or "evaluations". Such a system is not only valuable to the EC
administrative structure in the performance of its strategie task, but could also be
perceived as a way to help concerted actions and provide them with better feed
back and information. The present situation is far from capable of evolving such a
system which many PLs think would be useful for two main reasons : (i) they are
often tao deeply involved in their action to get a "strategie look" at it; well
informed outside expertise is thus considered as a managerial aid; (ii) they are not
satisfied with the present situation and wish to see a c1early-established evaluation
process which could prepare for renewals when necessary (without having to
undergo the whole process of selection ail over again). MHR management is
provided with information on concerted actions through three major channels :
annual reports, publications and ten-minute presentations by PLs to the
COMAC/WP (this probably supplemented by information from the liaison
officer). Ali these have major limitations which we shall examine below.
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A standard for annual reports?

An oblique look at annual reports shows that there is no standard
presentation either for chapter headings or, when this has been done (BME for
instance), for their content. We have had considerable problems in dealing with
this work and we had no other choice than to interview the PLs (at a cost that any
research team would wish to avoid). This is a typical example of the present limits
of annual reports and of the uses that can be made of them. The PLs are full of
questions on this point : how often should they be issued (every year does not
seem the correct rhythm for sorne PLs)? How should they be presented (sorne
complain about the changes required ail too frequently by EC staff at too short
notice)? On top of this, quite a few PLs complain about the use made of their
reports :they never receive comments or questions on them, they never seem to
be circulated. How can the PLs be expected to produce a well-thought out and
informative report if they do not get a clear impression of how it is lo be used and
disseminated, again a information management problem!

From the problems we encountercd and our interviews, we think that the
question relates less to an annual report than to a "reporting mechanism" with
three clearly separate dimensions or sections.

The first relates to the "strategie" dimension of the CA : what problem is it
tackling, what "translation" has been done between the socio-politico- economic
problems posed (the aim of the action) and the scientific problem at stake (the
goal of the action); what directions have then been chosen to address this
problem (the objective of the action); and what is the current direction of the
action and what are the intermediate results (see file 2 for further explanations of
these four dimensions). This kind of formalization has one advantage : it enables
"capitalization" from one year to another. As long as objectives do not have to be
redefined (which is often the case for any research action), only the fourth item
(direction taken, results achieved, future steps) have to be addressed each year.

The second deals with "managerial" dimensions : teams, meetings,
exchanges, expenditure, specifie output. Ali purely factual information that can be
compared between concerted actions and be the object of a simple "micro
computer" formalization, so that it can be fed in at the local level in real time
without having a time-consuming exercise to undertake at the end of each year.

The third relates to scientific dimensions : where does the CA stand with
regard to the rest of the world in its domain, what are its scientific achievements,
and what are its scientific choices for future action (what is their basis)? Clear
targets are needed which do not have to be met at a fixed date but only when a
significant result is obtained and a new step taken. File 2 shows many examples of
such dynamics; it also shows that the time scale is far longer than usually expected
and that very often a scientific report does not need ta be produced every year.

Use of publications as assessment tools?

Publications are traditional means for assessing the activity of individual
teams in the research community. Thus, annual reports require PLs to Iist what has
been published by the concerted action. The recent evaluation report has put
much emphasis on this dimension by trying to assess whether the "best"
scientists were part of MHR CAs and by trying to "measure" the proportion of
MHR publications in co-authored papers. Most PLs, when asked about their
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practices here, told US of the problems thet met. How do you select what to label
as CA output? Practices vary strongly from one CA to the other : sorne include ail
refereed publications of participating teams dealing with the theme of the CA,
while sorne others limit themselves to publications presenting CA activities or the
joint collective results obtained. In this latter case, it is not surprising that the
number of publications is limited and that there are long delays before having
anything to write about. Sorne have decided to publish the proceedings of
meetings as supplements in )ournals Cthis is then a major item in the CA budget),
while others limit themselves to internai reports. How can these different
situations be dealt with? Sorne PLs even asked us how to deal with products like
databases or cell banks, software or other collective facilities which the CA builds
up to enable new scientific work to be undertaken (even by teams outside the
CA). By mentioning ail results obtained through the use of these collective tools,
by obliging teams using them to co-author their findings? Publications are the
major tool for measuring the solidity and strength of scientific output, but at the
same time, using them to assess the quality of CAs requires a deep insight into CA
activities and a suitable method for taking their limitations into account (at least to
assess on-going activity).

Direct reparting ta MHR cammittees

The third major instrument COMACs use to obtain an idea of concerted
actions is the annual presentation of PLs. The present practice is considered far
from satisfactory, as we have seen in Part 1. How can a presentation be made in ten
minutes and deal with a complete action? How can a COMAC get a clear view of
CA achievements in such short periods? Most PLs think that it is impossible by
this means and, as the situation with liaison officers is not a satisfying one (in most
cases), relations with COMACs get a "bad mark" overall and can only be counter
balanced by relations with national representatives. Such a situation does not help
to build up committees able of strategie analysis. We have not examined COMAC
practices but rather a number of programme committees (at the EC or the French
national leveI 2); they clearly show the need for national or institution
representatives to have a common approach by being able, through "objective
assessment mechanisms", not to limit themselves to being the lobbyists of their
"nationally originated" projects.

Even if such problems could be solved, through longer presentations for
instance, the composition of the COMACs as assessing panels would still be
questionable. They are not seen as "peer committees" by PLs, who underline their
growing administrative composition. Not that there should simply be more
scientists in COMACs, but to point out the need, if a traditional "peer review" is
required, of another way of bringing together "senior scientists" familiar with the
field in question, a solution which many PLs would favour, as they would see it as a
help in the strategie design of their CA. This kind of classical peer review will not
answer the second dimension of ail CAs : they do not simply produce scientific
results, they build up networks which are to be appreciated as such. How the
quality of this is to be assessed remains an open question.

2 see D. Vinck article on the subject in "Le management de la recherche; volume 1 : les programmes [echnologiques~,
Economica, Paris, Autumn 1992.
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This demonstrates the need to have a clear concept of the internaI
"monitoring" system the MHR wants to organize and what it is aimed al. In
connection with the "reporting mechanism" we described above, we think that
there are three complementary types of follow-up action.

- Periodic scientific evaluations requiring "ad-hoc" solutions, if not for each
CA, at least for groups of related CAs (probably over 40 groups for the present
programme). As this is not the object of the external evaluations undertaken at DG
XII level, this needs to be internally organized and, as usual for any research
laboratory, an interval of 2-3 years would be reasonable.

- "Opportunity" assessments is a second type of assessment which, from
what we have seen when reading CGC and COMAC minutes, corresponds to what
they aim al. The question may be summarised as follows : provided the work done
is of good quality and that a real network is being built up, is it relevant to invest
more money in this present CA, and how does it compare with other priorities
the programme has formulated? Il is then interesling for COMACs to cali in the
PLs once they are aware of lhe dynamics of the CA, not so much to discuss its
scientific direction but rather the links between "aims", "goals" and "objectives".
A discussion of this kind does not not need to take place every year. Once every
two years should be enough (and in sorne cases where information gathering takes
a long time, even once every three years). Discussions of this nature require a
certain amount of time "one hour will be far too short in most cases). Reasonably
long discussions every twc years should be possible to fit into COMAC timetables.

- However, a "strategie assessment" requires a regular reparting mechanism
such as the one described above. A reporting system makes il possible to have
two complementary systems : one provides transparency and filS in weil with the
information requirements analysed above. Anyone interested can find out about
CA directions and achievements from reports circulated, from the information
provided in the Newsletter, from information on interesting managerial initiatives.
The second produces a "signalling system" : it is only when CAs face problems
and that a "correcting" action needs to be undertaken that COMACs and/or CGCs
have to intervene and discuss them with PLs. The daily management of such a
reporting system, always a heavy burden which tends to be underestimated, is
usually (at least in the cost-shared programmes we have examined) the
responsibility of EC programme managers.

In general, monitoring and assessment appear ta be another weak point in
MHR management. Most PIs strongly advocate a change in the current
tools. On the basis of their proposais, we have suggested the creation of
a "reporting system" bui/t on three cumplementary sets of information:
strategic, managerial and scientific. Each dimension should be dealt with
at different interoals of time. On thiS reporting system, on which, by and
large, the daily management of the programme is bui/t up, two
complementary monitoring systems seem to be necessary. Periodic
scientific evaluations are requested by most PIs and these, ta be accepted
and credible, require a specific solution which the COMACs do not
provide. "Opportunity assessments", on the other hand, are what
COMACs and CGCs seem ta aim at when analysing CAs; these
assessments also require a solution other than the current method (short
presentations by PLs every year), which could be easi/y put into action,
provided the other systems are developed and make a etear
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differentiation POSSible, thus clearly establishing the specifie role of each
MHR managing committee.

IV- AN EVOLUTION IN MHR MANAGEMENT STRUcrURES ?

Adaptations to the budgetary systems and fund allocation, the creation of an
information system and structure, the specifie recognition of PL status, the
development of a reporting mechanism and of an ad-hoc procedure for scientific
evaluation, and the adaptation of the present COMAC practice on "opportunity
assessment" : ail represent quite significant changes to present MHR management
practices which are needed if the best is to be obtained from what seerns to be
the core of MHR programme: the "concerted action" philosophy. This report
would not be complete if it did not mention a final point : the confused
perception that most PLs and nearly all participants we interviewed have about the
organization of the MHR programme.

MHR a holding of 6 different programmes?

What is MHR for the participants? In simple terms, one could say: a holding
of six independent programmes which are, de facto, the only ones to be known
by the participants. A joint calI for proposaIs (once every four years) and two
issues of a MHR newsletter are not enough to give consistency to the programme
as such. Furthermore, selection and monitoring are in the hands of the COMACs
which actually delegate a liaison officer to provide a direct link. Even at this level,
changing names of committees (COMACs and Working Parties) and a different use
of the acronym PMG (at the Concerted action level for CAs which come under to
COMACs, as subcommittees for the two WPs) do not make it any easier to
understand the organization of the programme. On top of this, the composition
of these two sets of committees does not seem to be homogeneous, which, for a
programme largely dedicated to European harmonization, seems rather puzzling!
We have also been struck by the very different attitudes taken by COMACs/WPs
to common problems (industrial participation is a typical example) or to the
examination of projects transferred from one COMAC to the other. Finally, there
is one very c1ear symbol of this confusion: CA logos. Most of them mention their
relation to the EC via the name of the COMAC "they belong to" ... and no PL has
ever cited the CGC as a resource or the cause to any problem. One is thus led to
question the existence of the programme as such : are not we dealing with six
different programmes, MHR appearing only as a grouping created for
"administrative" reasons?

The need to reinforce the day-to-day management structure

Most of our recommendations - at least those dealing with administrative
problems, with reporting mechanisms and information structures - can be dealt
with by the day-to-day operational management provided by EC programme
managers. These new activities will introduce important changes to current
practices which require a significant reinforcement to manage and follow up such a
large programme. As outside observers, we cannot but be surprised by the very
limited core of managers that has to deal with the follow-up of CAs in addition to
the presentations to COMACs (knowing ail the other administrative actions
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managers have to undertake in preparing for future programmes). There are many
ways to help towards a solution : national authorities could be more active in
seconding personnel, examples could be taken from cost-shared programmes
which do not hesitate to hire "experts" on a part-time basis for the duration of a
programme (a solution which enables adequate expertise to be obtained for the
programme and which maintains flexibility for future variation).

Two major strategie funetions to be addressed

If we stick to EC R&D philosophy, this management structure should be
assisted by committees for ail strategie choices. Such committees usually coyer a
set of activities two of which have been shown to be important in previous
evaluations3 : on the one hand, the preparation of new programmes (including the
cali for tenders and the distribution of their budgets between topics) and, on the
other hand, the selection of teams. For this specifie MHR situation, our analysis has
pointed up two complementary activities emphasized by PLs : the strategie
choices associated with the selection of new CAs and with the opportunity
assessments

When a concerted action is proposed, activation of an existing team network
has ta be compared with the creation of a network from scratch. MHR4 has shown
an inclination to favour the first solution but sorne PLs regret this and see it as a
tendency to go for the easicst topics. Sorne PLs also argue that MHR should not
only make a selection of the answers received, they should keep part of the
money to directly initiate CAs on important subjects which have received no
proposaIs. These are generally the most innovative ... and the most risky, but, if
MHR loses the capacity to take risks, it will lose part of what makes it original in the
European Health research landscape.

If "ad hoc" panels can be regularly creatcd for "scientific evaluation", this
does not correspond to what we have termed "opportunity assessment" which
covers both the continuing support of existing CAs (avoiding their having to
undergo the whole process again) and the way to build up "transition" phases to
ensure the adequate transfer of the results and not lose the value of the EC money
invested in this research effort. File 2 has shown the growing importance of this
second dimension and the questions it raises both in term of results dissemination
and of the future of results embodied in networks. Opportunity assessments have
here a major role to play for the programme to monitor these situations and
prepare adequate answers.

What kind of strategie organization?

At present there is a division between the CGC (selection of areas for action,
definition of major principles and methods) and the COMACs/WPs (selection and
monitoring of CAs). This does not answer ail the managerial issues our survey has
raised. Many changes are required to tackel them : changes in the denomination,
the composition and activities of its sub-committees, changes in its evaluation and
assessment practices, changes in sorne of its spending rules, changes in the efforts
made in and organization of communications, changes in' its monitoring activities.
A study Iike ours is able to point out problems, it can propose ways of making
changes but, being not familiar with the organization, its power games and the

3 see for instance the NNE3 ev.lu.tion.
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network of political and administrative constraints it has to live with, it would be
presumptuous of us to make proposais.

TO CONCLUDE

The MHR "philosophy" has made it possible to develop what appears a
really original solution - the MHR concerted action. Il has done so by choosing to
delegate responsibilities and grant a large measure of autonomy to sorne PLs in the
conception of their action, in selecting the teams and in finding suitable solutions
for the problems encountered. Their initiatives have pragressively defined what
tasks can be termed collective and so be funded within the MHR framework. The
success of the scheme is such that the management structure has had difficulties in
adapting to this rapidly changing situation and coping with ail the new problems
that accompanied this rather unexpected development. Thus, this achievement
calls for quite important changes in the management practices and structures of
MHR4. Three major areas for change have been pointed out : funding practices
(adaptations within the concertation framework), information systems and
structures, monitoring and assessment mechanisms. However, it also requires a
two-stage development in the organization of the MHR : a clearer recognition of
the specifie raie of Project Leaders, and a clarification of the articulation and roles
of the different "management committees".
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THE DISSEMINATION OF CONCERTED ACTIONS
RESULTS AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays public research programmes are very much bound up with socio
economic factors. Consequently, an assessment of their results and dissemination
is more crucial than ever. This is a general and banal observation, but it has specifie
and singular implications. The growing importance of societal factors in research
gives it an increasingly strategic role. In fact, it is through strategic choices that the
links between science and society, between research and its applications, are
expressed. It is therefore through them that the results of a research programme
can be perceived. The public authorities are the masterminds behind these
strategies in which numerous actors are involved1. The MHR4 programme is far
from being an exception to this rule, but it has two main specific features.

1. The public authority concerned, which oversees implementation of the
programme and its use, is the European Commission, a multinational body. The
stakes are high : European integration and the completion of a unified market. The
programme is therefore specifically intended to encourage, by means of research,
the creation of an unprecedented entity : a European health care area.

2. Public-authority intervention does not consist in financing the research
work directly, but in promoting relations between the numerous teams working
together on joint projects (concerted actions). In other words, the Commission's
objective is to form a network to bring together in a collective European project
actors who are normally dispersed. It is therefore on the basis of the specific
features of MHR4 that the impact of the programme can be assessed. Adopted as a
strategy, is the concerted action procedure suited to the task of establishing a
European health care area? Do the results of the research carried out in this
connection form the basis for a European health care market? How does public
authority intervention encourage the dissemination of these results to users liable
to make the best use of them?

The purpose of this analysis is to arrive at a better understanding of the
interactions between public authorities, research area and the market place. The
health care market referred to here is a general entity made up of actors who use
the finished products of medical science. Health research is traditionally carried
out by a variety of actors who are often involved in other activities as weil. The
intervention of the public authorities via the MHR4 programme is part of a pre
existing dynamic process on which it has an effect but which also determines it to
sorne extent. The starting point for this analysis is simple: a description of the
web of relationships between the actors explains the Iink between these three
entities. In the first part, then, we will demonstrate how this network of actors
works within, but also downstream of, the concerted actions. In the second part,
wc will describe how these networks constitute a new health care area, which is

1 M. Callon, R. Chabbal, Ph. Laredo, L'évaluation des programmes technologiques, enjeux
et organisation, miméo CS1 1989
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lent structure by the relations forged within the framework of the programme or
arising from il.

Methodology

Two major sources
The information set out in this report is drawn from two sources :
- the replies to one page of the questionnaire sent out to the 3 500 teams

participating in the MHR4 programme. 1421 respondents (40%) provided
information concerning the potential users of their work. 426 also gave the names
and addresses of persons likely to make direct use of their activities under the
European programme. A new questionnaire was sent to these users identified by
MHR4 participants.

- 542 users received this second questionnaire, 306, or 56%, returned it duly
completed. This high response rate should not conceal the fact that the sample is
limited compared with the number of participants in the European programme.
These users of the results produced by the participants in the MHR4 programme
in their turn pinpointed the categories of persons who make use of their work.

We thus have information relating to actors involved with the programme at
three levels : those participating in the MHR4 programme; the primary users of
the results obtained by the participants; those who use the results of the work
carried out by the primary users, whom we will refer to here as the secondary
users. Despite these three levels, the actors are not necessarily divided into three
distinct groups. Sorne of them who are involved at one level may be involved also
at another level. The three levels referred to are not therefore mutually exclusive.

Explanattons about the terminology used
The network is the set of actors and relations belween aclors concerned by

an innovation. Relations between actors are established on the basis of actual
interchange; they are depicted here solely on the basis of what the actors say in the
questionnaires. The actors are ail lhe entities active in the innovation process :
individuals, institutions, technical facilities, etc.

An illustrative example
OMDM -"Objective Medical Decision-Making, Acule Abdominal Pain"- is a

concerted action bringing together 60 or so teams, mainly clinicians, to build a
sophisticated diagnoslic tool. The participants supply data, the colleclion of which
is standardized by means of a protocol. A data base is thus established which
serves as a reference basis for the most objective possible diagnosis of acute
abdominal pain. The users are as follows :

- the participants themselves, who can immediately compare cases which
they have supplied with those sent by the participants as a whole,

- gastro-enlerologists as a whole, who are potentially interested in the data
base,

- clinicians as a whole, for whom this new tool offers the possibility of a
more accurate diagnostic method,

- national or international health services (EEC, WHO) interested in the
dissemination of üMDM with a view to bringing about a general improvement in
diagnostic procedures,

- computer and artificial intelligence companies for which the potential
software developments offer prospects of new markets.
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PART 1 - THE CONSTRUCTION OF TECHNO-ECONOMIC
NETWORKS BY MHR4

The concept of techno-economic networks takes full account of the
configurations which exist within and around the MHR4 programme. These are
networks which bring together a variety of different actors to work on scientific
or technical innovation which is transmitted through intermediaries. These aetors
and intermediaries fall into three main categories : research (scientific), techniques
(development) and the market. What makes the networks unique is the interaction
within and between these categories. Innovation is not therefore confined to any
one of them, but is a process of continuous traffic from one to another2. The
concerted actions operate in the same way. We will see further on how varied the
participating actors are, the transfers which they make possible and the way in
which resources are mobilized by the programme.

}- WIDE VARIETY OF ACTORS

The concerted actions constitute heterogeneous networks. A variety of
actors take part in them and pass on material which varies enormously from one
project to another. The participants come from a wide variety of institutional
backgrounds, including research institutes, university hospitals, public health
departments, private laboratories and foundations.

TABLE 1 " INSTTTUTIONS TG WHICH PARTICIPANTS IN MHR4 BELGNG

Source: File 1

Hospitals
University hospitals
Universities
Public research bodies
Health services
Industry
Foundations

22%
23%
29%
14%

8Yo
1%

~/o

Even within the various organizations and teams, there are a number of
professional roies : researchers, clinicians, administrators, managers, etc., usually in
combination:

TABLE 2 "

Source: File 1

Teams with researchers only
Teams with clinicians only
Teams with researchers and clinical staff

45%
120/0
43%

2 M. Calion, Ph. Laredo, v. Rabeharisoa, Instruments for the management and evaluation
of techno-economic networks, Rcsearch Policy (accepted)
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Virtually ail concerted actions involve several types of teams (see File 1). The
combination of researchers and clinicians is particularly common. MHR4 is divided
into six subprogrammes (Biology, Biomedical Engineering, Epidemiology, Health
Services, AIDS and Cancer) within which the concerted actions relate to various
spheres of competence. The topics covered cali for a large number of actors who
define the content themselves. Depending on the means of coordination, on the
exchanges and the results (intermediate and final) there are several different
configurations which correspond to a number of types of networks (see File 2).
These networks are to a greater or lesser degree "horizontal" or "vertical"
depending on whether they consist of actors chiefly involved in scientific research
or in activities further downstream. The MHR4 programme comprises horizontal
and vertical networks, as weil as diagonal networks situated between the two.
Dissemination varies depending on whether the network is one of "peers"
(participants roughly on the same level) or is a "star" network (distribution of
information and results among widely-dispersed actors) (see File 2). A few
examples of concerted actions will help to illustrate the point.

- The action entitled "Biomagnetism, a diagnostic tool for brain and heart
diseases" combines a considerable variety of technical, scientific and industrial
resources. Various participants are involved in devising this diagnostic tool :
neurologists and cardiologists, psychologists for the stimuli, mathematicians for
modelling, electronic physicists, computer specialists, etc. These skills are
provided by different laboratories or large teams such as those of the project
leader (PL) or the members of the project management group (PMG). Researchers
from industry take part in the meetings and propose appropriate solutions; even
industrialists working simply on components may sometimes participate. There is
immediate contact between actors, whose activities are linked to such an extent
that it is no longer possible to say whether they are working on research,
applications or development.

- Another, very different, action is the "Cell-mediated immune response
against HIVISIV and its significance for vaccine dcvelopment", which mainly
involves laboratories carrying out basic cell biology research. The application of
this research to the search for a vaccine is part of a different action entitled EVA
(European Vaccine against AIDS). The results are therefore taken over into the
latter concerted action from the former. Their use is therefore part of an overall
strategy for the AIDS subprogramme. The institutional framework here is the
player through which the transfer from knowledge to application, from theory to
clinical end-users takes place.

These examples reveal one thing : the subject-matter of the research, its
application, the formation of the network and the authorities' strategy are ail
interdependent. In particular, the network emerges by co-opting a core of actors
who work in concert with the bodies responsible for the subprogrammes to
establish the field of research and its existing or potential applications. We can
therefore take as a starting-point the fact that the MHR4 programme, under the
label "health and research", involves cooperation between actors at different
levels. The composition of the networks built by concerted actions means that the
results are circulated between actors, working their way downstream. An effort
was made to establish whether this went beyond the projects or was confined to
them. The survey among the users of the results of MHR4 describes how these
networks are extended.
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2- CONCERTED ACTIONS AS THE BASIS FOR TRANSFER NE1WORKS

A continuum is apparent between the programme and its users and
between the research and the use made of il. The results arising from cooperation
within the concerted actions are also taken up by a variety of users.

A DIVERSITY OF USERS

The .categories of institutions to which users belong are set out in table 3. The
first point to be noted is that the major categories of institutions participating in
the programme (see Table 1) are reflected here, with hospitals, university
hospitals, universities and public research bodies being weil represented. What is
new is the growth in importance of the health services and industry, which are
particularly weil placed as regards application of the research results in the
traditional sense. This leads us to another important observation, namely that there
is no dichotomy between those who produce the results and those who make use
of them, but rather a graduaI transition which reflects a varied and sophisticated
institutional set-up.

TABLE 3 : CATEGORIES OF INSTITUTIONS TO WHICH USERS BELONG

Source: Users' questionnaire

Universities 65 22%
Health services 61 20%
University hospitals 'Yi 18%
Hospitals 39 13%
Industry 37 12%
Public research bodies 26 9J/o
athers 12 4%

Total '298 100%

The majority of users have !iule or no access to private funding; some of
them receive combined private/public funding (between 25 and 75% of one or the
other). A large number (53%) are largely subsidized by public funds (see diagram
1). The users therefore depend very heavily on public sources to finance their
activities. This is essentially true of researchers, 61% of whom rely mainly (more
than 50%) on public funds, with half relying almost exclusively (for more than 75%)
on this source. The figures are even higher for c1inicians, at 66% and 63%
respectively. By contrast, the small category of users in the indus trial and
commercial sector relies almost entirely on private funds. However, a significant
proportion (12%) of users who describe themselves as researchers rely virtually
exclusively on private funding. We can see, then, that the public sector makes a
major contribution to the networks at this stage, as weil as further upstream in the
programme (see File No n. The health care market would appear to be taking
shape with a massive input from the authorities.
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DlAGRAM 1: SHARE OF PRlVATEIPUBLlC FUNDlNG IN USERS' FlNANClNG

Source: Users' questionnaire, Question 14
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Looking beyond their institutional background, we see that users define their
areas of activity as follows :
TABLE 4 : PREDOMINANT ACTlVITIES OF USERS

Source: Users' questionnaire, Question 8

Research 153 53%
Clinical practice 62 21%
Adm in istration 37 13%
Service 7 2J/o
Trade/industry 27 7%
Others 9 3%

Total 290 100%

Research therefore emerges clearly as a predominant activity among those
using the results of MHR4. It is broken down into different institutional categories,
mainly universities and public research bodies, but also hospitals, health services
and industrial and commercial companies to a significant extent. The worlds of
clinical practice, health administration and manufacturing and marketing therefore
interact directly with research. Actors' answers also reveal that the research they
carry out is very often non-exclusive, being frequently combined with clinical
practice, but sometimes also with administrative, training or commercial activities
(see table 5).

The scientific activity arising out of the concerted actions therefore extends
weil beyond the confines of the programme. The research is not confined to the
programme itself, but is taken up by actors who are active on the fringes, who are
likely to translate it into a variety of activities. Diagram 2 represents the
dissemination of MHR4 results to 215 users. It shows the proportion of users in
each sector of activity, and their degree of involvement in the concerted action
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projects. These different sectors rcvolve, with some overlap, around the dominant
"scientific research" community, centred on the core of MHR teams.

TABLE 5 " PREDOMINANT ACT/VInES BY MAJOR CATEGORIES OF lNSnronoN

Source : Users' questionnaire

Research Clinical Adminis Trade &
practice tration industry

Universities 54 7 1 2
Health services 15 0 37 0
University hospitals 29 23 0 0
Hospitals 13 22 1 1
Industry 14 5 1 16
Public research bodies 22 3 0 0

DIA GRAM 2,' MHR 4 AND USERS GROUPS

Of these 215 users, 59 are participants in the MHR4, with 45 of these
belonging to the same concerted action for which they are mentioned as users,
and the other 14 participating in different MHR4 projects. Thus, the results
circulate both within and beyond the programme or the concerted actions and
these visibly establish convergence.
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USES OFTEN INCORPORA TED IN CONCERTED ACTIONS

While it is true that the research arising out of a concerted action may spread
beyond the participants, the use made of it may also be incorporated in the
project. The programme results are used first and foremost by the participants in
the concerted actions. Two-thirds of these regard themselves as the primary users
of the results of the Community programme. In a large number of cases, this
means that the results of the concerted actions are not immediately available to
and taken up by outside actors. On the contrary, they appear to be incorporated
and processed by the participants individually, before in some cases being passed
on to others. One-quarter of the users mentioned by the participants are full
members of concerted actions.

There is a link, therefore, between participation in a concerted action and
use of its results. Teams are involved in the concerted actions at varying levels, with
some making a marginal contribution to certain activities and benefiting from the
overall results. For example, some of the epidemiology concerted actions employ
clinical teams to compile the data, which are then processed by research units and
subsequently passed back to the clinical teams. The users mentioned by the
participants are sometimes members of the CO~1AC for the subprogramme to
which their concerted action belongs, in which case the public body involved in
devising the projects also has an interest on its own account in seeing the results.
On other occasions, the project leader is cited as the user, as in the case of some
concerted actions which operate in centralized networks (see File 2) and where
the participants make partial contributions which are brought together and
processed by the project leader, who passes them on in a subsequent phase. In
addition to differences in status within the concerted action, the varied nature of
the participants encourages internaI transfers. The contributions made are
therefore many and varied, and there is a diversity of exchanges. A research team
specializing in developing diagnostic software, for instance, can make it available to
general practitioners who use it on their patients and pass back information to the
designers. Another case might involve national government departments
forwarding quantitative data on the development of AlOS, which will be processed
by groups engaged in another action with a view to drawing up predictive models
for the government departments.

We can see, then, that there is no sharp divide between the production of
scientific research results and their use, but that on the contrary there is
considerable overlap between them. It is this very overlap, indeed, which
guarantees the success of the concerted action. There is constant and rapid two
way traffic throughout the process of producing results, making the first partial
application and working on them to achieve improved applications. Through
making use of the research product and being involved in its development, the
participant in a concerted action who is both providing and using ideas, data,
sampIes, etc., has a vested interest in it. The reintegration of the uses' into the
concerted action is therefore a cohesive factor for the technicalleconomic
network. 50, although its focus is on research the MHR4 programme involves
actors engaged in activities which, though different, are encouraged to interact.
This overlap makes it easier to translate the results into applications. The
distinction between participants and users is not sharply defined. In this way the
networks form a bridge between the programme and the outside world : on the
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one hand, the research generated by the concerted actions may affect teams which
have very little direct involvement; on the other hand, the results of the
programme benefit willing users who becorne integrated in the programme.

The programme is thus characterized by the export of the research carried
out and the reintegration of its uses. This lends a certain fluidity to the networks,
and means that the researchers and users are to a certain extent interchangeable,
both within and outside a concerted action project. In this respect, the activities
supported by MHR4 can be likened to the kind of basic technological research
(RTB) characterized in particular by the versatility of the actors, which invalidates
the distinction between basic and applied research3.

3 - MOBILIZATION OF ACTORS THROUGH CONCERTED ACTIONS

Although it is not rigidly defined, the MHR4 programme nonetheless is of
considerable significance to the actors associated with it, even if they are not
directly involved. 64% of the users of the programme results are aware of the fact
that it is a Community programme (Users' questionnaire, Question n, which
suggests that it has a high profile. Local contacts between participants and users do
not occur in isolation from the centre, which is the concerted action : the user is
aware that, through the intermediary of the participant, he is linked up to an
overall programme in which he has sorne say. The degree of familiarity with the
programme depends on the predominant activity of the user. One surprising
finding was that half the public health authorities were not aware of the nature of
the programme, whereas the majority of researchers and clinicians (70% and 58%
respectively) were familiar with it. National and local administrative bodies are
perhaps in sorne cases relatively far removed from any European connections...
The duration of contacts between participants and users suggests that the
networks are quite stable, as diagram 3 illustrates.

The majority of users (69%) have known the participant in the programme
for more than three years, Le. even prior to the start of the MHR4 programme
(1987). Working relationships appear to have been established more recently,
which clearly indicates that there is a certain period during which individuals
become acquainted before actually beginning to work together. Finally, these
relationships seem set to last, since three-quarters of the users feel that they should
extend over more than three years and 60% feel they should last more than five
years. Clearly, therefore, we are dealing, not with occasional and opportunistic
contacts, but with durable and solid alliances which have in all likelihood been
carefully thought out, negotiated and built up. Contacts between participants and
users in the public health services are more recent than for the other categories. A
clear majority of researchers and clinicians have known the participant personally
for more than three years, and even five years in the case of 44% of clinicians. The
lasting nature of these links is reflected in their working relationships, with 61 % of
researchers and 68% of clinicians having worked with a participant for more than
three years, or even five years in the case of 39% and 29% respectively.

3 Ph. Laredo, M. CaHon, L'impact des programmes communautaires de recherche sur le
tissu scientifique et économique français, Paris, La Documentation française, 1990.
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DIAGRAM 3 : PARTICIPANT/USER RELA T10NSHIP OVER T1ME

Source : Users' questionnaire, Questions 2, 4 and 5
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The proportion of public health officiais who have long-standing personal
and professional contacts with a programme participant is lower by comparison.
The fact that contacts between participants and public health officiais tend to be
recent appears to be part of a trend among Community programmes. The
increasing proportion of the public authorities among beneficiaries of research
results can be easily explained. The concerted actions are powerful tools for
harmonizing medical practices. The HSR CHealth Services Research)
subprogramme is designed in particular to establish uniform procedures for
monitoring and assessing medical services. The Epidemiology subprogramme
provides comparative data between regions and countries on the major
pathologies. The BME (Biomedical Engineering) subprogramme, meanwhile,
encompasses cooperation between European industrialists. In short, the opening
up of Europe, with the attendant strategie changes at the research stage and further
downstream, gives rise to increased political and administrative investment. In the
face of these issues, which affect them directly, the authorities become actors who
are fully involved with the content of the concerted actions, since it is at the heart
of these that the strategie choices are made Cequipment standards, standards for
the assessment of hospital services, prevention campaign methods, etc). The
public services are therefore direct users with a big stake in the research results.

In any case, it would appear that ail three caLegories of users expect the
contacts established with the participants ta be of long duration, longer than five
years in three-quarters of cases. To judge by the comments of the users
questioned, MHR4 makes a significant contribution to stabilizing contacts with
participants, and thus to the structuring of the networks. Among clinicians and
researchers, contacts between participant and user predate the programme in the
majority of cases. The way in which contacts between participant and user came
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TABLE 6 . OCCASfON OF fN111Af. CONTACt RETWEEN PARTICIPANT AND USER

Source: Users' questionnaire, Question 3

At a scientific gathering
Through a colleague
Through business contacts
Through a coordinator
Through an advertisement
Other
No reply

Total

30%
27%
20%

ffl/o
1%

11%

?Plo

100%

Only 8% of initial contacts took place through an institutional coordinator
like those attached to the conccrted actions. The main channels of contact are
more traditional and informai: through scientific gatherings, colleagues or the usual
professional contacts. Few contacts arise out of institutional planning, but tend to
be forged in an informai manner and within the context of communities linked by
their activities and by everyday professional contacts.

Among the users, researchers make contact with participants largely
through scientific gatherings, which shows that the internai channels of
communication which exist in research circles prevail in this area. Clinicians
frequently come into contact with the participant through a colleague. Is this
evidence of natural interaction, a sort of osmosis, between clinics and hospitals on
the one hand and the research sphere, with which they have daily contact, on the
other? None of the categories in particular is characterized by business contacts
through the conventional channels linking organized bodies. The networks, then,
tend to be formed initially through social channels rather than through
cooperation between the national and/or Community authorities. However, to
judge by users' statements and the strengthening of working relationships and
their durability, the Community programme has a significant impact on the
construction of the networks.

Finally, the concerted actions make use of and consolidate previously
established relationships, which are ail the stronger because they involve direct
contact between the actors and operators rather than between the umbrella
organizations. This phenomenon is echoed, moreover, in other Cornmunity
programmes, which accompany the networking process and reaffirm il. The
mobilization of the actors and the strategy of the authorities are interdependent,
and are meaninglcss in isolation from each other. On the one hand, official
coordination relies on traditionally strong contacts in the medical world. On the
other hand, the strengthening of these relationships through the work carried out,
their stabilization and extension owe a lot to official intervention.

The medical world is traditionally diversified and heterogeneous, with the
result that it lends itself to the effective structuring of techno-economic networks.
MHR4 is an example on a large scale of this kind of networking involving greater
interaction between actors. The concerted actions enhance bilateral contacts
between those producing and using the results by connecting them to a common
base. The networks are formed spontaneously through local contacts which are
extended to a multilateral level by the MI m4 programme. In the second part we
will examine how this fabric of contacts goes to form a new area.
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PART II - FROM MEDICAL RESEARCH TO THE HEALTH
CARE MARKET - STRUCTURING BY THE TECHNO
ECONOMIC NETWORKS

For economists, the formation of networks is a an important condition for
encouraging innovation and the emergence of products on the market4 . A basic
characteristic of these networks is that they create permanent links between the
various actors involved in the innovative processS. This permanence ensures the
continued development of innovation and makes the search for outlets less
uncertain. We have seen that the creation of a Europe-wide heaIth care market is a
major issue for MHR4. The promotion of the networks through this programme
contributes to the creation, and in particular to the structuring, of a framework of
stable relationships.

We will now look at the form and content of the exchanges which make up
and reaffirm these relationships, making them increasingly solid. First of ail, then,
we will take a look at how users acquire the results of the programme and then at
the subsequent use made of them, and finally, at which actors take up the new
resources created and how these constitute a transformed heaIth care market.

1- APPROPRIATION OF THE PROGRAMME RESULTS BY THE USERS

The networks are characterized by the substance of the exchanges between
participants and users and the way in which they take place. The exchanges act as
intermediaries which shape and define the networks.

DIFFERENT RESULTS

Table 7 shows the results of MHR4 which users feel to be useful for them.
The first category of exchanges between participants and users concerns the
intellectual content : 73% of users take on board ideas from the participants with
whom they come into contact, and 50% of them use data produced by the
concerted actions. The latter therefore act as repositories of know-how and
knowledge which generate future developments.

General information is the third product of which use is made, but one
which is less finalized and less easy to define than the previous ones. However,
general scientific information is of prime strategic importance. Keeping abreast of
the latest developments in their field of interest is essential for actors in order to
plan the future direction of their work : it is a vital tool for technological
surveillance. The actors' desire to maintain a watchful stance is evidence of their
awareness of the importance of the programme, as we will see in more detail later
on.

The material exchanges arising from the programme are far from negligible,
with a quarter of users making use of the technological prototypes developed by
the programme and 22% making use of the software produced.

4 cf C. Freeman, Networks of innovators: a synthesis of research issues; International
Workshop on networks of innovators, Montréal, May 1990.
5 M. Callon, Réseaux technico-économiques et irréversibilités, in R. Boyer (eds) Les
figures de l'irréversibilité en économie, Paris, éditions de ['EHESS, 1991.
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So which users make use of whieh results? The answer to this question gives
us a more accurate picture of the position of the actors within the networks.

TABLE 7,' RESULTS OF THE PROGRAMME TAKEN UP BY USERS

Source: Users' questionnaire, Question 10

Output
Ideas/New concepts
Data
General information
Technol. prototypes
Software
New medicines
Other/Don't know

Numbers
211
146
144
74
48
22
Z7

Mentions
73%
51%
500/0
25%
22%

ffJ/o
9>/0

Citations
31%
22%
21%
11%

7%
3%
5%

DIFFERENT USES FOR DIFFERENT ACTORS

First of ail, the users who describe themselves as researchers make the most
use of the results of the concerted actions and in the greatest variety of ways.
However, they have a more specific interest in the production of ideas and new
concepts (mentioned by more than three-quarters). The data produced are also a
priority for over half of them. While the exchange of ideas appears to carry the
most weight in the relationship between participants and researchers, the
exchange of physical materiais is also very important. 65% of the technological
prototypes are taken on board by researchers, probably for the most part in an
extended design phase and/or for use as research instruments. The software is
used fir::.t and foremost by researchers (over 10% of them), often in the form of
the intermediate results of concerted actions (see File 2) which are made use of at

.an early stage. Finally, new medicinal products, which is a minor output of the
programme, are used far more by c1inicians and researchers than by
(pharmaceutical) firms.

We can therefore make one basic observation at this stage, namely that there
is no striet divide between intellectual production being passed on to researchers
and material applications designed for completely different actors. The
researchers make use of a variety of resources, and the physical and material
results of earlier work are reincorporated by them to a very large extent. Similarly,
the other categories of users take considerable advantage of the intellectual results.

The c1inicians make use largely of ideas and new concepts rather than facts
and figures. Thus we can see that medical practice gains a great deal from fresh
scientific approaches but needs fewer material components to develop its studies.
On the other hand, general information, as in the case of the researchers, is
important for almost half of c1inieians. The MHR4 programme acts as a source of
such information, one which ail categories avail themselves of at will. This is
particularly true of those in charge of administration and engaged in industry and
commerce. This reaffirms the strategie significance of this category of results and
reflects the concern of these two categories of actors to have access to basic
information. Moreover, they also have access to the ideas and new concepts
emerging from the programme. This means that as far as industrialists and policy
makers are concerned, the European research programme not only serves to
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locate their strategy within a pre-defined framework (by providing general
information), but hclps to dcfinc that strategy (by the introduction of new idcas).

Facts and figures are important, tao, for the public authorities : this can be
seen in the impact of the health services and epidemiology subprogrammes,
which produce large amounts of data subsequently consumed by the public health
services.

DIFFERENT VALUES A 7TRIBUTED TO OUTPUT

There is sorne correlation between the quantity of the various products of
the programme and the qualitative value attributed to them by the users.

TABLE 8 : COMPARATIVE IMPORTANCE OF RESULTS FOR USERS

Source : Users' questionnaire, Question 11

Output Very importantQuite
Ideas/New concepts
Data
General information
Technol. prototypes
Software

important
CJ)

70
55
37
2fJ

102
70
82
33
21

The more substantial the output, the more important it is considered to be
by the user (software and prototypes). The non-material products Odeas/new
concepts and, in particular, general information) tend to be seen as quite
important rather than very important. Opinion is equally divided concerning data,
which, although technical, are intangible. The more the product can be put to
material use, the more value is attached to it by users. Steady output from the
concerted actions, although less frequent, is judged to be more useful.

SUSTAINED AND INTENSIVE WORKING RELATIONSHIPS

In addition to the actual substance of the exchanges between participants
and users, the back-up available is a determining factor in their association.
Diagram 4 highlights the main media of exchange used. These help us to define the
relationship between participant and user. They are very rarely used in isolation,
but in combinations of two (three out of four times on average) and sometimes
more than two. The mail option, for instance, is very c10sely linked to the
telephone/fax option, and much less closely to the reports. Informai and frequent
contacts appear to predominate. The predominance of telephone/fax contacts
and working visits shows that the exchanges are study-related rather than formaI.
Correspondencc by post, which can be more formaI when used in isolation, is
rarely used on its own, but tends to be in addition to other means of
communication.
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DIAGRAM 4 : MEDIA OF EXCHANGE BE1WEEN PARTICIPANTS AND USERS

Source : Users' questionnaire, Question 7b
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The following table gives a broad picture of which media are used for the
different categories of output of the concerted actions. The indicator used is a
weighting calculated on the basis of the frequency of overlap between positive
responses per medium and per type of output, in relation to the total for each of
these two categories. It therefore takes into account the relative importance of
these categories vis-à-vis the others by combining it with the frequency of contact
between two of them.

TABLE 9 : MEANS OF COMMUNICA TlON BY CA TEGORY OF EXCHANGES

Source: Users' questionnaire, Questions 7b and la
TeVFax Mail

Ideas/concepts
Data
Tech. proto.
Gen. info.
Software

0.35 0.29
0.29 0.27
0.21 0.17
0.28 0.26
0.15 0.15

Visits
0.36
0.27
0.19
0.28
0.13

Reports
0.22
0.20
0.16
0.25

X

The highest figures are for the relationship between ideas and new concepts
and working visits and telephone/fax contacts. The latter are also the most used in
combination with the transmission of data and information on technological
prototypes. However, telephone/fax links and working visits are very rarely used
in isolation from other means of communication. Ali the means of transmission
seem to be on a more or less equal footing when it comes to conveying general
information. This is the main aim of reports, which are of less importance than the
other media and used more often in isolation. This points to fairly loose affiliations
in which the report acts as an official medium of communication between
participants and users who wish to remain informed of their respective activities.
The other means of communication, on the other hand, often combined, point to
frequent and intensive contacts between participants and users and to exchanges
of a scientific nature. There appears to be a lot of interaction within the network,
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with the work often being carried out jointly through direct contacts
(telephone/fax, visits). The figures for the weighting would seem to point to a high
degree of interaction in the network. The stability and intensity of substantial
exchanges, to which actors attribute real importance, are an indication of the
largely permanent nature of the relationships set up within the networks. We will
now look at how these relationships take tangible shape through the results they
produce.

2 - Uses of the programme results

MULTIPLE USES OF THE PROGRAMME

Users are interested in the results of the MHR4 programme for developing
their own applications. What use do they make of these results? The answer to this
question (see Diagram 5) produces an initial basic finding, namely that the results
are not put to a single use but to a variety of uses.

DJAGRAM 5 : USES OF mE RESULTS OF THE MHR4 PROGRAMME

Source: Users' questionnaire, Question 12
On average users mention 2.2 uses at any one time •
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Research, which involves 61% of users, accounts for only 31% of the overall
volume of activity, so that its predominance is entirely relative. Clinical activities
and education also concern a large number of users. Thus the European
programme has here two very important and virtually immediate areas of
application. The end-user (the patient) therefore benefits even at this stage,
through medical practitioners, from the value added by the programme to dinical
research. The impact on education is also fundamental, bringing about changes in
medical practice in the medium and long term through the training of medical and
para-medical staff. The new skills acquired by the actors and redistributed within
the networks reshape the European health care area. Management, public policy-
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making and commercial development of products are all areas in which MHR4
makes a significant contribution.

TABLE 10: 7HE VAR/OUS USES AND lliEIR RELATIVE IMPORTANCE

Source: Users' questionnaire, Question 12

Use Number of mentions
Research 187
Medical practice 121
Education 95
Management 66
Public policy 58
Commercial dey. product 40
Non-comm. dey. product 19
Other 22

% citations
31
20
16
11
10

7
2
3

The distribution of the various uses among the categories of actors confirms
the fact that most put the results to several different uses. Thus, 82% of the
researchers use the products of the concerted actions in their research activities.
The research arising out of MHR4 therefore makes a major contribution ta external
research, as pointed out in the first section. Directly, MHR4 concerns only a
subsection of researchers within the medical science community as a whole.
However, this subsection is not a ghetto, but is in constant contact with other
researchers.

A significant number of researchers (42%) also make use of the results of the
programme in medical practice, accounting for more than half of those who do
so. Clinicians, on the other hand, represent only 36% of those who make use of the
programme in medical practice, although 68% of them do so. More than half of
these also use the findings for their own research. Researchers and clinicians are
virtually interchangeable when it comes to carrying out research or clinical
practice. Like the participants in MHR4, the users appear as a general rule to be
very versatile.

The versatility of actors varies depending on the category to which they
belong, with clinicians apparently more likely to go into research than researchers
into clinical practice. Researchers are also very involved in public policy
applications of results and in applications in education. Use of the findings in
management is more evenly distributed among the categories of actors; those
categories which are relatively poody represented as regards overall use of results
have a proportionately large share. Public authorities in particular make significant
use of the results for this purpose. Commercial use of the findings of the
programme is divided evenly between researchers and businesses. In the case of
the former, however, it concerns only an insignificant percentage of the category
(Jess than 10%), while the much smaller second category represents more than
one-third of the users who use results commercially. The market, moreover, is a
very minor consideration for researchers, who are the main developers of non
commercial uses. The level of activity is roughly the same as for commercial uses,
although the latter category is twice as large.
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Uses in research, medical practice and education are very often combined.
42 users combined ail three; 56 combined medical practice and education, 75
combined research and education and 83 research and medical practice.

The lack of barriers between health-related activities allows the integrated
movement of intermediaries throughout the network. As a result of their
versatility or their proximity to the other actors, users may transpose the findings
for different uses and different end-users. Whatever their status to begin with,
actors make use of the programme in a number of ways. The traditional socio
professional demarcations become blurred, and the actors are defined less in
terms of their institutional status than by what they do. They no longer follow a
single direction within a linear network, but form a link in a series of
interconnections.

RESEARCH RECYCLED BY OTHER ACTlVITIES TO WH/CH IT CONTRIHUTES

Leaving the actors out of the equation for a moment, we can picture the
connections which are formed downstream of the programme by linking its
results to the activities which make use of them. Research activity downstream of
the programme, for instance, makes use of the different categories of results,
principally ideas and new concepts, but also data and general information.
Technological prototypes and software produced by concerted actions are also
the subject of a certain amount of research activity. Medical practice draws From
the same sources and thus makes extensive use of intellectual and physical material.
Education, by contrast, makes use above ail of ideas and new concepts and of
general information, but little use of data, prototypes and software. Management
strategies feed on ideas, general information and data, as does public policy, but
with greater reliance on data and less on general information and ideas.

As a result, research downstream from the programme mobilizes a whole
series of resources generated by the programme: we can see, then, that it is not a
closed cycle. Medical practice makes use of a wide variety of tools. Education takes
on board knowledge anà new approaches which point to a long-term impact on
medical practice. Strategic and political applications look to hard facts and figures
to lend substance ta the guidelines arrived at through more abstract activities. To
sum up, then, there are no exclusive or preferential activities; on the contrary,
MHR4 is put to a variety of combined applications.

3 - NEW RESOURCES AND DOWNSTREAM ACTORS flŒSH IMPETUS FOR THE
HEALTH CARE MARKET

Continuing through the cycle, we sought to establish who makes use of the
material produced by the primary users of Ml-IR4.

r[ EAR D/VERS/F/CA TlON AMONG THE SECONDARY US/;'RS

Table Il identifies the categories of actors who make use of the work of the
primary users based on the research rindings of the participants in MI-IR4.

The first observation to be made is that virtually ail the users know and can
identify those who make use of their work. This indicates a close-knit network
within which actors identify each other readily and are aware of what information
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is being circulated. The second point to note is the diversification of the categories
of actors at this stage. Scientists, clinicians and academics continue to be weil
represented among secondary users, as they were among primary users. But sorne
new groups emerge in significant numbers, namely businesses, international
organizations and consumers.

TABLE II : GROUPS OF SECONDARY USERS

Source: Users' questionnaire, Question 13
numbers percentage

Researchers
Medical practitioners
Universities
Government depts.
Business
Internat. organizations
Consumers
Voluntary organizations
Others
Don't know

205
169
164
103
94
65
49
26
15
8

71%
58%
57%
35%
32%
22%
17%
~/o

5%
3%

The predominance of researchers, practitioners and universities has
diminished compared with their importance among the primary users. However,
the dominant areas among the secondary users coincide with the most important
activities among primary users, namely research, medical practice and education.
As regards the detailed breakdown, it would appear that the results of users'
research are taken up primarily by other researchers (26%), followed by
academics (20%) and practitioners (18%). The results of medical practice are taken
up by practitioners (27%), researchers (24%) and academics (21%). Education is
passed on ta researchers (23%), academics (22%) and practitioners (19%).

The profile of the categories making use of users' work corresponds closely
to the overall configuration of the work. The research work is not just carried out,
but also taken up, by researchers. The passing-on of resulls does not imply
systematic application, transposai from one sphere of activity to another. This
pattern is repeated in contacts between primary and secondary users. Out of 155
user/researchers, 130 say that the results of their activities are passed on to
researchers, and 49 out of 60 clinicians mention medical practitioners as the
beneficiaries of their work. A similar observation can be made as regards public
health officiais and adm inistrators (33/36). Thus the transfers are large1y internai,
the results being made use of first and foremost within the player's own sphere.
Only a small proportion of results are passed on to other spheres. The transfer of
results from primary to secondary users remains very largely within the author's
own sphere. Only in a second stage, in sorne cases after being processed within
this sphere, are sorne of the results likely to be exported. Il is therefore clear that
the transfer from actors and activities upstream of the programme to those
downstream of it takes place very slowly. This reflects the length of the networks
through which medical innovation travels.

INCREASING DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN A CTORS
Why is the work of primary users in the scientific, academic and medical

spheres not disseminated to a greater extent in different spheres of application?
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There are two factors behind this phenomenon. First, research work, clinical
practice and teaching are not just reintegrated into the scientific community but
are at the same lime exported, albeit to a lesser extent, to other groups. This is
particularly true of research findings, which find their way into ail the other
categories : businesses, government departments, international organizations,
voluntary organizations and even consumers. Research results are actually better
distributed than may appear at first glance. The same is true ta a lesser extent, and
with sorne qualification, of education. Second, it must not be overlooked that these
categories are permeable and flexible, that actors often belong to several
simultaneously and that the results of the work carried out may be taken up by
several at the same time. This is illustrated by table 12. A linkage index shows how
the categories of secondary users are associated or juxtaposed for the purpose of
making use of the primary users' work. This was calculated by relating the number
of joint occurrences between two categories to the total number of cases in the
smallest category. IL indicates the maximum frequency for cooperation between
actors from different categories on the same work or on different work from the
same user.

TABLE 12· SECONDARY USERS BROUGllT TOGETflER BY PRIMARY USERS

Source: Users' questionnaire, Question 13

Govt. 1nt. Cons Pract. Res. Acad.
Business. 0.43 0.40 X 0.47 0.79 0.59
Govt. dept. X 0.74 0.55 0.60 0.68 0.60
Int. orgs. X X X 0.68 0.78 0.68
Consumers X X X 0.65 0.73 0.55
Practitioners X X X X 0.75 0.65
Researchers X X X X X 0.85

There is a very significant degree of cooperation between academics and
practitioners on the one hand and researchers on the other when it cornes to
processing the work of the primary users. Here again, then, we find a high level of
interaction between actors in the composite scientific, c1inical and academic
community. Researchers have extensive contacts with al! the other categories of
actors, while the other two categories are more exclusive. This means that the
work of primary users is very often taken up by researchcrs at the same time as by
others. Government departments and international organizations have frequent
contact among themselves, but very !ittle with the private sector, which in turn has
very little contact with consumers or practitioners. Elements of public policy and
management strategy appear to be of use to both national and international
organizations. The latter can really only hope to pick up elements of management
strategy from private companies. The work of primary users passed on to firms,
practitioners and consumers rarely involves any cooperation between these three
categories of actors. For instance, the commercial development of a product is
taken up by firms and to a lcsser extent by consumers, but rarely by both at once.

To conclude, then, the transfer of the work produced by primary users
appears, with the exception of the research field, to be rclatively selective and
exclusive to particular categories. The researchers play the pivotaI role in
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disseminating research, with other actors moving on the periphery with much less
contact between them.

This concentration on the research aspect, both among participants in the
programme and among primary and secondary users, is quite revealing, and
highlights the intensely scientific nature of the health networks. A long chain of
interconnections is often required, therefore, in order for medical innovation to
get as far as the market. Is this structure Inherent in the health care system? Is the
process of making use of MHR4 necessariily a slow one, and is the European health
care market hope1essly removed from it?

THE VARYING LENG7H OF mE NETWORKS FROM RESEARCH TO 7HE MARKET

The overall picture presented here needs to be qualified in sorne respects.
First of ail, the length of the networks is not unique to the medical sphere, but is
characteristic of the pathway followed by scientific and technical innovation in
numerous fields. Furthermore, while the non-research applications of scientific
activity may sometimes take time, we have also observed that the point of
production is very close to the end users, the patients. The laboratory is located
within society and interacts, sometimes through intermediaries, with those who
represent that society. For example, data on blood samples may be compiled,
processed and compared by means of exchanges with European partners, and
subsequently used in the treatment of patients, ail by the same unit. The local
combination of actors and intermediaries within the networks thus makes virtually
instantaneous application possible. Interaction in the socio-medical sphere,
therefore, is likely to produce speedy results. We have seen this to be the case in
the large number of applications in clinical practice and education even at the
primary use stage. ln addition, the significanl proportion of consumers (17%)
among the secondary users suggests that certain activities are passed on quite
quickly to the end user. The length of the networks arising out of MHR4 and the
slowness of the transition from research to the market do not appear to be
structural, but depend on the content of the concerted actions and the number of
actors involved.

SIMULTANEOUS SHAPING OF RESEARCH AND mE MARKET BY 7HE NETWORKS

It has already been observed that the networks do not follow a single
direction, but that dissemination takes place in both an upstream and a
downstream direction. Equipment, software, reagents, samples, phantoms and
sometimes even patients travel towards the research end of the spectrum,
reaching even the concerled actions (see file 2). Scientific rcsearch and the market
help to shape each other, with the intermediaries passing between the two via the
networks. We can see, then, that there is not a one-way transfer of scientific
produce towards the market.

As economists have shown, we are actually dealing with a system of loops
with permanent action and counteraction between research and its application6.
The market is built up and moulds research in accordance with these cycles, and
there are no strictly defined pre-existing segments with gaps which can be filled

6 S. Kline, N. Rosenberg, An overview of innovation, in R. Landau and N. Rosenberg (eds),
The positive sum strategy, Chicago, Academy of Engineering Press, 1986.
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exactly by research. Demand is expressed through "spokespersons" who guide
research and are influenced by it7. This is particularly true as regards the creation
of the European market, and specifically the creation of the health care market by
MHR4. These spokespersons tend to be the public services and industrialists, or in
sorne cases clinicians, ail of whom, as we have already seen, were important
participants in the concerted actions. This integration of the representatives of the
market in the innovation process is essential.

Studies have clearly shown the need for involvement of these actors at a very
early stage in order for innovation to be successful, particularly where medical
technology is concerned8 . In the MHR4 programme, the public health services
represent 8% of participants and industrialists 1.4%. These relatively low figures
(which, incidentally, rise significantly at the next stage, that of primary users)
should not mislead us. The authorities have a decisive role to play in guiding the
projects (see first section), while industrialists are c10sely involved in the content
of projects, particularly the BME project. Their participation, moreover, is greater
than the figures suggest, as they frequently participate as observers at meetings and
workshops. Project leaders, project management groups or ail the participants are
often anxious to maintain a certain autonomy where they are concerned.

Individually the members of the concerted actions are in close contact with
the industrialists, who sometimes finance part of their activities. Controlling the
access of industrialists to information is not a sign of resistance in research circles
to participation by outside bodies, but rather of a shift in the means of exchange,
cooperation procedures, and transfers within the network, at the point where the
interests of the market come into contact with those of research. This transition
from one system to another, from scientific thinking to market-oriented thinking,
is put into practice by the actors. This emerges from the descriptions of the
individual contacts between participants in MHR4 and primary users in the public
health services and industrialists/businesses categories.

FlNANCINC AND CONTRACTS: MARKINC THE TRANSITION

When asked whether they made a financial contribution to any part of the
activities of the concerted action, only 28% of users answered in the affirmative.
Researchers, c1inicians and even industrialists and businesses were below this
figure. Only the public health services were above, and by quite a clear margin
(40%). We must bear in mind that the European funds do not finance the actual
content of the research, but rather the interchange between teams. As a result, the
public health departments most likely finance a share of the research carried out
under the concerted actions. As we have seen, however, they are not "sleeping
partners" in the strict sense, as their various representatives sometimes play an
active role within the networks they have hclped to construct. Their role in
finalizing research is probably quite important : the public authorities finance
research work, but they expect a contribution towards achieving precise goals in
return. This is perhaps what is behind the formalization of the participant/user

7 On the notion of "spokespcrson" see : M. Callon, Some elements of a sociology of
translation ... ", The sociological review, 1986.
8 E. von Hippel, The dominant raie of users in... instrument innovation process, Research
Policy 5, 1976 and: S. Blume, Insight and industry : on the dynamics of technological
change in medicine, Amsterdam, 1990.
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link, which appears to be well-developed in the "public health departments"
category.

Fewer than one-quarter of users have signed a contract with MHR4
participants, and researchers and prticulady clinicians fall short even of that
figure. The public authorities, and above ail industrialists and businesses are weil
above it. Sorne conclusions may be drawn from this information, to b<:: confirmed
subsequently. First of ail, researchers and clinieians tend not to formalize their
contacts, and do not exchange the products of the programme on a commercial
basis. In th is respect, as in many others, the research and medical community
appears to constitute an entity which could be described as the scientific/clinical
community. Interchange takes place on the basis of internaI procedures such as
the transfer of data and research tools or medical practices (see File 2). This
community operates on a give-and-take basis and transactions involve professional
renown rather than money9. The networks are characterized by contacts which
receive liule attention outside the immediate field.

By contrast, exchanges with actors outside this community require
formalization, commitments, sometimes of a financial nature, and the sanction of
the law. Industry and business provide IiUle financial backing, but conclude a large
number of contracts with participants. The public authorities fund participants,
and back up this commitment with a contract. Let us look at one possible theory
in this respect, which we will endeavour to substantiate later on. This states that
industry and business do not provide direct funding for research with a well
defined direction, but rather anticipate possible developments which might justify
their involvement. They monitor events and secure rights of use where
appropriate, by means of contracts. The authorities help guide research and
anchor the provisions adopted. They play an active role in making the strategie
choices which form the backbone of the emerging market. Industry and trade
remain geared up to join in once a path has been traced out. The comments of the
primary users lend weight to this theory. Those in charge of administrative
departments stress the links which exist between the activities of the concerted
actions and their own planning, standardization and legislation activities
concerning health care and services. Industrialists point to the need to be involved
in the preparation of standards and the harmonization of the technical assessment
criteria on which they issue and receive opinions. This theory is also backed up by
the replies to the question put to users as ta whether they already used the results
of the programme or were likely [0 do so in the future. Those responsible for
public health, as weil as industrialists and businesses, see themselves largely as
potential or future users, thus confirming the impresssion that they place
themselves in a strategie position to amicipate future developments.

The strategie options outlined above are consistent with the kind of research
traditionall y labelled "precompetitive". Three out of four users believe that their
cooperation with the participant does not result in the creation of a product
destined for the market. Out of the 56 users developing a product for the market,
29 were researchers. Thus, 20% of them had this goal in view. The combination of
research and commercial exploitation is therefore not particularly rare. By
contrast, only one industrialist in two has his sights on the market. Despite the fact

9 B. Latour, S. Wooigar, La vie de laboratoire: la production des faits scientifiques, Paris,
La découverte, 1988.
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that they are heads of marketing or R&D departments, they stress above ail their
interest in the generic development not so much of products but of new
approaches to designing them. The concept of basic technological research takes
account of this situation which largely takes over from the traditional split between
basic and applied research. The number of patents arising out of MHR4 backs this
up, with 28 participants 00%) concluding patent licensing agreements. One-third
of these are in the biomedical engineering field, for the development of advanced
equipment for medical practice. Sixteen of the patents related to marketable
innovations. The remaining twelve are therefore tactical patents, designed to
enable the participant to take an option on technological developments whose
market application is very uncertain. Of the 56 innovations liable ta be placed on
the market, therefore, 40 are not the subject of a patent application. The
transparency and the lack of protection suggest a certain lack of competition, at
least at this stage of research.

Before MHR With MHR

@
•
o

Project Leader

Equipe MHR

Utilisateurs

Actors relations
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Once links have been established by the networks, market considerations
and research merge at the basic research stage, where actors from the two camps
join forces to create a European health care area. For this reason, the MHR4
programme has a real impact on the creation of a European health care market.
New resources are created through contacts between a wide variety of actors,
contacts which are made permanent by the networks. To be sure, the health care
market is a very special one. Relations between versatile actors are one of its
traditional features which MHR merely reinforces. However, it is a characteristic
feature of the European programme that it systematizes and extends these local
and disparate relations. In so doing it gives them an international dimension, thus
creating a European field of operation for the actors, a sort of expansion chamber
for the networks.

The above diagram clearly shows two network segments (A-B and O-E)
which the programme connects. Thus two player-users very remote from each
other (A and E) become aligned as a result of being associated with the MHR and
thanks to the coordination of the project leader. The establishment of a new area
is vitally important. The relations established between increasingly numerous
actors reshape the context in which they are expressed. By establishing standards
which enable remote actors to translate their realities, concerted action makes for
harmonization transcending the limits of the network. The different segments of
the network, which previously were national and limited, are linked up through
concerted actions. MHR4 lends an international dimension to the European health
care area by establishing multilateral contacts between actors.

CONCLUSION

We have travelled through the three stages in the build-up of the networks :
participation in the programme itself, direct (primary) use of the results and use at
a secondary stage via the primary users. We have seen the wide variety of actors
involved at each stage, and the growing diversification and differentiation the
further away we move from the concerted actions. Research plays a central role at
each stage, although it becomes less and less dominant. Il is never isolated from
the other activities, from which it benefits and to which it makes a contribution.
The fact that the networks are centred on research is by no means the sign of an
autarkic science which reproduces itself at each stage. On the contrary, the
research is fertilized by the other activities, which it in turn fertilizes at each cycle.
This ongoing regeneration of research and the other activities is a source of
renewal for the health care market, as part of a process of perpetuaI motion. The
diagram next page describes this phenomenon.
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Categories of actors :
UO: participants in the MHR4 programme
U1: primary users of the programme results
U2: secondary users of the programme results

Innovation pathway :
S'FM: Science - Technology - Market, long interactions
STM : Science - Technology - Market, short interactions

Dominant activities and actors' output:
Research : scientific research
Clinic.: c1inical activity
Other : administration, commerce/industry, education ...
Administ.: management, health policy
Business: industry, commerce, consumers
Education: academie teaching

This diagram depicts a rather simplified innovation pathway with inputs
from the three corners of the triangle: science, technology, market. A distinction
can be made between short and long interactions. The long interactions
characterize innovations which aggregate new components at each level (UO, U1,

U2) and which possibly return the product after several cumulative stages. Short
interactions relate to the rapid recovery of results by those who transmitted their
own outpu t at the earl ier stage. At each of the three levels the actors export their
output: 1) the participants are concentrated under "research", "clinie" and
"other" activities, 2) the primary users pay increasing attention to organizational
and profitable applications (admin., business), 3) the secondary users reflect a
more balanced distribution of activities and results (comparable importance of the
different sectors of activity). There is therefore a graduai evolution at each stage
whieh is enriched by the interaction with the preceding one(s).

The diagram reveals two other things: a) innovation is a two-way process,
interactions are not one-way and may be reflex ive; b) innovation is an infinite
process : it is a composite phenomenon which has its origins in a multiplicity of
instants and its final expression is only one among many. This cyclical process is
far removed from the linear model which sees the market as the culmination of
science. We can see here how important is the interaction between the two. The
market cannot function properly without the scientific input, and vice-versa.

What is the value of this vortex? Given its great complexity, is it still a
workable model for intervention by the public authorities? There can be no doubt
about il. First of ail, it shows the limiL,> of conventional models, in the case of MHR4
at least. Finalizing research and shaping the market assume a new dimension. There
is no such thing as the direct projectory of a natural research object to a target
identified on a market. In fact, the actors gradually and simultaneously define ail
three. By slowly but surely laying the foundations they reduce the uncertainty
inherent in the innovation process. This work takes place gradually through the
network they build up. The public sector is actively present in the three levels
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described where the pathway of innovation is concerned. Il is involved in each
level in various ways: international organizations, national public health services,
local authority officiais, etc. The public sector is not, therefore, the external,
monolithic agency presupposed by the conventional conception of bureaucracy.

This new, network-based approach is characterized by the numerous actors,
the cydical nature of innovation and the different shapes assumed by the public
sector. Il is easy to see that il renders obsolete the simplistic ballistic models in
which targets and direct projectories mark out the pathway of science. The
network concept remains operative without reducing the player and the project
to a specific perspective which takes little account of the innovation process.
Public intervention is crucial in the perspectives opened by the network-based
approach. However, it relates less to the initial fossilized definition of an
innovation process than to support for the emergence of networks of actors
which are the vectors of this process. MHR4 is an example of this new generation
of programmes in which the "public sector" actor promotes transfers between ail
the others. The concerted action procedure whereby networks of different actors
are built up therefore corresponds to a relevant strategic option taking inta
account the challenges facing Europe: ensuring the mutual adaptation of science
and the market.
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